
UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549-4561

March 10,2011

   
   

   

Re: Johnson & Johnson
Incoming letter dated March 6, 2011

Dear Mr. Cahan:

This is in response to your letters dated March 6, 2011 and March 9,2011 and your
letters received on February 26,2011, February 27, 2011, March 7; 2011, March 8, 2011,
and March 10, 2011 concerning the shareholder proposal that you submitted to
Johnson & Johnson. On February 22,2011, we issued our response expressing our informal·
view that Johnson & Johnson could exclude the proposal from its proxy materials for its
upcoming annual meeting. You have asked us to reconsider our position. After reviewing
the information contained in your letters, we find no basis to reconsider our position.

Sincerely,

Heather L. Maples
Senior Special Counsel

cc: Elizabeth A. Ising
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
1050 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036-5306

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

PAU   
Thur      7 AM
shareholderproposals
dchia@its.jnj.com
Proxy:Attn C; KWON
J&JManipulatedLevaquinStudyEurope.txt; MinnTriaIMotionsLevq.txt; ProxyFINAL.wpd;
QuarterWatch20110001.pdf; Safeway Inc Food Label Proxy0001.pdf

Please excuse the disorganized communication.
Below are the attachments to complete my request.
It will be the last presentation of information.
Attached:

Relative to risk and 'ordinary business' discussion:
1) J&JManipulatedLevaquinStudyEurope: from Trial Transcript
2) Transcript ofTendon Rupture trial case: full day 9/28/2010
3) ProxyFinal.wpd: Separate document in body ofletter
4) QuarterWatch2011 file Vital Statistics Referenced in Introduction Section
5) Safeway Proxy: from annual report, example ofsimilar request accepted

DUE TO FILE SIZE, THIS SENT SEPARATELY:
6) Entire Letter with page numbers on pdf file for your convenience.

I thank you all for your patience. I have not been well.
Paul Cahan
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JJManipulatedLevaquinstudyEurope 

section of: 
us District court 
District of Minnesota 
RE: Levaquin products Liability Litigation

File NO. 08-md-1943
 
Minneapolis Minn. 
Hon. Judge J R. Tunheim 
plaintiffs: R. Goldser. ESp
 

etc
 
Defendants: J. Dames. Etc 

Section quoted below pertinent to 
how J&J has conducted business related to 
"risk" management of Levaquin

Manipulated Research study on Levaquin's equivalent
drug,(Tavanic) in Europe 

Related to issues of 
social and Health Impact 
Risk Mangement
Definition of ususal and customary Business 

From Trial Transcript: 

copy and paste from middle of transcript to bring your
attention to this section: 

full transcript another file document. 

"They manipulated the Ingenix study for their own
 
economic purposes. The Ingenix study started to appear in
 
discussions in the late fall of 2001. Aventis made a
 
proposal about the protocol. The idea was that they would
 
respond to the French authorities. The French authorities
 
wanted to know what was the comparative tendon toxicity

between Levaquin and the other fluoroquinolones.

The Johnson & Johnson response was -- and Aventis
 
was going to do a study that said tbat. Johnson & Johnson
 
said we can't afford that study. If we end up with a bad
 
result, we're in trouble. So they started taking control
 
of the study from Aventis, and they slowly but surely

turned the battleship around to change the focus of the
 
study from a comparison between fluoroquinolones to talking

about fluoroquinolones in general and the impact on the
 
elderly and corticosteroids. because by that time they had
 
already decided to include that warning in the label.
 
And so if they found that there was a negative

impact, no big deal. It was already in the label. They

already had a strategy for that. So they were going to
 
figure out a way to manage the Ingenix study so that they

would get the result that they wanted. So they manipulated

the one study to achieve an outcome that was in their best
 
economic interests.
 

They took it over from Aventis. They controlled
 
the study with Ingenix. I will talk about that for a
 
second. The protocol that was written, it was drafted by

Dan Fife. It was discussed between Dan Fife and John
 
Seeger at Ingenix.

There were meetings to talk about the protocol.

There were exchanges of drafts on how to do the protocol,

the type of study that it was was developed by Johnson & 
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JJManipulatedLevaquinstudyEurope
Johnson in discussion with Ingenix. I mean, they did the 
whole protocol process. 

To be sure, I mean, John seeger was involved in 
this, but Johnson & Johnson really controlled the protocol 
process. Once the protocol was set, it was just a matter 
of filling in the numbers by mostly administrative 
mechanism, although we certainly have complaints about how 
John seeger did that, and I will talk about that. 
They avoided comparing Levaquin with other 
fluoroquinolones as was requested in Europe. All the items 
on the bottom are references to documents, and if the 
hyperlink works, you could pull up the documents. They
changed the desired outcome. Europe wanted to know what 
was the problem related to tendonitis and tendinopathy.
Johnson & Johnson said we can't do that. It has 
got to be tendon rupture. ostensibly the reason is because 
tendon rupture is better defined. It's easier to identify
what constitutes a tendon rupture, but really what they're
saying at that point in time is that doctors don't know how 
to diagnose a tendinopathy and they won't trust 
tendinopathy diagnoses. 

paul Van der Linden in the Netherlands whose four 
studies, including his phD thesis, talked about how Floxin 
was worse than the rest, focused on tendinopathy and tendon 
rupture. He was able to distinguish between tendinopathy
and its relative risk compared to other drugs and to 
placebo and also tendon rupture compared to other drugs and 
placebo. 

He could do it. It was academically acceptable 
to people accepting his phD thesis, but that was not good 
enough for Johnson & Johnson. The reason? Because there 
were fewer tendon ruptures than tendinopathies, and as a 
result the relative risk was going to show lower, they
would get a better number. 

They manipulated the power estimates of the 
study. I don't know to what extent you're conversant with 
the notion of power, but power tells you the ability to 
make accurate predictions about epidemiolo~y studies. If 
you start out with power that is wrong, it s too high. If 
the power is at four when you're going to find a relative 
risk of two, what you are going to end up with as a result 
of that is a confidence interval that is very wide. 
In order for you to have statistically
significant results, the narrower the confidence interval 
the better, and most importantly, if the lower bound of the 
confidence interval is over one, you know that at worst 
it's still more statistically significant than random. One 
is random. 
so when you have got a wide confidence interval 
that results in a lower bound being below one, you can say
with honesty this is statistically not significant, but it 
all stems from where you started. If you start with the 
wrong power estimate, you end up with a wide confidence 
interval and no statistical significance.

If you take the trouble to go throu~h the litany

of testimony from John Seeger that 1S listed on that page,
 
you will see he admits that that's true and that they knew
 
it ~oing in, that they picked the wrong power. It was a
 
man1pulated study. 
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"They created a plan to maximize profits while avoiding safety issues. 
sitting around in board room 301 in the Kitano 
meeting, you didn't see anything in that James Kahn memo 
that said anything about safety issues and how do we fix 
the safety problems. It was how do we avoid the safety
problems in order to make sure we don't lose any money.
They purposely sought to avoid label changes.
I had an e-mail from Dr. Noel, one of the medical 
people involved in this. That's attached to this, but I 
highlight back for you the notion that I mentioned before 
about how they refuse to incorporate anything in their 
label change about Levaquin being worse than the other 
fluoroquinolones.
 

They knowingly decided not to share the warnings

information with the public. One of the documents that I
 
have that the defendant has finally acknowledged is a set
 
of handwritten notes from yet another doctor, chuen Yee,
 
from Johnson & Johnson, sitting at the Kitano meeting, and
 
that documents says in her handwriting, Not share with
 
public, and it's talking about the French agency reports.

Don't tell anybody about it.
 

They ignored their own published literature and
 
how best to communicate warnings to doctors .
 
Dr. Fife says at the end of his article, if I have it
 
highlighted -- let's see if I can pull that up for you. He
 
did an epidemiology study to determine what is the most
 
effective way to communicate warnings to doctors, and what
 
he finds in the last sentence is the most telling I think.
 
The key characteristics of a successful drug warning appear
 
to be specificity, prominence, brevity, no reliance on
 
secondary information, publicity and in-person discussions.
 
You've got to do stuff other than bury it on the
 
lower left corner of page 2,448 of the PDR when that book
 
comes out every year and don't tell a doctor about it.
 
Their own doctor says, their own epidemiology department
 
tells how you should be doing that. They ignore their own
 
published literature and how best to communicate with
 
doctors.
 

They intentionally buried the warning, as I have
 
described to you. They failed to send a dear doctor
 
letter. There were dear doctors letters sent, if I get the
 
countries right, in France, Italy, Belgium, Germany,
 
Austria, and I'm missing one. There were six of them, all
 
in 2001 and early 2002, about the corticosteroid elderly

problem. Was there one sent in the United States? No.
 
Dr. canabarro from Aventis was deposed, and what
 
she said in her deposition was, she was asked, you know,

why do you send out a dear doctor letter, and her response
 
was, well, you know, we had it in the warnings. But why

did you send out the dear doctor letter? Because the 
warnin~ wasn't enough, and we wanted to make sure to 
communlcate with doctors. Aventis did it. Johnson & 
Johnson didn't.
 

They deliberately did not train their sales
 
representatives to proactively callout label changes to
 
doctors. I deposed Teresa Turano two weeks ago. she was
 
the 30(b)(6) corporate representative on sales training.

she didn't know much, but what was clear from her was that 
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there was no policy to tell sales representatives that 
whenever there is a label change you have got to tell 
doctors. 

There were clear press releases issued about new 
indications that the FDA had approved, but was there any
indication whatsoever that they issued a pretty release on 
any label changes? Not a one. They didn't undertake any 
seminars, public speaking engagements, lunch or learn 
trainings.
They didn't educate doctors in the manner that 
they otherwise do educate doctors about new indications. 
They didn't publish articles talking about the risk of 
tendon disorders, and I will come back to that in a little 
bit when I talk about the publication plan and the ghost
writing. 

They manipulated the Ingenix study for their own 
economic purposes. The Ingenix study started to appear in 
discussions in the late fall of 2001. Aventis made a 
proposal about the protocol. The idea was that they would 
respond to the French authorities. The French authorities 
wanted to know what was the comparative tendon toxicity
between Levaquin and the other fluoroquinolones.
The Johnson & Johnson response was -- and Aventis 
was going to do a study that said that. Johnson & Johnson 
said we can't afford that study. If we end up with a bad 
result, we're in trouble. So they started taking control 
of the study from Aventis, and they slowly but surely
turned the battleship around to change the focus of the 
study from a comparison between fluoroquinolones to talking
about fluoroquinolones in general and the impact on the 
elderly and corticosteroids, because by that time they had 
already decided to include that warning in the label. 
And so if they found that there was a negative
impact, no big deal. It was already in the label. They
already had a strategy for that. So they were going to 
figure out a way to manage the Ingenix study so that they
would get the result that they wanted. So they manipulated
the one study to achieve an outcome that was in their best 
economic interests.
 

They took it over from Aventis. They controlled
 
the study with Ingenix. I will talk about that for a
 
second. The protocol that was written, it was drafted by

Dan Fife. It was discussed between Dan Fife and John
 
seeger at Ingenix.

There were meetings to talk about the protocol. _
 
There were exchanges of drafts on how to do the protocol,

the type of study that it was was developed by Johnson & 
Johnson in discussion with Ingenix. I mean, they did the 
whole protocol process. 

To be sure, I mean, John seeger was involved in 
this, but Johnson & Johnson really controlled the protocol 
process. Once the protocol was set, it was just a matter 
of filling in the numbers by mostly administrative 
mechanism, although we certainly have complaints about how 
John seeger did that, and I will talk about that. 
They avolded comparing Levaquin with other 
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fluoroquinolones as was requested in Europe. All the items 
on the bottom are references to documents, and if the 
hyperlink works, you could pull up the documents. They 
changed the desired outcome. Europe wanted to know what 
was the problem related to tendonitis and tendinopathy.
Johnson & Johnson said we can't do that. It has 
got to be tendon rupture. ostensibly the reason is because 
tendon rupture is better defined. It's easier to identify
what constitutes a tendon rupture, but really what they're
saying at that point in time is that doctors don't know how 
to diagnose a tendinopathy and they won't trust 
tendinopathy diagnoses.
 

Paul Van der Linden in the Netherlands whose four
 
studies, including his phD thesis, talked about how Floxin
 
was worse than the rest, focused on tendinopathy and tendon
 
rupture. He was able tQ distinguish between tendinopathy

and its relative risk compared to other drugs and to
 
placebo and also tendon rupture compared to other drugs and
 
placebo.
 

He could do it. It was academically acceptable
 
to people accepting his phD thesis, but that was not good

enough for Johnson & Johnson. The reason? Because there 
were fewer tendon ruptures than tendinopathies, and as a
 
result the relative risk was going to show lower, they

would get a better number.
 

They manipulated the power estimates of the
 
study. I don't know to what extent you're conversant with
 
the notion of power, but power tells you the ability to 
make accurate predictions about epidemiolo~y studies. If 
you start out with power that is wrong, it s too high. If 
the power is at four when you're going to find a relative
 
risk of two, what you are going to end up with as a result
 
of that is a confidence interval that is very wide.
 
In order for you to have statistically

significant results, the narrower the confidence interval
 
the better, and most importantly, if the lower bound of the
 
confidence interval is over one, you know that at worst
 
it's still more statistically significant than random. One
 
is random.
 
So when you have got a wide confidence interval
 
that results in a lower bound being below one, you can say

with honesty this is statistically not significant, but it
 
all stems from where you started. If you start with the
 
wrong power estimate, you end up with a wide confidence
 
interval and no statistical significance.

If you take the trouble to go through the litany

of testimony from John seeger that is listed on that page,
 
you will see he admits that that's true and that they knew
 
it going in, that they picked the wrong power. It was a
 
manlpulated study.
 

They minimized the number of elderly contained in
 
the study data. I know Mr. Saul will talk about that.
 
They improperly included children in the study. Mr. Saul
 
will talk about that. John seeger admits that that's true.
 
They incorrectly identified what constitutes a tendon
 
rupture for the study by having a nonmedical doctor,
 
seeger, do the study.
 

In particular what you might pay attention to on 
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JJManipulatedLevaquinstudyEurope
that slide is the bullet point saying testimony of seeger
regarding Schedin. We happened to pullout Mr. Schedin's 
medical record where it talks about whether he has got a 
tendon rupture or not a tendon rupture. It says tendon 
tear. 

We asked Dr. Seeger, IS this a tendon rupture
that would be included as a positive finding in ¥our study.
He said, no, this would not be a tendon rupture 1n our 
study. Our plaintiff here, who has clearly defined tendon 
ruptures and his doctors have all said so, his treating
doctors have said so, was not a tendon rupture for purposes
of John seeger's study. That's how badly defined some of 
these tendon ruptures were. 

why? Keep them out of the study and keep the 
numbers low. There was a medical record review for 
evaluating tendon ruptures, but there was no such medical 
record review for tendonitis cases which was used as a 
covariate. It was an internally inconsistent study. 
seeger is not blinded during the study. He knew 
which cases had fluoroquinolone use and which were not. 
Dan Fife, Johnson & Johnson's own witness, says that as a 
result the study is invalid. They destroyed abstracts. We 
wanted to reproduce the study. In order to reproduce the 
study we needed the abstracts and the medical records that 
they used to determine what was a tendon rupture and what 
was not. They have been described. 
They admit it. seeger admits that in the fall of 
2006, three months after the article was published, they
destroyed these documents. That's contrary to the 
guidelines published by the International society of 
Professional Epidemiologists, ISPE, which requires that 
such documents be held for five years.
Normally you wouldn't think that would be such a 
big deal except the guidelines were written in part by 
see~er's boss at Ingenix, Alec Walker. walker said, I 
don t know the guidelines. Are there guidelines? These 
guidelines go back to 1996. walker wrote them in 1996. 
They were revised in 2000, 2004 and 2007, if my memory 
serves me correctly.
walker doesn't know them. Seeger doesn't know 
them. They destroyed the documents in contravention of 
guidelines that they wrote. Mind boggling. They ignored 
the existing scientific literature. I told you about the 
16 articles. They lied to the FDA about comparative tendon 
toxicity of fluoroquinolones.
Finally, on the converse side, their marketing
efforts. They touted Levaquin's excellent safety profile
without disclosing its risk and trained its sales 
representatives in this manner. I have got a pile of 
documents that show that. The do and don't document that 
is on there do tout the excellent safety profile of 
Levaquin.
The quick tips guide that is on the bottom there,
I worked with Teresa Turano and went through much of that 
verbatim. I said, does this paragraph have anything about 
safety in it? NO. Does this have anythin~ about tendon 
ruptures in it? No. Does this have anyth1ng about 
warnings on tendon ruptures? No. Does this have anything 
about comparative tendon toxicity? No. 
Allover the place there is nothing about tendon 
warnings, and it's all about the excellent safety profile
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JJManipulatedLevaquinStudyEurope
of Levaquin. They knowingly marketed to the elderly
population. Again, the quick tips guide will tell you
that. They marketed it as first line therapy. Levaquin is 
a good drug for certain circumstances. We don't dispute
that. 

For people who are seriously ill, it will do what 
it's supposed to, but if you're got a sinuitis or an acute 
bacterial exacerbation of chronic bronchitis, like John 
schedin did, you don't use Levaquin. He had one trial on 
zithromax. could easily have gone back to another trial on 
zithromax or another less potent antibiotic, but this was 
marketed like candy, samples left, right and sideways. 
They had millions of dollars in samples for first line 
therapy for these indications that were hardly severe 
enough to warrant them. 
They did ghost writing. From 1994 to 2002,
Designwrite, their hired 9un, caused to be authored two 
144 papers on either Floxln or Levaquin, touting its 
benefits. of those 144 papers, 13 of them had the word 
"safety" in the title, and only one of them had anything to 
do with tendons, and that was a published, published paper 
on children and tendon disorders. Nothing about the 
elderly. Nothing about corticosteroids. Nothing about any 
of the issues where Levaquin is worse than any other 
fluoroquinolone, and that's only throu9h 2002. 
In 2002 they spent a million dollars wlth 
Designwrite on ghost writing alone. There was a lot more 
money spent with Designwrite in that year. They used the 
speakers Bureau as a promotional tool. Defendants' own 
expert John segreti who is going to talk about 
Mr. Schedin's particul~r circumstances and case specific
and also what you use Levaquin for. 
I asked him -- he is on the speakers Bureau, so 
they are bringing in a Speakers Bureau person as their 
expert witness, which is kind of curious. I asked him what 
he did when he was on the speakers Bureau. He gave talks. 
I said, well, were they promotional. He said, of course 
they were promotional.
well, why were they promotional? Because I was 
touting the use of Levaquin. It wasn't educational about 
disease. It was about how best to use Levaquin. They were 
promotional.
 

so at the end of the day, Judge, we have lots of
 
good reasons why we believe defendant deliberateJy

disre9arded the rights of the plaintiffs, including John
 
schedln, intentionally, consciously, knowin91y, willfully

and with marked indifference. That's our eVldence.
 
YoU don't have to, you shouldn't listen to any
 
contrary evidence or challenges or cross-examination by

defendant because that's not what the law allows or
 
requires. We think the motion should be granted. Thank
 
you very much.
 

THE COURT. Thank you, Mr. Goldser.
 
Mr. saul, did you have something?
 

MR. SAUL: Good morning, Your Honor.
 

THE COURT: Good morning.
 

MR. SAUL: Louis saul on behalf of plaintiffs.
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Mr. Goldser talked at some length about the 
Ingenix study, and I will fill in the gaps. I realize our 
time is limited here. Just to go back, Johnson & Johnson 
had nothing to do with the European situation. Aventis, 
their trading partner in Europe, was asked to do studies 
because of the signal in Europe that there were tendon 
problems, particularly among the elderly, emphasis added, 
and particularly with corticosteroids. 

What the defendant was hoping to avoid and worked 
to avoid -- may I approach -- was to have this, this 
warning in the label. This is the warning that eventually 
~ot into the label. This is the black box warning that got
lnto the label in November '08. Fluoroquinolones,
including Levaquin, are associated with an increased risk 
of tendonitis and tendon rupture. The risk is increased on 
those over 60 and those on concomitant therapies
respiratory, heart and lung recipients. 

They kept this warning from being placed in the 
PDR, in the package insert, for seven years. During that 
seven years, their sales were about 13 billion dollars. By
keeping this warning out for seven years, this company
earned themselves 13 million dollars, and we believe that 
that evidence in itself is enough to get us to the punitive
damages claim. 
However, how did they do it. 

THE COURT: Is this the warning that is on right
now?
 

MR. SAUL: This is the present day warning.
 

THE COURT: Go ahead. I will ask you a question

about that later.
 

MR. SAUL: Sure. So what did they do? They had
 
no interest in Europe. In fact, they told the Court during
 
our motion practice that they had no relationship with the
 
European authorities and they didn't want to give us
 
documents related to that, that they actually went and took
 
over this study. They took it away from Aventis because
 
they said if we don't do this study and we don't get the
 
proper results, essentially we're dead. Levaquin is off
 
the market.
 

So what did they do? They hired this company

called Ingenix who had done numerous other studies for
 
them. There was a young doctor there by the name of John
 
seeger who had just become an employee, and they had him
 
conduct the studies. Mr. Goldser said they designed the
 
protocol. what did they do in the study?

If I may give you another document, Your Honor.
 
This was prepared by me, and this is how they intentionally

manipulated the study. The first they wanted to do, the
 
European authorities wanted to study -- the issue was among

the elderly and corticosteroid use. What did Johnson & 
Johnson do? They intentionally left out elderly from the
 
study.
 

This document that I just handed you was from the
 
original protocol of this Ingenix study. If you will see
 
here, table 1 talks about the unitedHealthcare research 
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database population. If you'll go down to the bottom, 60 
to 64 and 65 plus, you will see that in their database,
there was only 4.7 percent of, let's for lack of a better 
term, the aging population. I'm in there. Just leave it 
like that. 

You will see in table number 2 in the census 
bureau, there were 16.2 percent of the population being 
over 60. So they chose a data -- Aetna was going to use a 
different database, but they took this away and used this 
particular database that underrepresented the elderly.
what else did they do? Levaquin was contraindicated for 
children, for pediatric use. Contraindicated, you can't 
use it for pediatric use. 

You will see in the general population, there is 
29 percent, and in their database there is 29 percent in 
approximate numbers. They included this 29 percent, the 
children, in the study. So what they did is, they kept the 
elderly out. They included children. children can't even 
take Levaquin. The elderly, the focus was on the elderly.
They cut that down. okay. 

So what did they do? So they intentionally
excluded the elderly and included children. But then what 
happened? They did their study. part of their study was 
to get this study published in certain journals. Those 
journals are the journals that most of us have heard about. 
For instance, in New En~land -- I won't go
through them all. Five Journals, the New England Journal 
of Medicine and the first line journals. They could not 
get this study published anywhere. What did they do? They 
went to -- Johnson & Johnson and Ingenix, they were members 
of a society, and Ingenix was the head of the society.
They got it published in that society's journal.
NO one else would take it. The study was 
concluded in 2003; 2006 it ~ot published. Lo and behold 
three or four months after lt got published, they destroyed
the data. They went and they did medical review of a 
certain number of the patients in this study, and you have 
to keep this data because once you publish something, other 
researchers have to be able to duplicate the study.
what happened to the data? Dr. seeger testified, 
we don't -- we didn't really know what happened. I'm not 
sure what happened, and he went on and on. Finally, we got
him to admit, and I just want to read to you -- at any 
rate, Dr. seeger admlts, admits that under his tutela~e or 
under his direction that he caused all the documentatlon to 
be destroyed regarding the study. This is, forms the basis 
also of our motion, our Daubert motion. 

No one can duplicate this study. They also 
created an algorithm to define who was in the case. They
can't find that algorithm. All the documentation is gone.
That in itself, the intentional destruction of the data,
they kept their product on the market for nine years or 
eight years, is enou~h to allow us to amend the, the 
complaint, and I belleve it's enough for the jury to enter 
a substantial award. 
I feel that our time is limited, but each of 
these dotted areas is covered in our brief extensively, and 
I would like to incorporate our motion in limine regarding
Dr. seeger into this because rather than me go on and on 
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about the study, I think it's all well depicted in our 
brief.
 

THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Saul.
 

MR. SAUL: Thank you, Your Honor. Did you have
 
any questions about the black box?
 

THE COURT: No. That's fine. I may address it
 
later in the hearing.

Mr. Dames?
 

MR. DAMES: Thank you, Your Honor. Your Honor, I
 
just want to start from, actually maybe just the simplest

of all is to start from the beginning, and that is when the
 
drug was first marketed in 1997. There has much been made 
so far in the arguments concerning concealment, omissions, 
lack of warnin~, refusal to include things in the warnin~ 
that I would llke to refocus this as to what took place 1n 
the very beginning when the drug was first marketed. 
From its inception, and the Court is well aware 
because we've said it many times, when it was first 
marketed, there has been a tendon rupture warning in the 
label. Not hidden, not in any way buried in a mass of 
language, prominently mentioned in the warnings. 

At the time that Mr. schedin received his 
prescription for Levaquin, the warnings had been updated as 
early as 2002 -- well, let me first go back to October of 
2001. The warnin~ was altered to include a reference to a 
heightened risk 1n the elderly, potential risk with the
 
elderly taking corticosteroids.
 

That was in response to the events and the data
 
that had been received in Europe about the experience and
 
adverse reaction reports from the use of Tavanic, the
 
Levaquin is marketed in Europe, and the company through a
 
change is being effected, that is on its own initiative,

incorporated the information that was coming from Europe to
 
include that in the warning on its own.
 
The FDA approved it at the company's instigation.

They approved that warning. It was that warning with a 
very sli~ht amendment in 2004. That was the warning the 
prescrib1ng physician for Mr. Schedin received. 
Now, in Europe the reports, the adverse reaction 
reports that were received in Europe, showed variances 
within the different European countries. Germany had a 
much lower rate of reporting than did France. When those 
things were investigated, when the scientists and 
researchers looked at what were the reasons for divergence
between the European countries, they determined that in 
France, Levaquin was prescribed and Tavanic was prescribed
predominantly for upper respiratory tract infections, and 
there the French physicians used corticosteroids a 
significant percentage of the time when they used Levaquin. 
Now, the debate has been, you know, what 
significance is that. when the meeting occurred at the 
Kitano Hotel, not quite as luxurious. I have actually
stayed there. When the meeting was held at the Kitano 
Hotel to evaluate the situation and determine what should 
be done to investigate it, now remember already in place 
was J & J's CBE label change -- the label change occurred 
in October. I'm sorry. Already - 
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J & J incorporated that information in October 
that it learned, but in addition it wanted to do an 
investigation and a study, as did Aventis. Aventis does 
their own studies, a quick and dirty analysis, it was put, 
to look at the situation to respond to the French and 
European regulatory authorities. J_& J decided it wanted 
to use the largest database then available, the 
UnitedHealthcare database. 

contrary to what you have heard so far, Your 
Honor, the Aetna database, an alternative, was not even 
available to be used. They couldn't use it. why did they 
use unitedHealthcare database? well, it afforded J & J an 
opportunity to have access to medical records. Not all 
databases that were used would give you the access to the 
medical records. 

And as I said, it was an exceptionally large
database and would provide one of the best experiences to 
evaluate to see what was the frequency, what was the 
incidence of tendon rupture on Levaquin and what was the 
incidence of tendon rupture on some other factors, for 
example, other fluoroquinolones and to evaluate - 
I mean the study itself clearly was published by
Dr. seeger, included other factors besides Levaquin. It 
also evaluated corticosteroid use and some other 
predisposing factors. Now, why was tendon rupture used as 
a measure? Was it done to manipulate the data, to somehow 
hide something? No. 

It was determined that the most objectively
verifiable diagnosis that could be used in the study was a 
rupture. Not tendinopathy. Tendinopathy can be a wide 
variety of things. It is like 70 diagnostic codes are 
related to tendinopathies. So it could be confused with 
muscle tears. It could be confused with other kinds of 
diagnostic end products. So it was made, it was determined 
to use tendon rupture as the objectively verifiable point.
The diagnosis of tendon rupture by a physician 
was operative. Now what is wrong with that? very, very
little. Dr. Van der Linden used tendon rupture as the 
outcome in his own study.
 

NOW, I want to remind the court that J & J was
 
very responsible in addressing the issue head on. It
 
wanted to do the study on its own, not because it wanted to
 
manipulate the results. Dr. Kahn testified quite clearly

that what they wanted to do was the correct study. They

wanted to do it correctly. They wanted to make certain it
 
was done right, and that's why they did the study the way

they did, and that's why they did it rather than rely on
 
any other company to do it on their behalf.
 
What was the outcome of their investigation?

What was the outcome of their research? The French and
 
European -- well, the European regulatory authorities
 
evaluated not only the Johnson & Johnson sponsored study

that was performed, and let's make this distinction clear.
 
It was performed by Ingenix. J & J participated in the
 
protocol. It helped plan the protocol of this study.

It did not conduct the study. That was done
 
independently by Ingenix, and Dr. seeger made the decisions
 
concerning the development of the study together with other
 
employees at Ingenix arid the development of the algorithm
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which defined and decided which were cases and which were 
not.
 

Much reference has been made to destruction of
 
medical records. Dr. seeger in the course of an office
 
move after the study was published, as plaintiffs state,

lost the medical records involved in the study. It had
 
nothing to do with Johnson & Johnson. Johnson & Johnson 
certainly had no relationship to any loss of the medical
 
records, but it was inadvertent, and it was done during the
 
course of his office move, as he testified.
 
There was a reference made to whether his study
 
was blinded. Dr. seeger pointed out, his study, he was
 
blinded as to which fluoroquinolones were used by the
 
people involved in the study. we could go on and on with
 
how the study was designed. Were the elderly intentionally

excluded? That's absolutely false. Here is a classic
 
example of how the characterization by plaintiffs is so
 
unfair.
 

The UnitedHealthcare database, of course, the
 
basis of that database are the people covered under the
 
UnitedHealthcare. That, there would be, because of
 
Medicaid -- because of Medicare, there would be a possible

underrepresentation of the elderly. That was recognized,

and that's why the elderly and a Medicare database were
 
added to the study.
 

So there wasn't any intentional exclusion. They
 
were in fact included. Then it was contrasted with whether
 
there was an intentional inclusion of children to also skew
 
the results of the study. children were not intentionally

included. The database includes children. There were no
 
Levaquin cases of tendon rupture involving children. There
 
were no skewed results because of children, but you take a
 
database as it comes, and it includes the span of ages in
 
the database, so of course, the age range of children who
 
would have been included.
 
The tears were excluded, according to Mr. saul,

in the study. If Levaquin, if there was a tendon rupture

defined as having occurred with Levaquin by the prescribing

doctor, it could be defined as a complete tear, it would be
 
included. So we are really ending up talking about and
 
debating the merits of a scientific protocol openly arrived
 
at, submitted to the FDA, shown to the European regulatory

authorities who in turn evaluated the published literature,

Aventis's own studies and the seeger study.

And they recognized the limitations of each,

including the seeger study, and what do they come out with
 
after the purported suggestion -- it isn't purported. It
 
was a suggestion by one of the assessors earlier on that
 
the label be altered to include a statement concerning a
 
greater use in the risk of Levaquin over the other 
fluoroquinolones. 

That was rejected after all of the evidence was 
in by the European regulatory authorities, and the reason 
it was rejected was clearly stated that the data was 
insufficient to make any differentiation between 
fluoroquinolones and tendon rupture, and it is worthwhile 
to remind ourselves of exactly what the European health 
authorities after all of the data was in, up-to-date for 
them, in 2003. 
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And it says, and this is one of 
plaintiff's Exhibits, Exhibit 87. Under paragraph 8, and 
we mentioned it as well in our brief, Your Honor, the 
conclusions, it states, The morbidity and frequency of the 
suspected adverse reaction, that is, very rare and not 
fatal outcome which generally recovers, must be weighed
against the nature of the benefits and indications for 
treatment with levofloxacin, reduction in morbidity and 
mortality of respiratory tract infections and other 
infections when considering the need for further studies 
and regulatory action.
 

They conclude, No further action -- this is on
 
the next page -- given the rarity and nonlethality of
 
adverse reactions, this is justified on the following

grounds. Absolute risks of fluoroquinolone associated
 
tendon rupture are very rare, and furthermore, the
 
population attributable risk is very low.
 
Although we cannot exclude a slightly higher risk
 
of tendon rupture with levofloxacin or ofloxacin, currently

available data are inconclusive. such estimates are likely
 
to be rare or very rare. spes, that is a labeling, for
 
levofloxacin products have been updated with adequate

warnings. Further analysis of existing data are unlikely
 
to be helpful.
 

There were several things in that conclusion that
 
are important. Even considering all of the studies, even
 
considering the state of the animal data, considering all
 
of the issues that plaintiff have put forth today about the 
adequacy of the studies, disagreeing with some, ~greeing 
with others, the European regulatory authorities decided 
that the heightened risk label chan~e was not necessary.
There was no evidentiary basis for It. 
They also, however, said something very important
in this conclusion, and that is the benefits of Levaquin in 
the treatment of upper respiratory infection. There are 
benefits to this drug, and that is in part part of the 
passion that arises from Dr. Kahn. The benefits of 
Levaquin have been proved repetitively, and they are agreed 
to by everyone in this litigation. 

At the trial of this case, you will hear from 
every expert witness, plaintiffs' and defendants' alike,
that Levaquin is efficacious and is very valuable. It is a 
~ood drug. Quite simply, they have testified already that 
lt is a good drug.
 

we have pointed out in the brief that Dr. zizic,
 
one of the plaintiffs' principal experts in this case,

prescribes Levaquin, uses it to this day. uses it, in
 
fact, under the condition -- well, let me backtrack.
 
Dr. zizic took it himself. It actually cured his
 
infection, a very severe infection which he had.
 
So he obtained the benefit of Levaquin himself.
 
He gives it to his patients from time to time, and there is
 
no testimony from either Dr. zizic or any other expert

witness in this case that the use of Levaquin under the
 
conditions of use in Mr. Schedin was somehow inadequate or
 
inappropriate.
 

So in the midst of all of this characterization
 
of how there was a clear disregard of the safety of 
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patients, we have a unanimity of opinion as to the 
necessity and utility of the drug. We have a unanimity of 
an opinion that it should be used in the kinds of 
infections, upper respiratory tract infections, for which 
Mr. Schedin received the drug. 

We have also heard about, it is not to be used as 
a first line of defense therapy for certain indications. 
well, taking Mr. schedin's case, for example, there will be 
no testimony, there is certainly none based on the expert 
reports of the depositions, that Mr. schedin was not an 
appropriate candidate at the time he got Levaquin for 
Levaquin.
There are no indications in any label or any 
su~gested indications in the label or contraindications 
WhlCh would minimize the use of Levaquin or have it as a 
second line of use. The published guidelines to this day,
the sanford Medical Guide, the Infectious Disease society
published guidelines, call for Levaquin to be used as a 
first line therapy initially in upper respiratory tract 
infections. 

So the current state of medical knowledge by
neutral and expert physicians, by responsible and 
referenced medical guides all call for the use of Levaquin.
Levaquin is in fact the most efficacious, the best 
antibiotic for upper respiratory tract infections. 
So if I can mirror, even slightly, the belief 
that someone like Dr. Kahn and others brought to how 
important the drug was to be used in the current 
respiratory season in his memo and to push for the right
study, the correct study, the properly done study, the 
mischaracterization of the memo and of Dr. Kahn in this is 
truly horrendous. 

Dr. Kahn's attempts, J &J's attempts was to do a 
study using the largest healthcare database then available, 
to use it for a measure of outcome which was the most 
clearly and objectively verifiable, and they hired Ingenix 
to perform and conduct that study. None of the data that 
has been developed to this day shows that Levaquin has any 
greater risk of tendon rupture than any other 
fluoroquinolone.
The data referenced by plaintiffs in their brief,
the information that can be gleaned from it is, you either 
have data on ofloxacin. You have no reference to Levaquin
and tendon rupture in those studies. You have suggestions 
on animal data as to comparative toxicities, but virtually 
none that any authority considered relevant and probative
of the differential toxicities. 
So how can anyone conclude that what shouldn't be 
in the label, what is not in the label anywhere today, was 
somehow the result of manipulation by J & J earlier? How 
can anyone conclude that something not required by any
regulatory authority to this day is the by-product of a 
manipulation by J & J and a clear disregard of public
safety by J & J earlier? . 
Added to that is, these attempts through
marketing efforts to cloud and conceal and hide and ghost
writing and detail people to call on physicians and not 
mention safety. Every visit that a sales representative
makes upon a physician includes the prescriblng
information. 
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They don't just get it from the POR, althou~h 
that's a highly reputable source. They get lt every time a 
sales rep calls on them. They get it prominently mentioned 
in the label. It's not hard to find, and the physicians, 
now we have taken enough prescribing physicians I've 
reminded the Court to this day. The physicians know about 
tendon rupture. 

If there is one thing that we find consistently
is that the prescribing physicians are aware of tendon 
rupture, including Dr. Beecher. He testified he knew of 
tendon rupture at the time he prescribed the drug to 
plaintiff. plaintiffs asked, were you aware of the fact of 
corticosteroid and the risk of elderly, and in all 
fairness, Dr. Beecher said he didn't remember that he was 
aware of that at the time. 
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And this first slide will show you the	 history of 
the gross revenues that the company has earned over the 
years year by year on Levaquin. This is all public
material. It comes from their annual report, so this is 
all out in the public domain. 

J 

So if our story for this motion begins	 in April
of 2001, you can see that starting in 2001 through 2009 
we're talking about roughly 13 billion	 dollars, so what's 
at stake here for the company looking forward from 2001 
when our story begins is the potential	 of 13 billion 
dollars of lost revenue. That's what they needed to 
protect. That was their motive. It was	 Ortho-McNeil's 
number one drug.
 

Their actions were deliberate. The Statute
 
549.20 says that in order to get punitive damages,
plaintiff must show a deliberate disregard for the rights

and safety of others. As the Court knows, that can be
 
shown several different ways.
 

One of the ways is to talk about intentional
 
acts. The other is to talk about deliberate disregard of
 
knowledge and facts, and you'll see that there were both
 
that occurred here, much disregard of information that was
 
out and available.
 

But before I get to those acts, what I want to
 
talk about is the mindset that the company had, and some of
 
the early documents that show the mindset I'm going to show
 
those here. They felt that an adverse regulatory decision
 
in Europe was going to be devastating.	 What was that? Let
 
me tell you the story.
 

It starts in April of 2001, as the brief shows
 
you, when the European, the French regulators went to 
Johnson & Johnson's marketin~ partner Aventis and said 
there is an increased report1ng of tendon problems, 
particularly with Levaquin. And they wanted to know what 
that was about, and they wanted to know whether Levaquin 
was experiencing a ~reater tendon disorder report than any
of the other drugs 1n the class of the	 fluoroquinolones.
So the report started coming to Aventis, and 
Aventis immediately contacted Johnson & Johnson, and they
started talkin~ to each other about what would be the 
ultimate ramif1cations of this. So April of 2001 leads to
 
July 24, 2001.
 

The partners come together at the Kitano Hotel in
 
New York city. It's a beautiful place.	 It is located on
 
37th and Park Avenue, and next time you're in New York you

ought to run by. It's just a gorgeous hotel, and they meet
 
in board room 301. What is it they're talking about in
 
board room 301?
 

They are talking not about safety. They are not
 
talking about health concerns. What they're talking about
 
is money. They're talking about the devastating potential

of the adverse regulatory decision that might come out of
 
Europe.
 

NOW, who was there for Johnson & Johnson? One
 
guy that was there was Dr. James Kahn.	 Dr. Kahn was a 
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medical affairs guy. He was not a marketer. He was not in 
sales. He was not in economics. He was the guy who gave
birth to the molecule and gave birth to the science, but 
his whole mindset was about marketing and economics. 
And so as you can see from this first document, 
which was used in Dr. Kahn's deposition which was not 
marked as confidential, he says, The repercussions from an 
adverse regulatory decision in France, who among us can 
forget what happened over there to sparfloxacin, would be 
immediate and devastating, so let's act promptly.
 

MR. DAMES: I just wanted to object to something,

Your Honor, and I'm sorry, Ron.
 
The document by its own at the bottom says
 
protected document, document subject to protective order.
 
However we want to handle this issue, I don't want to fall
 
pit to his argument again, but we're going to run into
 
this.
 

THE COURT: Mr. Goldser?
 

MR. GOLDSER: As I said, this is marked as
 
Plaintiff's MOL Exhibit Number 38. That's also on the
 
bottom. It's part of Dr. Kahn's deposition. It is part of
 
Larry Johnson's deposition. Those depositions were not
 
marked as sealed, and I think counsel will agree to that
 
fact, and so this document is already in the public domain.
 
You never marked them as confidential, guys.
 

MR. DAMES: We marked the document as
 
confidential, Your Honor. The transcript portions were not
 
marked confidential, the transcript itself, but the
 
document itself has been consistently marked confidential.
 
I just think that once that issue is decided by the Court
 
as to the confidentiality of those documents, obviously

this will be one way or another resolved, but we did
 
protect that document.
 

The transcript portions, the testimony, I frankly

don't remember if they were or not, but I will assume that
 
they were not.
 

THE COURT: They were not made confidential?
 

MR. DAMES: The testimonial portion.
 

MR. ROBINSON: NO, Your Honor. The transcripts
 
were not marked protected or confidential, but under the
 
protective order, we had the right to mark documents as
 
confidential. I don't think there is any requirement that
 
we go back each time a protected document is discussed in a
 
deposition and seal that part of the deposition. It's not
 
a public record.
 

MR. GOLDSER: One other item, Your Honor. I read
 
this very sentence to Dr. Kahn in his deposition. It's
 
part of the transcript. That's not confidential.
 
THE COURT: Do you have other documents as part

of this presentation that raise this same issue?
 

MR. GOLDSER: Yes. There will be another
 
document, the next one, which is one of the most
 
significant documents in the case, also authored by
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Dr. Kahn, I went through it in copious	 detail with him, and 

read most of the parts I'm going to read to you in his 
deposition. They're part of the transcript.
 

THE COURT: Anything else then besides that?
 

MR. GOLDSER: There will be one or two others.
 
There is one that I am pretty sure was	 not used in the
 
deposition. I can tell you which one that is when I come
 
to it.
 

THE COURT: Let's address that when we come to
 
it. since the language was read in the	 deposition, which
 
is open and not marked confidential, I	 will allow at least
 
these two documents to go forward.
 
Go ahead.
 

MR. GOLDSER: So let me explain the si9nificance
 
of that line. It's got two things of lmport. One is you
 
can see that the repercussions of an adverse regulatory

decision would be immediate and devastating, so let's act
 
promptly. It tells you about the mindset of the company as
 
of July 21, 2005, right after the Kitano meeting.
 
The other thing that it mentions, it says in
 
parentheses, who among us can forget what happened over
 
there to sparfloxacin. sparfloxacin was another
 
fluoroquinolone. It had phototoxicity problems. There was
 
a contraindication 9iven to sparfloxacin because of
 
phototoxicity, and ltS use was severely restricted.
 
So the reference, and Dr. Kahn explains this in
 
his deposition is, we can't afford to have a
 
contraindication to Levaquin because the same thing would
 
happen to us in Levaquin as what happened -- as happened to
 
sparfloxacin. Our sales would go down.	 That 13 billion
 
dollars I showed you in the first slide was in jeopardy.

That's the mindset. That's the deliberate
 
disregard of patient rights. It was about money, and the
 
statement comes from the doctor, the safety officer. It's
 
not coming from the marketing people. What else did they

say? It would have serious implications for marketing.

This is the second document that I just described
 
to you. It is James Kahn's document. It is his long

memorandum that, it is his long memorandum that describes
 
what happened at the Kitano meeting, and I hope this is
 
readable enough on your screen. I want	 to go through a
 
number of these.
 

These are the quotations that I read to Dr. Kahn
 
in his deposition. I don't know that I	 got all of the ones
 
that I'm about to recite, but many of them, and this
 
document was certainly included. It was MDL 98. It was 
noted that way in Dan Fife's deposition, as well as being
used in Jim Kahn's.
 

Kahn writes that the regulatory situation in
 
France was a very worrisome regulatory	 situation. It has
 
clear and serious implications for our	 marketing of
 
Levaquin and could have an impact in the U. s. as early as 
the coming respiratory season. I believe this matter to be 
urgent and to require our immediate attention. 
That's the first paragraph. That certainly shows 
the mindset of Jim Kahn as he is conveying what happened at 
the Kitano meeting, but then if you go	 down to that third 
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para9raph, the one that I just blocked off, this has some 
partlcular importance. These data should be considered 
against a prevailing background perception that both 
ofloxacin and levofloxacin might have greater tendinopathic
potential than other fluoroquinolones.
 

comparative animal data had "previously suggested

that the two agents were more prone to induce lesions than
 
were many other members of the class. Reporting rates for
 
ofloxacin, ofloxacin related tendinopathies have
 
traditionally been higher than for other FQ fluoroquinolone
 
agents. In our U. S. post marketing Levaquin experience,
 
we see has a higher reporting rate for tendon disorders
 
than for virtually any other AE, adverse event, commonly

regarded as part of the fluoroquinolone profile.

There is a huge amount of stuff in that
 
paragraph. First off, in July of '01, Kahn is
 
acknowledging that both ofloxacin and levofloxacin have a
 
greater tendon problem than the other fluoroquinolones.

They have denied that issue today. They will not say that
 
there is a problem, but back in July of '01, they were
 
admitting that problem.

AS one of the documents that may still be subject
 
to a confidentiality order says, and I will tell you about
 
it without pullin9 it up, they specifically say they don't
 
want to put that ln the label, the greater potential. It
 
would be a killer.
 

Next thing it says, there is comparative animal
 
data that suggests that the two agents were prone to induce
 
lesions than were many other members of the class. There
 
is a huge argument the defense makes about you don't use
 
animal studies to talk about whether it's predictive or not
 
predictive. Jim Kahn says the animal studies will tell you

it's predictive. It's a problem.
 

How can they with a straight face come here and
 
say animal studies are not relevant? Their own doc says
 
it's relevant. The next sentence says, Reporting rates for
 
ofloxacin associated tendinopathies have traditionally been
 
higher than other fluoroquinolone agents. Defense has been
 
saying all along that Floxin is irrelevant, ofloxacin.
 
Kahn thinks it's perfectly relevant. He's
 
worried that the higher reporting rates for Floxin tell you

something about Levaquin. He thinks it's relevant. The
 
defense doesn't. In our U. S. post marketing Levaquin
 
experience, we see has a higher reporting rate for tendon
 
disorders.
 

What is it that they say there? They've looked
 
at their owned SCEPTRE database. The SCEPTRE database is
 
their database of adverse events that they maintain. Our
 
expert cheryl Blume has gone to a great length to evaluate
 
the SCEPTRE database year by year, period by period to show
 
where in the rankings tendon disorders fit.
 

THE COURT: what is the timing of the Kahn memo?
 

MR. GOLDSER: July 26th, 2001, the day after he
 
comes back from the meetings with Aventis and Daichi.
 

THE COURT: wasn't there a follow-up label
 
change, though, right after this?
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MR. GOLDSER: There was. There was a label 
change that occurred in October 2001. It was done by the 
CBE. The changes being effected procedure, so defense by
that action acknowledges that CBEs are available. What 
they said in that label change was that there is a problem
with the elderly in corticosteroids. Two problems there. 
Number one, it ignores the question of Levaquin 
worse than the other fluoroquinolone, like this paragraph
is talking about. It doesn't talk about the comparative
tendon toxicity whatsoever. The other problem is the 
adequacy of that warning, and I can talk about that 
somewhere along the line, but basically they put it in the 
PDR. 

YOU have seen the PDR. It's an eight and a half 
by eleven book. The 2005 version has 3,558 pages in it. 
The Levaquin warnin9, the Levaquin part appears on page
2,445. The warning ltself appears on page 2,448 in the 
lower left corner of three columns, and the only thing that 
defendant did in changing the label was to change one 
sentence in the middle of that paragraph on the lower left 
corner on page 2,448 of a 3,558 page document and say the 
doctor should have picked up that one sentence. 
They never detailed it. They never did a dear 
doctor letter. They never did a seminar about it. They 
never did any published articles about it. They never did 
any of those things. So, yes, Judge, there was a label 
change after this. 

But this point has to' do with the analysis of the 
SCEPTRE database, which apparently the defendant did, never 
disclosed to us in discovery, which our expert cheryl Blume 
did, reproduced, and found that tendon disorders were 
ranked as the number one disorder and were back to 1999 and 
consistently thereafter.
 

what else did Jim Kahn write on July 26th, 2001?
 
He says, The agencies have several options, and he goes

through a list of possibilities. One of them is a concern
 
about restricting Tavanic, which was the European name for
 
Levaquin, to in-hospital use. That gets you to the same
 
contraindication problem that sparfloxacin got to.
 
Labeling changes would follow, and least onerous would be
 
letting the company continue its current campaign of
 
alerting doctors to the situation, which of course they
 
were not doing.
 

This is the doctor talking about how to minimize
 
the warning label so that they don't have economic, adverse
 
economic impact. Farther down on that document they start
 
talking about the epidemiology study that Europe wanted,
 
and I've highlighted the section that reads, Moreover, the
 
study envisioned struck many as very insufficient in its
 
present design.
 

That's Aventis's proposed study. It might

actually generate more damaging material unless careful
 
thought were given to other fluoroquinolone and
 
nonfluoroquinolone experience in the same database.
 
They're worried about an adverse result if they do the
 
proper study. They had to manipulate the study.

ultimately, they did manipulate the study in our 
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view. That was the Ingenix study, and we will talk about 
what they did with that. Mr. Saul will go into more detail 
than I will. You can see the precursor of manipulation of 
the Ingenix study right after the Kitano meeting. The 
proper remedy is not to fault the agent but to seek remedy
in either changing medical practice or more thoroughly
advising physicians of the identified risk factors. 
It's not Levaquin's fault. It's the doctors' 
fault. We have got to make sure the doctors don't use this 
wrong. There is nothing wrong with Levaquin. of course, 
blame others. Isn't that always the case, blame the victim 
in situations like this? 

The sine qua non of our efforts should be making 
the case that the European picture is distorted by medical 
practices and in no way implicates levofloxacin as the lone 
culprit. It's the doctors' fault. We need to consider 
doing the correct epidemiological study ourselves. We have 
far more at stake than does Aventis, and there would be no 
ambivalence clouding our commitment to doing it right.
Far more at stake? Ortho-McNeil had one 
antibiotic. Aventis had a bunch. If Aventis lost Tavanic,
Levaquin, their revenues would not suffer. If Johnson & 
Johnson, Ortho-McNeil, lost Levaquin, they would be losing
their number one drug. They had far more at stake, and 
that's all for that document. 

Their mindset, the entire franchise was riding on 
a single toss. That's what Jim Kahn said again in his 
deposition. The stakes have gone up, Larry Johnson wrote 
this, when the Germans sug~ested there was a problem with 
Levaquin. There was some dlScussion about contraindication 
occurring with the British advisor, Dr. Steven Evans, and 
the writing was that a contraindication would be tantamount 
to a withdrawal. They were worried about that. 
The MCA, that's the British authority, they were 
proposing a label change, and this could lead to a bad 
result, which we have already detailed. Now this document 
is the one that I was talking about that I don't believe 
was used in the deposition, but it also had the provision
in it that said we cannot accept a label change that would 
show Levaquin having a greater potential for tendon 
toxicity than any other fluoroquinolone. The study could 
be a nightmare. That would be the Ingenix study, if it 
came out wrong. 

, 
And finally one of the marketing people talking 
to the scientists about how to manage the study said,
you've got to do whatever it takes. This is the marketing
people talking now about how to do science, just as the 
science people were talking about how to do marketing with 
ultimately one goal, profits over people.
We have four categories of claims of bad acts 
that we believe are germane to this motion. First, the 
defendant deliberately disregarded patient rights
concerning the warnings. second, they manipulated the 
scientific literature for their own economic purposes.
That's the Ingenix study. 

Third, they deliberately disregarded existing
scientific literature. There were, we count, 16 articles 
published by 2003 wherein either Floxin or Levaquin was 
shown to have a greater tendinopathic potential than other 
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fluoroquinolones in the class. It was out there. It was 
not in JAMA. It was not in the Archives of Internal 
Medicine. 

Dr. Beecher, our family practice physician in the 
schedin case working in Edina, would not be seeing these. 
some of them were internal documents, like the Aventis 
study that as given to the MCA. There were 16 articles 
that Johnson & Johnson had and should have known about that 
they disregarded.
Then on top of that what do they do is, they turn 
their sales force loose, and their sales force has one 
mantra: Tell everybody how safe Levaquin is, touting the 
high safety profile of this drug. They	 deliberately 
disre~arded patient rights. They created a plan to 
maximlze profits while avoiding safety	 issues. 
sitting around in board room 301 in the Kitano 
meeting, you didn't see anything in that James Kahn memo 
that said anything about safety issues	 and how do we fix 
the safety problems. It was how do we avoid the safety
problems in order to make sure we don't lose any money.
They purposely sought to avoid label changes.
I had an e-mail from Dr. Noel, one of the medical 
people involved in this. That's attached to this, but I 
highlight back for you the notion that	 I mentioned before 
about how they refuse to incorporate anything in their 
label change about Levaquin being worse than the other 
fluoroquinolones. 

They knowingly decided not to share the warnings
information with the public. One of the documents that I 
have that the defendant has finally acknowledged is a set 
of handwritten notes from yet another doctor, chuen Yee, 
from Johnson & Johnson, sitting at the	 Kitano meeting, and 
that documents says in her handwriting, Not share with 
public, and it's talking about the French agency reports.
Don't tell anybody about it. 

They ignored their own published literature and 
how best to communicate warnings to doctors. I mentioned 
Dr. Fife. He's one of the doctors involved with Johnson & 
Johnson. He's an epidemiolo~ist. One of the epidemiology
studies he published, and I m not sure	 but what this 
article is marked confidential. Let me	 just take a quick 
look here. 
No, they didn't mark this one confidential. what 
Dr. Fife says at the end of his article, if I have it 
highlighted -- let's see if I can pull	 that up for you. He 
did an epidemiology study to determine what is the most 
effective way to communicate warnings to doctors, and what 
he finds in the last sentence is the most telling I think. 
The key characteristics of a successful drug warning appear 
to be specificity, prominence, brevity, no reliance on 
secondary information, publicity and in-person discussions. 
You've got to do stuff other than bury	 it on,the
lower left corner of page 2,448 of the	 PDR when that book 
comes out every year and don't tell a doctor about it. 
Their own doctor says, their own epidemiology department 
tells how you should be doing that. They ignore their own 
published literature and how best to communicate with 
doctors. 

They intentionally buried the warning,	 as I have 
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described to you. They failed to send a dear doctor 
letter. There were dear doctors letters sent, if I get the 
countries right, in France, Italy, Belgium, Germany, 
Austria, and I'm missing one. There were six of them, all 
in 2001 and early 2002, about the corticosteroid elderly
problem. was there one sent in the united States? No. 
Dr. Canabarro from Aventis was deposed, and what 
she said in her deposition was, she was asked, you know, 
why do you send out a dear doctor letter, and her response 
was, well, you know, we had it in the warnings. But why
did you send out the dear doctor letter? Because the 
warnin~ wasn't enough, and we wanted to make sure to 
communlcate with doctors. Aventis did it. Johnson & 
Johnson didn't.
 

They deliberately did not train their sales
 
representatives to proactively callout label changes to
 
doctors. I deposed Teresa Turano two weeks ago. she was
 
the 30(b)(6) corporate representative on sales training.

she didn't know much, but what was clear from her was that
 
there was no policy to tell sales representatives that
 
whenever there is a label change you have got to tell
 
doctors.
 

what they did do is, they handed out a copy of
 
the package insert every time they went there,

theoretically, but that doesn't mean they said to the
 
doctor, you know, take a look here. There is a label
 
change. I want to make sure you're aware of this. They

did not do that.
 

They did do that with the black box. The sales
 
force was told proactively, tell doctors about the black
 
box. Were they told proactively to tell doctors about the
 
black box? were they told proactively to tell doctors
 
about that 2001 label change? According to the corporate 
repr~sentative, there was no such policy.
They deliberately didn't issue press releases 
publicizing changes. I deposed Greg Panico last week, the
 
corporate representative on press releases. He, too,

didn't know a lot, but what he did say	 was there was no
 
policy to initiate press releases about label changes. We
 
went through a litany of documents. They kept track of
 
every news article.
 

There were clear press releases issued about new
 
indications that the FDA had approved,	 but was there any

indication whatsoever that they issued	 a pretty release on
 
any label changes? Not a one. They didn't undertake any
 
seminars, public speaking engagements,	 lunch or learn
 
trainings.

They didn't educate doctors in the manner that
 
they otherwise do educate doctors about new indications.
 
They didn't publish articles talking about the risk of
 
tendon disorders, and I will come back	 to that in a little
 
bit when I talk about the publication plan and the ghost

writing.
 

They manipulated the Ingenix study for their own
 
economic purposes. The Ingenix study started to appear in
 
discussions in the late fall of 2001. Aventis made a
 
proposal about the protocol. The idea was that they would
 
respond to the French authorities. The	 French authorities 
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wanted to know what was the comparative tendon toxicity
between Levaquin and the other fluoroquinolones.
The Johnson & Johnson response was -- and Aventis 
was going to do a study that said that. Johnson & Johnson 
said we can't afford that study. If we end up with a bad 
result, we're in trouble. so they started taking control 
of the study from Aventis, and they slowly but surely
turned the battleship around to change the focus of the 
study from a comparison between fluoroquinolones to talking
about fluoroquinolones in general and the impact on the 
elderly and corticosteroids, because by that time they had 
already decided to include that warning in the label. 
And so if they found that there was a negative
impact, no big deal. It was already in the label. They
already had a strategy for that. So they were going to 
figure out a way to manage the Ingenix study so that they
would get the result that they wanted. So they manipulated
the one study to achieve an outcome that was in their best 
economic interests.
 

They took it over from Aventis. They controlled
 
the study with Ingenix. I will talk about that for a
 
second. The protocol that was written, it was drafted by

Dan Fife. It was discussed between Dan Fife and John
 
seeger at Ingenix.

There were meetings to talk about the protocol.

There were exchanges of drafts on how to do the protocol,

the type of study that it was was developed by Johnson & 
Johnson in discussion with Ingenix. I mean, they did the
 
whole protocol process.
 

TO be sure, I mean, John Seeger was involved in
 
this, but Johnson & Johnson really controlled the protocol 
process. Once the protocol was set, it was just a matter 
of filling in the numbers by mostly administrative 
mechanism, although we certainly have complaints about how 
John see~er did that, and I will talk about that. 
They avolded comparing Levaquin with other 
fluoroquinolones as was requested in Europe. All the items 
on the bottom are references to documents, and if the 
hyperlink works, you could pull up the documents. They
changed the desired outcome. Europe wanted to know what 
was the problem related to tendonitis and tendinopathy.
Johnson & Johnson said we can't do that. It has 
got to be tendon rupture. ostensibly the reason is because
 
tendon rupture is better defined. It's easier to identify

what constitutes a tendon rupture, but really what they're

saying at that point in time is that doctors don't know how
 
to diagnose a tendinopathy and they won't trust
 
tendinopathy diagnoses.
 

Paul van der Linden in the Netherlands whose four
 
studies, including his phD thesis, talked about how Floxin
 
was worse than the rest, focused on tendinopathy and tendon
 
rupture. He was able to distinguish between tendinopathy

and its relative risk compared to other drugs and to
 
placebo and also tendon rupture compared to other drugs and
 
placebo.
 

He could do it. It was academically acceptable
 
to people accepting his phD thesis, but that was not good

enough for Johnson & Johnson. The reason? Because there 
were fewer tendon ruptures than tendinopathies, and as a 
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result the relative risk was going to show lower, they
would get a better number.
 

They manipulated the power estimates of the
 
study. I don't know to what extent you're conversant with
 
the notion of power, but power tells you the ability to
 
make accurate predictions about epidemiolo~y studies. If
 
you start out with power that is wrong, it s too high. If
 
the power is at four when you're going to find a relative 
risk of two, what you are going to end up with as a result 
of that is a confidence interval that is very wide. 
In order for you to have statistically
significant results, the narrower the confidence interval 
the better, and most importantly, if the lower bound of the 
confidence interval is over one, you know that at worst 
it's still more statistically significant than random. One 
is random. 
So when you have got a wide confidence interval 
that results in a lower bound being below one, you can say
with honesty this is statistically not significant, but it 
all stems from where you started. If you start with the 
wrong power estimate, you end up with a wide confidence 
interval and no statistical significance.
If you take the trouble to go throu~h the litany
of testimony from John seeger that 1S listed on that page,
 
you will see he admits that that's true and that they knew
 
it going in, that they picked the wrong power. It was a
 
man1pulated study.
 

They minimized the number of elderly contained in
 
the study data. I know Mr. saul will talk about that.
 
They improperly included children in the study. Mr. saul
 
will talk about that. John Seeger admits that that's true.
 
They incorrectly identified what constitutes a tendon
 
rupture for the study by having a nonmedical doctor,
 
seeger, do the study.
 

In particular what you might pay attention to on
 
that slide is the bullet point saying testimony of seeger

regarding schedin. We happened to pullout Mr. Schedin's
 
medical record where it talks about whether he has got a
 
tendon rupture or not a tendon rupture. It says tendon
 
tear.
 

We asked Dr. seeger, IS this a tendon rupture

that would be included as a positive finding in ¥our study.

He said, no, this would not be a tendon rupture 1n our
 
study. Our plaintiff here, who has clearly defined tendon
 
ruptures and his doctors have all said so, his treating

doctors have said so, was not a tendon rupture for purposes

of John seeger's study. That's how badly defined some of
 
these tendon ruptures were.
 

why? Keep them out of the study and keep the
 
numbers low. There was a medical record review for
 
evaluating tendon ruptures, but there was no such medical
 
record review for tendonitis cases which was used as a
 
covariate. It was an internally inconsistent study.
 
seeger is not blinded during the study. He knew
 
which cases had fluoroquinolone use and which were not.
 
Dan Fife, Johnson & Johnson's own witness, says that as a
 
result the study is invalid. They destroyed abstracts. We
 
wanted to reproduce the study. In order to reproduce the 
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study we needed the abstracts and the medical records that 
they used to determine what was a tendon rupture and what 
was not. They have been described. 
They admit it. seeger admits that in the fall of 
2006, three months after the article was published, they
destroyed these documents. That's contrary to the 
guidelines published by the International society of 
Professional Epidemiologists, ISPE, which requires that 
such documents be held for five years.
Normally you wouldn't think that would be such a 
big deal except the guidelines were written in part by 
see~er's boss at Ingenix, Alec walker. walker said, I 
don t know the guidelines. Are there guidelines? These 
guidelines go back to 1996. walker wrote them in 1996. 
They were revised in 2000, 2004 and 2007, if my memory 
serves me correctly.
walker doesn't know them. Seeger doesn't know 
them. They destroyed the documents in contravention of 
guidelines that they wrote. Mind boggling. They ignored 
the existing scientific literature. I told you about the 
16 articles. They lied to the FDA about comparative tendon 
toxicity of fluoroquinolones.
Finally, on the converse side, their marketing
efforts. They touted Levaquin's excellent safety profile
without disclosing its risk and trained its sales 
representatives in this manner. I have got a pile of 
documents that show that, The do and don't document that 
is on there do tout the excellent safety profile of 
Levaquin.
The quick tips guide that is on the bottom there, 
I worked with Teresa Turano and went through much of that 
verbatim. I said, does this paragraph have anything about 
safety in it? NO. Does this have anything about tendon 
ruptures in it? No. Does this have anything about 
warnings on tendon ruptures? No. Does this have anything
about comparative tendon toxicity? No. 
Allover the place there is nothing about tendon 
warnings, and it's all about the excellent safety profile
of Levaquin. They knowingly marketed to the elderly
population. Again, the quick tips guide will tell you
that. They marketed it as first line therapy. Levaquin is 
a good drug for certain circumstances. We don't dispute
that. 

For people who are seriously ill, it will do what 
it's supposed to, but if you're got a sinuitis or an acute 
bacterial exacerbation of chronic bronchitis, like John 
schedin did, you don't use Levaquin. He had one trial on 
Zithromax. could easily have gone back to another trial on 
Zithromax or another less potent antibiotic, but this was 
marketed like candy, samples left, right and sideways. 
They had millions of dollars in samples for first line 
therapy for these indications that were hardly severe 
enough to warrant them. 
They did ghost writing. From 1994 to 2002,
 
Designwrite, their hired ~un, caused to be authored two
 
144 papers on either Floxln or Levaquin, touting its 
benefits. of those 144 papers, 13 of them had the word 
"safety" in the title, and only one of them had anything to 
do with tendons, and that was a published, published paper 
on children and tendon disorders. Nothing about the 
elderly. Nothing about corticosteroids. Nothing about any 
of the issues where Levaquin is worse than any other 
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fluoroquinolone, and that's only through 2002. 
In 2002 they spent a million dollars wlth 
Designwrite on ghost writing alone. There was a lot more 
money spent with Designwrite in that year. They used the 
speakers Bureau as a promotional tool. Defendants' own 
expert John segreti who is going to talk about 
Mr. Schedin's particular circumstances and case specific
and also what you use Levaquin for. 
I asked him -- he is on the speakers Bureau, so 
they are bringing in a Speakers Bureau person as their 
expert witness, which is kind of curious. I asked him what 
he did when he was on the speakers Bureau. He gave talks. 
I said, well, were they promotional. He said, of course 
they were promotional.
well, why were they promotional? Because I was 
touting the use of Levaquin. It wasn't educational about 
disease. It was about how best to use Levaquin. They were 
promotional. 

so at the end of the day, Judge, we have lots of 
good reasons why we believe defendant deliberately
disregarded the rights of the plaintiffs, including John 
schedln, intentionally, consciously, knowingly, willfully
and with marked indifference. That's our eVldence. 
YOU don't have to, you shouldn't listen to any 
contrary evidence or challenges or cross-examination by
defendant because that's not what the law allows or 
requires. We think the motion should be granted. Thank 
you very much.
 

THE COURT. Thank you, Mr. Goldser.
 
Mr. saul, did you have something?
 

MR. SAUL: Good morning, Your Honor.
 

THE COURT: Good morning.
 

MR. SAUL: Louis Saul on behalf of plaintiffs.

Mr. Goldser talked at some length about the
 
Ingenix study, and I will fill in the gaps. I realize our
 
time is limited here. Just to go back, Johnson & Johnson
 
had nothing to do with the European situation. Aventis,
 
their tradlng partner in Europe, was asked to do studies
 
because of the signal in Europe that there were tendon
 
problems, particularly among the elderly, emphasis added,
 
and particularly with corticosteroids.
 

what the defendant was hoping to avoid and worked
 
to avoid -- may I approach -- was to have this, this
 
warning in the label. This is the warning that eventually
 
got into the label. This is the black box warning that got

lnto the label in November '08. Fluoroquinolones,

including Levaquin, are associated with an increased risk
 
of tendonitis and tendon rupture. The risk is increased on
 
those 'over 60 and those on concomitant therapies

respiratory, heart and lung recipients.
 

They kept this warning from being placed in the
 
PDR, in the package insert, for seven years. During that
 
seven years, their sales were about 13 billion dollars. By

keeping this warning out for seven years, this company

earned themselves 13 million dollars, and we believe that
 
that evidence in itself is enough to get us to the punitive
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damages claim.
However, how did they do it.
 

THE COURT: Is this the warning that is on right

now?
 

MR. SAUL: This is the present day warning.
 

THE COURT: Go ahead. I will ask you a question

about that later.
 

MR. SAUL: Sure. So what did they do? They had
 
no interest in Europe. In fact, they told the Court during
 
our motion practice that they had no relationship with the
 
European authorities and they didn't want to give us
 
documents related to that, that they actually went and took
 
over this study. They took it away from Aventis because
 
they said if we don't do this study and we don't ~et the 
proper results, essentially we're dead. Levaquin 1S off 
the market. 

So what did they do? They hired this company
called Ingenix who had done numerous other studies for 
them. There was a young doctor there by the name of John 
seeger who had just become an employee, and they had him 
conduct the studies. Mr. Goldser said they designed the 
protocol. what did they do in the study?
If I may give you another document, Your Honor. 
This was prepared by me, and this is how they intentionally
manipulated the study. The first they wanted to do, the 
European authorities wanted to study -- the issue was among
the elderly and corticosteroid use. what did Johnson & 
Johnson do? They intentionally left out elderly from the
 
study.
 

This document that I just handed you was from the
 
original protocol of this Ingenix study. If you will see
 
here, table 1 talks about the UnitedHealthcare research
 
database population. If you'll go down to the bottom, 60
 
to 64 and 65 plus, you will see that in their database,

there was only 4.7 percent of, let's for lack of a better
 
term, the aging population. I'm in there. Just leave it
 
like that.
 

You will see in table number 2 in the census
 
bureau, there were 16.2 percent of the population being
 
over 60. So they chose a data -- Aetna was going to use a
 
different database, but they took this away and used this
 
particular database that underrepresented the elderly.

what else did they do? Levaquin was contraindicated for
 
children, for pediatric use. Contraindicated, you can't 
use .it for pediatric use. 

You will see in the general population, there is 
29 percent, and in their database there is 29 percent in 
approximate numbers. They included this 29 percent, the 
children, in the study. So what they did is, they kept the 
elderly out. They included children. Children can't even 
take Levaquin. The elderly, the focus was on the elderly.
They cut that down. okay.
 

So what did they do? So they intentionally

excluded the elderly and included children. But then what 
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happened? They did their study. Part of their study was 
to get this study published in certain journals. Those 
journals are the journals that most of	 us have heard about. 
For instance, in New England -- I won't go
through them all. Five journals, the New England Journal 
of Medicine and the first line journals. They could not 
get this study published anywhere. what did they do? They 
went to -- Johnson & Johnson and Ingenix, they were members 
of a society, and Ingenix was the head	 of the society.
They got it published in that society's journal.
No one else would take it. The study was
 
concluded in 2003. 2006 it ~ot published. Lo and behold
 
three or four months after lt got published, they destroyed
the data. They went and they did medical review of a 
certain number of the patients in this	 study, and you have 
to keep this data because once you publish something, other 
researchers have to be able to duplicate the study.
What happened to the data? Dr. seeger testified, 
we don't -- we didn't really know what happened. I'm not 
sure what happened, and he went on and	 on. Finally, we got
him to admit, and I just want to read to you -- at any 
rate, Dr. seeger admits, admits that under his tutela~e or 
under his direction that he caused all the documentatlon to 
be destroyed re~arding the study. This is, forms the basis 
also of our motlon, our Daubert motion.
 

No one can duplicate this study. They also
 
created an algorithm to define who was	 in the case. They

can't find that algorithm. All the documentation is gone.

That in itself, the intentional destruction of the data,

they kept their product on the market for nine years or
 
eight years, is enough to allow us to amend the, the
 
complaint, and I believe it's enough for the jury to enter
 
a substantial award.
 
I feel that our time is limited, but each of
 
these dotted areas is covered in our brief extensively, and
 
I would like to incorporate our motion	 in limine regarding

Dr. Seeger into this because rather than me go on and on
 
about the study, I think it's all well	 depicted in our
 
brief.
 

THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Saul.
 

MR. SAUL: Thank you, Your Honor. Did you have
 
any questions about the black box?
 

THE COURT: No. That's fine. I may address it
 
later in the hearing.

Mr. Dames?
 

MR. DAMES: Thank you, Your Honor. Your Honor, I
 
just want to start from, actually maybe just the simplest

of all is to start from the beginning, and that is when the
 
drug was first marketed in 1997. There has much been made 
so far in the arguments concerning concealment, omissions,
lack of warning, refusal to include things in the warnin~ 
that I would like to refocus this as to what took place ln 
the very beginning when the drug was first marketed. 
From its inception, and the Court is well aware 
because we've said it many times, when	 it was first 
marketed, there has been a tendon rupture warning in the 
label. Not hidden, not in any way buried in a mass of 
language, prominently mentioned in the	 warnings. 
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At the time that Mr. schedin received his 
prescription for Levaquin, the warnings had been updated as 
early as 2002 -- well, let me first go back to October of 
2001. The warnin~ was altered to include a reference to a 
heightened risk ln the elderly, potential risk with the
 
elderly taking corticosteroids.
 

That was in response to the events and the data
 
that had been received in Europe about the experience and
 
adverse reaction reports from the use of Tavanic, the - 

Levaquin is marketed in Europe, and the company through a
 
change is being effected, that is on its own initiative,

incorporated the information that was coming from Europe to
 
include that in the warning on its own.
 
The FDA approved it at the company's instigation.

They approved that warning. It was that warning with a 
very sli~ht amendment in 2004. That was the warning the 
prescriblng physician for Mr. Schedin received. 
NoW, in Europe the reports, the adverse reaction 
reports that were received in Europe, showed variances 
within the different European countries. Germany had a 
much lower rate of reporting than did France. when those 
things were investigated, when the scientists and 
researchers looked at what were the reasons for diver~ence 
between the European countries, they determined that ln 
France, Levaquin was prescribed and Tavanic was prescribed
predominantly for upper respiratory tract infections, and 
there the French physicians used corticosteroids a 
significant percentage of the time when they used Levaquin. 
Now, the debate has been, you know, what 
significance is that. when the meeting occurred at the 
Kitano Hotel, not quite as luxurious. I have actually
stayed there. when the meeting was held at the Kitano 
Hotel to evaluate the situation and determine what should 
be done to investigate it, now remember already in place 
was J & J's CBE label change -- the label change occurred 
in October. I'm sorry. Already - 
J & J incorporated that information in october 
that it learned, but in addition it wanted to do an 
investigation and a study, as did Aventis. Aventis does 
their own studies, a quick and dirty analysis, it was put, 
to look at the situation to respond to the French and 
European regulatory authorities. J & J decided it wanted 
to use the largest database then available, the
 
unitedHealthcare database.
 

Contrary to what you have heard so far, Your
 
Honor, the Aetna database, an alternative, was not even
 
available to be used. They couldn't use it. why did they
 
use unitedHealthcare database? well, it afforded J & J an 
opportunity to have access to medical records. Not all
 
databases that were used would give you the access to the
 
medical records.
 

And as I said, it was an exceptionally large

database and would provide one of the best experiences to
 
evaluate to see what was the frequency, what was the
 
incidence of tendon rupture on Levaquin and what was the
 
incidence of tendon rupture on some other factors, for
 
example, other fluoroquinolones and to evaluate - 
I mean the study itself clearly was published by

Dr. seeger, included other factors besides Levaquin. It 
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also evaluated corticosteroid use and some other 
predisposing factors. Now, why was tendon rupture used as 
a measure? Was it done to manipulate the data, to somehow 
hide something? NO. 

It was determined that the most objectively
verifiable diagnosis that could be used in the study was a 
rupture. Not tendinopathy. Tendinopathy can be a wide 
variety of things. It is like 70 diagnostic codes are 
related to tendinopathies. So it could be confused with 
muscle tears. It could be confused with other kinds of 
diagnostic end products. So it was made, it was determined 
to use tendon rupture as the objectively verifiable point.
The diagnosis of tendon rupture by a physician 
was operative. NOW what is wrong with that? very, very
little. Dr. Van der Linden used tendon rupture as the 
outcome in his own study. 

Now, I want to remind the court that J & J was 
very responsible in addressing the issue head on. It 
wanted to do the study on its own, not because it wanted to 
manipulate the results. Dr. Kahn testified quite clearly
that what they wanted to do was the correct study. They
wanted to do it correctly. They wanted to make certain it 
was done right, and that's why they did the study the way
they did, and that's why they did it rather than rely on 
any other company to do it on their behalf. 
What was the outcome of their investigation?
What was the outcome of their research? The French and 
European -- well, the European regulatory authorities 
evaluated not only the Johnson & Johnson sponsored study
that was performed,and let's make this distinction clear. 
It was performed by Ingenix. J & J participated in the 
protocol. It helped plan the protocol of this study.
It did not conduct the study. That was done 
independently by Ingenix, and Dr. Seeger made the decisions 
concerning the development of the study together with other 
employees at Ingenix and the development of the algorithm
which defined and decided which were cases and which were 
not. 

Much reference has been made to destruction of 
medical records. Dr. seeger in the course of an office 
move after the study was published, as plaintiffs state,
lost the medical records involved in the study. It had 
nothing to do with Johnson & Johnson. Johnson & Johnson 
certainly had no relationship to any loss of the medical 
records, but it was inadvertent, and it was done during the 
course of his office move, as he testified. 
There was a reference made to whether his study 
was blinded. Dr. seeger pointed out, his study, he was 
blinded as to which fluoroquinolones were used by the 
people involved in the study. We could go on and on with 
how the study was designed. were the elderly intentionally
excluded? That's absolutely false. Here is a classic 
example of how the characterization by plaintiffs is so 
unfai r.
 

The unitedHealthcare database, of course, the
 
basis of that database are the people covered under the
 
unitedHealthcare. That, there would be, because of
 
Medicaid -- because of Medicare, there would be a possible

underrepresentation of the elderly. That was recognized,
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and that's why the elderly and a Medicare database were 
added to the study. 

So there wasn't any intentional exclusion. They 
were in fact included. Then it was contrasted with whether 
there was an intentional inclusion of children to also skew 
the results of the study. children were not intentionally
included. The database includes children. There were no 
Levaquin cases of tendon rupture involving children. There 
were no skewed results because of children, but you take a 
database as it comes, and it includes the span of ages in 
the database, so of course, the age range of children who 
would have been included. 
The tears were excluded, according to Mr. saul,
in the study. If Levaquin, if there was a tendon rupture
defined as having occurred with Levaquin by the prescribing
doctor, it could be defined as a complete tear, it would be 
included. So we are really ending up talking about and 
debating the merits of a scientific protocol openly arrived 
at, submitted to the FDA, shown to the European regulatory
authorities who in turn evaluated the published literature,
Aventis's own studies and the seeger study.
And they recognized the limitations of each,
including the Seeger study, and what do they come out with 
after the purported suggestion -- it isn't purported. It 
was a suggestion by one of the assessors earlier on that 
the label be altered to include a statement concerning a 
greater use in the risk of Levaquin over the other 
fluoroquinolones. 

That was rejected after all of the evidence was 
in by the European regulatory authorities, and the reason 
it was rejected was clearly stated that the data was 
insufficient to make any differentiation between 
fluoroquinolones and tendon rupture, and it is worthwhile 
to remind ourselves of exactly what the European health 
authorities after all of the data was in, up-to-date for 
them, in 2003. 
And it says, and this is one of 
plaintiff's Exhibits, Exhibit 87. under paragraph 8, and 
we mentioned it as well in our brief, Your Honor, the 
conclusions, it states, The morbidity and frequency of the 
suspected adverse reaction, that is, very rare and not 
fatal outcome which generally recovers, must be weighed
against the nature of the benefits and indications for 
treatment with levofloxacin, reduction in morbidity and 
mortality of respiratory tract infections and other 
infections when considering the need for further studies 
and regulatory action.
 

They conclude, No further action -- this is on
 
the next page -- given the rarity and nonlethality of
 
adverse reactions, this is justified on the following

grounds. Absolute risks of fluoroquinolone associated
 
tendon rupture are very rare, and furthermore, the
 
population attributable risk is very low.
 
Although we cannot exclude a slightly higher risk
 
of tendon rupture with levofloxacin or ofloxacin, currently

available data are inconclusive. such estimates are likely
 
to be rare or very rare. sPCs, that is a labeling, for
 
levofloxacin products have been updated with adequate

warnings. Further analysis of existing data are unlikely
 
to be helpful.
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There were several things in that conclusion that 
are important. Even considering all of the studies, even 
considering the state of the animal data, considering all 
of the issues that plaintiff have put forth today about the 
adequacy of the studies, disagreeing with some, agreeing
with others, the European regulatory authorities decided 
that the heightened risk label chan~e was not necessary.
There was no evidentiary basis for It. 
They also, however, said something very important
in this conclusion, and that is the benefits of Levaquin in 
the treatment of upper respiratory infection. There are 
benefits to this drug, and that is in part part of the 
passion that arises from Dr. Kahn. The benefits of 
Levaquin have been proved repetitively, and they are agreed 
to by everyone in this litigation. 

At the trial of this case, you will hear from 
every expert witness, plaintiffs' and defendants' alike,
that Levaquin is efficacious and is very valuable. It is a 
~ood drug. Quite simply, they have testified already that 
lt is a good drug.
 

We have pointed out in the brief that Dr. zizic,
 
one of the plaintiffs' principal experts in this case,

prescribes Levaquin, uses it to this day. Uses it, in
 
fact, under the condition -- well, let me backtrack.
 
Dr. zizic took it himself. It actually cured his
 
infection, a very severe infection which he had.
 
50 he obtained the benefit of Levaquin himself.
 
He gives it to his patients from time to time, and there is
 
no testimony from either Dr. zizic or any other expert

witness in this case that the use of Levaquin under the
 
conditions of use in Mr. 5chedin was somehow inadequate or
 
inappropriate.
 

So in the midst of all of this characterization
 
of how there was a clear disregard of the safety of
 
patients, we have a unanimity of opinion as to the
 
necessity and utility of the drug. We have a unanimity of
 
an opinion that it should be used in the kinds of
 
infections, upper respiratory tract infections, for which
 
Mr. schedin received the drug.
 

We have also heard about, it is not to be used as
 
a first line of defense therapy for certain indications.
 
well, taking Mr. schedin's case, for example, there will be
 
no testimony, there is certainly none based on the expert
 
reports of the depositions, that Mr. Schedin was not an
 
appropriate candidate at the time he got Levaquin for
 
Levaquin.

There are no indications in any label or any 
su~gested indications in the label or contraindications 
WhlCh would minimize the use of Levaquin or have it as a
 
second line of use. The published guidelines to this day,

the sanford Medical Guide, the Infectious Disease society

published guidelines, call for Levaquin to be used as a
 
first line therapy initially in upper respiratory tract
 
infections.
 

So the current state of medical knowledge by

neutral and expert physicians, by responsible and
 
referenced medical guides all call for the use of Levaquin. 
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Levaquin is in fact the most efficacious, the best 
antibiotic for upper respiratory tract infections. 
So if I can mirror, even slightly, the belief 
that someone like Dr. Kahn and others brought to how 
important the drug was to be used in the current 
respiratory season in his memo and to push for the right
study, the correct study, the properly done study, the 
mischaracterization of the memo and of Dr. Kahn in this is 
truly horrendous. 

Dr. Kahn's attempts, J & J'S attempts was to do a 
study using the largest healthcare database then available, 
to use it for a measure of outcome which was the most 
clearly and objectively verifiable, and they hired Ingenix 
to perform and conduct that study. None of the data that 
has been developed to this day shows that Levaquin has any 
greater risk of tendon rupture than any other 
fluoroquinolone.
The data referenced by plaintiffs in their brief,
the information that can be gleaned from it is, you either 
have data on ofloxacin. You have no reference to Levaquin
and tendon rupture in those studies. You have suggestions 
on animal data as to comparative toxicities, but virtually 
none that any authority considered relevant and probative
of the differential toxicities. 
So how can anyone conclude that what shouldn't be 
in the label, what is not in the label anywhere today, was 
somehow the result of manipulation by J & J earlier? How 
can anyone conclude that somethin~ not required by any
regulatory authority to this day lS the by-product of a 
manipulation by J & J and a clear disregard of public
safety by J & J earlier? 
Added to that is, these attempts through
marketing efforts to cloud and conceal and hide and ghost
writing and detail people to call on physicians and not 
mention safety. Every visit that a sales representative
makes upon a physician includes the prescribing
information. 

They don't just get it from the PDR, althou~h 
that's a highly reputable source. They get lt every time a 
sales rep calls on them. They get it prominently mentioned 
in the label. It's not hard to find, and the physicians, 
now we have taken enough prescribing physicians I've 
reminded the court to this day. The physicians know about 
tendon rupture.
 

If there is one thin~ that we find consistently

is that the prescriblng physicians are aware of tendon 
rupture, including Dr. Beecher. He testified he knew of 
tendon rupture at the time he prescribed the drug to 
plaintiff. Plaintiffs asked, were you aware of the fact of 
corticosteroid and the risk of elderly, and in all 
fairness, Dr. Beecher said he didn't remember that he was 
aware of that at the time. 
I asked him, Did you have this label, and I read 
him that label, and he said, yes, I did have that 
prescribing information at the time. More importantly, in 
this case, the actual prescribing physician turned to the 
plaintiff who was there and said to him, I'm very sorry.
This is all my fault. Not the drug company misled me, not 
based upon what you have told me to this day and what 
plaintiffs' attorneys have told me do I feel like the 
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company consciously disregarded your safety, not that I 
felt I was manipulated by anyone, not that I looked at any
other information from any other source and was misled, 
none of that.
 

It was, this was my fault. Am I blaming the
 
doctor? Frankly, no. The doctor did the proper thing.

Mr. 5chedin was cured of his infection. He suffered an
 
adverse reaction, but that is not the sign or the sole
 
reason to hold any drug company culpable when it has
 
adequately warned and the company did. Hardly a case for
 
punitive damages. Hardly a case showing an intentional
 
disregard for the safety.

Now, I just want to summarize and conclude, Your
 
Honor, that plaintiffs claim that there was a plan to
 
conceal and failed to disclose the heightened risk. There
 
was no plan documented anywhere here. There is no level of
 
agreement or anything that can diagram an effort to conceal
 
and disregard the public safety. They document no such
 
plan.
 

Plaintiffs also failed to demonstrate evidence of
 
a heightened risk. As I have said repetitively, no expert 
or re~ulatory agency has concluded there is a greater risk 
to thlS day. The only ones to offer that opinion, the only 
ones that will come to the court and discuss heightened

risk are plaintiffs' retained experts who actually learned
 
of the information and read the literature available on the
 
drug for the first time, by and large, when they were
 
retained.
 

They didn't have the level of experience and
 
knowledge that could have afforded them the opportunity to
 
have that opinion before it. Regulatory agencies have
 
specifically reviewed the data as I have suggested that
 
plaintiffs claim and cannot establish and deny that there
 
is a greater risk and have never suggested that J & J 
should have put that in its label.
 
plaintiffs argue that simply -- they argue that
 
what that really shows, and I've heard this before, is
 
actually how well the plan worked. The fact that no one
 
has taken any action to show them that our unidentified
 
plan has actually had its intended purpose, met its
 
intended purpose.
 

Any efforts made by the company to investigate

the issue, submit the results to the regulatory agency and
 
publish the results are claimed by plaintiffs to be part of
 
this illicit and unidentified plan. The very act that J & 
J wished and did a study, sponsored a study by Ingenix and 
wanted to do the correct study is taken as an effort to
 
conceal the truth.
 
It is almost a bit orwellian that an effort by

the company to find out what it believed to be would be the
 
most reliable and correct answer to date is taken as
 
conduct to justify the imposition of punitive damages, for
 
a product which remains on the market and is to this day

considered to be a premier antibiotic with an ample warning
 
about tendon rupture.
 

50 it is difficult to conceive of a less
 
appropriate situation and a less appropriate drug to find
 
that the defendant acted in intentional disregard of the 
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public's safety. The public's safety has been benefitted 
by this drug. That is the final irony. The public safety
is what has benefitted and benefitted by the marketing of 
this drug, exactly as Dr. Kahn had hoped it would be. 
Thank you, Your Honor.
 

THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Dames.
 
Did you have anything else, Mr. Goldser?
 

MR. GOLD5ER: Briefly, Your Honor. I once again

thank Mr. Dames for a preview of his closing argument to
 
the jury, but as I said in my opening remarks, what he says

about the evidence in that fashion this Court must
 
disregard.
 

In reaching a determination about punitive 
dama~es, the Court makes no credibility awards, does not 
conslder any challenge by cross-examination or otherwise to 
plaintiffs' proof. So the spin that Mr. Dames puts on it 
has nothin~ to do with this Court's determination at this 
point in tlme. This Court has to decide whether from the 
plaintiffs' evidence there is a prima facie showing of
 
deliberate disregard.
 

I could go on for a long time responding seriatim
 
to each of the points that Mr. Dames makes. Let me pick up
 
a couple of them. For example, he says, tendon ruptures
 
were used as a measure because they were the most
 
objectively verifiable test. Then why was it when the
 
algorithm was completed that there were far more Levaquin

tendon ruptures discarded as nonviable cases than cipro

tendon ruptures?
 

Even when you get to the level of tendon rupture
 
as they claim was the gold standard, their algorithm

resulted in a manipulation that substantially threw out
 
more Levaquin cases than cipro cases. That was part of the
 
manipulation that was involved.
 
Mr. Dames says, and the Medicare database was
 
added. Indeed it was. There were three drafts of the
 
study that were promulgated over time. The Medicare data
 
was added in the second draft. The problem iS,it was the
 
first draft that was sent to the European agencies, and it
 
was the first draft that caused the European agencies to
 
back down.
 

That first draft did not have the Medicare data
 
in it, and so the fact that the Medicare data was in the
 
second draft did nothing to influence the European agencies
 
to back down from their proposed warning. Mr. Dames says

there are children in the database, and that was just

normal and it doesn't matter, but you've got to think about
 
what the impact of the children being in the database was.
 
They had no tendon ruptures because they weren't
 
taking Levaquin. So if you have children in the database
 
and you have got 100 people in the database as a result of
 
the children being in the database and there is one tendon
 
rupture in the adults, that's a 1 in 100 rate.
 
But if you throw out the children and let's say

90 percent of them were children, and obviously I'm using
 
an extreme example, but you only have 10 adults in the
 
database and one of those adults has a tendon rupture, you

have a rate of 1 in 10. That's 10 percent. children in 
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the database mattered substantially because they skewed the 
numbers. It's not quite as easy as Mr. Dames would like to 
suggest. 

I'm intrigued by the extensive ar9ument that 
Mr. Dames makes about how no forelgn regulatory authority
took any legal action to change the label, and yet time
 
after time after time in oral argument and in briefs in
 
this court, defense has said you can't consider what the
 
le~al actions were that were taken by foreign agencies.
 
we re not allowed to do that, they say, with Dr. Blume and 
her evidence. 

There is a motion, the Daubert motions, their 
Daubert motion specifically addresses that. We can't do 
that, so well, why can they? Either those legal actions 
taken by the regulatory authorities are in or they're out. 
Not good for the goose, not good for the gander. It's our 
burden to show you based on our evidence and our spin of 
that evidence that a jury could find that punitive damages 
are warranted. 

I understand Mr. Dames's spin. He has 9iven us 
that from the get-go. I hardly agree wlth it, but that 
doesn't matter for today. Mr. Saul had a comment he wanted 
to make.
 

THE COURT: Go ahead, Mr. Saul.
 

MR. SAUL: very briefly, Your Honor, I must say I
 
was somewhat disappointed in Mr. Dames and some of the
 
things he said, particularly about the issue of destruction
 
of the documents. He said that they were somehow destroyed

in an office move.
 

It is just one minute of testimony of Dr. Seeger.

I'm taking the examination. And who made the decision to
 
destroy them?
 

Mr. saul.
 
I don't recall exactly, but it could have been
 
one of a couple of scenarios. Either somebody asked me if
 
I could, if these could be discarded and I said yes, or
 
it's possible that the default was to get rid of things

unless somebody stepped forward, and I did not step forward
 
to not discard them.
 

Everything was discarded unless someone said save
 
it?
 

That's right.
 

And it was your responsibility to determine in
 
this particular project what was saved and what was thrown
 
away?
 

That was a possible scenario.
 

what?
 

That was a possible scenario. Yes.
 

That was a question. Was it or was it not your
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decision as the project manager in this particular project 
to save or destroy documents? 
It was my decision, and I followed one of those 
two scenarios that I laid out. 
What Mr. Dames said was not what the testimony 
was. Thank you.
 

THE COURT: Mr. Robinson?
 

MR. ROBINSON: Thank you, Your Honor. Bill
 
Robinson for the defendants. I will be brief. First with
 
respect to Mr. Goldser's comments about the fact that the
 
algorithm used in the seeger study found more ciprofloxacin
 
cases than levofloxacin cases, he did not tell you
Dr. see~er's answer when he was asked that at the 
depositlon.
In fact, Dr. seeger did a separate post hoc study

of that issue, and it's very clear that doctors were
 
misdiagnosing tendon ruptures in Levaquin patients, and
 
that's in the published article. Basically that's why

there were more ciprofloxacin cases. There was a
 
diagnostic bias found in the study against levofloxacin and
 
tendon ruptures.

secondly, with respect to the Medicare database,

the testimony is pretty straightforward. The Medicare
 
population was not available for the database when the
 
initial protocols were done. As soon as it was available,

it was added. The Medicare patients were included in the
 
final study results and in the published paper results and
 
in the results given to all the regulators.

The question of the children in the database,

Dr. seeger's comment to that was why would you exclude
 
children from the database? You're looking at a study of
 
the use of levofloxacin. Some doctors do use levofloxacin
 
off label use for children. In fact, you're probably going
 
to hear a lot about some of the studies done with children
 
in the course of the trial.
 

AS it turned out, there were no cases in the
 
study of any children with an Achilles tendon rupture that
 
were included in the data. That doesn't skew the data, the
 
fact that they found no cases, because it's a case control
 
study. You're comparing to controls. You're not looking
 
at total numbers of cases in that sense.
 
In terms of the destruction of documents,

Mr. saul has referred to that on a couple of occasions
 
here. Just for the record to be very clear what was
 
destroyed, Dr. seeger selected 328 random sample potential
 
cases of Achilles tendon rupture, sent people out to get

records, do abstraction forms. Those are the records that
 
were destroyed.
 

It's important to note Dr. seeger was asked a
 
question, well, could you reproduce this study without
 
those records. He said, yes, you could. It would take
 
some time and effort and money, but you could do that
 
because they still have the code numbers for all those
 
patients.
 

Those records have nothing to do with the final
 
case selection process which was done by the algorithm, and
 
I will just note, Your Honor, the algorithm was blinded to
 
all fluoroquinolone exposure of any type, all antibiotic 
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exposure. So the final computer pr09ram that picked the 
cases that were the cases included ln the data analysis for 
the study was totally blinded to drug exposure, which 
fluoroquinolone, which antibiotic or whether any was used. 
It wasn't there. 
Thank you.
 

THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Robinson. okay.

Thank you, Counsel. The Court will take the motion under
 
advisement and issue a written order quickly. Let's take a
 
five-minute break before the other motions.
 

THE CLERK: All rise.
 

(Recess taken.)
 

(In open court.)
 

THE COURT: You may be seated. okay. You may be
 
seated. okay. Let's take the other motions.
 
MS. van steenburgh.
 

MS. VAN STEENBURGH: Your Honor. we're going to
 
narrow the focus a little bit and look just at the
 
complaint in the schedin case, although we have included as
 
our motion the other bellwether cases. Before I begin,

Mr. McCormick informed me prior to my approaching the
 
podium here that the plaintiffs are going to withdraw their
 
claims on the Deceptive Trade practices Act. That happens
 
to be embedded in Count Number VI. There are two claims in
 
there, but they will withdraw that one, so I will just

restrict my comments.
 

MR. MCCORMICK: That's correct, Your Honor. We
 
decided from the seven complaints that are at issue, six
 
complaints that are at issue in this motion. Thank you,
 
Your Honor.
 

THE COURT: very well. GO ahead.
 

MS. VAN STEENBURGH: So we're moving today for
 
motion on judgment on the pleadings in partial. There are
 
three claims we're not moving on, strict liability,

negligence and fraud. But there are seven causes of action
 
that we believe are subject to dismissal, and they can be
 
grouped into three areas: Consumer fraud, the warranty

claims and the unjust enrichment claim.
 
Each of those is deficient in terms of its
 
pleading and are subject to dismissal. What I would like
 
to do is turn to the consumer fraud claims initially. That
 
would be Counts VI, VII, VIII and IX. I'm not going to
 
spend really any time on Count VII, that's the handicapped

and elderly provision, and that's derivative of the other
 
consumer fraud statutes.
 
But as to the consumer fraud statutes in
 
themselves, the basis of the motion is that the plaintiffs
 
cannot show any public benefit. As the court well knows,
 
there is no private cause of action under those statutes,

and in order to bring a claim, a plaintiff has to invoke
 
section 8.31 under the Minnesota Statutes, and the purpose

of that is to allow a private litigant to stand in the
 
shoes of the Attorney General.
 
And the purpose of the statute is to expand
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efforts to stop or prevent fraudulent business practices.
well, just as the Attorney General would have to do that 
for the benefit of the public, a private litigant has to 
show that in fact they are operating to benefit the public
when they bring such a cause of action. 
Now the plaintiffs have taken the position here 
that as lon~ as their complaint alleges deceptive trade 
practices almed at the public at large, they have satisfied 
the public benefit requirement under the case law and the 
statutes. They rely on the collins versus Minnesota School 
of Business case, and that case cannot be read so narrowly.
There was a narrow issue in that case involving
District Court interpretation of a public benefit saying
that maybe the number of plaintiffs was too small, and the 
Court said no, you need to focus more on what the 
representation was that it was a larger, it was made to the 
public. 

But really the collins case is consistent with 
the other case law having to do with the public benefit 
because the real issue is, what's the remedy and whether 
the lawsuit would change the behavior of defendant, whether 
you're going to stop deceptive trade practices or not. The 
collins case, the minute the lawsuit was started, the 
television ads and the presentations that the Minnesota 
school of Business were presenting in order to attract 
students stopped immediately, and so the kind of behavior 
was immediately stopped by the lawsuit. 
This case is very different. Mr. Schedin has 
brought an action. He brought an action three years after 
he took Levaquin. This is a classic products liability
action. It involves products liability negligence, and the 
remedy is an individual remedy.
 

There are a series of cases, Judge Montgomery and
 
Magistrate Judge Erickson have rendered decisions in which
 
they looked at that remedy, and when it's an exclusively

individual remedy, they have held that that does not accrue
 
to the public benefit. Mr. Schedin is seeking damages for
 
himself, pain and suffering, past medical expenses, future
 
expenses. Those are not for the public benefit.
 
If you also look at the representation, the issue
 
in this case, and you look at the cases that look at that,

for example, this case, the Swenson case, the horrible
 
security case involving ADT securities, and also Judge

Magnuson on the Tuttle case, the issues there were, what
 
are those representations?
 

what is happening? Are those still out there?
 
Are they continuing? Is there something about this lawsuit 
that is ~oing to change behavior? If you look at this 
case, thlS case involves the 2002 with the minor 
modification, the 2004 label. That label does not exist 
anymore. That label is not out in the public domain. 
There is nothing about that label. 

We are liti~ating something in the past. It's 
like the chlldproof lighters in Pecarina that Judge
Montgomery said they're not on the market. They're not 
going to change behavior. In Tuttle Judge Magnuson said 
that the plaintiff wanted to bring consumer fraud claims 
because she wanted to warn other consumers about smokeless 
tobacco. The label had already been put on by the FDA. 
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The whole situation here is again, the claim is, 
was the label in 2004 adequate, and the plaintiff has lots 
of arguments as to why it wasn't. There wasn't sufficient 
information. We didn't send out dear doctor letters. It 
was confusing. In the end, if there is ever a verdict 
form, it's going to say was the label inadequate. It's not 
going to do anything about this label because that label 
doesn't exist anymore.,
 

So the Consumer Fraud Act claims just do not
 
apply because there is no public benefit by virtue of those
 
claims in this lawsuit.
 
Turning now to the warranty claims, I'm going to
 
just spend a brief moment, Your Honor, because I think
 
those are pretty straightforward. They're in Count III.
 
There is an implied breach of warranty claim. This Court
 
has addressed that issue before. strict liability in
 
Minnesota preempts an implied warranty of merchantability,
and so as lon~ as there is a strict liability claim, there 
cannot be an lmplied warranty claim.
 
With respect to breach of express warranty, I'm
 
amazed. There was lots of rhetoric in the plaintiffs'

brief about how Minnesota recognizes an express warranty

claim. Great. That's true. But the question is, what is
 
that warranty that is the basis of the claim in this
 
lawsuit, and you look at page 19 of the plaintiffs' brief,
 
they don't explain that at all.
 

They just fuss it up. They don't identify

anything with respect to what that warranty is, and if you

look at the complaint, paragraph 136 of their complaint

where that warranty should be, all it says is that it
 
wasn't safe. That's no different than an implied warranty,

safe for its intended purpose.

So it's duplicative of the implied warranty.

That one should also be dismissed. If it's an implied
 
warranty, it's preempted under Minnesota law relative to 
strict liability. Finally, with respect to Count X, the 
unjust enrichment, I think that has been well briefed as 
well. As long as there is an adequate remedy at law, the 
equitable claims do not stand, and there are cases that 
have been, that so hold.
 

The plaintiffs do cite to a case by Judge Davis
 
where he allowed an unjust enrichment claim, but if the
 
Court notes those facts, there were lots of equitable

claims in that set of facts. This was not in an
 
alternative. Here there are plenty of adequate remedies at
 
law under the strict liability, the negligence, the fraud
 
claims.
 
The unjust enrichment claim is an equitable claim
 
that shpuld be dismissed. If there is nothing further?
 

THE COURT: Let me ask you one question,

MS. Van steenburgh.
 

MS. VAN STEENBURGH: Yeah.
 

THE COURT: Back to the question about the public

benefit. 

MS. VAN STEENBURGH: Mm-hmm. 
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THE COURT: DO you think there is anything to an 
argument that although this is an action that is seeking
damages that are personal to Mr. schedin, and most of these 
cases do relate to that, is there an argument that because 
particularly his case is coming first as a bellwether trial 
in an MDL it affects a lot of potential future plaintiffs 
or current plaintiffs in other cases that that can somehow 
confer a public benefit by participating in the trial in 
that way? 

MS. VAN STEENBURGH: I don't think so for a 
couple of reasons. Every single one of these cases really
is an individual case. They just happen to be collected 
here for pretrial discovery as part of an MDL. All of 
these cases may involve different labels. 
Mr. schedin's case involves a 2004 label, so 
there may be one that involves a 2002. We have got a 2007. 
We have got a 2008, so you can't necessarily say that 
Mr. Schedin's case involving this particular label, which 
does not exist anymore, could somehow confer a public
benefit with respect to any of those others. The adequacy
of any of those others in any of those cases has to be 
litigated separately.
 

THE COURT: Thank you.
 

MS. VAN STEENBURGH: Yes.
 

MR. MCCORMICK: Almost afternoon, Your Honor.
 
Good morning. Still there.
 

THE COURT: You're close.
 

MR. MCCORMICK: Hopefully I will be done before
 
afternoon, Your Honor. Your Honor, your last question I
 
think goes to the heart of the public benefit issue, which
 
is where does the public benefit begin to run or when does
 
a public benefit stop running for an individual bringing a
 
claim under these Minnesota statutes?
 

For every pecarina case and every Berczyk case
 
that Ms. Van steenburgh can cite to you, I can cite your

ADT case, which you know better than I do. I can cite to
 
you the weigand versus walser case, which is a Minnesota
 
state court case. I can cite to you the Kinetic versus
 
Medtronic, all those cases where conduct may have stopped
 
during the course of the lawsuit.
 

The public benefit still was seen, and there
 
still was an enforceable case underneath the consumer fraud
 
statutes using the Private Attorney General Act.
 
THE COURT: What about this argument that simply

bringing these claims now inside of an MDL with a potential

impact on others? I mean is that a theory that would
 
support a public benefit? Do you know of any cases that
 
addressed the issue in that way?
 

MR. MCCORMICK: I do not, Your Honor, but I think
 
if you go back and look -- I spent more time on Minnesota
 
law in the past three months than I ever thought I would.
 
If you go back and look at legislative reading and you go

back and you look at the Ly versus Nystrom case and what
 
led from that, I think that the way the defendants would 
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have you read the public benefit is to basically shut down 
the consumer fraud statutes to almost any individual trying 
to bring, seek redress under those cases. 
So I think that while there is not a case 
specifically on point, I think if you look at the line of 
cases that we have versus the line of cases that the 
defendants would rely on, I believe that this case is 
closer to the collins line than it is to the other line of 
cases. 

THE COURT: Recognizing that there is not 
injunctive relief sought and I think that the public
benefit issue is more complicated than just injunctive
relief versus personal damages, the current label, the 
November '08 label which I have a copy here in front. of me,
is that an adequate label? 

MR. MCCORMICK: Your Honor, we would argue it's 
not an adequate label. 

THE COURT: Does that affect the public benefit 
issue? 

MR. MCCORMICK: I would believe it would. If,
for example, in your ADT case if that is the issue, we 
should be able to amend the complaint to add the inadequacy
of the November 2008 label, but looking back at the 
November 2004 label, Mr. schedin's complaint was filed 
before the November 2008 label, but our argument all along
and always will be, I believe, that the new label is not 
adequate, either. 

THE COURT: okay. 

MR. MCCORMICK: Your Honor, I think I can be as 
brief with the implied warranty and the express warranty
claims as defendant was. All of the cases that the 
defendants rely on for their citations to the express 
warranty -- well, let me stay with the breach of implied 
warranty.
At this point dismissing that claim on a motion 
for judgment on the pleadings is premature. We should be 
able to present that case to the jury. Then in a jury
instruction if you decide at the end of the trial whether 
we're going to present it or if you say the jury
instructions are going to be confusing, then we withdraw 
that case. 
Doing it right now before we get to the case, the 
actual trial, would be premature. All of the cases that 
they rely on are distributor cases. This is a case that 
involves a manufacturer. The express warranty claim is,
again, I believe that their argument is misplaced here. 
This is a motion for judgment on the pleading.
If they felt like our express warranty does 
not expressly -- what we're complaining about is not in the 
complaint, they should have filed a motion for summary
judgment and said your evidence isn't there. 
At this point we have taken discovery for two and 
a half years. There is discovery that we could point to, 
express warranties over and over amongst the defendants' 
labels, the representations they have made to physicians,
the detailing that they hand out. So 
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THE COURT: But do we have evidence in these 
individual, what are we dealing with, five separate motions 
here?
 

MR. MCCORMICK: six.
 

THE COURT: six, that express warranties were
 
made to patients or their doctors in these cases? Is there
 
anything that has developed?
 

MR. MCCORMICK: Your Honor, I think under the
 
Minnesota law, a general statement made by the company that
 
may have made it down to the physician or the patient is
 
enough, but I don't know the specifics of these cases, but
 
Mr. Goldser could better answer that question, Your Honor.
 

THE COURT: That's fine.
 

MR. MCCORMICK: AS to the unjust enrichment
 
claim, Your Honor, it is similar to our breach of implied
 
warranty claim which is that this is a premature motion.
 
While we have adequate theories of law, the unjust

enrichment claim is not ready to be dismissed. We should
 
be able to try a case like that.
 
If at the end of the trial we decide that there
 
is no evidence or if you decide that the case then is
 
unworthy, we should drop it out then before you give us
 
your jury instruction.
 

THE COURT: On the implied warranty claim, when
 
do you choose between that and strict liability?
 

MR. MCCORMICK: I would think when we have a
 
charging conference, Your Honor, and you say what cases are
 
you going to charge the jury on, and we say this or this.
 

THE COURT: we can probably make that clear to a
 
jury at the end of the case, but it may get confusing

during the trial.
 

MR. MCCORMICK: I would think that we would be
 
able to provide evidence on both claims to the jury. To be
 
honest, I think probably the same elements would go in, so
 
I don't know if the jury would understand until they

receive two different instructions on the same elements.
 
Thank you, Your Honor.
 

THE COURT: Thank you.
 

MR. GOLDSER: May T, Your Honor?
 

THE COURT: Sure, Mr. Goldser.
 

MR. GOLDSER: I remember Professor Marshall from
 
the university law school, dearly departed, I don't know if
 
you had any experiences with him.
 

THE COURT: oh, yes.
 

MR. GOLDSER: wonderful man. when we were
 
talking about the purpose, the public policy behind tort
 
law, I hope this is going to work, that one of the public

policies behind tort law was to change behavior of the 
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defendant, and so I think you are exactly right when you 
say it's more complicated than simply whether or not there 
is injunctive relief. 
Tort damages, tort cases for damages can get you
there. I spent a long time earlier this morning talking
about one of the theories of liability, and that is that 
Levaquin is worse than other fluoroquinolones in terms of 
comparative tendon toxicity. That is not in the warning.
Never has been. Defendant denies it to this day. It's 
certainly not in the black box warning. 

That, if we can convince a jury that there is 
inadequate warning on that, is in fact a public benefit. 
of course one would hope that defendant would learn from 
the tort decision on an individual remedy case that they
need to change their warning to address the question of the 
comparative tendon toxicity of Levaquin versus other 
fluoroquinolones, which dovetails exactly into the express 
warranty issue. 

And what I have up in front of you at the moment 
are the call notes that were provided to us by defendant 
where the defendants' sales representatives called on 
Dr. Beecher, and the one that you see right in front of 
you, and it actually scrolls up a little bit, this page, as 
you can see is July 2, 2002, it's Dr. Beecher. 
Monica Sadar over here is the name of the sales 
representative, and when she is done with the call, she 
writes in this box down here what occurred in the call. 
And you can see that she described to Dr. Beecher on July
2, 2002, the safety of Levaquin versus other quinolones, 
versus Augmentin as well, and I don't understand what that 
last tag phrase is IN SIN, but she was there talking to 
Dr. Beecher that day about how Levaquin compares in safety 
to other fluoroquinolones. 

I can promise you she didn't say to Dr. Beecher, 
well, you know, Levaquin is worse than other 
fluoroquinolones in terms of the tendon toxicity. Quite 
the opposite. This call might suggest that it is in fact 
safer than other fluoroquinolones, which is a 
misrepresentation, and it's also an express warranty.
I can find for you several other references to 
descriptions of tolerability and safety. You can see that 
over on the right. This call note I believe was created on 
the top of the page July 12, 2002. 
There were several others that look very similar 
that talked about safety as Monica sadar or other sales 
reps referenced specifically to Dr. Beecher, the doctor in 
this case. We have not only an express warranty just
generally out there, we have got a specific express 
warranty that was made to Dr. Beecher that we can see in 
the call notes. 
Thank you.
 

MR. SAUL: Just one thing, Your Honor?
 

MS. VAN STEENBURGH: I'm getting triple teamed
 
here. Seems unfair.
 

THE COURT: Go ahead, Mr. Saul.
 

MR. SAUL: 60 seconds.
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THE COURT: we can give Mr. Dames and 
Mr. Robinson a chance.
 
Go ahead, Mr. Saul.
 

MR. SAUL: During depositions I specifically

asked the defendants' experts as well as their employees,

did they agree or disagree with the black box warnin~, 
which is now in effect, and across the board, they elther 
disagree with it in whole or in part. .
 
So in terms of the public benefit, you have it
 
there in testimony throughout the litigation.
 

THE COURT: Thank you.
 
MS. van steenburgh?
 

MS. VAN STEENBURGH: well, first, let me bring us
 
back to the fact that we're here for a motion for judgment
 
on the pleadings. Mr. Goldser has now just introduced a
 
bunch of evidence that I wasn't aware that those were the
 
express warranties. We looked at the complaint. The
 
complaint says nothing. paragraph 136 just says including

plaintiff and physicians that Levaquin had been shown by

scientific study to be safe for its intended use.
 
Their brief in response when we said there isn't
 
an express warranty, as to express warranties, the various
 
complaints make it clear with factual affirmations and
 
product descriptions of Levaquin that form the basis of
 
additional express warranties.
 

There is never any representation as to what
 
warranty, where, who or what, other than it's safe, and
 
even as Mr. Goldser said, the warranty that was given

Dr. Beecher is, it was safe. That's an implied warranty.

So there is nothing different about the express warranty

claim than there is the implied warranty claim.
 
Now, stepping back to that, what I'm hearing is,

they don't want to make a decision about whether they're

going to stick with their strict liability claim now or
 
later. If they get rid of the strict liability claim,

negligence merges in with the implied warranty, so that
 
goes away anyway at trial.
 

So whether we get rid of it now or later it is
 
not going to make any difference if they decide to drop

their strict liability claims. Strict liability, and
 
negligence is equal to the implied warranty, and under
 
Minnesota law, you have to get rid of the implied warranty
 
claim. So the decision is actually subject now. Strict
 
liability as long as it stays in the complaint preempts
 
implied warranty.

The final thing I wanted to say is, there seems
 
to be some confusion about this issue of the public

benefit. The question was, do the plaintiffs believe that
 
the 2008 label is adequate? That isn't the subject of
 
Mr. Schedin's lawsuit, nor any of the other bellwether
 
plaintiffs.

The adequacy of the 2008 label is not at issue.
 
The issue is the adequacy of the 2004 label, and that's
 
what is going to be litigated in this case, and that label
 
doesn't exist.
 
Now I hear Mr. Goldser sayin~, well, they still
 
don't have two times endotoxlC in the future label. well,
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is that the only thing that is ever going to be litigated 
as part of the 2004 label? NO. They have identified all 
kinds of deficiencies. 
There is nothing that -- about the 2008 label 
that somehow can be brought back to the 2004 label, and if 
you look at pecarina, you look at the Tuttle case, and it's 
distinguished from the Swenson case because in that case it 
was unclear whether there was national sales literature and 
installation literature still out there such that the 
impact of the lawsuit might impact the behavior. The 2004 
label doesn't exist.
 

It is not going to have an effect. It is more
 
like Tuttle where the label has changed, and now we're
 
litigating something in the past. And whether Mr. Schedin
 
is entitled to damages for past medical expenses, pain and
 
suffering as a result of the alleged inadequacy of the
 
label is the issue before the court.
 
There is no public benefit with respect to that
 
label, and thus there can be no consumer fraud claims.
 
Thank you, Your Honor.
 

THE COURT: Thank you, Ms. Van steenburgh. Do
 
you want some backup?
 

MR. DAMES: She apparently doesn't need it.
 

MR. ROBINSON: We have our batting helmets.
 

THE COURT: okay. Did you have anything else,

Mr. McCormick?
 

MR. MCCORMICK: Your Honor, just one quick thing,

and it brings me back to the express warranty, which is at
 
this point in time a motion for judgment on the pleadings
 
as opposed to a Rule 12 motion. If they felt like our
 
express warranties were not there and not in the complaint,

they should have brought a motion for summary judgment to
 
have that opportunity, and they didn't do it.
 
AS to the public benefit argument, I think my
 
argument stands in that if you would read the public

benefit as narrowly as defendants would have you do in an
 
MOL setting, it would defeat the purpose of an MOL and
 
setting law and following law and setting a group going
 
forward for the rest of these cases.
 
Thank you, Your Honor.
 

MR. GOLDSER: So the records are clear, we move
 
to amend the complaint to incorporate the express

warranties set forth in the call notes that I described to
 
you.
 

THE COURT: speaking of the call notes,
 
Mr. Goldser, where in the record is what you showed us
 
there? Can you cite to the record so that we can look that
 
up?
 

MR. GOLDSER: I don't believe it's in the record. 
Because this was a jUd~ment on the pleadings, we didn't 
submit any evidence. I m happy to send them to you if you
would like. 

THE COURT: I see. okay. Anything else on the 
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motions? okay. very well. okay. Let's talk a little bit 
about scheduling. We have, I believe, I believe it's next 
week, wednesday, the Daubert motions, the 6th? We have 
inquired about the advisability of splitting them up
somehow. I am of a couple of minds about that. I thought
I would raise that anyway.
I guess it depends in part on the length of 
ar~uments that you wish to do on the Daubert motions. If 
it s lengthy argument involving all of them, then -- I want 
to make sure. I've got a trial going on next week. I want 
to make sure I have enough time to prepare for all of them 
and to be able to prepare for arguments.
what's anticipated right now? Maybe each of you
have thoughts on this.
 

MR. GOLDSER: I'm not sure that we have gone into
 
a great deal of detail yet about what we want to argue and
 
how we want to argue it. I have the concern about the
 
longer we go before we get a ruling, the closer we are to
 
trial, of course.
 
But I like to with, with due humility and
 
respect, suggest a possible solution. It may impose a
 
greater burden on the Court, however. There is a procedure

that is used in california courts, both state and federal,
 
where the Court issues what is called a tentative ruling.

I don't know if you're familiar with that. .
 
I have experienced it a few times. It's pretty

wonderful from a litigant's perspective. The Court
 
actually issues a proposed order, and the litigants get it
 
when they walk into court that morning.

THE COURT: Judge Renner did something like that
 
on a regular basis. He would announce his tentative
 
decision and ask lawyers to tell him where he was wrong.

He was rarely wrong.
 

MR. GOLDSER: I find that to be true certainly as
 
well when I have been in california, but from my
perspective it's really wonderful. It cuts down the amount 
of time for the argument, and it focuses the argument. of 
course, it puts a tremendous burden on the Court to have 
tentative rulings done. . 
One court, I wish I could recall who it was,
handed out a list of questions, as opposed to what the 
tentative ruling would be, so that the arguments could be 
really focused. I went on at great length because I wanted 
to tell you the story. It was the first time I think we 
have had the chance. YoU have now seen it, and you have 
read a lot about it in the Daubert briefs, so I don't know 
that we have that great need to go there. 
I want to focus on what you need to know to make 
those decisions. If you can help us with that, I think we 
can get it done in one day.
 

MR. DAMES: We don't have an objection to having
 
one day to hear all the motions. I think that really is
 
going to be your calendar for the preparation time if you

feel that you need to do - 

THE COURT: what are you anticipating for the
 
argument time?
 

MR. DAMES: You know, we haven't discussed it,
 
Your Honor, but at some point the issues, I mean, clearly 
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the first arguments are going to be longer than the later 
arguments, I suspect. The seeger lay argument will 
probably be one of the longer arguments. The - 
we have the waymack/Blume arguments will probably
be quite significant, and I should tell the Court that 
we're going to have John winter, who is an attorney with 
Patterson Belknap, come and argue those motions.
 

THE COURT: Mm-hmm.
 

MR. DAMES: It's hard to say, but none of them
 
will be particularly short.
 

MR. ROBINSON: Your Honor, if the Court will
 
entertain possibilities here, we could do as much as we
 
could on the 6th and then perhaps have another date on the
 
13th if that's convenient for the Court as suggested to
 
finish up if we need it.
 

THE COURT: well, I mean, we will issue the order
 
just as quickly as possible. It will be, obviously we know
 
the trial is coming up, and it goes to the top of the list,
 
so, you know, maybe that is the best way to proceed.

If I can give the parties some direction in
 
advance, I will do so, but I'm not promising anything right
 
now. I'm starting this other trial on Monday, and that
 
will involve a lot of -- it's a bench trial, too. So - 
but we can
 
Go ahead.
 

MR. DAMES: I think that for some of the motions,

I've had experience in california with the, with that
 
procedure. It isn't a bad procedure to utilize if you

think the oral argument isn't going to clarify things or if
 
oral argument is going to have a substantial benefit.
 
I think on the Daubert motions, oral argument

probably will have a substantial benefit so that, I mean,
 
because a lot of arguments foreclose with that kind of a
 
preliminary decision in practice, and I just think that it
 
might be the least appropriate method, time to use that
 
procedure if you do it with the Daubert motions.
 

THE COURT: well, go ahead, Mr. Saul.
 

MR. SAUL: Your Honor, we suggest, plaintiffs
 
suggest you do one plaintiff, one defendant, back and forth
 
between the motions.
 

MR. ROBINSON: That's fine with us if the Court
 
wants to set some kind of schedule.
 

THE COURT: we'll let you know. we'll try to get
 
to that, you know, a day or two in advance so you know
 
exactly how we are going to proceed, and I think the 
sug~estion, we'll do what we can on the 6th, and if we 
can t get it all done, we'll just schedule another day
shortly thereafter.
 

MR. ROBINSON: Your Honor, originally when we had
 
talked about the schedule, we had reserved October 7th. I
 
take it that is not going to happen now, and I just want to
 
be clear about that. 
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THE COURT: well, let's look here and see what we
have got. I think we should probably continue to hold that
for now, but I do have this other trial. It's just the
other trial. That's all I have going on other than a
sentenci ng .
I do have time available that day if we need to
spillover. So I think let's hold it for now. okay?

MR. ROBINSON: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: okay. Anything else we need to
discuss today?

MR. GOLDSER: I don't think so, Your Honor.

THE COURT: okay. very good.

MR. DAMES: Thank you, Your Honor.

MR. ROBINSON: Thank you, Your Honor.

THE COURT: The Court is in recess. Thanks for
the arguments today.

THE CLERK: All rise.

(court was adjourned.)
* * *
I, Kristine Mousseau, certify that the foregoing
is a correct transcript from the record of proceedings in
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> For the Plaintiffs: RONALD S. GOLDSER, ESQ.
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> BRIAN McCORMICK, ESQ.
 
> For the Defendants: JOHN DAMES, ESQ.
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> 1005 United States Courthouse
 
> 300 Fourth Street South
 
> Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415
 
> (612) 664-5106
 
> proceedings recorded by mechanical stenography;
 
> transcript produced by computer.
 
> 10:10 A.M.
 
>
 
> (In open court.) 
> THE COURT: Good morning. You may be seated. 
> This is civil case number 08-1943, In Re: Levaquin 
> products Liability Litigation. That's the MDL number. We 
> have a number of motions this morning. 
> Let's see. Let's have counsel note appearances 
> first. 
> 
> MR. GOLDSER: Good morning, Your Honor. Ron 
> Goldser for plaintiffs. 
> 
> MR. SAUL: Good morning, Your Honor. Louis Saul 
> for plaintiffs. 
> 
> MR. MCCORMICK: Brian Mccormick, Your Honor. 
> 
> MR. DAMES: John Dames for the defendants. 
> 
> MR. ESSIG: Bill Essig for the defendants. 
> 
> MR. ROBINSON: William Robinson for the 
> defendants. 
> 
> MS. VAN STEENBURGH: Tracy Van steenburgh for the 
> defendants. 
> 
> THE COURT: Good morning to all of you. 
> 
> MR. GOLDSER: Your Honor, I thought what we would 
> do is take the punitive damages motion first and then the 
> judgment on the pleadings with your permission. 
> 
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MR. DAMES: I don't have any disagreement, but I 
wanted to just raise an issue before we got started with 
the specifics on the oral argument. We have a reporter in 
the gallery here, and there are going to be matters that 
are -- that have been to date confidential and are 
confidential, some documents embedded in the presentation,
and my concern is that we don't wish to waive that. The 
motion hasn't yet been decided by the court. 

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
 

THE COURT: okay. very well.>
>
>
>
>
>
 

MR. GOLDsER: We certainly oppose any action 
taken with regard to that. We think this is an open 
courtroom. The documents that we're going to be using have 
all been used in depositions, and none of the depositions
have been marked as confidential ever, except minor parts

personal finances, the documents 
>
 

dealing with individual so>
>
>
>
>
>
 

even though they may have a 
aren't even confidential 

confidential stamp on them 
anymore. 

strong presumption in favor of anpresumption, 
open courtroom. 

> THE COURT: Let's address that when we get to it. 
> Let's start with the punitive damages motion. 
>
>
>
>
> 
>
 
>
 

MR. GOLDsER: okay. Thank you, Your Honor. The 
way we will divide up the punitive damages is, my
presentation that is before you is designed to be a bullet 
point presentation. These are what we considered to be the 
bad acts, all of which have been substantiated by
voluminous filings in the briefs. 

>
 
I	 will highlight those bad acts for you. I will 
call your attention to several documents. I am not going 
to be going through a lot of documents. The presentation
has	 them. Mr. that 

>
>
 
>
 

a	 lot of hyperlinks on 
unfortunately the copy I gave to him,

I	 don't know if that was 

Essig tells me 
the hyperlinks 

true of the 

>
 
>
 

weren't working.>
>
>
 

court's copy or 
I'm on my laptop. I 
they did 

not. obviously I hope they were working. 
know they work. At least 

hour ago. 
There are a few in particular that I want to call to the 
Court's attention. Mr. Saul will follow me on this and 

So we will see where that takes>
 
>
 
>
 

an us. 

focus on the Ingenix study, although I will cover it fairly
quickly. 

>
 
>
 
>
 
>	 The whole notion of the punitive damages motion, 
>	 to start off with, there are a couple of preliminary legal 

want to address and get out of the way right 
away. First, the question of choice of law, that's been 
briefed extensively. we think there is little doubt that 
Minnesota law applies to this question. 

issues that I> 
>
 
>
 
>
 Even if it 
>	 doesn't, we think we have met the New Jersey standard, and 
>	 I'm quite perplexed by the defense posture. 
>
 
>	 To suggest that New Jersey law would apply, 
>	 because as federal courts have rejected the McDarby

decision out of the New Jersey appellate court, if you 
> decide that New Jersey law applies and that McDarby is no 
> longer good law in light of wyeth, I think they have just 
> opened themselves up to a whole punitive damages claim in 
> New Jersey in state court that they don't antlcipate. So I 
> don't think they really want to go there, and I don't think 
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> they're really serious about it. 
> 
> secondly, the law is quite clear to me that what 
> you consider on this record is plaintiffs' prima facie 
> proof that defendant doesn't have the right to 
> cross-examine it. They don't have the right to challenge 
> it. They don't have the right to present any of their own 
> evidence, and so to the extent that the defense wants to 
> present documents to you today, I don't think you consider 
> them. I don't think they're part of the prima facie case 
> at this point. 
> 
> I mean, I'm glad to have had their brief because 
> I now see what their closing argument is in front of the 
> jury, and it's very nice, but they don't get to make that 
> argument today. So for us what matters is what does the 
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Vote FOR adding a phrase to all Levaquin tablet bottles and injection solutions
that direct patients to pay close attention to all information (the "monogram" and
the Patient Guide) .

Suggested phrase for bottles ofLevaquin:

CAREFULLY READ PRODUCT INFORMAnON
BEFORE USING, AND DO NOT DISCARD INFORMATION

There is no information on Levaquin bottles of recent new warnings,
and no indication that small adverse reactions can build-up in the body and later
start cellular events that can be very painful and irreversible. If one has a MINOR
reaction, sometimes it does NOT slowly worsen while one completes the
prescribed dose. It can stabilize or decrease giving the patient a false sense of
security. (This is what happened to me in 1998; Levaquin is Floxin's "mirror"
drug; Floxin was discontinued in 2009.) Ifpatients read the fine print and inserts
they may know this, if they do not, many could be danger.

Current communication is failing. There have been over 159,000 adverse reactions reported to the
FDA on Levaquin and Floxin, and over 37,000 individual safety reports. Complaints are "the tip of
the iceberg." The delayed reaction mechanism is different than other medicines with black box
warnings, and Levaquin has the highest tendon rupture rate within the tloroguinolone "class".

Everyone needs to see something on the bottle so they fully understand the consequences ofany
minor initial reaction during the course oftreatment. Phannacists cannot offer advise on medical
issues. They only say: "Do you have any questions about this medicine?" Everyone has a right to
know "up-front" the unique delayed reaction mechanism that can cause permanent pain. The 2008
Medication Guides are primarily not reaching the majority ofpatients, most only receive the fine print
in the monogram.

To add one phrase may take consulting with the FDA and companies that provide labeling
services that are automatically generated when a prescription is filled. A possible decrease in sales
will be offset by fewer lawsuits.

Information on the bottle of Levaquin 500 mg. Tablets:
"Medication should be taken with plenty ofwater.
Take this medication at least 2 hours before or 2 hours after magnesium or aluminum containing

antacids, or other products containing calcium, iron, or zinc.
Avoid prolonged or excessive exposure to direct and/or artificial sunlight while taking this

medication. May cause dizziness.
This medicine is dispensed as a(n) PEACH, OBLONG-SHAPED, FILM COATED TABLET

with LEVAQUIN imprinted on one side and 500 imprinted on the other side. "

No mention ofthe dangers on the bottle, often the only information read by patients, especially those
with lower reading abilities, difficulty seeing or do not speak English.

There is no cure for permanent reactions that damage tendons, cartilage, nerves, etc. Help
decrease company liability, be compassionate towards public health, and decrease preventable
government expenses for the disabled.

Sincerely,
   
   

  *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 
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• I , Definitive Proxy Statement Page 71 of 120

At the 2004 and 2005 Annual Meetings, similarproposals were defeated by votes of approximately 66% and 80%,
respectively, against the proposal

In view of the strong oversight mechanisms the Company already has implemented, the Board does not believe it is
necessary to mandate a separation ofthe positions of Chairman and ChiefExecutive Officer through a Bylaw amendment In
fact, the Board believes that imposing such an absolute rule would be unwise and not in the best interests ofstockholders
because it would eliminate the Board's fleXIbility to determine whether the positions should be held by the same person or by
separate persons :based on the circumstances and individuals available at aJiy particular point in time. The Board believes at the
present time the interests ofthe CompaJiy and its stockholders are best served by the leadership and direction provided by a
single Cbairmanand ChiefExecutive Officer.

lHE BOARD UNANIMOUSLY RECOMMENDS A VOlE "AGAINSrlHE ADOPTION OF TIllS
STOCKHOLDER PROPOSAL, and yom Proxy will be so votedunIess you specify otherwise.

PROPOSAL 7

STOCKHOLDER PROPOSAL REGARDING LABELING
PRODUCTS OF CLONING OR GENETIC ENGINEERING

The CompaJiy has been notified by the Adrian Dominican Sisters, 1257 East Sienna Heights Drive, Adrian, :MI 49221
1793, which owns 150 s1lare$ ofCommon Stock, that it intends to present, jointly with ASC Investment Group, Bon Secours
Health System, Inc., Boston Common Asset Management,LLC, the Dominican Sisters ofOxford, :MI, the Dominican Sisters
of Springfield Illinois and the General Board ofPension and Health Benefits of the United Methodist Church, the following
proposal for eonsideration at the Ammal Meeting:

Label Products of Cloning or Genetic Engineering
2007 Safeway

RESOLYED: Shareholders request that the Board ofDirectors adopt a policy to identify and label all food products
manufactured or sold by the company under the compaJiy'S brand names or private labels that may contain geneticaily
engineered (GE) ingredients or products of animal cloning.

Supporting StateDleDt

• The right to know is a fuildamentll principle of democratic societies and market economics.
• The Food and Drug Administration is expected to make a decision regarding the sale of milk and meat from cloned

animals by the end of 2006 (WAPost 10/17/06).
• Safeway products contain corn, rice and soy, all ofwhich potentially could be the genetically engineered variety.
• Safeway's 0 Organic line could be impacted by co$mination from genetically engineered ingredients,
• Labeling is an indicator ofdue diligence ofproduct ingredients.
• The global alliance Action by Churches Together took a stand supporting the "right to know" whether there are

genetically engineered ingredients in the food purchased or in the seeds SOWIL (ReliefWeb 6/28/06)
132 countries, parties to the Cartagena Protocol, have agreed to documentation requirements for the export and import
ofgenetically engineered organisms. (Financial Times 3/29/06)

• As ofMay 19,2005, AlaskaIaw requires that genetically engineered~n be labeled as such.
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Indicators that genetically engineered organisms can be difficult to control, and may be harmful to f"mancial markets as
well as to humans, animals and the eIivironment include:

• illegal unapproved Liberty Link long-grain rice, planted infield trials no later than 2001, was discovered to have
contaminated U.S. rice supplies. (Reuters 8/28/06) This prompted Japan to suspend imports of US Rice, and the
European Commission to require that rice imports be certified as free ofunauthorized grain, greatly disrupting the US
rice export marl<:et.

• Between 2001-2004, approximately 15,000 hectares (150 square kilometers) in four US states were planted with
unapproved BtlO com (New Scientist 3/23/2005)

• December 2006, U.N. Secretary General Annan cautioned that the internationq1 community lacks safcguards to
prevent bioterrorism and accidental bann from biotechnology advances.

• The report Saftty ofGenetically Engineered Foods: Approaches to Assessing UnintendedHealth Effects (NatioTJal
Academy ofSciences] 7/2004) states: ..•"there remain sizable gaps in our ability to identify compositional changes
that result from genetic modification of organisrnsintended for food. ;. (p.15)

• Federal District Court ruled (8110/06)thattJSDA's permitting of drug-producing genetically engineered crops in
Hawaii violated the Endangered Species Act and the National Environmental Policy Act

• Genetically engineered creeping bentgrnss,.notyet approved commercially, escaped into wild as fat as three miles
from the test plot. (8/9/06)

• Five major US agricultural weeds have developed resistU1ce to glyphosate, the herbicide used with genetically
engineered Roundup Resistant crops. Addressing this problem includes use ofadditional herbicides.

• Research (Environmental Health Perspectives 6/2005) has shown that Roundup, increasingly needed on Roundup
Ready crops, is toxic to lwman placental cells at concentrations lower than agricultural use.

Board Recommendation

The Board of Directors recommends a vote "AGAINST" this proposal for the following .r«:asons:

The Company shares and actively supports our customers' interest in food safety. The Company's policies regarding food
products manufactured or sold underits own brand names and private labels that contain genetically modified ingredients are
based on a number offactors, including the following:

To date, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the Uilited States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) have identified nosigDificant health, food, safety or environmeIltll issues or
concerns associated with burnaD COhSUIDption ofgenetically modified ingredients or approved food products containing those
ingredients, Additionally, the FDA has expressed concern that special labeling for foods containing ingredients improved
through modembiotechnology may be misleading to consumers because many would interpret such a label as a warning
when, in fact, there is no scientific basis to suggest such foods are in any meaningful way different from their non-biotech
counterparts.

To date, no significant studies by the EPA have documented or confinned environmental concerns with respect to
genetically modified crops. While the EPA has established a 20% non-Bt crop planting requirement (Bt crops contain certain
proteins ,used as an alternative to conventional chemical insecticides) we note theEPA set this thresholdwhile it continuesits
plant incorporated protectorant (pIP) studies which, to date, have shown no negative environmental impacts. While the reports
noted in. support ofthe proposal·reference planting incursions, they do not support the propositionthat bann has occurred to
humans, animals or the environment.

It is also notewortby that the U.S. government promotes the cultivation ofgenetically modified foOd ana theintemational
sale ofsuchproducts (including seeds), citing the benefits of these products to developing countries,

; Consistentwith mostU.S. national brand products, approximately 75% ofSafeway's priVate label products contain
genetically modified ingredients. The Company has determined that to label these productS as genetically modified would be
impractical from a detection and<marketing perspective as well as cost-prohibitive. Neither is
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it feasible to identify and label the approximately 25% ofllie Company's private labelfood products that might qualify as
being free ofgenetically modified ingredients. Such an undertaking would require establishing and maintaining a costly
supplier audit and certification program.

In addition, the Board does not believe that the policy requested by the proposal is feasible, given the current practices of
multi-vendor sourcing prevalent in the United States food distribution system. The Co?'Pany produces and markets thousands
ofdifferent products, and uses large volumes ofvarious laW materials. The Board believes it would be difficult and costly, in
the absence offederallaws and regulations, forllie Company to require its numerous suppliers to identify crops and raw
materials derived from modem biotechnology.

Because of the difficulty·in determining which crops and raw materials used by the Company may contain genetically
engineered ingredients, any label would likely~e ¢at foods produced by the Company from such crops and laW materials
"may" contain genetically engineered ingredients. Because the labeling ofgenetically engineered ingredients is not genernlly
required, a universal label such as the foregoing would not further a consumer's understanding ofwhichfoods contain
genetically engineered ingredients, but may create confusion among consumers and potentially place the Company at a
competitive disadvantage relative to those companies that do not label their products in such a manner.

The Company also notes that collSi1mers' interest in non-genetically modified food products is tempered by their higher
cost Research shows these consumers, in fact, purchase non-genetically modified food products only ifthe cost of such food
products is comparatively the same or only slightly higher than the comparable geneticallymodifiedJood products.

As a more practical and cost-effective means ofproviding consumers a choice offoods free from genetically modified
ingredients, the Company previously has inlroduced and continues to expand its oORGANICS brand, which offers organic
produce and food products. By law, food items designated as "organic" must be free ofgenetically modified ingredients. The
Company nas detennined this approach presents a better and more competitive alternative than focllsing efforts on the
monitoring, labeling and/or removal ofprivate label food products containing such ingredients.

As noted by the proponent, the FDA is investigating the safety ofanimal clones and products derived from animal clones.
While the FDA is finalizing its report, it has requested avoluntuy moratorium against the sale of cloned products. As a result
ofthe moratorium, the Company does not currently carty any products of animal cloning. Consequently, there are currently no;:
products for the Company to label in response to this proposal. .

The FDA issued a dr3ft report entitled "ARisk-BasedApproach to EvaluateAnimal Clones and Their Progeny" in
December 2006 that summarizes the FDA'Ii analysis of the safety of animal clones and pft)ducts derived from animal clones.
The draft report concludes that "[e]dIble products derived from the progeny of clones pose no additional food consumption
risk(s) relative it> corresponditlg products fromother animals based on underlyingbiologicaI assumptions, evidence from
model systems. and consistent empirical observations." The draft report also concludes that "[e]xtensive evaluation ofthe
available data has not identified any food consumption risks or subtle hazards in healthy clones of cattle, swine, or goats. Thus,
edible products from healthy clones that meet existing requirements for meat and milk in commerce pose no increased food
consumption risk(s) relativeto comparable products from sexually-derived animals." The proponent has offered no support to
address safety issues with regard to the produetsofanimal cloning, and, in fact, nothing in the proponent's supporting
statement addresses animal cloning.

Additionally, in the event that products derived from animal clones did enter the rnatketplace, because scientific analysis
indicates that cloned animals are genetically identical to the original animals, it would be highly impracticable, ifnot
impoSs;ible, for the Company to test and identifY whether a productori~ed from a cloned animal or from a non-cloned
animal. Therefore, it would not be possible for the Company to identify andJabel products that may contain products from
animal cloning.
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Further, in the event that products of animal cloning did enter the food supply and a legitimate concern arose with respect
to human, animal or environmental safety, there is a recognized mechanism to address this issue, which would be a recall of
the affected products.

Accordingly, the Company believes this stockholder proposal is impracti.cable and, even if the proposed policy were
implemented, the effort would be inordinately expensive with no significant resulting stockholder benefit.

Similar proposals were presented at the Company's 2004 and 2006 Annual Meetings and were defeated by votes of over
94% and 93%, respectively.

1HE BOARD UNANIMOUSLYRECOMMENDS A VOlE "AGAINST"1HE ADOPTION OF THIS
STOCKHOLDER PROPOSAL, and yourProxy will be so voted unless you specify otherwise.

PROPOSALS
STOCKHOLDER PROPOSAL REGARDING SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

The Company has been notified by the City ofNew York Office oithe Comptroller, 1 Centre Street, New York, NY
1007-2341, on behalfof the New York City Teachers' Retirement System, the New York City Police PensionFund, the New
York City Fire Department Pension Fund and the New York City Board ofEducation Retirement System, which, in the
aggregate, own 1,343,039 shares of Common Stock, that it intends to present the following proposal for consideration at the
Annual Meeting: .

WHEREAS:

Investors increasingly seek disclosure ofcompanies' social and environmental practices in the beliefthat they impact
shareholdervalue. Many investors believe companies that are good employers, environmental stewards, and corporate citizens
are more likely to be accepted in their communities and to prosper long-term. According to Innovest, an environmental
investment research consultant, major investment:fi.ntts including ABN-AMRO, NeubergerHerman, Schroders, T. Rowe
Price, and Zurich Scudder subscribeto information on companies' social and environmental practices.

Sustainability refers to development that meets present needs without impairing the ability offuture generations to meet their
own needs. The Dow Jones Sustainability Group defines corporate sustainability as "a business approachthat creates long
term shareholder value by embracing opportunities and managing risks deriving from economic, environmental and social
developments."

Globally, approximately 1,900 companies prodUce reports on sustainability issues (www.corporateregister.com). including
more than halfof the global Fortune 500 (KPMG International Survey of Corporate Responsibility Reporting 2005).

Companies increasingly recognize that transparency and dialogue about sustainability are elements ofbusiness success. For
example, Unilever's Chairman stated in a 2003 speech, "So when we talk about corporate social responsibility, we don't see it
as something business "does" to society but as something that is fundamental to evetything we do. Not justphilanthropy or
community investment, important though that is, but the impact ofour operations and products as well as the interaction we
have with the societies we serve."

An October6, 2004 statement published by social research analysts reported that they valuepu1>lic reporting because "we fmd
compelling the large and growing body ofevidence linking companies' strong performance addressing social and
environmental issues to strong performance in creating long-term shareholder value... We believe that companies can more
effectively communicate their perspectives and report performance on complex
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SAFEWAY"_
SAFEWAY INC.

5918 Stoneridge Mall Road
Pleasanton, CA 94588-3229

NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING OF STOCKHOLDERS

Page 3 of 120

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Annual Meeting ofStockholders ofSafeway Inc., a Delaware corporation (the
"Company"), will be held at the coiporate offices of Safeway Inc., 5918 Stoneridge Mall Road, Pleasanton, California, on
Wednesday,May 16, 2007 at 1:30 p.rn. Pacific time for the following purposes:

1. To elect nine directors of the Company to serve for a term of one year and until their successors are elected and
qualified;

2. To consider and vote upon the approval of the Safeway Inc. 200TEquity and Incentive Award Plan;

3. To consider and V"oteup<>n the approval ofthe Amended and Restated Capital Perfontli:inceBonns Planfor
Executive Officers and Key Employees of Safeway Inc.;

4. To ratifY the appointment ofDeloitte & Touche lLP as the Company's independent registered public accounting
firm for fiscal year 2007;

5. To consider and vote upon five stockholder proposals, ifproperly presented at the Annual Meeting, which are
opposed by the Board ofDirectors; and

6. To transact such other business as may properly come before the meeting and any adjoununents or postponements.

Only stockholders of record at the close of business on March 19, 2007 will be entitled to receive this notice and to vote
at the Annual Meeting. A complete list of stockholders entitled to vote atthe Annual Meeting will be open to the examination
of any stockholder present at the Annual Meeting and, for any purpose relevant to the Annual Meeting, during ordinaIy
bUSiness hours for at least ten days prior to the Annual Meeting, at the corporate <>ffices ofthe Company at the address
indicated above.

Whetheror not you plan to attend the Annual Meeting in person, we urge you to ensure your representation by voting by
proxy as promptly as possible. You may vote by completing, signing, dating and returning the enclosed proxy card by mail, or
you may vote by telephone or electronically through the Internet, as further described on the proxy card. A return envelope,
which requires no postage ifmailed in the Unit~ States, has been provided foryour use. Ify<>u a,ttend the Annual Meeting and
inform the Secretary onhe Conipany in writing that you wisMo vote your shares inperson, your proxy willnotbe used.

By Order ofthe Board ofDirectors,

~~t{~~
ROBERT A. GORDON
Secretary

Pleasaml>n, California
Dated: April 4, 2007
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DEF 14A ] ddef14a.htm DEFINITIVE PROXY STATEMENT
UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Washington, D. C. 20549

o Confidential, for Use of the Commission Only (as
perniittedby Rule 14a-6(e)(2»

SCHEDULE 14-A
(Rule 14a-lOl)

INFORMATION REQUIRED IN PROXY STATEMENT
SCHEDULE 14A INFORMATION

Proxy Statement Pursuant to Section 14(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934

Filed by the Registrant I&J

Filed bya Party other than the Registrant 0
Check the appropriate box:

o PreliminaIy Proxy Statement
I&J Definitive Proxy Statement
o Definitive Additional Materials
o Soliciting :Material Pursuantto §240.14(a)-12

Safeway Inc.
(Name of Registrant as Specified In Its Charter)

(Name· ofPerson(s) Filing Proxy Slatement, if other tban tbe RegistraDt}

Payment ofFiling Fee (Check the appropriate box):

I&J Nofee required

o Fee COIIlputed on table below per Exchange Act Rules 14a-6(i)(l) and 0-11.

(1) Title ofeach class ofsecurities to which transaction applies:

(2) Aggregate munber of securities to which transaction applies:

(3) Per unit price or other underlying valueof transaction computed pursuant to Exchange Act Rule 0-11 (set forth the
amount on which the filingfee is calculated and state how it was determined):

(4) Proposed maximum aggregate value of transaction:

(5) Total fee paid:

o Check 00'" if any part of the fee is offset·as provided by Exchange Act Rule 0-1l(a)(2) and identify tile filing for which
the offsetting fee was paid previously. Identify thepreviouS filing by registration statement number, or the Form or
Schedule and the date of its filing.

(1) Amount Previously Paid:

(2) Forni, Schedule or Registriltion StatementNo.:

o Fee paid previously with written preliminary materials:
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March 9,2011

TO: Securities and Exchange Commission

FROM: Paul Cahan

RE: Johnson & Johnson Shareholder Proxy
Request to Appeal Proxy Decision with New Information

Dear Ladies and·Gentlemen:

INTRODUCTION

Please find below, reasoIls why I request that you reconsider your
decision about allowing the Shareholder Proxy about Levaquin to be
denied access to a Shareholder Vote. Also for SEC and Johnson &
Johnson consideration, is a revised Proxy that I hope the SEC will
consider and suggest to Johnson & Johnson to use, and allow to go forth
to shareholder vote,

The proposal wasTe-phrased with suggested change taken directly from
the Company's OWIl bottles ofover-the-counter Tylenol, ofcourse a
much safer product than Levaquin. Another example ofa common over
the-counter medication Excednn adds: 'keep box for important
infOmiation" which is a common phrase with OTC medicines.

(See photos attached)

UPOATED LEVAQUIN TOXICITY INFORMATION

Attachment: "Quarterwatcb 2010 pdf.

Qua.rterWatch: 2010 Quarter 2

Monitoring MedWatch Reports

January 27,2011

INSTITUTE FOR SAFE MEDICATION PRACTICES

http://wvlw-ishlp.orglQllarterWatchl201OQ2.pdf

The QuarterWatch report states not only was Levaquin suspect in more reports
ofserious injury than any other antibiotic, but substantially at much higher
incidence levels then other drugs within the same class.

\
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The serious injuries not only involved tendon rupture but muscle, tendon, and
joint! ligament injuries. The current safety label also warns ofpotential for
irreversible nerve damage that can impact the musculoskeletal system. The
warnings fail to warn ofthe degenerative nature of such types of serious injury.
While all drugs in this class carry a UNIFORM BLACK BOX Warning this
does not disclose the higher frequency ofwhich these serious adverse events are
being reported with Levaquin.

2011 Quarterly Newsletter from the Institute for Safe Medication Practices
supports the data offindings ofregulatory agencies globally whose documents
were provided in the original proxy. Significantly higher incidence ofserious
safety report signals impact public health globally.

Third Exhibit:

"While antibiotics rank among the safest drugs we monitor,
levofloxacin (LEVAQUIN) was suspect in more reports of serious
injury than any other antibiotic."

The.proposal in essence asks the shareholders to vote for disclosure of the
risks ofLevaquin, which are now found to have a higher incidence ofserious
safety concerns. This significantly impacts Public Health Globally. The
public and shareholders have the right to be informed, and vote that
everything be done to encourage patients receiving Levaquin to read and
understand all current and future disclosures; and thus help to limit legal
liabilities of the Company.

StaffLegal Bulletin 14 July 2001

"We analyze the prior no-action letters that a company and a shareholder cite in
support oftheir arguments and, where appropriate, any applicable case law. We
may also conduct our own research to determine whether we have issued
additional letters that support or do notsupport the company's and shareholder's
positions.

The proxy relates to only ONE prodj.1ct, Levaquin. It is undisputably the
most dangerous ofany antibiotic on the market. (See latest article, January
2011)

Re-worded Shareholder Proxy for SEC consideration t9 propose to Johnson &
Johnson for inclusion in this years' Annual Meeting:



Vote FOR adding a phrase to all Levaquin tablet bottles and injection solutions
that direct patients to pay close attention to all information (the "monogram" and
the Patient Guide.)

Suggested phrase to put on bottles ofLevaquin:

CAREFULLY READ PRODUCT INFORMATION BEFORE USING,
DO NOT DISCARD INFORMATION

There is no infonnation on Levaquin bottles ofrecent new warnings, and nb
indication that small adverse reactions can build-up in the body and later start
cellular events that Can be painful and irreversible. Ifone has a MINOR reaction,
sometimes it does NOT slowly worsen while one completes the prescribed dose. It
can stabilize or decrease giving the patient a false sense ofsecurity. This is what
happend tome in 1998; Levaquin is Floxin's "mirror" drug; Floxin was
discontinued 2009) Ifpatients read the fine print and inserts they may know this,
otherwise many could be in danger.

Current communication is failing. There have been over 159,000 adverse
reactions reported to the FDA onLevaquin and Floxin, and over 37,000
individual safety reports. Complaints are "the tip ofthe iceberg." The delayed
reaction mechanism is different than other medicines with black box warnings,
and Levaquin has the highest tendon rupture rate within the floroauinolone
"class".

Everyone needs to see something on the bottle so they fully understand the
consequences ofany minor initial reaction during the course oftreatment.
Pharmacists cannot offer advise on medical issues. They only say: "Do you have
any questions about this medicine?" Everyone has a right to know "up-front" the
unique delayed reaction mechanism that can cause permanent pain. The 2008
Medication Guides are primarily not reaching the majority ofpatients, most only
receive the fine print in the monogram.

To add one phrase this may take consulting with :FDA and comp~es
that provide the computerized services that are automatically generated when a
prescription is filled. A possible decrease in sales would likely be offset by fewer
lawsuits.

Information on the bottleofLevaquin 500 mg. Tablets:

"Medication should be taken with plenty ofwater.

Take this medication at least2 hours before or 2 hours after magnesium or
aluminum containing antacids, or other products containing calcium, iron, or
zinc.

Avoid prolonged or excessive exposure to direct and/or artificial sunlight
while taking this medication. May callSe dizziness.

This medicine is dispensed as a(n) PEACH,OBLONG-SHAPED~FILM
COATED TABLET with LEVAQUIN imprinted onol1e side and 500 imprinted
on the other side; "

............... ..•. •............ ·-··············_.·-0.•.

,_____-J



No mention of dangers on the bottle, often the only information read by patients,
especially those with lower reading abilities,·difficulty seeing, or do not speak
English.

There is no curefor permanent reactions that damage tendons, cartilage, nerves,
etc.. Help decrease shareholder liability, be compassionate towards public .
health, and decrease preventable government expenses for the disabled.

Sincerely,

Paul W. Cahan

   

       

Holding 51 Shares

The Numbers Updated:

A Socially Significant Health Issue
Date Range: November 1, 1997 - Feb 2, 2010 (12+ years)

Total Reactions Deaths IndiVidual Safety Reports

Levaquin 130,578 1,600 30,735

Floxin 29,201 595 6,496

Total 159,779 2,195 37,231

Note: Statistics from Director ofStatistics at FDA Mr. H. Stepper and include
both Trade Name and all drugs that contain Levaquin or Floxin in the compound.

These numbers do not reflect the 'real' numbers, unknown.

Former FDA Commissioner Dr. DaVid Kessler is cited as concluding that only
about one percent (1%) ofserious adverse reactions are ever rpported to the FDA
(8Ih paragraph;website) .

http://occupationaJ-therap:y.adv<lnceweb.com/Article!ls-Med-Watch-Looking-for
YQu.aspx.

It is important to note again, that the propo~ does not seek a true 'label' change,
but only that a phrase be added that calls attFntion to already provided
information.

Details about Phrase that Proxy suggests to add:

.~~~_ _-_.__•.... ...._-_ _--_._-~~--

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 
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It is quite ironic, that on the Tylenol bottle, an over the counter,
commonly used medication, in fact a household name, a phrase that is

. prominently on the bottle says:

READ THE LABEL

there are arrows in both directions to the left and the right ofthese three words.

Also, on the Excedrin label it says:

"READ ALL PRODUCT INFORMATION BEFORE USING

KEEP BOX FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION"

Is it still assumed that physicians, when they write a prescription, review

adverse effects with patients?

Is it assumedtbat phannacists tell people about the adverse effects ofLevaquin,
and tell them to carefully read everything?

Do patients read all the fine print when they are given a prescription medication?

NO to both ofthese, in this day and age.

So why are over the countermedications asking people to make sure they read all
information, and it's notasked ofpatients who take the most dangerous
medicatioIlS? IfonlyGeorge Orwell were still alive,

This letter requesting the reconsideration ofyour decision will provide updated
infonnation that will prove theShareholder Proxy transcends ordinary business; it
will discuss;anewly discovered example ofa similar Shareholder Proxy about
labels .an:d,now they are sold, which was allowed to go to a shareholder vote at
Saf!::wayInc., regarding disclosure ofgenetically engineered food products. The
public needs fur more awareness than is currently ofgeneral knowledge from
people who are prescribed Levaquin in the US. It is indeed a significant social
policy isSlie global in nature and the proposal seeks to only begin to remedy this
serious education gap.

An important part ofthe proxy statement:

"... andL~vaquin bas the hi;hesttendon rupture rate within the floroquinolone
class ofantibiotics." From the 20 lllIlStitute for Safe MedicationPractices:

http://'''w>\',ismp.orglQuarterWatchl201OQ2.pdf

The Qua®rWatch reportstl,tesnot only was Levaquin suspect in more
repo~ ofserious injUry than any o~er antibiotic, but substantially atmuch
higher incidence levelstheI\ ptJIer drU'~ within the same class. The serious
injuries not only involved teq40n rupture but muscle, tendon, and joint
ligament injuries. The currentsafetY label alsO warns ofpotential for
irreversible nerve. damage that can inJpaet themuscuIoskeletal sY$tern. The
warnings fail to warn ofthe degenerative nature ofsuch types of serious
injury. While all drugs in this class carry a UNIFoRM BLACK BOX
Warnillg, itdoes not disclose th~ liigher frequency ofwhich these serious

adv~se events are being reported with.Levaquin.

r-----~-------_._ ...---.---...--.... ---_ -_._--.
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2011 Quarterly Newsletter from the Institute for Safe Medication Practices
supports the data offindings ofregulatory agencies globally whose documents
were provided in the original proxy. Significantly higher incidence ofserious
safety report signals impact public health globally.

The public and sharehOlders have the right to be infonned, and vote on such
disclosure, and in the long run protects shareholders from shareholder lawsuits
against the company in cases where they were not told ahead oftime what was
happening to patients, non-disclosure ofserious adverse events (ie: Merck's
Viiox)can result in high legal costs that reduce shareholder value and lead to
other lawsuits, lowering shateholder value even further.

http:/hV\vw.Jmv.comel1.edu/supcUhtml/08-905.Z0.html

The SEC rules indicate that proposals are not excludable where the

underlying subject matter ofa proposal:

• transcends theday-t<rday business matters ofthe company;

• raises policy issues so sigriificant that it would be appropriate for a
shareholder vote; and

• poses sufficient nexus between the nature ofthe proposal and the company

When aphannaceutical company's ordinary business operations include
suppressing irnportant data for whatever reasons, consequences will inevitably
follow, as evidenced historically with drugs that have posed sigriificant serious

harm to public health globally. The public in general and shareholders in
particular have the right to be informed. Investors seek disclosure ofcompany
practices·inthe beliefthat they impact shareholder value.

Black Boxed Tendon Rupture Wai:tlings remain inadequate. They do not
report the significantly higher reactiol1 incidence for Levaquin. The higher
serious incidence reports for Levaquin do notjust pertain to tendon rupture,
but tendotls, muscle, joints, ligaments. While the black box wai:tlings state
that concomitant steroid use increases such risk, this does not convey to the
public or pres¢ribing physicians that utilizing corticosteroids to treat such
reactiOns once they occur, may place patients at higher risk as ruptures are
known to occur months after exposure. (With or without concomitant steroid
use)

The Black Box warning for tendons fails to disclose Ute degenerative nature
of suth eventsandJorthe degenerative nature ofserious events that impact
both tendons, the IIlUsculoskeletal System1 and peripheral nerves. The
Company's credo ofpatiel1t safety falls short, whenthe higher incidence of
stIch serious reactions are not disclosed to shareholders and the public.



Unless all patients are directed to make sure that they read all the fme print
information they possibly can, despite it's insufficiencies, then we are
accessories to a possible serious assault on each and every patients health
and well being.

(please see attachments ofthe fine print infonnation on the

Patient "monographs" that they are given at the point ofpurchase.)

o Since the elderly, those on corticosteroids, and those having received
transplants are highlighted, it could lead many patients who even read the
black box warning, to take the warning less seriously who are not in those
medical or demographic groups. These people are less likely to question their
physician on the need for the most risky antibiotic to treat their infection, since
they do not know that it is such arisky prodqct to begin with. Ifthey do not
read the material, they are less likely to ev'eri call their physician with a minor
symptom. (which all antibiotics have to some extent.) People are used to
taking antibiotics and having a mild stomach ache, but it went away when the
course ofantibiotics was over.

What else can account for the ongoing high rate oftendon ruptures? Please
note also, there are likely MORE injuries that have multiple tendon tears and

chronic tendinosis than actual tears, and unfortunately these people are not
being chosen in current class-action suits; there are more people suffering than
accountable for~

PROOF: A studyfrom the Netherlands mentioned this point. This quote is
from the Minnesota trial transcript from last year, when John Schedin sued
J&J for his tendon ruptures:

"Paul Van der Linden in the Netherlands whose four

studies, including his PhD thesis, talked about how Floxin (Levaquin's

"mirror' drug) was worse than the rest, focused on tendinopathy and tendon

rupture. He was able to distinguish between tendinopathy

and its relative riskcompared to otber drugs and to

-- pla,cebo and also tei1donrupturecompared to other drugs and

placebo. He could do it. It was academically acceptable

t()people atcepting his PhD thesis, but that was not good

enough for Johnson & Johnson. The reason? Because there

were fewer tendon ruptures than tendinopathies, and as a

result the relative risk was going to show lower, they would, get a better
nUlllber. They rnanipwated the power estimates ofthe study.

http://w'\y'\v.rond.uscpurts.govIMDL-LevaqU.lIl/TransctiptsI2010/092810:pdf

Also: see abbreviated transcript attached with most relevant information.

o •• _



The current Black Box talks a lot about elderly, those on corticosteroids, and
recent transplant patients' increased risk. This can be misleading to a lot of
patients who read it.

The article below addresses the problem offloroquinolones among young
athletes. Having young people affected, is certainly proofthat this is a
significantpublic policy/health issue and the Black Box Warning is not doing
it's job. Studies point out that many people are given Levaquin, the most
dangerous antibiotic, inappropriately. See this utilization study please:

http://W\v,.....archinte.ama assn.orgicuiJreprint/ 163/5/60 l.pdf
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StaffLegal Bulletin 14 July 2001

:We analyze the prior no-action letters that a company and a shareholder cite in
support oftheir arguments and, where appropriate, any applicable case law. We
may also conduct our own research to determine whether we have issued
additional letters that support or do not support the company's and shareholder's
positions.

Similar Shareholder Proxy

that was successfully brought to a vote:

. SAFEWAY INC 2007 SHAREHOLDER PROXY

'rnAT WAS ACCEPTED BY SEC 2007

PROPOSAL 7

STOCKHOLDER PROPOSAL REGARDING
LABELING PRODUCTS OF CLONING

OR GENETIC ENGINEERING

The Company has been notified by the Adrian Dominican Sisters, 1257 East
Sienna Heights Drive, Adrian, MI 49221-1793, which owns 150 shares of .
Common Stock, that it intends to present, jointly with ASC Investment Group,
Bon Secours Health System, Inc., Boston Common Asset Management, LLC, the
Dominican Sisters ofOxford, MI, the Dominican Sisters ofSpringfield Illinois
and the General Board ofPension and Health Benefits ofthe United Methodist
Church, the following proposal for consideration at the Annual Meeting:

Attachment: SafewayIncFoodLabelProxypdf.

Label Products of Cloning or Genetic Engineering

2007 Safeway

RESOLVED: ShareholderS request that the Board ofDirectors adopt a policyto
identify~dlabel all food products manufactured or sold by the company under
the company's brand names or private labels that may contain genetically

engineered (GE) ingredients orproducts of

animal cloning.

Supporting Statement

• The. right to know is a fundamental principle of

de~ocratic societies and market economics.

• The Food and DrugAdministration is expected to make a decisiq:l!
regarding the sale ofmilk ~dmeat from cloned animals by the end o{"
2006

• Safewayproduetscontaincom, rice and soy; all ofwhich
potentially 'could be the genetically engineered variety:

I
I
I~

q

---~-~-_ _-_._---_..--------~



StaffLegal Bulletin 14 July 2001

'YIe analyze the prior no-action letters that a company and a shareholder cite in
support oftheir arguments and, where appropriate, any applicable case law. We
may also conduct our own research to determine whether we have issued
additional letters that support or do not support the company's and shareholder's
positions.

Similar Shareholder Proxy Attachment: SafewayIncFoodLabelProxypdf

that was successfully broughtto a vote:

SAFEWAY INC 2007 SHAREHOLDER PROXY

THAT WAS ACCEPTED BY SEC 2007

PROPOSAL 7

STOCKHOLDER PROPOSAL REGARDING
LABELING PRODUCTS OF CLONING

OR GENETIC ENGINEERING

The Company has been notified by the Adrian Dominican Sisters, 1257 East
Sienna Heights Drive, Adrian, MI 49221-1793, which owns 150 shares of
Comnion Stock, that it intends to present, jointly with ASC Investment Group;
Bon Secours HeaithSystem, Inc., Boston Common Asset Management, LLC, the
Dominican Sisters ofOxford, MI, the.Dominican Sisters ofSpringfield Illinois
and the General Board ofPension and Health Benefits ofthe United Methodist
Church, the following proposal for consideration at the Annual Meeting:

Label Products of Cloning or ~neticEngineering

2007 Safeway

RESOLVED: Shareholders request that the BoardofDirectors adopt a policy to
identify and label all food products manufactured or sold by the company under
the company's brand names or private labels that may contain genetically

engineered (GE) ingredients or products of

aninlal cloning.

Sqpporting Statement

• The right to knqw isa fundamental principle of

democratic societies and market economics.

• The Food and Drug Administration is expected to make a decision
regarding the sale ofmilk and meat from cloned animals bythe end of
2006

• Safeway prO<iuets contain corn, rice and soy, all ofwhich
potentially could be the genetically engineered variety.

------ -_.__._............................•...~



- Safeway's 0 Organic line could be impacted. by
genetically engineered ingredients.

contamination from

- Labeling is an indicator ofdue diligence ofproduct
ingredients.

- The global alliance Action by Churches Together took a stand
supporting the "right to know" whether there are genetically engineered
ingredients in the food purchased or in the seeds sown.
(ReliefWeb 6/28/06)

- 132 countries, parties to the Cartagena Protocol, have agreed to
docwnentation requirements for the export and import ofgenetically
engineered orgairisms. (Financial Times 3/29/06)

- As ofMay 19, 2005, Alaska law requires that genetically
engineered salmon be labeled as such.

Indicators that genetically engineered organisms can be difficult to contro1,and
may be harmful to financial markets as well as to hwnans, animals and the
environment include:

- Illegal unapproved Liberty Link Jong-grain rice, planted in field trials-no
later than 200 I, was discovered to have CQntaminated U.S. rice supplies. (Reuters
8/28/06) This prompted Japan to suspend imports ofDS Rice, and the European
Commission to require that rice imports be certified as free ofUnauthorized
grain, greatly disrupting the US rice export market.

- Between 2001-2004, approximately 15,000 hectares

(150 square kilometers) in four US states were planted ~ith unapproved BtlO

corn. (New Scientist 3/23/2005)

- December 2006, U.N. SecretaIy General Annan cautioned that the

international communityla~ safeguards to preventbioterrorism and accidental
harm from biotechnology advances.

- The report Safety ofGenetically Engineered Foods: Approaches to
Assessing U~nded Health Effects (National Academy of Sciences] 7/2004)
states: ..."thereremain sizable gaps in our ability to identify

compositional changes that result from geneti<,: modification oforganisms
intended for food,

-Federal District Court riiled (8/10/06) that USDA's permitting of
drug"producmggeneti<:allY engineered crops in Hawaii violated the EndaIlgered
Species Act and the National Envjrpnmental Policy Act.

- Geneti<:allyengineered creeping bentgrass, notyet approved
COnmiercially, escaped into wild as far as three miles from the test plot.

- Five major US agricultural weeds have developed resistance to glyphosate,
the herbicide used with genetically engineered Roundup -

---~~----- --_.-- -_.--------



Resistant crops. Addressing this problem includes use ofadditional
herbicides.

• Research (Environmental Health Perspectives 6/2005) has shown that
Roundup, increasingly needed on Roundup Ready crops, is toxic to human
placental cells at concentrations lower than agricultural use.

The SEC recommend that the above Proxy be voted on by the shareholders of
Safeway me. irt 2007.

The supporting statement oftbis Proxy on "Label Products ofCloning or Genetic
Engineering" was concerned with:

- the right to know

- FDA information:

Johnson & Johnson did not voluntarily warn doctors and patients
about tendon ruptures, see Exhibit E Rebuttal and

(Public citizen v. FDA,DDC No. 08-ev-005). The Attorney General ofillinois
also submitted a citizen's petition to the FDA seeking action on the same issue.

"Labeling is an indicator ofdue diligence ofproduct ingredients"

- This issue with Safeway mc. ProA]' is completely parallel to Levaquin
regarding other countries taking measures that the .US has not. Other
countries have implemented more stringent safety requirements. (See

attachment (EuropeanLimitedUse)

To quote froiD J. Schedirt trial irt Minnesotq. 2010:

(attachment pdffile)

Page21line 15 oftrial transcript Sept. 28, 2010:

Ronald Goldser, Esq:

''They irttentionally buried the warning, as I have described to you. They failed to
send a.dear doctor letter. There were dear doctor letters sent, ifI get the countries
right, irt France, Italy, :Belgium Germany, AuStria, and I'lli i1:ri,ssirtg one. There
were six ofthem, all irt 200I and early 2002, ........ Wasfuere one sent irt the
United States? No."

What the Safeway Proxy waS afraid ofwas how consuming geneti<; engineered
food was going to affect hluilallS;andthatconsumets in Europe WERE beirtg

warned and made aware ofgenetic engineered food they were purchasing.

The entire concept ofSafeway Proposal 7 that was accepted by the SEC irt 2007,
was that cons\liners have the right to know what they are purcbasirtg, especially
if, irt the future, there is any~denceof negative effects ofgenetically engineered
food products. .. .

.~----_.._-_._-----_.~-------------- .. --._--_..-...



Socially Significant Policy Issue
additional information:

There isn't a definition ofwhat constitutes a socially significant policy issue,

however, I think that the new data stated earlier on the First Quarter Report

fromMedwatch showing Levaquin leads in adverse reactions would be sufficient.

Updated statistics on reported adverse events to the FDA are below:

Date Range: November 1, 1997 - Feb 2, 2010 (12+ years)

Total Reactions Deaths Individual Safety Reports

Levaquin 130,578 1,600 30,735

Floxin 29,201 595 6,496

Total 159,779 2,195 37,231

Note: Statistics from Director of Statistics at FDA Mr. H. Stepper and include

both Trade Name and all drugs that contain Levaquin or Floxin in the compound.

Also ofnote regarding Social Significance:

There are endless websites in the US and abroad that where patients worldwide
are reporting and discussing their rea<:tions on-line seeking help. The same
stories being reported to Medwatch are the same storieS patients aro1llld theworld
are posting to a wide varietyofforums and websites. Theanec40tal reports by
patients on-line, are the same as reports shown in regulatory databases. They
convey that their physicians fail to warn them~ fail to recognize their reactions,
pain, and don't knowhow to treat them and cure them. The patients themselves;
many come to the sites quite desperate, wanting to know how to get better, and
ask why the possibility of these devastating disabling outcomes that impact
multiple systems was never disclosed to them in the first pla(;e.

These websites have grown oVer the years, and only reflect a very small percent
ofthe true victims ofadverse effects.

It's logical to hypothesize that most victims do not find these support sites... Age,
socro-econ.omic statistics, tnedical condition, and long-term ~ctims 'give up'.

k physician, Dr. Todd Plumb ofUtah, .experieil~ ~adverse reaction to
Levaquin. He composed a letter that patients could brin.g:ifjtbeir physicians.
This letter has been used countless times, is a publicdocUplent, and helps bridge
the gap ofknowledge, but it is' usedunfortunate1ya.fter it'~ too late by patients
who are experiencing.greatPfoblemsafter taking Levaquin. When patients have
to seek outsidefi1.edicaladviseand are forced togive their own doctors
information abouta,newmalady that was caused by a medicine, that isa very
significant indication ofa most serious societal health problem. .

\~
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IMPORTANT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

mAT IS A SOCIALLY SIGNIFICANT ISSUE

BEYOND NORMAL BUSINESS OPERATIONS:

It is an extraordinary situation where hundreds, perhaps thousands ofpatients
become ill, do not heal, and need to bring their own infonnation to their
physicians. Or. Plumb wrote this letter in response to the request from people on
the tloroquinolone social websites, whose physicians are unaware ofthe adverse
effects ofLevaquin or do not mow how to deal with it.

LETTER WRITTEN BY DR. TODD PLUMB

ST. GEORGE, UTAH

TO HELP PATIENTS EXPLAIN TO THEIR DOCTORS THE ADVERSE
REACTIONS CAUSED BY

FLOROQUINOLONE ANTIBIOTICS

Dear Doctor,

As you are probably aware, the fluoroquinolone class of

antibiotics is useful for certain serious infections. Unfortunately,

fluoroquinolones also have. a long history of serious adverse drug reactions, many
ofthem long tenn. (1) As a consequence ofthese reactions, several ofthese
drugshave been removed from clinical practice or their use severely restricted.
Besides the severe life threatening immediate reactions, those ofa more chronic
nature may ocCUr.

The spectrum ofthese adverse reactions is extremely broad.

Patients suffering from these reactions are oft~n misdiagnosed,

referred for a psychiatric consult or even unfairly labeled

as "difficult patients."

Many physicians have not been properly educated about the severe nature of
these chronic adverse reactions, some ofwhich result in life-long disabilities.

, Post-tilarketing studies ofseveral flouroquinolones have shown an incidence of

"

adverse reactions much higher than were originally reported in pre-elinical
studi~. (1,2,3)

.,' You arfl'Pl'Qb~bly aware that the fluoroquinolones are eukaryotic DNA gyrase
and topoi~omerase lnhibiwrs very similar to many antineoplastic agents. Because'I. oftheir similar mechanisms ofaction" it's no.surprise that fluoroquinolon.es and
m~yancineoplastic agents share similar toxicity profiles. Studies have eyen been

I conducted using fluoroquinolonesto i,nhibit ;neoplastic chondrocyte growth in
i chondrosarcoma. (4) .

There are many patients who.~ve a syndrome ofassooatedsymptoms that
include, but are not 1imited,to:::CNS agitation, depression, insomnia, new-onset
anxiety and panic attacks, atld even elevated intracranial pressure and visual
abnonnalities. TheymayaJso present with peripheral neuropathy usually ofthe
small fibertype with temperature and pain sensoI)' aberrations, but also often

----~---,---------------_ ..-.._---.._..._---_......_--_._-



involving larger sensory and motor nerves. Spontaneous muscle activity with
fasciculations, myokymia and myoclonic jerks may also occur. Many have
musculoskeletal damage with degeneration of cartilage and tendons often leading
to tendon rupture arid severe ongoing musculoskeletal pain long after therapy has
been discontinued.. (1,2,3,4,5,6, 7,8)

This complex symptomatology does not usually resolve after discontinuation of
the inducing fluoroquinolone and may in fact worsen. Many patients go on to
have disability that may persist for years. (l) Unfortunately, such patients are
often seen by many physicians from multiple specialties who, given the complex
symptomatology, fail to recognize a unifYing diagnosis.

The mechanism ofinjury is not fully apparent, but several studies have been
conducted. and researchers have implicated the following possible mechanisms:

1. Inhibition or disruption ofthe CNS GABA receptor. (9)

2. Depletion ofrilagnesium and disruption ofcellular enzymatic function. (l0)

3. Disruption ofmitochondrial function and energy production. (11,12)

4. Oxidative injury and' cellular death. (14)

This seems to be a functional disorder and structural abnormalities arep,ot
usually seen on radiological studies. (13) Patients may have abnormal
EMG/NCV studies, abnormal skin punch neurologic density and morphology,

abnormal vasomotor and sudomotor function on autonomic testing, and abilbmial

degeneration oftendons and cartilage on MRI. (13) There may be a large

number ofthese patients with coexisting endocrine abnormalities including:
antithyroid antibodies and abnormal thyroid f1Jnction, abnormal adrenal function
with either hyper or hypocortisolism, hypogonadism, hypo or hyperglycemia and
possibly impaired pituitary function. (13)

Most patients suffering from these side effects have a very clear onset of
symptoms temporally related to a course offluoroquinolone antibiotic. (13) They
were often given the flubroquinolone in conjunction with a corticosteroid or
NSAID. Both ofthese classes ofmedications are associated with an increased
incidence ofadverse drug reaction from fluoroquinolones. (10,13)

As ofyet no scientifically proven effective treatment Is known, however
patients will definitely benefit: from your caring support and appropriate informed
care. Ofcourse, other diseases with siInilar symptoms need to be carefully ruled
out. '

There exists a large community ofth~epatients who share information on the
World Wide Web. Theirnuinbers grow as the prescription offluoroquinolones
increases. Many ofthese patients are professionals like myselfwho have been,
affected by these drugs.

Thank you for your titne and consideration.

ToddR Plumb MD

\s-



References:

l'lease see attachment for copy ofarticle, and full list of scientific references.

]-------
ALSO OF SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE IS THE

EXTENT OF PAINFUL SMALL NERVE DAMAGE THAT

IS NOT DISCLOSED OR DIAGNOSED BUT IS OFTEN A
PAINFULLY CHRONIC MALADY

Dr. Plumb's letter discusses peripheral neuropathy being
typically of small nerve fiber type.Typically pa.tients being
evaluated for PN often only have EMG and Nerve Conduction studies
that do not detect small fiber neuropathies that are noted in the current
warning where it says ( small fiber nerves).

Many patients' painful nerve damage to small fiber nerves goes
undiagnosed and not disclosed in their medical records There are tests
(small fiber Skin Punch Biopsy) which detects small fiber nerve density
loss but unfortunately this test is only done at a few facilities in the USA,

therefore many patients nerve damage is not documented. It can be done
at Johns Hopldns, Massachusettes General Hospital, and afew others.

Social Significant Issue Continued:
VICTIMS SEEK MEDICAL HELP

FROM rnOUSANDS OF MILES AWAY
In addition, many victims ofLevaquin toxicity have gone to great lengths to try
and get help, Many have flown to see an expert in Dr. Flockhart, in Indianna.
Many have gone to the Mayo Clinic. N<rone has walked away
with a cure, I can safely say that nearly all have walked away from these
appointments with great disappointment.

Note: All the bottles of floroquinolones have the same label and phrases in
terms ofno added indieatorsregarding the importallce ofreading the fine print
information that is given to them by the pharmacies. IfLevaquin helps the
situation, other companies may follow sUit. Aripple ef'feqt -can followgiobaJly.
(Cipro ~onnation below)

Date Range: November 1, 1997 - Feb 2,2010 (12+ years)
Total Reactions Deaths Individual Safety Reports

Levaquin 130,518 1,600 30,735
Floxin 29,201 595 6,496
Total 159,779 2,195 37,231

Cipro 136,388 2,461 30,647
(Cipro not1llahufactured by Johnson & Johnson)

---_._._.._._-_ _---------------1



Hopefully any improvement in the education process ofpatients who are given
Levaquin will spreadto other floroquinolone antibiotics, such as Cipro and
Avelox. (See Attachments: Monogram Other Floroquinolones)

Note: Statistics from FDA Representative Mr. H. Stepper and include
both Trade Name and alldrugs that contain Levaquin or Floxin in the
compound. The numbers in reality, are much higher, and unknown.
Former FDA Commissioner Dr. David Kessler is cited as concluding that oply
"about one percent (1%) of serious adverse reactions are ever reported to the .
FDA" (8th paragraph,website)

http://occupational-therapy.advance\veb.com!Article!Is-Med-\Vatch-Looking
tor-You.asp:.:

World Health Organization Alert:
htip:!/www.who.intlilledicinesJpublicationsfnewslellerlenlncws2002_1.pdf

Discussion of RISK and ORDINARY BUSINESS

StaffLegal Bulletin No 14E (CF)
Oct. 27, 2009

B) "To the extent that a proposal and supporting statement have focused ona
company minimizing or eliminating operations tha,t InaY adversely affect the
environment or the public's health, we have not perntitted companies to exclude
these proposals under Rule 14a-8 (I) (7)

" On a going-forward basis, rather than focusing on whether aproposal and
SJlpporting statement relate to the company engaging in ail evaluation ofrisk, we
will instead focus on the subjectmattet to which the risk pertains or that gives
rise to the risk."

In particular relative to the issue athand, the "ordinary business" defiilition,
there is ample proofofa long-standing trend ofJohnson & Johnson hiding the
risk ofLevaquln from doctors and patients~ theyha.ve a.cted most proJ;;tbI:9
ii:respoIl&ibly and put profits abOve their Corporate Credo. This is likely
reprehensible behavior influencing decision models throughout the executive
level ofthe Company, and has likelyincreas~ shareholder risk by illegal recalls,
high litigation fees, altering,:esearchresuits on Levaquin in Europe (attachment)
and defective manufacturing.practices that temporarily closedmore than one
pl~, etc. What is most despicable, is what they did NOT say about this
drug, and it's predecessor for so long, when at the. same time the people of
Europe were being warned. They have taken ~. risky path indeed~and

shareholders share theburden-of~ risk a.$ well as patients.

\ 7~
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I hope that the SEC acknowledges the relevance ofthe context in which
Levaquin was a part ofthe corporate culture ofhigh risk at the company, and is
thus ofthe highest Social Concern. Information that has been left out for years
has injured countless patients, and has been fully or partially responsible for
many deaths.

I am not asking for the drug to be totally banned; but that eventually it be
used much more conservatively; our goal should be patient safety, Levaquin
should be used after safer antibiotics are found to be ineffective against a
particularly difficult medical sitUation. (See attachment:Ireland Medical Paper.

In fact··
"

In 2007, the Chairman of Pharmaceuticals, Christine Poon
personally said to me, after a shareholder meeting1 attended,
'These medications should not be used for common infections. ff

Ms. Poon is now Dean of Ohio Business School.
(Transcript of my speech was in fIrSt Rebuttal)

At this stage, I am humbly requesting that people simply be reminded how
important full disclosure is with this medicine, as soon as theyget the medicine,
and every time they open the top ofthe bottle and take out a pill.

Hopefully this might make a small dent in decreasing the great tragedy that
bestows thousands who are prescribed Levaquin, impact:i1ig the lives ofpatients,
their friends, employers, and fumilies.

One last note to ponder "NQrmally thequinolone class ofdrugs is used in

patients who have failed at least one prior therapy. The patients tend to

be fairly ill and require relatively acute care that often may be the last step

before they are admitteq into the hospital....By the time the physicians get

to this classification, they tend to have a good idea ofwhat bacteria is

involved, what antibiotic is the most potent for the bacteria and which

penetrates that particular body side the best..•.These drugs are often the

last step before admission into the hospital... II fIm Hoover, for Bayer

Corporation, AlaskaPharmacy and Therapeutics Committee March 19,

2004

http://www.hss.state.akus/dhcsJPDLfminutes_meetingsydI/mintites

_03I904~dl.pdf



13 Attachments:(Sent by multiple emails; computer
limitations)

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PATIENCE WITH
ATTACHMENTS

SECTuesdayMar8b.wpd

TykenoIBottleWarningOOOl.pdf

SafeMedPactices20110001.pdf

EDFQUtilization Study.pdf

Illiteracy statistics.txt

FinePrintProblemAllOOOl.pdf

DowJonesJ&JProblemListOOOl.pdf

LabelIsMonogramFinePmt30001.pdf

ProxyTwoA.wpd

Replace: Latest sent ProxyFINALwpd

QuarterWatch20110001 pdf

SafewayIncFoodLaben>roxyOOOl pdf
SEC RECONSIDER pdf
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

PAUL  
Tuesday, March 08, 2011 10:04 PM
shareholderproposals
dchia@its.jnj.com
Exhibit Recalll Substitution
LabellsMonogramFinePrnt30001.pdf

TO: Mr. Charles Kwon:
Please accept this "recall" of a
previous exhibit. The attached, corrected, is
not upside down as previously sent.
Demonstrates the great difficulty of
reading any of the warning
information on Levaquin, Cipro, or
Avelox. They all have the same problems:
insufficient information on the bottle,
the inserted detail information put in the bag of
medicine is both visually difficult and
discouraging for a consumer to begin to read.
The "warning" section does not even say
the highest warning level words: "black box"
to gain attention.
cc: D. Chia

1
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Rx II  FILLED ON: 1111812009 PRESCRIPTION FACTS FOR:  

COMMON USES; Thil. med.:ine i. e(;Ulnolone~ used (Of trl:,lirot= :nl~b::m a~ ~Cfllur" ba:t'li•• It ma-)' .Ile btl U)e(1 to pr....~t o,·tlow .nll'wu. .ftl!C e~I)O'ur,. !l':iJ rMCfldr.. l. 1'»1 eUoo:riYe for uutJno lut'IOlll
infccllo:m.or vlt.1 fnfec:dcr'lll bueh 11K the~on cold),

8EFOflE USING TlflS MEDICINE; WARNft.fG: TtY. r;o.ed;k" iI,uoC<.u:d ,,"th .... irlo'• .ueG rukol-:.t:ndon problem,. lhesclncl\.lde pin. ._~.'O.In"•......,...":ian, Inc!' =ou:~I61):uh,:wl of tendoN. The IjaJI of~ pt:lbl,nll i.
""Ulef in~liOl'lU ...ho "CO,",CI ~ yU11 o;~. p4:;~n{'''''ho 'Il\e cottic:onue\c:!, Ie-:. pre:dreon.d, M'd in tho,. who h...,c received 1lick'l.-y,llI:I.n:.or lI.Ing tr..""pIanu. It-.e ~~ler4onitl;ho'~dt 01:/'10 foot!'IIlU,;, masto'ltn

.lrecrfld.,How"vot. protlle,... n'lS)o" .110 o«ur In other tel'1dont (&Q. '" Il'Ie 11m, hand. Of lho\id~l.P,ob(uru ri,.y oecur wMile. you ,.1I. Vlir medlcinlll or up lO ' ....0:.1 frAt'll"" ,ft", 'fOl,l Hop I....i~ ;1. SiIvI::. 01 :<:~on r.IO\,o;um~ mAy

lndud.~ sorenesa. 'odne.... or .wcllir'? of , tendl)() 01 joint; bruh;n~ r~h: r.ru In~i~. le<'l!on ;'IrM; ~rii'IQ or teeliroo • sNP M !'!IO in,~ or tendol'l Ut:l; or in.bili y 10 rncIwr. or betr weicht on' icint. Of tct."n II".

TEll. "OUR OOCTOP. RIGHT AWI..Y if vau I::ltportrn:e.tny ot lJ'Mi.....ympt.OlnI wNt. you '" ,ric rn6diciM 0' wi'ltjo fCV'eI.1~.tLwVOlI.rop 1.\inQ it.:30rnc ~ir.0lI CI medic« ccNJIlon, m.., fnlOl.te.t -'1iI thil l'Itedi::i.'"lIC.

INfORM YOUR DOCTOR CIA PHARMACIST of .J,p:GitC'rlpdohard QY6t-'''-'CQW1fU~ ;l\It you .re t-kIng. 00 NOT TAK.E llilS MEDICINE IF )'ftfJ ..... r.k1rlo ci..~ or C'lJrtain anl",rhvlhm.:et. i.~ "lTl~Orte.

poc.~,qutnidirre, 10111011. J,ODlnONAl ~ONITOf\INGOF YOUR OOSS OR CONOn'lON m~y be nooded II ~ ara r,kino ..."i..,rhyl2Vnkt. IIr.1et\le. utem!.tofo, dOre1iTld~, ttro~cridot "tlclperidol. tmid.'ctct leo, kauH:(ln,;oIa),

IN"olldec 'eo. orylhrcmycb), mcd"\lIdone-,' paliperk!ont.' pf':eno,hlatil'les {cQ. cliJorp;~uJne}, pmo:i~" t'r>Olnlnr.• .e,otl)l1In l'6eaotor .:\I'OGni.-ts ltg. dolu,tl()t'll. ttlithromyci,., ta,'.l\tdino. %1s:'~Oft•• ins\llin. oral dbb41La

• n'IOCllcfne.s (CO, alybLridflJ. conIco.teroidt '~-P"'ad~,-.~W1U'('9. ,....~Mirl:I, nonstuoic1al ~"Irlinlf.mnncorydruvs fNSAlo.I, (eo. lbuprolw. tlwopttyl,ne, or eeror,M ~ Mr,oinept'w1ne t.\Qle!t. "Nbilon t3NAb) Cog..

~J. 00 NOT START OR SToP."., IMdIdl1C ~lihovt &J.etor ~ phar~l ~.Llnfcmn row doc~l ~I 'Inf o:t~ ","\c,1 coodk~, il'dudno .IOtntch irlteetlc,.. b .In or ntnIO.... ' .....Ian ptobWn•• I'l'lUII;Ic prcbl4me
leg. mYMhonit 9rt...I'I.1tlc:I'~ Ple-.lMa in-the brain. A1:htlmer d1Il&&oIl, br';t1!:llood '\I.'~ probfetM, .1Ie,g!e~. Pf~ncy.Of bc...n(~. T&I yoU 4cIccil,;r yoyht'fll. Mlf\:Il)' (If '''Wr. or pe1.iJl.Onl cUrrhDftHJdn 'enlltMly

10 the.ure dl.bt~: 10.... blood IXII...tum k1Ye!.1; O:haf~k'i; ~I\t: heArt ~rol)l~'I~. uHtQed heerl. f>Oarl r,~ur.l; he~t attec:k: irr.-;Iottr "-t~at tOQ. or ptolc~ci<ln);'.'lUfC'; bom.IoIM. qr tOl"ldon prnblorn?i rhevm.toid

.n. Iivw proWcrmj~ probh=nt Of l1eo:r......~ fltnCtion; 01 hot(t. kidney. or hJno ulllmp..ul. Tcll Yow doccor it Y'" hl't' .- 'emily tf'oIomber wIth a h1.toIY 0' IMt. :10.... or inequtar hurl*1 110. OT DroJo"'Oarlor\)..

T" 'f;lovr doctor if 'f'OUpMid~ InW~~I WOft. Of" exorcbc. use OF nus MEO\C1NE IS NOT RECQMMENoEO If you have .:urlan t~ or ImtQUlor hctrlbe-.t CQ' proJor"Igtdon, long aT •."ndrcmel or low bklod

polll$'1urn leveb. CclfI'f'r.1 VCIvr dc(tOl 01' p/'Wf'I'Ite:iaI it you ht..~ .nv 1;'-'t1'o1"II 01 ~crt'dl .bout UllIn; rt* mecr>c:jnc~

HOWTOUS£ nnSME~NE: Follow Ih.tditKl1on5 ~ r.ldno tN, mecfic:V'le-pt'D'Ii:Sed br Y'OI.C daocto,. Thit modlclnt eo,,"* with a Mi:DlC""ON GUICE: tWoyed by the U.S, foocI trid Oruo Adm/Netr_lion, Reid Ii C1Irriully flM.h

dme. you nrl_1 this. tnfIIIiclne. A.\ vour docror.rtI.I".... or phwa"tCitt .rtf QuutiOt1l thtr)O\I mAY haVI .bou! tn. rn~e~~ T~e THIS MtOJCIHE BY MOUlt! WITH OR wmiO)1 FOCO. Orlnlcit'l(l utrll flloAd. w~ 'f04.l Ire Ul"ilk'lg

thAt~ I.rl~.O\t.clc ~th VfNI do<::ot rot PlIVCtlom. 00 HOi fAA! A f!AOOUCT ....~c".. ~iu.~ Of aiunOmtn. colci~. :b-c, or Iron In it ",ItHn 2 hot"r, bolOIO Of 2 hoUR .hfll yl)U like ttP meckine,

E~*, of m.1&~lICl.lnclud...tlUlC'idt. muhiYlclmi,... Q.....p'Il...ocI celciul'I-hlmflod cral'lQo;WC'O..-C~kw,'" yow 6octol or pttK'tNcledJ you hllrt. que,don.bout \"h~1.l'1er you .hould I~l.1~' ITlClJidne-from.

ecrtM\ food_ Of p;.o6utl. IF VOU AlSo TAAE IUODlflll Of didMrOJi"", 'do rt4t tiki th6:'n with'" 2 hoU"' bef()t. oj- 2 f;ou-. lI1fu tt:cintll ttiI mt4Iclnc. Check. wort" yow doctor if ., '1.1 n..... qu.ut/o.... 5T0Rf THIS MEOICINE:' II room
t.cmptrI.1We,. 69 end SO~o ... ~ l1& lind 3Odoor.a C). S10re "WIV Iftltn~a(,moktur>l,.,.d 1Qf1c.. Do POt .tole in lM bnhroom.. n;. macidnt wortu bcltif'lI b 1>ten"t cht ume Ilmo_Okhd• .;. TO ClEAR UP YOUR

INFe<:TlOtlCQtAPlETRY. uti tN.tnedlc:ine_1ot ~.I\.IfCO\ot,c 0,' rfcelm«ll. KafPU_.ino it ey~it~o"ted te;OI in a I ..... dAy.,. Do ret min anvdo.et or ttU ~.IFY)U MISS A OOSE o,thla mtd;';i.:.., ·U.k. il ...OOrloU

'r"OUtOrf\eInbet.lfltl. lllmcitlima mr your nt:lfI dOR. skiP-U. mined dOU.M 00 b.tll: 10 yoUrroaY!erdor.lng-.c~u1e, Oc-net taU 2 tkr....10nc4.. .. '. !
CAUTtONS:: DO HOT USE THIS MEOlCtNl!' lI)oY 3lC .~ic.lOL'W ~~icm in tp:U rttlldicine M r4""" othar ~~/Ona¥I1ll:iocJc leg. dprotloKacirll. LAB TESTS. 00dvd'1I"IO lr.. ...i,lII"C"io,.. 1rk!'''A'r 1une1km. M'WiII~t. blood cc_

cOU'TtJ', _y ~~o~ed"'~rev IIS4 lH:::_,"odidne. ltiue Witt rn.r be ...td I» monitor 'l'OCJI" con4ltJonOl' ~~or .lef. o~u. e..ura 10 1r.t1'p.1t _tor lIfld lib 'pplIlnif ,..,a. Thi. medicine me'r Intecfare Wilh certain LA8

TEST8~8.t 'Wei ;x. doctDr ¥ld Iitt) llenoMCll.Mw ,"'OU .,. tellln; tN.!; medicine. ililS tIIlEClCtNt;·A.tAY CA\}~~.r~NESS Oft UOHntE.OEONess. 1hc:N elfcClte INr be we; "te if yitU toile it wim olcohol (K' e~lain mecfoeJnot..

UM"". rnodieinc wltho.udol'\. 00 ,.,c driYc or pc:'form olliot· panibly ur--., U'ltil yo....-IcI'l)W' how y."~•..• I co it. MILD £?IARFlHEA. 19 .COP,olMON"MTH ANTIBlOnC U~ How.vlt, • more jcniote form 0"1 di.nh~
tPl~"'''' colk!l)m.yI~ KCU".~ mayd~pwHle you~ th. .ntibJom or wittlll'l MV.rtl ah.r you nDP utIno It. ComIC! yow dCCtolti9M • ..",y It flolnMh-J)liin"'lll cllmP'. ,_.l1rlllrl'lc•• or blood",
atoobocew. Do not lIotCd'-rt1ot,."lthout 6rnctl9C'llin; wkh,)OUrdoerot. TEll-(OUA DOCTOR fUGJ.lT AWAY f\'OU~opaM Of lW~ct .1tndonot 1'IetMnsor I.,. 01 ..... ol./oiM.,.a. ,,"I the If'" and.verid

awe'" uneJl , ... I)la 'l.uuetlQn '.om)'CIur doctor. nos MEotCJNf. MAY CAUSE YOU TO 6fCOME SUN9U. MORE EASIlY. AYOkttho f\If\ :run/.mpt. or rtrTnino booUW I, 1d you Ilr.avo ho VOU fMCt 10 m mod:dtIe. U" ~

IunlICf~otWMr ptOlOCtMclottino If you mutt« ouai46 "orm(lft. thin ••hontirnt; If YOU ARE SCHEDU. 1) TO,RECEIVE A tyPHOID VACC,NE ....hiIovou .rQt.t),ing m~ mediclrlo, 11l\)t ln'yoUl' doctor. Tt-... mliieire mil.,
d~... the "IectivlMS'f of thI v,r:cirie. ea=ORE"!'OU BE31H TAXING ANY NEW MEDIC~S. Ilirt}crf pr'oauipt~1l or ov.r-tllC-eOU'ik:l", cnoc" wIth 'fOU'doc:tar or p~rMotl:IIt. I,e thI, m_illlI with CI\Ilion in the eLOER\..V: tM,
rn.y be mete uraitiv. to RJ _lfocts !eQ. t.enlb'I Pl"Ctftmt1, ~al~ If~ t.ke c;.orticot~oIck{eo. predni~. They tnty IIiso be rrtor.. HTJIitJ..,.. to~cffcc.~ leo, irree:ulI r ho.trtbt"t, liver ~1'I3~tm'. Thi. medicine.ho\U be

~dwittt.".,_etutfon ... CHllO~EN Y?UI'lllI~ thM'l 18 yun. cld; lhev may-be tnon; tcnt1tMJ 10 Ita c4locla, Qlpcd.lty ;oil'lt.nd tordoro,lH'Obltornt:. FOR WOMEN: If you b6C0t.NI PteONl\to con,", YOW docfOr. You WI. ,...;e, ro

dhclJU 1M btn,f'it. and rJ,kf Of udng: rl'i. medi<:iM~6 you ore P'\tGr'lolIt'It, TN. medic'" h fol.nd Irr bfC.,t "I~k. 00 nol brent·lced 1!fhilc t.kino llft-I1MIdJcll'll. OIABf:TES PI\'lfNTS: TNt rt'Itdicine tTl • ." .'loct vour blood aug,t.

~Wood aug..... lIlvth cJo....y. Ad: yQo\lf doclot' bcllSto '10\1 Chlr(lfl 1toO doe. 01 your c1i.belu medicine.

POsSI8IJ: SID! EffECTS: SIDe EFfECTS tbet 1M'r oecw >N~ IPfo-o IHt l"I'IlIdidne.kw:!1,lH CO".rip~tlor>:: cfbrih..; dinil'M"; 0"; hclldtett-; lloghthe.lhdrrtNi nt~III'; or eteln.,Cl'l ""in. It Ihilly c.ot'rl~ or "0 b~HltOftomll.:hack

wilhyq... cfo<:tor. CONTAcT YOUR OOCTOR 11I.1MEQlATEl." if you txpetle.nc:e broodvcr tattV ,Ilcl)lt: ehMt~ decreased Of P.W\,4·....;M'IIon; r.1r'lting; 'eot 0. "~I,l'" f'lctttteel; r~•.drifb••orll thln"1, ~ \trruI~CO\l'ilh:

NlIuclntf»nt; Il,.biIIy to mow 0' ~-welohlon. jo&. 0/' tandon ar"'f mod"l. CIT ."..~ luMurn: mood Of menlel eht~IiJ:' leq, ~uon,~nfut"'n.doptclelon,- -nenooutrTD;l.I. new orworte"'no 6nXJetV. rc.ltlnenellt,

-'N9'N.MMJ; mute" p.koI Of wI..k,.,...: r':fIIW ot'werrt6rJnQ AQhtm.m-; ptin, SOt".,., reclr.est, ...,diltp, w....I\.,. 0'~ or. twdOrt 01' joIrtr 1tlC.t; red,-6101OfIan, hltt«ro:f. Of pe.ino IIdn: 1C.1r:~ •...,... 0' poraJ.!«'lt

_eu.,moe;~.or peno;iI1am clttf,..,..,.Ii;l"ldMtdMlne.., lirl'lll)t7I, 01 we-knet.; ......,e or ~,t.entIlomaet1 p.a!ItICl4IT1P1i Ihort,..... qf btut": .uckialll'louQhtl or tc'Ilclnl; 4\ tI'Iptom~0' hIqh or low blood '\19" (ea. dtuil'IO..;

tantlnol t~ brMlhlno; tkuNng;; IncrftHd ,wealino; irJC1O.tlcd millt. h\:nGor,or txiMdon; vidon~I; '."ml1t1:1mf of I'tV'Cl' problll'"' leo. d.wt-~,la"~ ~_rlf." pak "·>oft. "'wk1q 01 lhI,lInOf eYe1l); "vl1'tPCOlN 01

Ml'VII profl"'m' 100. eNnQeI iii ~rCllpdon01 hair or eof6; de.croo,~ '......llon of louch; wtU3uOl b\.Irnlng. nurnbntn. tln;ling. ""In, or welknl.. or the "m". hlrnd.s. Ie;i', or f. ,I:); lferno,.; "'"-Ilwl br'lialnll 01 l:lcrtdll'l9: v,;i.-.l

dltd\t;Q.. Irrltadon. tit odor: vi,601\ drtf¥ll: ot wbeclnv. AN AllfAGIC REACTION to lhit medkine i, ~..,. but allOl 'mmecli.u. rrrediul .114llt!o., it It oec\Jl1l. Symptom. 0 .,. .roic rllllltt!lln 'ndude: ,...h; _rivu; IlcNng;

cfflkUlly brMthIn;:~. irI -thl che£t; .wellno or the rn~VllJ, !1tC., 1ipI. OJ tonpuaj tit unusl.lei-~-.o."eneSll.If \'0\1 r.otic. O1hoer .tfKts nor llN6d tbO...... ccnt~ your doetot. ·lUI.... or p/'lej"mecitL Thi, ~ .""lO1 t COlTlptr.. Ii., of ~•

•k1e ll'tf~ th.t m.,. occur. If ¥cu have q\ftS~ .bout Itda "tt.:tt. ",,,!Jet your 'heiltr!'K;"" PfOYMtU. Cd veNt do<.torfor medI:. tdvr:e .bolJl sJ6e effllCb. Yov m.v 'eP-lrt t de cHeeri to FOA.Ie \·8()().FOA·I_Oe8.

O\l'EROOSE: It·overdo.a ~ .wtpecled. COfl1X"l '(our Iocll poll()t'lconvol Ccnc.,-Ol omerOtonCY,oom in'rmectittcJ.,.

AOOInONAt SNfORMA11ON: DO NOT SHARE nils MEOICINt ....,lho~ tot whom iL w.. nQt p1"erib~. 04 NOT USE THIS MWlClm 'or od'Ierr hcallh~ondiliom. X.UP HIS MEOICU'-lE O\lt 0' tt'.. loach 0' clikfrM Ind pelt.

~---._---_._-----
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PATIENT PRESCRIPTION INFORMATION~
IF YOU HAVE ANY OUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR MEDICATION. ;
PlEASE CONTACT YOUR PHARMACIST:

MOON KIM.RPb.03/06/2011
Prscbr: MJLTMI till nPioAIJlOfBG
R.fJlls:O 

 

AVElOX 400 MG TABLET
SD:tERING CURP.

TAKE AS DIRECTED FOR 1 DOSE

 

Ph: 973.594·4041#2724

.~

This is a DULL REO. OBLONG·shaped TABLET imprinledwith M400 on the Iront and BAYER on the back.
MOXIFLOXACIN· ORAL· (mox·ih-FlOX·utl-sin)
COMMON BRAND NAME(SI:
~. I
WARNING: . • .,.
This medication may rarely cause tendon damage (e.g.• tendinitis. tehdon rupture) during or aller treatment. Your risk for tendon problems is greater if you are over 60 years of age. if you are taking. ii' '" .
corticosteroids (such as prednisone). or il you have had a kidney, heart or lung transplant, Stop exercising, rest. and seek immediate medical altention il you develop ioint/muscle/tendon pain or swelling. "";e~
USES: 0-.;
Moxifloxacin is used to treat a variety of bacterial infections, This medicati.on belongs to a class of drugs.called Quinolone antibiotics, It workS by stopping~he growth of bacteria, This antibiotic treats only ..~.§
bacterial infections, It will not work for virus infections (e.g.• cO(lllTlon cold, flu), Unnecessary use or overuse of any antibiotic can lead to its decreased effectiveness. .8 'c'~
HOW TO USE: . .J;!fij:>
Read the Med!cation ~uide and. if available. the Patientln!ormation l~aflet pro~ided by your p~armacist before youstart using moxilloxacin.and each time:you get a refill, If you have any Questions . 8II! al
reg.a. rdlng the mfo. rmabon. consult.your :dOi:tor.or phar!Tl3clSt. Take thiS medlcat,.on by mouthw..llhor:wllhout fOOd.• u.suallYonce dally oras directed by your doctor,The dosage and I.englh 01 treatment IS 1il 'olij
bas~d on your medical condition and response to !,eatrnent Drink plenty of fluids ~hile. iaking .this drug unl~ss Y0.ur doctor tells you otherw.ise, Take this medicati~n ~t least 4 ho~rs before ~r8 ~ours after -G' S.'l(J
takmg any drugs that contam l!1agnesl~m o~ alu.mmum. Some ex.ampl~ Include QUI.naPill;,certarn fo~ 01 dldanosl.~e l~hewable/d!SP. er.Slb,le buffered t.ablets or ~edla.tnc oral solution)! ~lt~lIInslmlnerals. §~, eli

and antaCIds. Follow the same instructions II you take bismuth subsahcylate, sucrallate. Iron, andzlnc. These medicatIOns bmd With moxlfloxacln and prevent ItS full absorption. AnbblotiCs work best -!. Q,.rg

&~~i~i~t~r~:~:~~;~~!~;;:~::;~~:t~:rt~~:~a;~~~io!~~~:~~_:~::~~a:::~i~~:f:~~a~:e~~::~n:~~e~~::~~~_Jh:~_:~~~:~~i:~:ret~1!i~
See also Warning section. Nausea;diairhea, diZzi,n·ii'ss~'Ii~liih'e~iledness.headache. weak~es~,'OOlo~~le~eep.inQmay OC~U!, If any of these eff~cts pe,rsist .or worsen. tell your do~tor or ~hal!"ac!st ~ .~ ~
promptly. Remember that your doctor has prescnbed this. medication because he or she has Judged that the benefinoyou'IS.greater than the rlSkofslde eflects,.Many peopleusrng thls'medlcatlon do _;§ .
not h,a~e seriOUS,~ide ellects. Te.. 11 your doctor i~di~tely il any O.f these unlikely. but serio~s side e.ffects occur: mentallmood ~~anges (e:g.• anxietv•.. confusion. halliJcinati~ns, depressio,n. (ar~ thoug~!s "'~-5'~"
of SUICide). shakrng (tremors), Tell your doctor Immediately If any of these rare but very senousslde eflects occur: unusual brursrnglbleedlng. severe/perSIstent headache. signs 01"8 new Infection (e,g.. 1;-0' ,"

n,...eW{p"!sistent f,.ev.,er, persis!ent s.o,,.re. throat). unusu,al.ch~nge:in ·.ih.,e, amount ol.un,'.n...e. slg~s O..".iver. p.roblerns le,g.•,unu.sual tiredness."s~omach/abdOrri.nal pain, persiS.te.nt nauseal~omitin~. yellowing a'i''~ ...'
eyeslskrn: dark unne). Seek Immediate medical altent~o~ If a~r 01 thesewebu! very ,SI!1!bus S1~e effect~ occur. seyer~ diZZIness, larntmg. fastJirregul~r heartbeat. seizures, Moxlfloxacrn may rarely m· :;;.
ca~se senous nerve prob,lems .that may be, reversl51e II Identified and treated early, Seek ,1!!1med,atemedlcal altentlon II you dev~lop any o,f the f~nowl~g symptoms: .. Qj '. ~ i

~ parnl~~mbnesslb~.,~rngl1!n~lrng/w.eak.ness.,.n_any, part of the body, chan~es rn hOW...you se~se touc~/palnltemperatun:lbody posltlOn/vibranon, ThIS medication may rar.el,y cause a.sev.ere Intestinal is' ]i !
'0_ con.dltlon IClostndlumdl"IClle,assoclated'~larr~~) due to a type of resistant ba~tella. ThIS conditIOn may.occur dunng·,tr.eatrnent o(weeks to months aller li~tmen~ has stopped. 00 nol use, , ire '& ~
:E antl·dlarrhea products or narcollcpaln medlcatlons.!l You have.any 01 the followlIlg symptoms becausethese products. may make them wors.e. rell your doctor Immediately If you develop: persistent "R~:!!l II
(:) diarrhea., ab~ominal o~ sto~ch pain/cramping. blood/mucus in-yo,ur stool. US,e of this medication for prolonged or repeated periods ~ay result in or~1 thrus,h or a new vaginal Yea~t inf~tion. Contact ii,"" :5

your doctor If you notice while patches In your mouth, a change rnvaglnal discharge. or other new symptoms. Avery senousallerglc reaclion to thiS drug IS rare. However. seek Immediate medical '"' ii! 15 !
~ltention i~.you ,notice.any 01 the loll~wing symptoms 01 a serious~lIerg!c reaction: rash. itching/swellin,g!especially 01 the face/tonguelthroatl~ severe, dizziness. ,trouble breathing, This is not ,a complete is 'E I
Ils.t of pOSSIble Side effe.cts. II you notice other effects not Irsted. a.bove. contact your doctor or pharmaCIst. In the US· CallyoiH doctor lor medical adVice about Side eflects, You may report side eflects to ~ ..S!.Q. I
FDA at I·SOD·FDA·1088: In Canada· Call your doctor lor medical advice about side effects. Youmay'report side effects to Health Canada at 1·866-234,2345: :: OlE i
PRECAUTIONS: 't>~'!!!

Before takinQ mo~illox~cin. tell y,our doctor or p.ha,"!'acist if you a. re,allergic to it; or to. other QUinolo.. ne a.ntibiotiCS. le.g." ciprofloxacin,' levofloxacin).; or, if you have an.y. other allergies: This produc,t may ; t~~
contain inactive ingredients; which can cause allergiC reacbons or other problems. Talk to'your pharmaCist lor more details, Belore·uslng thiS medicatIOn. tell your doctor or pharmaCISt your medical I=".£:
history, especially o.f: diabetes. heart problems (e.g.• r.ecent heartattackl. joint/tendon problems (e_g,. tendonitis, bursitis). liver disease, nervous system disorder le.g.• peripheral neuropathy). seizure . • m
disorde.r. con.~,iti.on. s. i,hat in.c.rease your ~S.k o... f. s.e.izures. le,g..•.. b.rainl.h....e.adJniUr

y
.• bra..in .1.umors. cereb.ral.,at.h.erosC.leros.is.).... MOXillo~a~.• i,n rna.y ~a~s.e a. conditiO.~ .th,a.t af.'8C.. ts the ~eart r.hyt~•. m(0.T p~.oIOnga. tionl'I'. 0 '-EOT prolongation CJ!n InlreQ"entJy result In senous lrarely fatal/last!irregular heartbeat and other symptoms (such as severe dlZZlnessi fainting) that require Immediate medIcal altenbon, The rISk 01 OT S'6

prolongatiOn maybe increased if you have .certain medical conditions or are taking othe(drugs that may allect.lhe heart rhythm Isee also Drug Interactions section), Before.using moxifloxacin. tellyourli; ~
doctor or pharmacisril you have any of the lollowing conditions: certain heart problems (heart failure. slow. heartbeat. or prolongation in the EKG). farrnly history of certain heart problems (OT :€ 0

."00"'''' ,he EK, wddm "'dO' ...., 10.",",.'p""~"m,,=tim"" bOod~y" '"m,.,...k., QT pm'"':~::i:U::n::::~-" ''''' ,." ~n..,1
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PATIENT PRESCRIPTION INFORMATION' ···1
IF YOU HAVE ANY OUESTIONSABOUT YOUR MEDICATION,

 03/0612011 PLEASE CDNTACT YOUR PHARMACIS'L,
MOON KIM,RPh. Prscbr: MilTON l£9N"_1iiiJl5fa&

 R.mIs:O
CIPROFLOXACIN HCl500 MG TAB
WATSDNlAes

TAKE AS DIRECTED FOR 1 DOSE

 
Ph: 973.594-4041#2724
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This is a WHITf: OBLONG·shaped TABLET imprinted with LOGO on the frOlit and CR 500 on the back.
CIPROFLOXACIN· ORAL· (sip·row·FLOX·ah·sinl I
COMMON BRAND NAMEIS):
~ ~
WARNING: ,£;
Tbismedication'may rarely cause tendon damage (e.g., tendonitis, tendon rupture) during or alter treatment. Your risk for tendon problems is greater if you are over 60 years of age, if you are taking 1;'~.-o
corticosteroids (such as prednisone), or if you have a kidney, heart or lung transplant. Stop exercising, rest, and seek immediate medical attention if you develop joint/muscle/tendon pain or swelling. ~oiiL.
USES: !l en ca
This medication is used to treat a variety of bacterial infections. Ciprofloxacin belongs to a class of drugs called quinolone antibiotics. It works by stopping the growth of bacteria. This .antibiotic treats onlyB1!.§
bacterial infections. It will not work for virus infections le.g., common cold, flu). Unnecessary use or overuse of any antibiotic can lead to its decreased effectiveness. il·~ 3
HOW TO USE: . :2 .. "
Read the. Medication Guide provided by your pharmacist before you start using ciprolloxacin and each tim~ you get a refill. If you have any questions, consult your doctor or pharmacist. This medication §! -g,
may be takenwithor without food, usuaJl~ .twi~ea d~y in. tbe momingand evening or as directe«! by your d~ctor. The.dilsage and fength of treatment is based on yo~r medical condition and resp~nse t~. 1il,g 5i
treatme.nt. Dnnk plen~y of f.IUldswhJle taking t~lsmedlcatlOn unless your doctor tells you otherwIse. T~ke thiS rre.dlca~onarleast ~ hours before ~r ~ hours af!er taking other products that may bl~~ to II, -s ·3·~

decreasing ItS effecuveness. Ask your PharmaCls.Va.bO.U.t the other. products y.ou take. Some examples I.nclude: qUinapnl, Vltamlnstm.lnerals 6ncludlng tron and ZinC supplements), andP.roducts containing §. ~'Ql
magnesium, aluminum, or calcium (such as antacids, didanosinesoluiion, calcium supplemen!s). Calcium·rich foods, including dairy products (such as milk, yogurt) or calciurn-enriched juice, can also ~ Q..~
decrease the effect of this medication. Take this medication at least 2hours before or 6 hours after eating calcium-rich foods, unless you are eating these foods as part of a larger meal that contains Ql. gj l5
oth~r.,.., (~on.ca.'cium-,ri,Ch) fOOdS.. These, o.ther.foo.?~ d.e.c,rease the ca!c.iu.m binding e.ffect. ASkyo..u..r ~o,'ctor or Pha.rmaci~t about safely .usingnutritionaISU,PPlements/repla.cements with thiS.medication. . :zi

1
gj ~

AntlblOUCS work best when the amount of medicine," lour body IS kept ata constant level. It IS rmportant notto I11ISS a dose. To help you remermer'and, to keep the drug at a constant level, take!t at the ii! c\L
sallie times ev'ery day. 'CQ"nlinlI11tli faKe this-medicatiiin u·ritilfh,j'fiill'prescflbiid··arniiunl islirii~heil, even if symplo'ms' disappeafafter afew days:- Stopjiiiiglh'emediCatiifnlo·o'ea-rlrmaV a11liwlracteria tli - - .fiO$
continue to grow, which may result in a return of the infection. Tell your doctor if yoiJrcondition persists or worsens. ~ ..~~.
SIDE EFFECTS: . '.. . ... 'Oil '"
See also Warning. section. Nause.a, di.ar.rhea,' diU.in~s, li9htheadedn.. es,s, headache, .or trouble slee..Pingmay occur...If...a.ny of th,ese eff.e..~ts. pers,ist. or.. w.orSen, tell your d.O.ctor ,or.Pha~a.c. i.S.. t promptly. '!SIf..•••
Ret,nernber t~,atyour doc,tor has pres~nbed t~JS med'EatJon,betause.heorshe has Jud9.ed that-the benefit to,you.1S gre.ater than thells~ of .sl~e ~ff~9,t~, M.a~y.pe.o'p'leuslng thl~ medl~atJon~o not have ~'i1' E"j
senou,s'Slde effects. Tell your doctor Immedlatelylf any of these unlikely bOt senous SIde effetts occur: mental/mood changes (e.g.,anxlI!ty, confUSion, halluclnatlons,depreS5lon, rare thoughts of , C:'~'2
suicide). shaking (tremors), skin that sunburns inore eas~y (siln sensitivityl. Ciprofloxacin may rarely cause serious nerve problems that may be reversible if identified and treated early.Seek'immediate Gli.:;;,

c: medical attention if you·develop any of the following symptoms: pain/numbness/burning/tingling/weakness in any part of the body. changes in hoVi you sense touch/pain/temperature/body 0) '.. ~
~ position/vibration. Tell your doctor immediately if any ofthese rare bOt very serious side effetts occur: unusual bruising/bleeding, severe/persistent headache, signs of a new infectionle.g., ~ []I
32 new/persistent fever, persistent sore throatl" unusual change in the amount of urine, change in color of urine (red/pink urine), signs of liver problems (e.g., unusual tiredness, stomach/abdominal pain. Ol.-E -g
1: persistent nausea/vomiting, yellowing eyes/skin, dark urin'e), vision changes. Seek immediate medicalallenrion if any of these rare but very serious side effects occur: severe dizziness, fainting, ~ ~:!!1

o fast.nrre.gUI.a.r hea.rtbeat, s.e.iz.ures. This medicati.on may r.ar.eIYcause a severe intestinal condition IClo,stridiu.m~if.fic~e·associated dia,.rrhea,) due to a type of .·resistant b.acteria. This condition may occur ~ ii g,
during treatment or weeks to months after treatment has stopped. Do not use anti·diarrhea products or narcotic pain medications if you have any of the following symptoms because these products may =' J!!''fil

15 ma~e them worse. !eUyour doctor immedi,ate!y. if you develop, persistent diarrhea, abd~minal. or ~toma~h pain/craJl1ping, blood/mucus inyo~r stoo.1. Us~ of this medication for prolonged orrepeate~ l!. 8E
.c penods may result In oral thrush or a new vaginal yeastlnfectJon. Contact your doctor If you-notice white patches In your mouth, a change mvagmal discharge; or other new symptoms. Avery senous i Ql~

i ~ allergic reaction 10 this drug is r~re. However,seek i9Jffiediate medical allention if you notice any of the 'following symptoms of a serious allergic reaction: rash, itching/swelling (especially of the a; m':o;
! (J) face/tongue/throat). severe dIZZIness, trouble breathing. ThIS IS not a complete list of pOSSIble SIde effects: If you nouce other effects not-listed above, contact your doctor ,or pharmaCIst In the US· Call ijl 0.:1:"
i a: your doctor for medical i1dviceabout side effects. You may report side effects to FDA at 1·800:FOA·l088.ln Canada· Call your doctor for medical advice about side effects. VOu may report, side effects to 1!..ct-: >1
i 15 Health Canada at 1·866-234·2345. ~~ E j
r _ PRECAUTlDNS: D: g~ .
':J Before taking ciprOfloxacin, tell your doctor or pharmacist if you are allergic to it; or to other quinolone antibiotics such as norfloxacin, gemifJoxacin,levofioxacin, moxifloxacin, or ofloxacin; or if you have iii 0 '" I

I
00.' any other allergies. This product may contain inactive ingredients, which can cause allergic reactions or other problems. Talk to your pharmacist for more deta~s. Before using this medication, tell your ;;;;; :s g I

doctor or pharmacist your medical history, especially of: diabetes, heart problems (e.g., recent heart attack). joint/tendon problems le.g., tendonitis, bursitis), kidney disease, liver disease, nervous ill;>' I

: ~ system disorder (e.g., peripheral neuropathy). seizure disorder, conditions that increase your risk of seizures (e.g., brain/head injury, brain tumors. cerebral atherosclerosis). Ciprofloxacin may cause a € ~ I
il~ m'oo.~, .if.." ••h", ~,"m '" ~''".., QT ,m'"~'oo,~, "'re,"M', ~"" ","00", 'mre' ,.0'w._,..:~::~::':::.::"",..,"'01'" ,tIJ
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that require immediate medical attention. The risk of OT prolongation may be increased if you have certain medical conditions or are taking other drugs that may affect the heart rhythm
(see also Drug Interactions section). Belore using ciprofloxacin, tell your doctor or pharmacist il you have any of the lollowing conditions: certain heart problems {heart failure, slow
heartbeat, or prolongation in the EKGI, fanvly history of certain heart problems (OT prolongation in theEKG, sudden cardiac deathl.low levels 01 potassium or magnesium in the blood
may also increase your risk of OT prolongation. This risk may increase il you use certain drugs Isuch as diureticsl"waler pms"l or if you have conditions such as severe sweating, diarrhea,

.__or ~miting. Talk to your doctor about using ciprofloxacin salely. This medication may rarely cause serious changes in blood sugar levels, especially il you have diabetes~ Watch for
symptoms· ofliigh blood suganhcliidiiig increased thifsrana urination. Also' watch lor syminoms of"ioW·biolfd~O!l1!rsucn-as·nervllmlle~irakii;ess;iastileartlreat.·sweating;-orinnl~r.' .
Check your blood sugar regularly as directed by your doctor and report any changes. If you experience symptoms 01 low blood sugar, you may ra.ise your blood sugar by using glucose
tablets/ge~or eating a quick source 01 sugar such as table sugar, honey, or candy, or drink fruit juice or non·dietsoda. Tell youi doctor immediately about the reaction and the use of this
product: To help prevent low blood sugar, eat meals on a regular schedule, and do not skip meals. This drug may make you dizzy. Do not drive, use maChinery, or do any activity that
requires al~rtness until you are sure you can perform such activities safely . limit alcoholic beverages. This medication may make you more sensitive to the sun. Avoid prolonged sun
exposure, tanning booths, and sunlamps. Use a sunSCreen and wear protective Clothing when outdoors. Caution is advised when using this drug in thildren because they may be mole
sensitive to its possible side effects (e.g., joint/tendon problems). Oistuss the risks and benefits with the doctor. Kidney function declines as you grow older. This medication is removed by
the kidneys. Therelore, older adults may be more sensitive to its side efleclssuch as tendon problems (especially if they are also taking corticosteroids such as prednisone or
hydrocortisone) or heart problems. Discuss the risks and benefits. with your doctor. During pregnancy, this medication should be used only when clearly needed. Discuss the risks and
beriefits with your doctor. This medication passes into breast milk. Consult your doctor before breast·leeding.
DRUG INTERACTIONS:
See also the How to Use section. The effects of some drugs can change il you take other drugs or herbal,products at the same time. This can increase your risk for serious side effects Dr
may cause your medications not to work correctly. These drug interactions are possible. bUI do not always occur. Your doc.lororpharmacist can often prevenl Dr manage inleraclions by
changing how you use your medications Dr by close monitoring. To help your doctor and pharmacist give you the best care, be sure to tell your doctor and pharmacist about all the
products you use (inchiljingprescription drugs, nonprescription drugs, arid herbal products) before starting treatment with this product. While using this product, do not 'lart, stop, Of
ch_nge the_dosage otany olher medicines you are using without your doctor's approvill. Some products that may inleract with Ihis drug include: live bacterial vaccines (e.g., typhoid,
BCS),"blolid thinners" (e.g., warfarin), corticosteroids (e;g., prednisone. hydrocortisone); cyclosporine, drugs removed lrom your body by certain liver enzymes (such as c1oiapine,
duloxetine, phenytoin. ropinirole, tacrine), drugs for.diabetes (e.g., glyburide, insulin),. methotrexate,nonsteroidalanti·inflanvnatory drugs (NSAIOs such as ibuprofen, naproxenl,
pro~enecid, sevelamer,stronti~m, tizanidine, theophylline, urinary alkalinizers (e.g., potassiumlsodium citrate): Many drugs besides ciprofloxacin may affect the heart rhythm (OT
prlilongation), including amiodarone, doletilide, Quinidine, procainarnide, sotalol, certain macrolide antibiotics (e.g., erythromycin. clarithromycin); and certain antipsychotic medications
(e.g., pimozide, thioridazine, ziprasidone); among others. Also report the use 01 drugs that might increaseseiziJreiisk when combined with this medication SUCh as isoniazid (lNH),
ph'enothiazines (e.g., chlorpromazine), or tricyclic. antidepressants (e.g., amitriptyline), among others. Consult your docioror pharmacist for details. Avoid drinking large amounts of
beverages·coniaining caffeine Icoffee, tea, colas), eating large amounts of chocolate, or taking over·the·counterproduc·IS that cDntain caffeine til keep you awake and alert. This drug may
increase a.nd/or· prolong the effects of caffeine. Although most antibiotics probably do not affect hormonal birth control such as pills. patch, or ring, some antibiotics may decrease their
effectiveness. This could causepregriancy. ~amples include rifamycins such as rilampin or rifabutin. Be sure to .ask y.our doctor Dr pharmacist if you should use additional reliable birth \,;
control methods while usin9 this antibiotic. This document does not contain all possible drug interactions. Keep a liitof alfthe products you use. Share this list with your doctor and
pharrna.cist to lessen yliur nsk for serious medication problems. .
OVERDOS~ .
If o.verdose issuspected,contact yourlocal poison control center or emergency room immediately. US residents can call the US National Poison Hotline at 1·800·222·1222. Canada
residents·can call a provincial poison control center. .
NOTES:
Do not share this medication with others. This medication has been prescribed for your current condition only, Do not use it later fur anotherinfection unless told to do wby your doctor. A
different medication may be necessary in thosocases. laboratory and/or medicaltests (e.g., kidney function, blood. counts, cultures) should be performed periodically to monitor your
progress,or check for side effects. Consult your dlfctor for more details.
MISSED DOSE:
If you rniss a dose. take·it as soon as you remember. II it is neal the time 01 the next dose, skip the missed Ijoseand resume your usual dosing schedule. Do noi double the dose to catch

r----':!Si~ORAGe; ... . .~. ._-
Store at room temperature below 86 degrees F(30 degrees C) away from light and moisture. Do nOlstore in the bathroom. Keep all mediCines away from children and pelS. 00 not'flush
medications dowri the toiletor pour them into a drain unless instructed to do so. Properly discard this product when it is expired or no longer needed. Consult your pharmacist or local
wastedisposal company lor more delails about how to salelydiscard your product. • .
Information last.revised.January 2011 Copyright(c) 2011 First DataBank, Inc.
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drug may make you dizzy. Do not drive, use machinery, or do any achvlly that reqUlfes"alenness Until you"arEniure-you -~"RJrm SUl;o ~CU\f1ut::> ;)(l IC'lt. ·UIlIrr.cm;~I"UIlt. u'CY(ao~c:;;). \111'"

medication may make you more sensitive to the sun. Avoid prolonged sun exposure, tanning booths, and sunlamps. Use a sunscreeii and wear protective clothing when outdoors. Caution
is advised when using this drug in children because they may be more sensitive to its possible side effects le.g., joint/tendon problemsl. Discuss the risks and benefits with the do.ctor.

· Older adults may be more sensitive to the side eHects of this medication such as heart problems or tendon problems. The risk lor tendon problems is higher if they are also taking"
corticosteroids (e.g., prednisone.,hydrocortisone). During pregnancy. this medication should be used only when clearly needed. Discuss the risks and benelits with your doctor. It is
unknown if this drug passes into breast milk. Consult your doctor before breast·feeding. .
DRUG INT:ERACTIONS:
See also Ifow to Use section. Your doctor or pharmacist may already be aware of any possible drug interactions and may be monitoring you for them. 00 not start, stop. or change the
dosage of'any medicine before checking with them first. This drug should not be used with the following medication because very serious interactions may occur: strontium. II you are

: currently using the medication fisted above. tell your doctor or pharmacist before starting moxifloxacin. Many drugs besides moxifloxacin may)f1ectthe heart rhythm (OT prolongation),
including amiodarone, dofetilide, procainamide. quinidine,sotalol. certain macrolide antibiotics fe.g., erythromycin, clarithr.omycinl. and certairi'antipsychotic. medications le.g., pimozide, .
thioridazine, ziprasidone), among others. Therefore, belore using moxifloxacin, report all medications you are currently using to your doctor or:pharmacisl. Before using'this medicatioO>tell

· your doctor or pharmacist of all prescription and nonprescription/herbal products you may use, especially of: live bacterial vaccines (e,g., typh~id. BCG!. corticosteroids (e.g.• prednisone,
;' hydrocortisone), drugs for diabetes le.g.. glyburide, insulin), nonsteroidal anti·inflammatory drugs (NSAlOs such as ibuprofen. naproxen), warfarin. Also report the use of drugs that might
· increase seiiure risk' when combined with 'this medication such as isoniazid (INHI. pheriothialines le.g., chlorpromaline), theophylline, or tricyclic antidepressants (e.g., amitriptyline),
· among others. Consult your doctor or pharmacist lor details. Although most antibiotics probably do not affect hormonal birth contro.! such a's pills, patch. or ring, some antibiotics may
: decrease iheir effectiveness. This could cause pregnancy. Examples include rifamycins such.as rifampin or rilabutin. Be sure to ask your dottor or pharmacist if you should use additional

reliable birth control methods while using this anlibiotic. This document does nol contain all possible interactions. Therefore, before using thiS product, tell your doctor or pharmacist 01 all
'. the products you use. Keep a list of all your medications with you, and share the list with your doctor and pharmacist.

OVEROOSE:
II overdose is suspected, contact your local poison control center or emergency room immediately. US residents can call the US National Poison Hotline at 1·800·222·1222. Canada

· residents can calla provinci.al poison control center.
NOTES:
00 not share this medication with others. This medication has been prescribed for your current condition only. 00 not use it later for am)ther infection unless told to do so by your doctor. A
diHerentmedication may be necessary in that case. Laboratory andlormedicaltests (e.g., liver function, complete blood count, blood glucose) should be performed periodically to monitor
your progress or check for side effects. Consult your doctor for more details.
MISSED DOSE:
If you miss adose, take it as soon as you remember. If it is near the time of the next dose. skip the missed dose and resume yotirusual dosing schedule. 00 not double the dose to catch
up.
STORAGE:
Store a! room temperature at 77 degrees F(25 degrees C) away from light and.moisture. Brief storage between 59-86 degrees F(15·30 degrees C) is permitted. Do not store in the
bathroom. Keep all'medicines away from children and pelS. OO'noJ f1ush.medications down the tonet or pour' them inloa drain unless instructed to do so. Properly discard this product when
it is expired or no longer needed. Consult your pharmacist or local waste disposal company lor more details about how to safely discard yourproducl.
Information last revised January 2011 Copyright(c) 2011 First DatJBank, Inc. .
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Problem industry-wide
2011 Report of Corporate problems
Social Significant Issue: Letter patients have to use who have

adverse reactions when seeing their own doctors.
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PATIENT PRESCRIPTION INFORMATION ""
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR MEDICATION.
PLEASE CONTACT YOUR PHARMACIST·: .

MOON KIM.RPh.03/0612011
Prscbr: MILTON LE9NJ\ll1 I """"'86
Refills: 0

~/ilharil1aCY'
,jg~~~AOWAy.•VAN HOUTEN AIJE #2724 Ph: 973.594·4041
PASSAIC. NJ
07055  

C,l~~~LOXACIN HCL 500 MG TAB

TAKE AS DIRECTED FOR 1DOSE

This is a WHITF, OBlONG·shaped TABLET imprinted with lOGO on the front and CR 500 on the back.
CIPROFLOXACIN· ORAL ·lsip·row·FLOX·ah-sin)
COMMON BRAND NAME(S);
~ IWARNING: .
This medication'may rarely cause tendon damage (e.g., lendonitis, tendon rupture) during or after treatment Your risk for tendon problems is greater if you are over 60 years of age, if you are taking 1>~ .
corticosteroids (such as prednisone), or-if you have'a kidney, heart or lung transplant. Stop exercising, rest, and seek immediate medical attention if you develqp joint/muscle/tendon pain or swelling. i '0 ~
~~ ~~.
This medication is used to treat a variety of bacteri~1 infections. Ciprofloxacinbelongs to a class of drugs called quinolone antibiotics. It ~orks by stopping th~ growth of bacteria. This antibiotic treats onlyfS ~,g
bactenal mfectlOns. It Will nOt work for VirUS mfewons (e.g., common cold, flu). Unnecessary use or overuse 0.1 any anhblohc can lead to Its decreased effectiveness. 1l '2 B
HOW TO USE: .,; '1iI '"
Read the Medication Guide provided by your phannacist before you .start using c!profloxaci.n and each time you get a refill. If you have any questions, ~onsultyour doctor o~pharmaci~t. This medication l' l!!. al
may be taken with or wlthou! food,usually twl~e ad~y In. the mornmg and evening or as d,recte«! by your d~ctor. The .dosage and length of trealmentls based on your medIcal condlhon and resp?nse t~ _;g a.
treatment. Drmk plenty of flUids while takmg thiS med,cafion'unless your doctor tells you othe~lse. Take thIS med,cahon at least 2hours before or 6 hours after taking other products that may bOld to II, 5:':;' ·.m
decreasing its ef~eetiveness. Ask your pharmacistabout the. other products y.ou take. Some exampl~s in~lude: quin~pnl, vitami~s/minerals lincluding iron and zinc suppl~entsl,.and p!oducts containing §: ~ III
magnesium, aluOlnum, or calCium lsuch as antaCids, dldanosme solutIon. calCium supplements). Calclum·nch foods, mcJudmg dairy products (such as milk, yogurt) or calclUm-ennched JUice, can also .Il!. Ii..:;,
decrease the effect of this medication. Take this medication at least 2 hours before Dr 6 hours allereating calcium-rich foods. unless you are eating these foods as part of a larger meal that contains om· gfa i
other Inon·calcium·rich) foods. These other loo?~ de!'rease the ca~cium binding elfect.Ask you.'~octor or pharmacist about safely usin9nutritioilafsupplemimts/replacements with this medication.. ~.!:; i·
AntibIOtiCS workbesl when the amount of mediCine 10 your body IS kept at a constant lev.et. It IS Important not to IllISS a dose. To help you remember and to keep the drug at a constant level, take ',t at the l/(lI1' Jij'

. same timeseve,y day. 'Continuii'fii falfe'lhismerncahOnuntil fhetUlrprescril!eoamount isTimshed. 'even if SYmptoms disappeiliafter a few oays:- Stopjiiifglne melliCationloYearly'liiay illlilliib-aEteriaro - 'U:5 ~..
continue. to grow, which may result in a return .Of the infection. Tell your doctor if your conditi.on p.ersists or worse.ns. . ." Jl..~ ~
SIDE EFFECTS: '0 '1Ill!!
See also Warning section. Nausea. dia~rhea. dizzine~s.li~htheadedness, headache, or troubles/eeping may occur.. If any of these effects pers.ist or worsen. tell your doctor or.pharmacislpromptly.. 'iii '§j 0::'
Re~mb~r that your doctor has.prescnbed. !hlS medication. b.eca.use.he or she has Ndg.ed thanhe beneIlllo YOU.IS greater tllan the ns_~_of Slde:efte9~~' MallY.peopleusmg thl~ Il]edlcahon dll npthave "3! '1:'
senous Side eff.eets. Tell your doctor urmedlately If any of these unlikely but seno.usslde effects occur: mentalfmoorfchanges (e.g., anxiety, conluslOn,hallucmatlons. depresSion, rare thoughts of c' ~,g
suicide), shaking (tremors!. skin thatsunbums more easily Isun sensitivity). Ciprofloxacin may rarely cause serious nerve problems that may be reversible if identified and treated early. Seek inmediate ~'~:g
medical attention if you develop any of the following symptoms: painlnumbnesslburningltinglinglweakness in any part of the body, changes in how you sense touch/pain/te~eraturelbody <Zl 5'c
position/vibration. Tell your doctor immediately if any of these rare but very serious side effects occur: unusual bruisinglbleeding. severe/persistent headache•. signs of anew Infection (e.g.. i5,'g,,!l!!
new./persistent lev.er. persist.ent sore throal!. unusual change in the amount 01 urine. c.hange in color of urine (red/pink urine). signs of liver problems le.g.., unusual tiredness. stomachlabdominal pain. {!~.-g
persistent nausea/vomiting, yellowing eyes/skin, dark urine), vision changes. Seek immediate medical attention if any of these rare but very serious side effects occur; severe dizziness, fainting, al"i :!!!
fastflrregular heartbeat, seizures. This medication may rarelY. cause a severe inte..stinal.conditio.n.. I.Clostridium difficil.e.associated d.i.arrheal due.to a type of resistant bacteria. This condition may occu.r :ii'S. g ..
during treatment Dr weeks to, months alter treatment has stopped. 00 nOluse anti-diarrhea products Dr narcotic pain medications if you have any of the following symptoms because these products may :iii l!! 1il
ma~e themworse.:rell your doctor immediate~y il you develop.: persistent diarrhea, abdominal Dr ~toma~h pain/crail!Ping, blood/mucus in yo~r stooL Us~ of this medication for prolonged Dr repeate~ III 8 E
penods may result moral thrush or a new vagmal yeast mfectlOn. Contact your doctor If you notice while patches 10 your mo.uth, a change In v.agmal discharge, or other new symptoms.A very 'senous 'gj .ill.E!,
allergic reaction to this drug is. rare. However, seek il1ll1ediate medical attention;f you notice any of the following symptoms of a serio.us allergic reaction: rash. itchinglswelling (especially of the '" a ~
face/tongue/throat),. severe. dizziness. trouble breathing. This is not ~ complete list of possible side effects. II you notice other effects not listed. above•.contact yO,ur doctor or pharmacist. In the US •Call iJ ~~
your doctor lor medical adVice about side effects. You may report Side effects to FOAat 1·.800-FDA·lOSS. In Canada -Call your doctor lor medIcal adVIce aboul Side effects. You may report Side effects to 1! §- .
Health Canada at 1·866-234-2345. I-'~ ~
PRECAUTIONS: Ii: 1"- Qj
Before taking ciprofloxacin. tell your doctor or phannacist if you are allergic to it; Dr to other quinolone antibiotics such as norfloxacin, gemifloxacin,levofloxacin, moxifloxacin, Dr ofloxacin; Dr if you have III 6~
any other allergies. This product may contain inactive ingredients, whIch can cause allergic reactions or other problems. Talk to your pharmacist for more details. Before using this medication, tell your I~ 5
doctor or phannacist your medical history, especially of: diabetes, heart problems (e.g., recent heart attack), joint/tendon problems (e.g., tendonitis, bursitisl, kidney disease, liver disease, nervous ~ ;;-
system disorder le.g., penpheral neuropathy), seizure disorder, conditions that increase your risk of seizures le.g., brain/head injury, brain tumors, cerebral atherosclerosis). Ciprofloxacin may cause a € <;
condition that aifects the heart rhythm lOT prolongationl. fiT prolongation can infrequently result in serious (rarely fatal) fast/irregular heartbeat and other symptoms (such as severe dizziness, fainting) .a !5

~.f ~
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Dear Doctor, 

As you are probably aware, the fluoroquinolone class of antibiotics is useful for certain serious 
infections. Unfortunately, f1uoroquinolones also have a long history of serious adverse drug 
reactions, many of them long term. (1) As a consequence of these reactions, several of these 
drugs have been removed from clinical practice or their use severely restricted. Besides the 
severe life threatening immediate reactions, those of a more chronic nature may occur. 

The spectrum of these adverse reactions is extremely broad. Patients suffering from these 
reactions are often misdiagnosed, referred for a psychiatric consult or even unfairly labeled as 
"difficult patients." 

Many physicians have not been properly educated about the severe nature of these chronic 
adverse reactions, some of which result in life-long disabilities. Post-marketing studies of several 
flouroquinolones have shown an incidence of adverse reactions much higher than were originally 
reported in pre-clinical studies. (1,2,3) 

You are probably aware that the f1uoroquinolones are eukaryotic DNA gyrase and topoisomerase 
inhibitors very similar to many antineoplastic agents. Because of their similar mechanisms of 
action, it's no surprise that f1uoroquinolones and many antineoplastic agents share similar toxicity 
profiles. Studies have even been conducted using f1uoroquinolones to inhibit neoplastic 
chondrocyte growth in chondrosarcoma. (4) 

There are many patients who have a syndrome of associated symptoms that include, but are not 
limited to: CNS agitation, depression, insomnia, new-onset anxiety and panic attacks, and even 
elevated intracranial pressure and visual abnormalities. They may also present with peripheral 
neuropathy usually of the small fiber type with temperature and pain sensory aberrations, but also 
often involving larger sensory and motor nerves. Spontaneous muscle activity with fasciculations, 
myokymia and myoclonic jerks may also occur. Many have musculoskeletal damage with 
degeneration of cartilage and tendons often leading to tendon rupture and severe ongoing 
musculoskeletal pain long after therapy has been discontinued. (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) 

This complex symptomatology does not usually resolve after discontinuation of the inducing 
f1uoroquinolone and may in fact worsen. Many patients go on to have disability that may persist for 
years. (1) Unfortunately, such patients are often seen by many physicians from multiple 
specialties who, given the complex symptomatology, fail to recognize a unifying diagnosis. 

The mechanism of injury is not fully apparent, but several studies have been conducted and 
researchers have implicated the following possible mechanisms: 

1. Inhibition or disruption of the CNS GABA receptor. (9) 

2. Depletion of magnesium and disruption of cellular enzymatic function. (10) 

3. Disruption of mitochondrial function and energy production. (11,12) 

4. Oxidative injury and cellular death. (14) 

This seems to be a functional disorder and structural abnormalities are not usually seen on 
radiological studies. (13) Patients may have abnormal EMG/NCV studies, abnormal skin punch 
neurologic density and morphology, abnormal vasomotor and sudomotor function on autonomic 
testing, and abnormal degeneration of tendons and cartilage on MRI. (13) 

There may be a large number of these patients with coexisting endocrine abnormalities including: 
antithyroid antibodies and abnormal thyroid function, abnormal adrenal function with either hyper 



or hypocortisolism, hypogonadism, hypo or hyperglycemia and possibly impaired pituitary function. 
(13) 

Most patients suffering from these side effects have a very clear onset of symptoms temporally 
related to a course of fJuoroquinolone antibiotic. (13) They were often given the fJuoroquinolone in 
conjunction with a corticosteroid or NSAID. Both of these classes of medications are associated 
with an increased incidence of adverse drug reaction from fJuoroquinolones. (10,13) 

As of yet no scientifically proven effective treatment is known, however patients will definitely 
benefit from your caring support and appropriate informed care. Of course, other diseases with 
similar symptoms need to be carefully ruled out. 

There exists a large community of these patients who share information on the World Wide Web. 
Their numbers grow as the prescription of fJuoroquinolones increases. Many of these patients are 
professionals like myself who have been affected by these drugs. Thank you for your time and 
consideration. 

Todd R. Plumb MD 
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Note to readers: The purpose of this E-Letter is solely informational and educational. The 
information herein should not be considered to be a substitute for the direct medical advice of your 
doctor, nor is it meant to encourage the diagnosis or treatment of any illness, disease, or other 
medical problem by laypersons. If you are under a physician's care for any condition, he or she 
can advise you whether the information in this E-Letter is suitable for you. Readers should not 
make any changes in drugs, doses, or any other aspects of their medical treatment unless 
specifically directed to do so by their own doctors. 
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Dear Doctor, 

As you are probably aware, the f1uoroquinolone class of antibiotics is useful for certain serious 
infections. Unfortunately, fluoroquinolones also have a long history of serious adverse drug 
reactions, many of them long term. (1) As a consequence of these reactions, several of these 
drugs have been removed from clinical practice or their use severely restricted. Besides the 
severe. life threatening immediate reactions, those of a more chronic nature may occur. 

The spectrum of these adverse reactions is extremely broad. Patients suffering from these 
reactions are often misdiagnosed, referred for a psychiatric consult or even unfairly labeled as 
"difficult patients." 

Many physicians have not been properly educated about the severe nature of these chronic 
adverse reactions, some of which result in life-long disabilities. Post-marketing studies of several 
flouroquinolones have shown an incidence of adverse reactions much higher than were originally 
reported in pre-clinical studies. (1,2,3) 

You are probably aware that the fluoroquinolones are eukaryotic DNA gyrase and topoisomerase 
inhibitors very similar to many antineoplastic agents. Because of their similar mechanisms of 
action, it's no surprise that f1uoroquinolones and many antineoplastic agents share similar toxicity 
profiles. Studies have even been conducted using f1uoroquinolones to inhibit neoplastic 
chondrocyte growth in chondrosarcoma. (4) 

There are many patients who have a syndrome of associated symptoms that include, but are not 
limited to: CNS agitation, depression, insomnia, new-onset anxiety and panic attacks, and even 
elevated intracranial pressure and visual abnormalities. They may also present with peripheral 
neuropathy usually of the small fiber type with temperature and pain sensory aberrations, but also 
often involving larger sensory and motor nerves. Spontaneous muscle activity with fasciculations, 
myokymia and myoclonic jerks may also occur. Many have musculoskeletal damage with 
degeneration of cartilage and tendons often leading to tendon rupture and severe ongoing 
musculoskeletal pain long after therapy has been discontinued. (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) 

This complex symptomatology does not usually resolve after discontinuation of the inducing 
f1uoroquinolone and may in fact worsen. Many patients go on to have disability that may persist for 
years. (1) Unfortunately, such patients are often seen by many physicians from multiple 
specialties who, given the complex symptomatology, fail to recognize a unifying diagnosis. 

The mechanism of injury is not fUlly apparent, but several studies have been conducted and 
researchers have implicated the following possible mechanisms: 

1. Inhibition or disruption of the CNS GABA receptor. (9) 

2. Depletion of magnesium and disruption of cellular enzymatic function. (10) 

3. Disruption of mitochondrial function and energy production. (11,12) 

4. Oxidative injury and cellular death. (14) 

This seems to be a functional disorder and structural abnormalities are not usually seen on 
radiological studies. (13) Patients may have abnormal EMG/NCV studies, abnormal skin punch 
neurologic density and morphology, abnormal vasomotor and sudomotor function on autonomic 
testing, and abnormal degeneration of tendons and cartilage on MRI. (13) 

There may be a large number of these patients with coexisting endocrine abnormalities including: 
antithyroid antibodies and abnormal thyroid function, abnormal adrenal function with either hyper 



or hypocortisolism, hypogonadism, hypo or hyperglycemia and possibly impaired pituitary function. 
(13) 

Most patients suffering from these side effects have a very clear onset of symptoms temporally 
related to a course of f1uoroquinolone antibiotic. (13) They were often given the f1uoroquinolone in 
conjunction with a corticosteroid or NSAID. Both of these classes of medications are associated 
with an increased incidence of adverse drug reaction from f1uoroquinolones. (10,13) 

As of yet no scientifically proven effective treatment is known, however patients will definitely 
benefit from your caring support and appropriate informed care. Of course, other diseases with 
similar symptoms need to be carefully ruled out. 

There exists a large community of these patients who share information on the World Wide Web. 
Their numbers grow as the prescription of fluoroquinolones increases. Many of these patients are 
professionals like myself who have been affected by these drugs. Thank you for your time and 
consideration. 

Todd R. Plumb MD 
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1 through a list of possibilities. One of them is a concern

2 about restricting Tavanic, which was the European name for
...-..: ::::>

3 Levaquin, to in-hospital use. That gets you to the same

4 contraindication problem that sparfloxacin got to.

5 Labeling changes would follow, and least onerous would be

6 letting the company continue its current campaign of

7 alerting doctors to the situation, which of course they

8 were riot doing.

9 This is the doctor talking about how to minimize

10 the warning label so that they don't have economic, adverse

11 economic impact. Farther down on that document they start

12 talking about the epidemiology study that Europe wanted,

13 and I've highlighted the section that reads, Moreover, the

14 study envisioned struck many as very insufficient in its

15 present design.

16

16 That's Aventis's proposed study. It might

17 actually generate more damaging material unless careful

18 thought were given to other fluoroquinolone and

19 nonfluoroquinolone experience in the same database.

20 They're worried about an adverse result if they do the

21 proPElr study. They had to manipulate the study. _

22 Ultimately, they did manipulate the study in our- .,.,
23 view. That was the Ingenix study, and we will talk about

24 what they did with t,hat. Mr. SCl,ul will go into more detail

25 than I wilL You can see the precursor of manipulation of

KRISTINE MOUSSEAU, CRR--R!?R
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1 the Ingenix stpdy right after the Kitano meeting. The

2 proper remedy is not to fault the agent but to seek remedy

3 in either changing medical practice or more thoroughly

4 advising physicians of the identified risk factors.

17

5 It's not Levaquin's fault. It's the doctors'

6 fault. We have got to make sure the doctors don't use t,his

7 wrong. There is nothing wrong with Levaquin. Of course,

8 blame others. Isn't that always the case, blame the victim

9 in situations like this?

10 The sine qua non of our efforts should be making

11 the case that the European picture is distorted by medical

12. practices and in no way implicates levofloxacih as the lone

13 culprit. It's the doctors'fault. We· need to consider

14 doing the correct epidemiological study ourselves. We have

15 far more at stake than does Aventis, and there would be no

16 ambivalence clouding our commitment to doing it right.

17 Far more at stake? Ortho--'McNeil had one

18 antibiotic. Aventis had a bunch. If Aventis lost Tavanic,

i9 Levaquin, their revenues would not suffer. If Johnson &

20 Johnson, Ortho-McNeil, lost Levaquin, they would be losing_ ....---:..-._----'--~-----_:.-..:...;.:..-...--..,.;:-----------=------=>;..
21 their number one drug. They had far more at stake, and

=----
22 that's all for that document.

23 Their mindset, the entire franchise was riding on

24 a sihgl~ toss.. That's What Jim Kahn said again in his

25 deposit;i.on. The stakes have gone up, Larry JohnSon wrote

KRISTINE MOUSS.EAU,CM-RPR
(612)' 664-5106



1 this, w~en the Germans suggested there was a problem with

2 LevaquiE,.- There was some discussion about contraindication
r-

3 occurring with the British advisor, Dr. Steven Evans, and.-
4 the writing was that a contraindication would be tantamount

5 to a withdrawal_ They were worried about that.

6 The~ that'st,he j¥it.l.sh authorj-ty, they were

7 proposing a label change, and this could lead to a bad

8 result, which we have already detailed. Now this document

9 is the one that I was talking about that I don't believe

10 was used in the deposition, but it also had the provision

11 in it that said we cannot accept a label change that would

12 show Levaquin having a greater potential for tendon

13 toxicity than any other fluoroquinolone. The study could

14 be a nightmare. That would be the Ingenix study, if it

15 came out wrong.

16 And finally one of the marketing people talking

17 to the scientists about how to manage the study said,

18 you've got to do whatever it takes. This is the marketing

19 people talking now about how to do science, just as the
_:..:::.---""==~~~.:::-~-=..::-.....::....:.:.::==:,:..:

20 science people were talking about how to do marketing with

18

21

22

23

24

ultimately one goal, profits over people.

We have four categories of claims of bad acts

that we believe §iP? germane to this motion. First, the
.. f'

defendant deliberately disregarded patient rights

concerning the warnings. Second, they manipulated the

KRISTI~E MOUSSEAU, CRR-R~R
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scientific literature for their own economic purposes.

That's the Ingenix study.

3 Third, they deliberately disregarded existing

4 scientific literature. There were, we count, 16 articles

5 published by 2003 wherein either Floxin or Levaquin was

6 shown to have a greater tendinopathic potential than other

7 fluoroquinolones in the class. It was out there. It was

8 not in JAMA. It was not in the Archives of Internal

9 Medicine.

10 Dr. Beecher, our family practice physician in the

11 Schedin case working in Edina, would not be seeing these.

12 Some of them were internal documents, like the Aventis

13 study that as given to"the MCA. There were 16 articles

14 that Johnson & Johnson had and should have known about that

15 they disregarded.

16 Then on top of that what do they do is, they turn

17 their sales force loose, ana their sales force has one

18 mantra: Tell everybody how safe Levaquin is, touting the

19 high safety prof~le of this drug. Theydeliberately

20 disregarded patient rights. They created a plan to

21 maximize profits while avoiding safety issues.

22 Sitting around in board room 301 in the Kitaho

that said anything about $i:!.fetY issues and how do~

It was how do we avoid the safety

~ -.,.-..---------...:::....~

meeting, you didn't see anything in that James Kahn memo
-------..

the safety problems.

24

23

25
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1 problems in order to make sure we don't lose any money.

2 They £yrposely sought to avoid label changes.

3 I had an e-mail from Dr. Noel, one of the medical

4 people involved in this. That's attached to this, but I

5 highlight back for you the notion that I mentioned before

6 about how they refuse to incorporate anything in their

7 label change about Levaquin beiog worse than the other

8 fluoroquinolones.

9 They knowingly decided not to share the warnings

10 information with the public. One of the docuIilent~ that I

11 have that the defendant has finally acknowledged is a set

12 of handwritten notes from yet another doctor, Chuen Yee,

13 from Johnson & Johnson, sitting at the Kitano meeting, and

14 that documents says in her handwriting, Not share with

15 public, and it's talking about the French agency reports.

20

16

17

Don't tell anybody about it.

They ignored their own published literature and

I
I

I
1

18 how best to communicate warnings to doctors. I mentioned

19 Dr. Fife. He's one of the doctors involved with Johnson &

20 Johnson. He's an epidemiologist. One oftl:;le epidemiology

21 studies he published, and I'm not Sl1re put what this

22 article is marked confidential. Let me just take a quick

23 look here.

24 No, thE:lY didn't mark this one confidential. What

25 Dr. Fife says at the end of his article, if I have it

KRISTINE MOUSSE~U, CRR~RPR
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1 highlighted -- let's see if I can pull that up for you. He

2 did an epidemiology study to determine what is the most

3 effective way to communicate warnings to doctors, and what

4 he finds in the last sentence is the most telling I think.

5 The key characteristics.of a successful drug warning appear

6 to be specificity, prominence, brevity, no reliance on

7 secondary informCition, publicity and in-person discussions .
.,.

8 You've got to do stuff other than bury it on the

9 lower left corner of page 2,448 of the PDR when that book

10 comes out every year and don't tell a doctor about it.

11 Their own doctor says, their own epidemiology department

12 tells how you should be doing that. They ignore their own

21

::{(
15

16

published literature and how best to communicate with

doctors.

They intentionally buried the warning, as I have

described to you. They failed to send a dear doctor

17 letter. There were dear doctors letters sent, if I get the

18 countries right, in France, Italy, Belgium, Germa~y,-
19 Austria, and I'm missing one. There were siX' of them, aTl

(

~o· in 2001 and early 2002, about the corticosteroid elderly

21 problem. Was there one sent in the United States? No.

22 Dr. Canabarro from Aventis was deposed, and what

23 she said in her deposition was, she was· asked, Jyou know,

24 why do you send out a dear doctor letter, and her response

25 was, well, you know, wehaq.. it in the warnings. But why
'\

\

''------ ../
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1 did you send out the dear doctor letter? Because the

2 warning wasn't enough, and we wanted to make sure to
< ::=:=

3 communicate with doctors. Aventis did it. Johnson &

4 Johnson didn't. -
5 They deliberately did not train their sales

6 representatives to proactively callout label changes to

7 doctors. L deposed Teresa Turano two weeks ago. She was

8 the 30(b) (6) corporate representative on sales training.

9 She didn't know much, but what was clear from her was that

10 there was no policy to tell sales representatives that

11 whenever there is a label change you have got to tell

12 doctors.

13 What they did do is, theY handed out a copy of

22

14 the package insert every time they went there,

15 theoretically, but that doesn't mean. they said to the

16 doctor, you know, take a look here. There is a label

17 change. I want to make'sure you're aware of this. They

18 did not do that.

19 They did do that with the black box. The sales

20 force was told proactively, tell doctors about the black

21 box. Were they told proactively to tell doctors about the

22 black box? were they told proactively to tell doctors

23 about that 2001 label change? According to the corporate

24

25

~epresentative, there was no such policy.

They deliberately. didn't issue press releases-----------
KRISTINE MOUS$EAU, CRR-RPR
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1 ~blicizing changes. I deposed Greg Panico last week, the

2 corporate representative on press releases. He, too,

3 didn't know a lot, but what he did say was there was no

4 policy to initiate press releases about label changes. We

5 went through a litany of documents. They kept track of

6 every news article.

7 There were clear press releases issued about new

8 indications that the FDA had approved, but was there any-
9 indication whatsoever that they issued a pretty release on

10 any label changes? Not a one. They didn't undertake any

11 seminars, public speaking engagements, lunch or learn

12 trainings.

13 They didn't educate doctors in tl1.e marmer that

14 they otherwise do educate doctors about new indications.

15 They didn't publish articles talking about the risk of

23

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

tendon disorde~s, and I will come back to that in a little

bit when I talk about the publication plan and the ghost

writing.

They manipulated the Ingenix study for their own--
economic purposes. The Ingenix study started to appear in

discussions in the late fall of 2001. Aventis made a

proposal about the protocol.. The idea was that they would

respond to the, French authorities. The French authorities

I
I
!

I
~

i
~

24 wanted to know w-h,at was the comparative tendon toxicity
I

25 between tev{aquin and the other fluol?oquinolones.

\
,·,-..c .
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1 The Johnson & Johnson response was -- and Aventis

24

2 was going to do a study that said that. Johnson & Johnson

3 said we can't afford that study. If we end up with a bad

4 result, we're in trouble. So they started taking control

>

5

6

7

8

of the study from Aventis, and they slowly but surely

turned the battleship around to change the focus of the
............... ----

study from a comparison between fluoroquinolones to talking
'-----:._---~-------_--:.-_------"-----"

about fluoroquinolones in general and the impact on the

9 elderly and corticosteroids. because by that time they had

10 already decided to include that warning in the label..-
11 And so if they found that there was a negative

12 impact, no big deal. It was already in the label. They-
13 already had a strategy for that. So they were going to

14 figure out a way to manage the Ingenix study so that they

15 would get the result that they wanted. So they manipulated

16 the one study to achieve an outcome that was in their best

17 economic interests.

18 They took it over from Aventis. They controlled

19 the study with Ingenix. I will talk about that for a

20 second. The protocol that was written, it was drafted by

21 Dan Fife. It was discussed between Dan Fife and John

22

23

24

25

Seeger at Ingenix.

There were meetings to t?lk about the protocol.".
\

There were eXOha.nge~__~.:r:afts oJ]. how to do the protocol,

the type of study that it was was developed by Johnson &

KRISTINE MOUSSEAU, CRR~RPB.
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1 Johnson in discussion with Ingenix. I mean, they did the

2 whole protocol process.

3 To be sure, I mean, John Seeger was involved in

4 this, but Johnson & Johnson really controlled the protocol

5 process. Once the protocol was set, it was just a matter

6 of filling in the numbers by mostly administrative

7 mechanism, although we certainly have complaints about how

8 John Seeger did that, and I will talk about that.

9 They avoided Gomparing Levaquin with other

10 fluoroquinolones as was requested in Europe. All the items

11 on the bottom are references to documents, and if the

12 hyperl'ink works, yqu could pull up the documents. They

13 changed the desired outcome. Europe wanted to ICnow what

14 was the problem related to tendonitis and tendinopathy.

25

15 Johnson & Johnson said we can't do that. It has

16 got to be tendon rupture. Ostensibly the reason is because

17 tendon rupture is better defined. It's easier to identify

18 what: constitutes a tendon rupture, but really what they're

19 saying at that point: in time is that doctors don't know how

20 to diagnose a tendinopathy ami they won't trust_- ~~~......------------:...~------~'..:::z::...:::' "'"-21

22

tendinopathy diagnoses .
. -----
Paul Van der Linden in the Netherlands w~se four

23 studies, inclUdinglhis PhD thesis, talked about how Floxin

24 was worse than the~!-,focused on tendinopath~tendo~
25;1:;upt,ure. He was able to distinguish between tendinopathy

KB:ISTINE MOUSSE2\U, CB:R-RPR
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1 and its relative risk compared to other drugs and to

2 placebo and also tendon rupture compared to other drugs and

3 placebo.

26

4 He could do it. It was academically acceptable

5 to people accepting his PhD thesis, but that was not good

6 enough for Johnson & Johnson. The reason? Because there

7 were fewer tendon ruptures than tendinopathies, and as a

8 result the relative risk was going to show lower, they

9 would get a better number.

10 They manipulated the power estimates of the

11 study. I don't know to what extent you're conversant with

12 the notion of power, but power tells you the ability to

13 make accurate predictions about epidemiology studies. If

14 you start out with power that is wrong, it's too high. If

15 the power is at four when you're going to find a relative

16 risk of two, what you are going to end up with as a result

17 of that is a confidence i!lterval that is very wide.

1$ In order for you to have statistically

19 significant results, the narrower the confidence interval

20 the better, and most importantly, if the lower bound of the

21 confidence interval is over one, you know that at worst

22 it's still more statistical:).y si<:Jnificant than random. One

23 is random. I
24 So when you~ave got a wide confidence interval,----

25 that results in a low~;r- bound beil1g below one, you can say

KRISTIN:~, MOUSSEAU, CRR-RPR
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1 with honesty this is statistically not significant, but it

2 all stems from where you started. If you start with the

3 wrong power estimate, you end up with a wide confidence

4 interval and no statistical significance.

5 If you take the trouble to go through the litany

6 of testimony from John Seeger that is listed on that page,

7 you will see he admits that that's true and that they knew

8 it going in, that they picked the wrong power. It was a

9 manipulated study.
-c--= .. -

10 They minimized the number of elderly contained in

11 the study data. I know Mr. Saul will talk about that.

12 They improperly included children in the study. Mr. Sau~
'--

13 will talkabo1,ltthat. John Seeger admits that that's true.

14 They incorrectly identified what constitutes a tendon

15 rupture for the study by having a nonmedical doctor,

16 Seeger, do the study .

17 In particular what you might pay attention to on

18 that slide is the bullet point saying testimony of Seeger

19 regarding Schedin. We happened to pUl.l out Mr. Sc.hedin' s

20 medical record where it talks abbut whether he has got a

21 tendon rupture or not a tendon rupture. It says tenclon

22 tear.

23 We asked Dr . Seeger, Is this a tendon rupture

24 that would be included asa positive finding in your study.

25 Resaid, hO, this. would not be a temdbhruptUre in our

KRISTINE MOUSSEAU, CRR-RPR
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1 study. Our plaintiff here, who has clearly defined tendon

2 ruptures and his doctors have all said so, his treating

3 doctors have said so, was not a tendon rupture for purposes

4 of John Seeger's study. That's how badly defined some of

5 these tendon ruptures were.

6 Why? Keep them out of the study and keep the
::::>

There was a medical record review for7 numbers low.----8 evaluating tendon ruptures, but there was no such medical

·9 record review for tendonitis cases which was used as a

10 covariate. It was an internally inconsistent study.
r

11 Seeger is not blinded during the study. He knew

12 which cases had fluoroquino1one use and which were not.

13 Dan Fife, Johnson & Johnson's own witness, saYs'that as a

14 result the study is invalid. They destroyed abstracts. We

IS wanted to reproduce the study. In order to reproduCe the

16 study we needed the abstracts and the medical records that

17 they used to determine what was a tendon rupture and what

18 was not. They have been described.

19 They admit it. Seeger admits that in the fall of

20 2006, three ITionths after the article was pUblished, they
--~_..-->

21 destroyed these documents. That's contrary to the
.,- - ~

22 guidelines published by the International Society of

23 Professional Epidemiol..ogists, ISPE,which requires that

24 such docUments be helq for five years.

25 Normaliy you wo:tlldn't think that would be such a
·':f ..

KRISTINE MOUSSEAU, CRR-RPR
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1 big deal except the guidelines were written in part by

2 Seeger's boss at Ingenix, Alec Walker. Walker said, I

3 don't know the guidelines. Are there guidelines? These

4 guidelines go back to 1996. Walker wrote them in 1996.

5 They were revised in 2000, 2004 and 2007, if my memory

6 serves me correctly.

7 Walker doesn't know them. Seeger doesn't know

8 them. They destroyed the documents in contravention of

9 guidelines that they wrote. Mind boggling. They ignored

10 the existing scientific literature. I told you about the

11 16 articles. T~~..=l=.,llo"·e'""d>.6-.....t .....o'--l.t-.l.hJ..:;e~F~D:::A:::....::a:.:b::::o::::u::..:t::.....:c:::.o~m~p:::a~r:..::a~t:..:l::..· v:e~~t:e..::n:d:.:o:.:n~_

12 toxicity of fJuoroquinolones.----13 Finally, on the converse side, their marketing

14 efforts. They touted Levaquin's excellent safety profile

15 without disclosing its risk and trained its sales

16 representatives in this manner. I have got a pile of

17 documents that show that. The do and don't document that

18 is on there do ~ut the excellent safety profile 0"S--.

19 Levaquih.
~

20 The qUick tips guide that is on the bottom there,

21 I worked "With Teresa Turano and went through much o·f that

22 verbatim. I said, does this paragraph have anything about

23 safety in it? No. Does this have anything about tendon

2'4 ruptures in it?:No. Opes this have cmything about

25 warnings on tendon ruptures? No. Does this have anything

KRISTINE MOUS$EAU, CRR~RPR
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8 that.

11 bacterial exacerbation of chronic bronchitis, like John

30

They did ghost writing. From 1994 to 2002,

KRISTINE MOUSSEAU, CRR-RPR
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13 Zithromax. Could easily have gone back to another trial on

10 it's supposed to, but if you're got a sirtuitis or an acute

12 Schedin did, you don't use Levaquin. He had one trial on

3 warnings, and it's all about the excellent safety profile

4 of Levaquin. They knowingly marketed to the elderly

6 that. ~hey marketed it as first line therapy. Levaquin is

2 Allover the place there is nothing about tendon

9 For people who are seriously ill, it will do what

5 population. Again, the quick tips guide Will tell you

7 a good dru~ for certain circumstances. We don't dispute

1 about comparative tendon toxicity? No.

14 Zithromax or another less potent antibiotic, but this was

15 marketed like candy, samples left, right and sideways.

20 DesignWrite, their hi:l;"ed gun, caused to be authored two

16 They had millions of dollars in samples for first line------------------==-----------
17 therapy for these indications that were harqly severe----------------------,.-
18 enough to warrant them..-
21 144 papers on either Floxin o:t Levaqtiin, touting its

19

22 benefits. Of those 14.4 papers, 13 of them had the word

24 do with tendqns, and tl1a.twas a publishEid, pUblished paper

23 II safety" in the title, and only one of them had anything to

25 on children and tendon disorders. Nothing about the

.~-------------_...... _-_._----
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1 You don't have to, you shouldn't listen to any

2 contrary evidence or challenges or cross-examination by

3 defendant because that's not what the law allows or

4 requires. We think the motion should be granted. Thank

5 you very much.

6 THE COURT, Thank you, Mr. Goldser.

7 Mr. Saul, did you have something?

8 MR. SAUL: Good morning, Your Honor.

9 THE COURT: Good morning.

10 MR. SAUL: Louis Saul on behalf of plaintiffs.

11 Mr. Goldser talked at some length about the

12 Ingenixstudy, ano I will fill in the gaps. I realize our

13 time is limited here. Just to go back, Johnson & Johnson

14 had nothing to do with the European situation. Aventis,-
15 their trading partner in Europe, was asked to do studies

- ---------------------------...,...-------
16

17

18

19

because of the signal in Europe that there were tendon
'-,:"",--

problems, particularly among the elderly, emphasis added,-
and particularly with corticosteroids.

What the defendant was hoping to avoid and worked

I
I
!

·1
i
I
1
i
I

i
i

~Oto avoid -- may I approach -- was to have this, this

21 warning in the label. This is the warning that eventually

KRISTINE MOUSSEAU, CRR-RPR
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including Levaquin, are associated with an increased risk

-----------------~~---------------_._._-_._.._---

This is the black box warning that got

I
I
i

The risk is increased on

Fluoroquino+ones,

got into the label.

into the label in November '08.
o .....:=:::::=.

22

V 23

! I.JL£" 24

I PtJb\( '- _.. 25 of tendonitis a I1d tendon rupture .

I ~~~•....... ·•.,~b-~~6'.-.
I y- <cl\/[.J t \¥. ;'\
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1 those over 60 and those on concomitant therapies

33

2 ~ respiratory, heart and lung recipients.

3 They kept this warning from being placed in the
L:

4 PDR, in the package insert, for seven years. During that

6 keeping this warning out for seven years, this company

7 earned themselves 13 million dollars, and we believe that

8 that evidence in itself is enough to get us to the punitive

9 damages claim. -
10

11

12 now?

13

14

However, how did they do it.

THE COURT: Is this the warning that is on right

MR. SAUL: This is the present day warning.

THE COURT: Go ahead. I will ask you a question

15 about that later.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MR. SAUL: Sure. So what did they do? They had

no interest in Europe. In fact, they told the Court during

our motion practice that they had no relationship with the

European authorities and they didn't want to give us

documents related to that, that they ac::t;UCilly went and took

over this study; They took it (3.way from Aventis because

they said if we don't do this study and we don't get t'he

proper results, essentially we're dead. Levaquin is off

t.he market.

$0 what did they do? 'l'hey hired this company

KR~SrINE MOUSSEAU, CRR-RPR
(612) 664-5106
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1 called ~genix who had done numerous other studies for

2 them. There was a young doctor there by the name of John...
3 Seeger who had just become an employee, and they had him

4 conduct the studies. Mr. Goldser said they designed the

5 protocol. What did they do in the study?

6 If I may give you another document, Your Honor.

7 This waS prepared by me, and this is how they intentionally

8 manipulated the study. The first they wanted to do, the

9 European authorities wanted to study -- the issue was among

10 the elderly and corticosteroid use. What did Johnson &

11 Johnson do? They intentionally left out elderly from the

---------------------------==-
12 study .

.....

13 This' document that I just handed you was from the

14 original protocol of this Ingenixstudy. If you will see

15 here, table 1 talks about the UnitedHealthcare research

16 database population. If you'll go down to the bottom, 60

17 to 64 and 65 plus, You will see that in their database,

34

18

19

20

21

22

there was only 4.7 percent of, let's for la.ck of a better

term, the aging population. I'm in there. Just leave it

like that.

You will See in ta.ple number 2 in the census

bureau, there were 16.2 percent of the population being

23 over 60. So they chose a data-- Aetna was going to uSe a

24 different database, but the¥ took this away and used this

25 particular databas'e thqt underrepresented tlle elderly.

KRISTINEl'10USS~AU, CRR-RPR
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1 What else did they do? Levaquin was contraindicated for

2 children, for pediatric use. Contraindicated, you can't

3 use it for pediatric use.

4 You will see in the general population, there is

5 29 percent, and in their database there is 29 percent in

6 approximate numbers. They included this 29 percent, the

take Levaquin.

So what did they do? So they intentionally

They cut that down. Okay.

The elderly, the focus wason the elderly.

They included children. Children can't even
~

children, in the study. So what they did is, they kept the

excluded the elderly and included children. But then what--------------"'-------'-""""--------.".
happened? They did their study. Part of their study was

---..elderly out.
"- -

15 journals are the journals·that most of us have heard about.

16 For instance, in New England I won't go

17 through them all. Five journals, the New England Journal

18 of Medicine and the first line journals. They could not

19 get this study published anywhere. What did theY do? They

20 went to -- Johnson & Johnson and Ingenix, they were m~mbers

21 of a society, and Ing.enix was the head of the society.

22 They got it published' in that soci~ty's journal.

23 No one else would take it. The study was
=

24 concluded in 2003. 2006 it got published. Lo and behold
......~----'--------

25 three or four months after it got published, they destroyed

KRISTINE MOUSSEAU, CRR-RPR
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1 the data. They went and they did medical review of a

2 certain number of the patients in this study, and you have

3 to keep this data because once you publish something, other

4 researchers have to be able to duplicate the study.

36

6 we don't -- we didn't really know what happened. I'm not

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

1,3

14

15

16

17

What nappened to the data? Dr. Seeger testified,

sure what happened, and he went on and on. Finally, we got

him to admit, and I just want to read to you -- at any

rate, Dr. Seeger admits, admits that under his tutelage or

under his direction that he caused all the documentation to

be destroyed regarding the study. This is, fo·rms the basis

also of our motion, our Daubert motion.

No one can duplicate this study. They also

created an algorithm to define who was in the case. They
'---------~------------~---~-----
can't find that algorithm. All the documentation is gone.

That in itself, the intentional destruction of the data,

they kept their product on the market for nine years or

I
I

I

I
i

1

!
I

j

!
. J

18 eight years, is enough to allow us to amend the, the

19 complQint, and I believe it's enough for the jury to enter

20 a s)Jbstantial award.. i
I

21 I feel that our time is limited, but each of

22 these dotted <;ireas is covered in our 1:::Jrief extensively, and

23 I would like to incorporate our motion in limine regarding

24 Dr. Seeger into this because rather than rne go on and on

25 about the study, I think it's all well depicted in our

KRISTINE MOUSSEAU, CRR-RPR
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1 taking corticosteroids.

2 That was in response to the events and the data

3 that had been received in Europe about the experience and

4 adverse reaction reports from the use of Tavanic, the

5 Levaquin is marketed in Europe f and the company through a

6 change is being effected, that is on its own initiative,

7 incorporated the information tha:t was coming from Europe to

8 include that in the warning on its own.

9 The FDA approved it at the company's instigation.

10 They approved that warning. It was that warning with a:

11 very slight amendment in 2004. That was the warning the

12 prescribing physician for Mr. Schedin received.

13 Now, in Europe the reports, the adverse reaction

14 reports that were received in Europe, showed variances

15 within the different European countries. Germany had a

16 much lower rate of reporting than did France. When those

17 things were investigated, when the scientists and

18 researchers looked at what were the reasons for divergence

19 between the European coUntries, they determined that in

20 France, Levaquin wa.s prescribed and Tavanic was prescribed0____ _ ---= o.

21 predominantly for upper respiratory tract infections, and

22 there the French physicians used corticosteroids a

23 .significant percentage of the. time when they used Levaquin.

24 Now, the debate has b~etl, you know, what

25 significance is that. When the meeting occurred at the

KRISTINE MOUSSEAU, CRR~:B.PR
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

PAUL  
Tuesday, March 08, 20113:10 PM
shareholderproposals
dchia@its.jnj.com
Reconsideration of Proxy Proposasl Rejection
SECTuesdayMar8b.wpd; TykenoIBottleWarning0001.pdf; SafeMedPractices2011 0001.pdf;
ER FQ Utilization Study.pdf; illiteracy statistics.txt

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:
Please find attached a letter requesting that you reconsider
your decision to allow Johnson & Johnson to withhold the Proxy on
Levaquin from this 2011 Annual Meeting and proxy mailing.
Thank you for your reconsideration and for reviewing the attached letter
and file attachments. There are nine attachments; due to computer
limitations I have to send two emails.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Paul W. Cahan
cc: E. Ising Gubson, Dunn & Crutcher

1

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 
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March 6, 2011 

TO: Securities and Exchange Commission 
FROM: Paul Cahan 
RE: Johnson & Johnson Shareholder Proxy 

Request to Appeal Proxy Decision with New Information 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen: 

INTRODUCTION 

Please find below, reasons why I request that you reconsider your 
decision about allowing the Shareholder Proxy about Levaquin to be 
denied access to a Shareholder Vote. Also for SEC and Johnson & 
Johnson consideration, is a revised Proxy that I hope the SEC will 
consider and suggest to Johnson & Johnson to use, and allow to go forth 
to shareholder vote. 
The proposal was re-phrased with suggested change taken directly from 
the Company's own bottles of over-the-counter Tylenol, of course a 
much safer product than Levaquin. Another example of a common 
over-the-counter medication Excedrin adds: 'keep box for important 
information" which is a common phrase with OTC medicines. 
(See photos attached) 

UPDATED LEVAQUIN TOXICITY INFORMATION 
QuarterWatch: 2010 Quarter 2 

Monitoring MedWatch Reports 

January 27, 2011 

INSTITUTE FOR SAFE MEDICATION PRACTICES 

http://www.ismp.org/QuarterWatch/2010Q2.pdf 

The QuarterWatch report states not only was Levaquin suspect in more reports 
of serious injury than any other antibiotic, but substantially at much higher 
incidence levels then other drugs within the same class. The serious injuries 
not only involved tendon rupture but muscle, tendon, and joint! ligament 
injuries. The current safety label also warns of potential for irreversible nerve 
damage that can impact the musculoskeletal system. The warnings fail to warn 
of the degenerative nature of such types of serious injury. While all drugs in 
this class carry a UNIFORM BLACK BOX Warning this does not disclose the 
higher frequency ofwhich these serious adverse events are being reported with 
Levaquin. 

2011 Quarterly Newsletter from the Institute for Safe Medication Practices 
supports the data of findings ofregulatory agencies globally whose documents 



were provided in the original proxy. Significantly higher incidence of serious
safety report signals impact public health globally.

The proposal in essence asks the shareholders to vote for disclosure of the
risks of Levaquin, which are now found to have a higher incidence of
serious safety concerns. This significantly impacts Public Health Globally.
The public and shareholders have the right to be informed, and vote that
everything be done to encourage patients receiving Levaquin to read and
understand all current and future disclosures; and thus help to limit legal
liabilities of the Company.

StaffLegal Bulletin 14 July 2001
"We analyze the prior no-action letters that a company and a shareholder cite in
support of their arguments and, where appropriate, any applicable case law. We
may also conduct our own research to determine whether we have issued
additional letters that support or do not support the company's and shareholder's
positions.
The proxy relates to only ONE product, Levaquin. It is undisputably the
most dangerous of any antibiotic on the market. (See latest article,
January 2011)
From the 2011 Institute for Safe Medication Practices:
hrtp://www.ismp.org?QuarterWatch/2010Q2.pdf

Re-worded Shareholder Proxy for SEC consideration to propose to Johnson &
Johnson for inclusion in this years' Annual Meeting:

Vote FOR adding a phrase to all Levaquin tablet bottles and injection solutions
that direct patients to pay close attention to all information (the "monogram"
and the Patient Guide.)

Suggestion to add phrase to bottles ofLevaquin:
CAREFULLY READ PRODUCT INFORMATION

BEFORE USING AND DO NOT DISCARD
There is no information on Levaquin bottles of recent warnings, and no
indication that small adverse reactions can build-up in the body and later start
cellular events that can be painful and irreversible. If one has a MINOR
reaction, sometimes it does NOT worsen while one completes the prescribed
dose. It can stabilize or decrease giving the patient a false sense of security.
This is what happened to me in 1998 after 10 days of Floxin; I am permanently
disabled. If patients read the fine print and inserts they may know this, if they
do not, many could be in danger. There have been over 159,000 adverse
reactions reported to the FDA on Levaquin and Floxin, and over 37,000
individual safety reports. Complaints are "the tip of the iceberg." The delayed
reaction mechanism is different than other medicines with black box warnings,
and Levaquin has the highest tendon rupture rate within the floroquinolone
"class". Everyone needs to see something on the bottle and "front line"
pharmacy printing so they fully understand consequences of any minor initial
reaction. Pharmacists cannot offer advise on medical issues. They only say:
"Do you have any questions about this medicine?" Everyone has a right to
know "up-front" the unique delayed reaction.mechanism that can cause
permanent pain. The 2008 Medication Guides are primarily not reaching the



majority of patients, they only get the fine print in the monogram.
To add one phrase this may take consulting with the FDA and

companies that provide the computerized services when a prescription is filled.
A possible decrease in sales would likely be offset by fewer lawsuits.

Information on the bottle ofLevaquin 500 mg. Tablets:
"Medication should be taken with plenty ofwater.
Take this medication at least 2 hours before or 2 hours after magnesium

or aluminum containing antacids, or other products containing calcium,
iron, or zinc.

Avoid prolonged or excessive exposure to direct and/or artificial sunlight
while taking this medication. May cause dizziness.

This medicine is dispensed as a(n) PEACH, OBLONG-SHAPED, FILM
COATED TABLET with LEVAQUIN imprinted on one side and 500 imprinted
on the other side. "
No mention of the dangers on the bottle, often the only information read by
patients, especially those with lower reading abilities, difficulty seeing, or do
not speak English.
There is no cure for permanent reactions that damage tendons, cartilage, nerves,
etc. (Levaquin is deemed Floxin's "mirror" drug; Floxin was discontinued in
2009.) Help decrease shareholder liability, support health of the public, and
decrease preventable government expenses for the disabled.
Sincerely,
Paul W. Cahan

   
  

Holding 51 Shares

The Numbers Updated: A Socially Significant Health Issue
Date Range: November 1, 1997 - Feb 2, 2010 (12+ years)

Total Reactions Deaths Individual Safety Reports
Levaquin 130,578 1,600 30,735
Floxin 29,201 595 6,496
Total 159,779 2,195 37,231
Note: Statistics from Director of Statistics at FDA Mr. H. Stepper and include
both Trade Name and all drugs that contain Levaquin or Floxin in the
compound.
These numbers do not reflect the 'real' numbers, unknown.

Former FDA Commissioner Dr. David Kessler is cited as concluding that only
about one percent (1 %) of serious adverse reactions are ever reported to the
FDA (8th paragraph,website)
http://occupational-therapy.advanceweb.com/Article/ls-Med-Watch-Looking-fo

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



r-You.aspx 

It is important to note again, that the proposal does not seek a true 'label' 
change, but only that a phrase be added that calls attention to already provided 
information. 

Details about Phrase thatProxy suggests to add: 
It is quite ironic, that on the Tylenol bottle, an over the counter, 

commonly used medication, in fact a household name, a phrase that is 
prominently on the bottle says: 

READ THE LABEL 
there are arrows in both directions to the left and the right ofthese three words. 

Also, on the Excedrin label it says: 
"READ ALL PRODUCT INFORMATION BEFORE USING 
KEEP BOX FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION" 

Is it still assumed that physicians, when they write a prescription, review 
adverse effects with patients? 
Is it assumed that pharmacists tell people about the adverse effects of Levaquin, 
and tell them to carefully read everything? 
Do patients read all the fine print when they are given a prescription 
medication? 
NO to both of these, in this day and age. 

So why are over the counter medications asking people to make sure they read 
all information, and it's not asked of patients who take the most dangerous 
medications? If only George Orwell were still alive. 
This letter requesting the reconsideration ofyour decision will provide updated 
information that will prove the Shareholder Proxy transcends ordinary business; 
it will discuss a newly discovered example of a similar Shareholder Proxy about 
labels and how they are sold, which was allowed to go to a shareholder vote at 
Safeway Inc.. regarding disclosure of genetically engineered food products. The 
public needs far more awareness than is currently of general knowledge from 
people who are prescribed Levaquin in the US. It is indeed a significant social 
policy issue global in nature and the proposal seeks to only begin to remedy this 
serious education gap. 
An important part of the proxy statement: 
"... and Levaquin has the highest tendon rupture rate within the 
tloroquinolone class of antibiotics. II From the 2011 Institute for Safe 
Medication Practices: 

http://www.ismp.org/QuarterWatch/2010Q2.pdf 

The QuarterWatch report states not only was Levaquin suspect in more 
reports of serious injury than any other antibiotic, but substantially at much 
higher incidence levels then other drugs within the same class. The serious 
injuries not only involved tendon rupture but muscle, tendon, and joint 
ligament injuries. The current safety label also warns of potential for 
irreversible nerve damage that can impact the musculoskeletal system. The 
warnings fail to warn of the degenerative nature of such types of serious 



injury. While all drugs in this class carry a UNIFORM BLACK BOX 
Warning, it does not disclose the higher frequency of which these serious 
adverse events are being reported with Levaquin. 

2011 Quarterly Newsletter from the Institute for Safe Medication Practices 
supports the data of findings of regulatory agencies globally whose 
documents were provided in the original proxy. Significantly higher 
incidence of serious safety report signals impact public health globally. 

The public and shareholders have the right to be informed, and vote on such 
disclosure, and in the long run protects shareholders from shareholder 
lawsuits against the company in cases where they were not told ahead of time 
what was happening to patients, non-disclosure of serious adverse events 
(ie: Merck's Viiox) can result in high legal costs that reduce shareholder 
value and lead to other lawsuits, lowering shareholder value even further. 
http://www.law.comell.edu/supct/html/08-905.Z0.html 

The SEC rules indicate that proposals are not excludable where the 
underlying subject matter of a proposal: 

• transcends the day-to-day business matters of the company; 

• raises policy issues so significant that it would be appropriate for a 
shareholder vote; and 

• poses sufficient nexus between the nature of the proposal and the company 

When a pharmaceutical company's ordinary business operations include 
suppressing important data for whatever reasons, consequences will 
inevitably follow, as evidenced historically with drugs that have posed 
significant serious 
harm to public health globally. The public in general and shareholders in 
particular have the right to be informed. Investors seek disclosure of 
company practices in the belief that they impact shareholder value. 

Black Boxed Tendon Rupture Warnings remain inadequate. They do not 
report the significantly higher reaction incidence for Levaquin. The higher 
serious incidence reports for Levaquin do not just pertain to tendon rupture, 
but tendons, muscle, joints, ligaments. While the black box warnings state 
that concomitant steroid use increases such risk, this does not convey to the 
public or prescribing physicians that utilizing corticosteroids to treat such 
reactions once they occur, may place patients at higher risk as ruptures m:e 
known to occur months after exposure. (With or without concomitant steroid 
use) 

The Black Box warning for tendons fails to disclose the degenerative 
nature of such events and/or the degenerative nature of serious events 
that impact both tendons, the musculoskeletal system, and peripheral 
nerves. The Company's credo of patient safety falls short, when the higher 
incidence of such serious reactions are not disclosed to shareholders and the 
public. 
Unless all patients are directed to make sure that they read all the fine 
print information they possibly can, despite it's insufficiencies, then we 



are accessories to a possible serious assault on each and every patients
health and well being.

(Please see attachments of the fine print information on the
Patient "monographs" that they are given at the point ofpurchase.)

Since the elderly, those on corticosteroids, and those having received
transplants are highlighted, it could lead many patients who even read the
black box warning, to take the warning less seriously who are not in those
medical or demographic groups. These people are less likely to question
their physician on the need for the most risky antibiotic to treat their
infection, since they do not know that it is such a risky product to begin with.
If they do not read the material, they are less likely to even call their
physician with a minor symptom. (which all antibiotics have to some extent.)
People are used to taking antibiotics and having a mild stomach ache, but it
went away when the course of antibiotics was over.
What else can account for the ongoing high rate of tendon ruptures? Please
note also, there are likely MORE injuries that have multiple tendon tears and
chronic tendinosis than actual tears, and unfortunately these people are not
being chosen in current class-action suits; there are more people suffering
than accountable for.
PROOF: A study from the Netherlands mentioned this point. This quote is
from the Minnesota trial transcript from last year, when John Schedin sued
J&J for his tendon ruptures:
"Paul Van der Linden in the Netherlands whose four
studies, including his PhD thesis, talked about how Floxin (Levaquin's
"mirror' drug) was worse than the rest, focused on tendinopathy and tendon
rupture. He was able to distinguish between tendinopathy
and its relative risk compared to other drugs and to
placebo and also tendon rupture compared to other drugs and
placebo. He could do it. It was academically acceptable
to people accepting his PhD thesis, but that was not good
enough for Johnson & Johnson. The reason? Because there
were fewer tendon ruptures than tendinopathies, and as a
result the relative risk was going to show lower, they would get a better
number. They manipulated the power estimates of the study.
http://www.mnd.uscourts.gov/MDL-Levaquin/Transcripts/20IO/0928IO.pdf
Also: see abbreviated transcript attached with most relevant information.
The current Black Box talks a lot about elderlY,those on corticosteroids, and
recent transplant patients' increased risk. This can be misleading to a lot of
patients who read it.
The article below addresses the problem of floroquinolones among young
athletes. Having young people affected, is certainly proof that this is a
significant public policylhealth issue and the Black Box Warning is not
doing it's job. Studies point out that many people are given Levaquin, the
most dangerous antibiotic, inappropriately. See this utilization study please:
http://www.archinte.ama assn.org/cgi/reprint/I63/5/60I.pdf
Also in attachment format.

    
     



    
      

        
          

 

         
         

         
         

        
          

         
     

             
          

         
       
          

      
      

        
        

         
        

      

Staff Legal Bulletin 14 July 2001
,:-We analyze the prior no-action letters that a company and a shareholder cite in
support oftheir arguments and, where appropriate, any applicable case law. We
may also conduct our own research to determine whether we have issued
additional letters that support or do not support the company's and shareholder's
positions.

Similar Shareholder Proxy·
that was successfully brought to a vote:

SAFEWAY INC 2007 SHAREHOLDER PROXY
THAT WAS ACCEPTED BY SEC 2007

PROPOSAL 7
STOCKHOLDER PROPOSAL REGARDING

LABELING PRODUCTS OF CLONING
OR GENETIC ENGINEERING

The Company has been notified by the Adrian Dominican Sisters, 1257 East
Sienna Heights Drive, Adrian, MI 49221-1793, which owns 150 shares of
Common Stock, that it intends to present, jointly with ASC Investment Group,
Bon Secours Health System, Inc., Boston Common Asset Management, LLC,
the Dominican Sisters ofOxford, MI, the Dominican Sisters of Springfield



• I 

Illinois and the General Board of Pension and Health Benefits of the United
 
Methodist Church, the following proposal for consideration at the Annual
 
Meeting:
 

Label Products of Cloning or Genetic Engineering 
2007 Safeway 

RESOLVED: Shareholders request that the Board ofDirectors adopt a policy 
to identifY and label all food products manufactured or sold by the company 
under the company's brand names or private labels that may contain genetically 
engineered (GE) ingredients or products of 
animal cloning. 
Supporting Statement 

• The right to know is a fundamental principle of
 
democratic societies and market economics.
 

• The Food and Drug Administration is expected to make a decision 
regarding the sale ofmilk and meat from cloned animals by the end of 
2006 

• Safeway products contain corn, rice and soy, all ofwhich 
potentially could be the genetically engineered variety. 

• Safeway's 0 Organic line could be impacted by contamination 
from genetically engineered ingredients. 

• Labeling is an indicator of due diligence of product 
ingredients. 

• The global alliance Action by Churches Together took a stand 
supporting the "right to know" whether there are genetically engineered 
ingredients in the food purchased or in the seeds sown. 
(RelietWeb 6/28/06) 

• 132 countries, parties to the Cartagena Protocol, have agreed to 
documentation requirements for the export and import of genetically 
engineered organisms. (Financial Times 3/29/06) 

• As of May 19,2005, Alaska law requires that genetically 
engineered salmon be labeled as such. 
Indicators that genetically engineered organisms can be difficult to control,and 
may be harmful to financial markets as well as to humans, animals and the 
environment include: 

• Illegal unapproved Liberty Link long-grain rice, planted in field trials no 
later than 2001, was discovered to hav~ contaminated U.S. rice supplies. 
(Reuters 8/28/06) This prompted Japan to suspend imports MUS Rice, and the 
European Commission to require that rice imports be certified as free of 
unauthorized grain, greatly disrupting the US rice export market. 

• Between 2001-2004, approximately 15,000 hectares 
(150 square kilometers) in four US states were planted with unapproved Btl0 
corn. (New Scientist 3/23/2005) 

• December 2006, U.N. Secretary General Annan cautioned that the 
international community lacks safeguards to prevent bioterrorism and accidental 
harm from biotechnology advances. 

• The report Safety of Genetically Engineered Foods: Approaches to 
Assessing Unintended Health Effects (National Academy of Sciences] 7/2004) 
states: ... "there remain sizable gaps in our ability to identifY 



compositional changes that result from genetic modification of organisms
 
intended for food.
 

• Federal District Court ruled (8/1 0/06) that USDA's permitting of drug
producing genetically engineered crops in Hawaii violated the Endangered 
Species Act and the National Environmental Policy Act. 

• Genetically engineered creeping bentgrass, not yet approved 
commercially, escaped into wild as far as three miles from the test plot. 

• Five major US agricultural weeds have developed resistance to 
glyphosate, the herbicide used with genetically engineered Roundup 

Resistant crops. Addressing this problem includes use of additional 
herbicides. 

• Research (Environmental Health Perspectives 6/2005) has shown that 
Roundup, increasingly needed on Roundup Ready crops, is toxic to human 
placental cells at concentrations lower than agricultural use. 

The SEC recommend that the above Proxy be voted on by the shareholders of
 
Safeway Inc. in 2007.
 
The supporting statement of this Proxy on "Label Products of Cloning or
 
Genetic Engineering" was concerned with:
 

- the right to know 
- FDA information: 

Johnson & Johnson did not voluntarily warn doctors and patients 
about tendon ruptures, see Exhibit E Rebuttal and 

(Public citizen v. FDA,DDC No. 08-cv-005). The Attorney General of Illinois 
also submitted a citizen's petition to the FDA seeking action on the same issue. 

"Labeling is an indicator of due diligence of product ingredients" 
- This issue with Safeway Inc. Proxy is completely parallel to Levaquin 

regarding other countries taking measures that the US has not. Other 
countries have implemented more stringent safety requirements. (See 
attachment (EuropeanLimitedUse) 

To quote from J. Schedin trial in Minnesota 2010:
 
(attachment pdf file)
 
Page 21 line 15 of trial transcript Sept. 28, 2010:
 

Ronald Goldser, Esq: 
"They intentionally buried the warning, as I have described to you. They failed 
to send a dear doctor letter. There were dear doctor letters sent, if! get the 
countries right, in France, Italy, Belgium Germany, Austria, and I'm missing 
one. There were six of them, all in 2001 and early 2002, .. Was there one 
sent in the United States? No." 
What the Safeway Proxy was afraid ofwas how consuming genetic engineered 
food was going to affect humans; and that consumers in Europe WERE being 
warned and made aware of genetic engineered food they were purchasing. 
The entire concept of Safeway Proposal 7 that was accepted by the SEC in 
2007, was that consumers have the right to know what they are purchasing, 
especially if, in the future, there is any evidence ofnegative effects of 
genetically engineered food products. 



Socially Significant Policy Issue 
additional information: 
There isn't a definition of what constitutes a socially significant policy issue, 
however, I think that the new data stated earlier on the First Quarter Report 
from Medwatch showing Levaquin leads in adverse reactions would be 
sufficient. 

Updated statistics on reported adverse events to the FDA are below: 
Date Range: November 1, 1997 - Feb 2,2010 (12+ years) 

Total Reactions Deaths Individual Safety Reports 
Levaquin 130,578 1,600 30,735 
Floxin 29,201 595 6,496 
Total 159,779 2,195 37,231 
Note: Statistics from Director of Statistics at FDA Mr. H. Stepper and include 
both Trade Name and all drugs that contain Levaquin or Floxin in the 
compound. 

Also of note regarding Social Significance: 

There are endless websites in the US and abroad that where patients worldwide 
are reporting and discussing their reactions on-line seeking help. The same 
stories being reported to Medwatch are the same stories patients around the 
world are posting to a wide variety of forums and websites. The anecdotal 
reports by patients on-line, are the same as reports shown in regulatory 
databases. They convey that their physicians fail to warn them, fail to recognize 
their reactions, pain, and don't know how to treat them and cure them. The 
patients themselves, many come to the sites quite desperate, wanting to know 
how to get better, and ask why the possibility of these devastating disabling 
outcomes that impact multiple systems was never disclosed to them in the first 
place. 
These websites have grown over the years, and only reflect a very small percent 
of the true victims of adverse effects. 
It's logical to hypothesize that most victims do not find these support sites... 
Age, socio-economic statistics, medical condition, and long-term victims 'give , 
up. 

' 

A physician, Dr. Todd Plumb ofUtah, experienced an adverse reaction 
to Levaquin. He composed a letter that patients could bring to their physicians. 
This letter has been used countless times, is a public document, and helps bridge 
the gap ofknowledge, but it is used unfortunately after it's too late by patients 
who are experiencing great problems after taking Levaquin. When patients 
have to seek outside medical advise and are forced to give their own doctors 
information about a new malady that was caused by a medicine, that is a very 
significant indication of a most serious societal health problem. 



IMPORTANT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
THAT IS A SOCIALLY SIGNIFICANT ISSUE 
BEYOND NORMAL BUSINESS OPERATIONS: 
It is an extraordinary situation where hundreds, perhaps thousands of patients 
become ill, do not heal, and need to bring their own information to their 
physicians. Dr. Plumb wrote this letter in response to the request from people 
on the floroquinolone social websites, whose physicians are unaware of the 
adverse effects of Levaquin or do not know how to deal with it. 

LETTER WRITTEN BY DR. TODD PLUMB 
ST. GEORGE, UTAH 

TO HELP PATIENTS EXPLAIN TO THEIR DOCTORS THE ADVERSE 
REACTIONS CAUSED BY 

FLOROQUINOLONE ANTIBIOTICS 
Dear Doctor, 

As you are probably aware, the fluoroquinolone class of 
antibiotics is useful for certain serious infections. Unfortunately, 
fluoroquinolones also have a long history of serious adverse drug reactions, 
many of them long term. (1) As a consequence of these reactions, several of 
these drugshave been removed from clinical practice or their use severely 
restricted. Besides the severe life threatening immediate reactions, those of a 
more chronic nature may occur. 
The spectrum of these adverse reactions is extremely broad. 

Patients suffering from these reactions are often misdiagnosed, 
referred for a psychiatric consult or even unfairly labeled 
as "difficult patients." 
Many physicians have not been properly educated about the severe nature of 

these chronic adverse reactions, some of which result in life-long disabilities. 
Post-marketing studies of several flouroquinolones have shown an incidence of 
adverse reactions much higher than were originally reported in pre-clinical 
studies. (1,2,3) 

You are probably aware that the fluoroquinolones are eukaryotic DNA 
gyrase and topoisomerase inhibitors very similar to many antineoplastic agents. 
Because of their similar mechanisms of action, it's no surprise that 
fluoroquinolones and many antineoplastic agents share similar toxicity profiles. 
Studies have even been conducted using fluoroquinolones to inhibit neoplastic 
chondrocyte growth in chondrosarcoma. (4) 
There are many patients who have a syndrome of associated symptoms that 

include, but are not limited to: CNS agitation, depression, insomnia, new-onset 
anxiety and panic attacks, and even elevated intracranial pressure and visual 
abnormalities. They may also present with peripheral neuropathy usually ofthe 
small fiber type with temperature and pain sensory aberrations, but also often 
involving larger sensory and motor nerves. Spontaneous muscle activity with 
fasciculations, myokymia and myoclonic jerks may also occur. Many have 
musculoskeletal damage with degeneration of cartilage and tendons often 
leading to tendon rupture and severe ongoing musculoskeletal pain long after 
therapy has been discontinued. (1,2,3,4,5,6, 7,8) 

This complex symptomatology does not usually resolve after discontinuation 
ofthe inducing fluoroquinolone and may in fact worsen. Many patients go on to 
have disability that may persist for years. (1) Unfortunately, such patients are 



often seen by many physicians from multiple specialties who, given the 
complex symptomatology, fail to recognize a unifYing diagnosis. 

The mechanism of injury is not fully apparent, but several studies have been 
conducted and researchers have implicated the following possible mechanisms: 

1. Inhibition or disruption ofthe CNS GABA receptor. (9) 
2. Depletion of magnesium and disruption of cellular enzymatic function. (10) 
3. Disruption ofmitochondrial function and energy production. (11,12) 
4. Oxidative injury and cellular death. (14) 
This seems to be a functional disorder and structural abnormalities are not 

usually seen on radiological studies. (13) Patients may have abnormal 
EMGINCV studies, abnormal skin punch neurologic density and morphology, 

abnormal vasomotor and sudomotor function on autonomic testing, and 
abnormal 
degeneration of tendons and cartilage on MRI. (13) There may be a large 
number ofthese patients with coexisting endocrine abnormalities including: 
antithyroid antibodies and abnormal thyroid function, abnormal adrenal 
function with either hyper or hypocortisolism, hypogonadism, hypo or 
hyperglycemia and possibly impaired pituitary function. (13) 

Most patients suffering from these side effects have a very clear onset of 
symptoms temporally related to a course offluoroquinolone antibiotic. (13) 
They were often given the fluoroquinolone in conjunction with a corticosteroid 
or NSAID. Both of these classes of medications are associated with an 
increased incidence of adverse drug reaction from fluoroquinolones. (10,13) 

As ofyet no scientifically proven effective treatment is known, however 
patients will definitely benefit from your caring support and appropriate 
informed care. Of course, other diseases with similar symptoms need to be 
carefully ruled out. 

There exists a large community of these patients who share information on the 
World Wide Web. Their numbers grow as the prescription offluoroquinolones 
increases. Many ofthese patients are professionals like myself who have been 
affected by these drugs. 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 
Todd R. Plumb MD 
References: 
Please see attachment for copy of article, and full list of scientific references. 
]-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ALSO OF SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE IS THE 
EXTENT OF PAINFUL SMALL NERVE DAMAGE THAT 
IS NOT DISCLOSED OR DIAGNOSED BUT IS OFTEN A 
PAINFULLY CHRONIC MALADY 
Dr. Plumb's letter discusses peripheral neuropathy being 
typically of small nerve fiber type.Typically patients being 
evaluated for PN often only have EMG and Nerve Conduction studies 
that do not detect small fiber neuropathies that are noted in the current 
warning where it says (small fiber nerves). 
Many patients' painful nerve damage to small fiber nerves goes 
undiagnosed and not disclosed in their medical records There are tests 
(small fiber Skin Punch Biopsy) which detects small fiber nerve density 
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loss but unfortunately this test is only done at a few facilities in the USA, 
therefore many patients nerve damage is not documented. It can be done 
at Johns Hopkins, Massachusettes General Hospital, and a few others. 

Social Significant Issue Continued: 

VICTIMS SEEK MEDICAL HELP 
FROM THOUSANDS OF MILES AWAY 

In addition, many victims ofLevaquin toxicity have gone to great lengths to try 
and get help. Many have flown to see an expert in Dr. Flockhart, in Indianna. 
Many have gone to the Mayo Clinic. No-one has walked away 
with a cure, I can safely say that nearly all have walked away from these 
appointments with great disappointment. 

Note: All the bottles of floroquinolones have the same label and phrases in 
terms ofno added indicators regarding the importance of reading the fine print 
information that is given to them by the pharmacies. If Levaquin helps the 
situation, other companies may follow suit. A ripple effect can follow globally. 
(Cipro information below) 

Date Range: November 1, 1997 - Feb 2, 2010 (12+ years) 

Levaquin 
Floxin 
Total 

Total Reactions 
130,578 
29,201 

159,779 

Deaths 
1,600 

595 
2,195 

Individual Safety Reports 
30,735 
6,496 
37,231 

Cipro 136,388 2,461 30,647 
(Cipro not manufactured by Johnson & Johnson) 

Hopefully any improvement in the education process ofpatients who are given 
Levaquin will spread to other floroquinolone antibiotics, such as Cipro and 
Avelox. (See Attachments: Monogram Other Floroquinolones) 

Note: Statistics from FDA Representative Mr. H. Stepper and include 
both Trade Name and all drugs that contain Levaquin or Floxin in the 
compound. The numbers in reality, are much higher, and unknown. 
Former FDA Commissioner Dr. David Kessler is cited as concluding that only 
"about one percent (1 %) of serious adverse reactions are ever reported to the 
FDA" (8 th paragraph,website) 

http://occupational-therapy.advanceweb.com/Article/ls-Med-Watch-Looking-f 
or-You.aspx 

World Health Organization Alert: 
http://w\'/w.who.int/medicines/publications/newsJetter/en/news2002_I.pdf 

Discussion of RISK and ORDINARY BUSINESS 
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Staff Legal Bulletin No l4E (CF) 
Oct. 27, 2009 

B) "To the extent that a proposal and supporting statement have focused on a 
company minimizing or eliminating operations that may adversely affect the 
environment or the public's health, we have not permitted companies to 
exclude these proposals under Rule l4a-8 (I) (7) 

" On a going-forward basis, rather than focusing on whether a proposal and 
supporting statement relate to the company engaging in an evaluation of risk, 
we will instead focus on the subject matter to which the risk pertains or that 
gives rise to the risk." 

In particular relative to the issue at hand, the "ordinary business" definition, 
there is ample proof of a long-standing trend of Johnson & Johnson hiding the 
risk of Levaquin from doctors and patients, they have acted most probably 
irresponsibly and put profits above their Corporate Credo. This is likely 
reprehensible behavior influencing decision models throughout the executive 
level of the company, and has likely increased shareholder risk by illegal 
recalls, high litigation fees, altering research results on Levaquin in Europe 
(attachment) and defective manufacturing practices that temporarily closed 
more than one plant, etc. What is most despicable, is what they did 
NOT say about this drug, and it's predecessor for so long, when at the same 
time the people of Europe were being warned. They have taken a risky path 
indeed; and shareholders share the burden of that risk as well as patients. 

I hope that the SEC acknowledges the relevance of the context in 
which Levaquin was a part ofthe corporate culture ofhigh risk at the 
company, and is thus of the highest Social Concern. Information that has been 
left out for years has injured countless patients, and has been fully or partially 
responsible for many deaths. 

I am not asking for the drug to be totally banned; but that eventually it 
be used much more conservatively; our goal should be patient safety, Levaquin 
should be used after safer antibiotics are found to be ineffective against a 
particularly difficult medical situation. (See attachmentIreland Medical Paper. 

In fact; 
In 2007, the Chainnan of Pharmaceuticals, Christine Poon 
personally said to me, after a shareholder meeting I 
attended,'These medications should not be used for common 
infections."Ms. Poon is now Dean of Ohio Business School. 
.(Transcript of my speech was in first Rebuttal) 
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At this stage, I am humbly requesting that people simply be reminded how 
important full disclosure is with this medicine, as soon as they get the 
medicine, and every time they open the top of the bottle and take out a pill. 
Hopefully this might make a small dent in decreasing the great tragedy that 
bestows thousands who are prescribed Levaquin, impacting the lives of 
patients, their friends, employers, and families. 

One last note to ponder "Normally the quinolone class of drugs is used in 
patients who have failed at least one prior therapy. The patients tend to 
be fairly ill and require relatively acute care that often may be the last 
step before they are admitted into the hospital. ...By the time the 
physicians get to this classification, they tend to have a good idea of what 
bacteria is involved, what antibiotic is the most potent for the bacteria 
and which penetrates that particular body side the best. ... These drugs 
are often the last step before admission into the hospitaL." Jim Hoover, 
for Bayer Corporation, Alaska Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee 
March 19, 2004 

http://www.hss.state.ak.us/dhcs/PDLlminutes_meetingsydllminutes_03 
1904ydl.pdf 
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

PAUL  
Monda       M
shareholderproposals
Re: request for reconsideration questionl Attn Charles Kwon
LEVAQUINNEWPHRASEBOITLE.wpd; SafeMedpractices20110001.pdf;
TykenolBottleWarning0001.pdf

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:
Attn: Charles Kwon
Please excuse this revision, attached and below.
If I am not allowed to suggest this re-worded proxY,along with a request
for reconsideration, please let me know.
My forthcoming request for reconsideration letter will have new
information in it, examples: attachment 2 and 3 below
Sincerely,

  
 

  
 

Vote FOR adding a phrase to all Levaquin tablet bottles and injection solutions that direct patients to pay close
attention to all information (the "monogram" and the Patient Guide.)

Suggestion to add phrase to bottles ofLevaquin:

CAREFULLY READ INSERTS BEFORE USING

DO NOT DISCARD ALL PRODUCT INFORMATION

There is no information on Levaquin bottles ofrecent warnings, and no indication that small adverse reactions
can build-up in the body and later start cellular events that can be painful and irreversible. If one has a MINOR
reaction, sometimes it does NOT worsen while one completes the prescribed dose. It can stabilize or decrease
giving the patient a false sense of security. This is what happened to me in 1998 after 10 days ofFloxin; I am
permanently disabled. Ifpatients read the fine print and inserts they may know this, if they do not, many could
be in danger. There have been over 159,000 adverse reactions reported to the FDA on Levaquin and Floxin, and
over 37,000 individual safety reports. Complaints are "the tip of the iceberg." The delayed reaction mechanism
is different than other medicines with black box warnings, and Levaquin has the highest tendon rupture rate
within the floroquinolone "class". Everyone needs to see something on the bottle and "front line" pharmacy
printing so they fully understand consequences of any minor initial reaction. Pharmacists cannot offer advise on

1

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 
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medical issues. They only say: "Do you have any questions about this medicine?" Everyone has a right to know
"up-front" the unique delayed reaction mechanism that can cause permanent pain. THE 2008 MEDICATION
GUIDES ARE NOT REACHING ALL PATIENTS. Patients only get the fine print.

To add one phrase, this may take working with the FDA and companies that already provide the computerized
services when a prescription is filled. A possible decrease in sales would likely be offset by fewer lawsuits.

Information on the bottle of Levaquin 500 mg. Tablets:

"Medication should be taken with plenty of water.

Take this medication at least 2 hours before or 2 hours after magnesium or aluminum containing antacids, or
other products containing calcium, iron, or zinc.

Avoid prolonged or excessive exposure to direct and/or artificial sunlight while taking this medication. May
cause dizziness.

This medicine is dispensed as a(n) PEACH, OBLONG-SHAPED, FILM COATED TABLET with LEVAQUIN
imprinted on one side and 500 imprinted on the other side. "

No mention of the dangers on the bottle, often the only information read by patients, especially those with lower
reading abilities, difficulty seeing, or do not speak English.

There is no cure for permanent reactions that damage tendons, cartilage, nerves, etc. ( Levaquin is deemed
Floxin's "mirror" drug; Floxin was discontinued in 2009.) Help preserve the health of shareholders, the public,
and decrease government expenses supporting the disabled.

Sincerely,

Paul W. Cahan

   

  

Holding 51 Shares

2

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 



Vote FOR adding a phrase to all Levaquin tablet bottles and injection solutions that direct
patients to pay close attention to all infonnation (the "monogram" and the Patient Guide.)

Suggestion to add phrase to bottles of Levaquin:
CAREFULLY READ INSERTS BEFORE USING
DO NOT DISCARD PRODUCT INFORMATION

There is no infonnation on Levaquin bottles of recent warnings, and no indication that small
adverse reactions can build-up in the body and later start cellular events that can be painful and
irreversible. If one has a MINOR reaction, sometimes it does NOT worsen while one completes
the prescribed dose. It can stabilize or decrease giving the patient a false sense of security. This is
what happened to me in 1998 after 10 days ofFloxin; I am pennanently disabled. Ifpatients
read the fine print and inserts they may know this, if they do not, many could be in danger.
There have been over 159,000 adverse reactions reported to the FDA on Levaquin and Floxin,
and over 37,000 individual safety reports. Complaints are "the tip ofthe iceberg." The delayed
reaction mechanism is different than other medicines with black box warnings, and Levaquin has
the highest tendon rupture rate within the floroquinolone "class". Everyone needs to see
something on the bottle and "front line" phannacy printing so they fully understand
consequences of any minor initial reaction. Pharmacists cannot offer advise on medical issues.
They only say: "Do you have any questions about this medicine?" Everyone has a right to know
"up-front" the unique delayed reaction mechanism that can cause pennanent pain. THE 2008
MEDICATION GUIDES ARE NOT REACIllNG ALL PATIENTS. Patients only get the fine
print.

To add one phrase, this may take working with the FDA and companies that already
provide the computerized services when a prescription is filled. A possible decrease in sales
would likely be offset by fewer lawsuits.

Infonnation on the bottle ofLevaquin 500 mg. Tablets:
"Medication should be taken with plenty ofwater.
Take this medication at least 2 hours before or 2 hours after magnesium or aluminum

containing antacids, or other products containing calcium, iron, or zinc.
Avoid prolonged or excessive exposure to direct and/or artificial sunlight while taking this

medication. May cause dizziness.
This medicine is dispensed as a(n) PEACH, OBLONG-SHAPED, FILM COATED TABLET

with LEVAQUIN imprinted on one side and 500 imprinted on theother side. "

No mention ofthe dangers on the bottle, often the only infonnation read by patients, especially
those with lower reading abilities, difficulty seeing, or do not speak English.
There is no cure for pennanent reactions that damage tendons, cartilage, nerves, etc. (Levaquin
is deemed Floxin's "mirror" drug; Floxin was discontinued in 2009.) Help preserve the health of
shareholders, the public, and decrease government expenses supporting the disabled.
Sincerely,
Paul W. Cahan

   
  

Holding 51 Shares

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 *** 
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

PAUL  
Mond      PM
shareholderproposals
request for reconsideration question
ProxyLevaquinMarch7.wpd

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:
Is it within procedure that I may be allowed to include

a reworded shareholder proxy as part of a request for reconsideration on
the decision you recently made on the
Johnson & Johnson Levaquin shareholder proxy?

I have a "request for reconsideration" letter with new information that I
want to send to you shortly, but I'd like to also include the following as
well, for you to review and suggest to the Company.

Please let me know if I can, or cannot include this reworded
proxy in the letter I will send after I hear from you. If any alteration is
not allowed unless you first initiate the request, then I will send the
reconsider letter without this.
Sincerely,
Paul W. Cahan
PS I thought of it when I saw on the bottle of Tylenol, the phrase:

"READ THIS" in bold on the bottle! with arrows on each end,
and on Excedrin it says on the bottle in red capitals:

READ ALL PRODUCT INFORMATION BEFORE USING
KEEP BOX FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Vote FOR adding a phrase to all Levaquin tablet bottles and injection solutions that direct patients to pay close
attention to all information (the "monogram" and the Patient Guide.)

Suggestion to add phrase to bottles of Levaquin:

CAREFULLY READ PRODUCT INFORMATION BEFORE USING

AND DO NOT DISCARD
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There is no information on Levaquin bottles of recent warnings, and no indication that small adverse reactions
can build-up in the body and later start cellular events that can be painful and irreversible. If one has a MINOR
reaction, sometimes it does NOT worsen while one completes the prescribed dose. It can stabilize or decrease
giving the patient a false sense of security. This is what happened to me in 1998 after 10 days ofFloxin; I am
permanently disabled. If patients read the fme print and inserts they may know this, if they do not, many could
be in danger. There have been over 159,000 adverse reactions reported to the FDA on Levaquin and Floxin, and
over 37,000 individual safety reports. Complaints are "the tip of the iceberg." The delayed reaction mechanism
is different than other medicines with black box warnings, and Levaquin has the highest tendon rupture rate
within the floroquinolone "class". Everyone needs to see something on the bottle and "front line" pharmacy
printing so they fully understand consequences of any minor initial reaction. Pharmacists cannot offer advise on
medical issues. They only say: "Do you have any questions about this medicine?" Everyone has a right to know
"up-front" the unique delayed reaction mechanism that can cause permanent pain. THE 2008 MEDICAnON
GUIDES ARE NOT REACHING ALL PATIENTS. Patients only get the fine print.

To add one phrase, this may take working with the FDA and companies that already provide the computerized
services when a prescription is filled. A possible decrease in sales would likely be offset by fewer lawsuits.

Information on the bottle ofLevaquin 500 mg. Tablets:

"Medication should be taken with plenty of water.

Take this medication at least 2 hours before or 2 hours after magnesium or aluminum containing antacids, or
other products containing calcium, iron, or zinc.

Avoid prolonged or excessive exposure to direct and/or artificial sunlight while taking this medication. May
cause dizziness.

This medicine is dispensed as a(n) PEACH, OBLONG-SHAPED, FILM COATED TABLET with LEVAQUIN
imprinted on one side and 500 imprinted on the other side. "

No mention of the dangers on the bottle, often the only information read by patients, especially those with lower
reading abilities, difficulty seeing, or do not speak English.

There is no cure for permanent reactions that damage tendons, cartilage, nerves, etc. ( Levaquin is deemed
Floxin's "mirror" drug; Floxin was discontinued in 2009.) Help preserve the health of shareholders, the public,
and decrease government expenses supporting the disabled.

Sincerely,

Paul W. Cahan

   

  

Holding 51 Shares
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Vote FOR adding a phrase to all Levaquin tablet bottles and injection solutions that direct
patients to pay close attention to all information (the "monogram" and the Patient Guide.)

Suggestion to add phrase to bottles ofLevaquin:
CAREFULLY READ PRODUCT INFORMATION

BEFORE USING AND DO NOT DISCARD

There is no information on Levaquin bottles of recent warnings, and no indication that small
adverse reactions can build-up in the body and later start cellular events that can be painful and
irreversible. If one has a MINOR reaction, sometimes it does NOT worsen while one completes
the prescribed dose. It can stabilize or decrease giving the patient a false sense of security. This is
what happened to me in 1998 after 10 days of Floxin; I am permanently disabled. If patients
read the fine print and inserts they may know this, if they do not, many could be in danger.
There have been over 159,000 adverse reactions reported to the FDA on Levaquin and Floxin,
and over 37,000 individual safety reports. Complaints are "the tip of the iceberg." The delayed
reaction mechanism is different than other medicines with black box warnings, and Levaquin has
the highest tendon rupture rate within the floroquinolone "class". Everyone needs to see
something on the bottle and "front line" pharmacy printing so they fully understand
consequences of any minor initial reaction. Pharmacists cannot offer advise on medical issues.
They only say: "Do you hav..e any questions about this medicine?" Everyone has a right to know
"up-front" the unique delayed reaction mechanism that can cause permanent pain. THE 2008
MEDICATION GUIDES ARE NOT REACHING ALL PATIENTS. Patients only get the fine
print.

To add one phrase, this may take working with the FDA and companies that already
provide the computerized services when a prescription is filled. A possible decrease in sales
would likely be offset by fewer lawsuits.

Information on the bottle ofLevaquin 500 mg. Tablets:
"Medication should be taken with plenty ofwater.
Take this medication at least 2 hours before or 2 hours after magnesium or aluminum

containing antacids, or other products containing calcium, iron, or zinc.
Avoid prolonged or excessive exposure to direct and/or artificial sunlight while taking this

medication. May cause dizziness.
This medicine is dispensed as a(n) PEACH, OBLONG-SHAPED, FILM COATED TABLET

with LEVAQUIN imprinted on one side and 500 imprinted on the other side. "

No mention of the dangers on the bottle, often the only information read by patients, especially
those with lower reading abilities, difficulty seeing, or do not speak English.
There is no cure for permanent reactions that damage tendons, cartilage, nerves, etc. (Levaquin
is deemed Floxin's "mirror" drug; Floxin was discontinued in 2009.) Help preserve the health of
shareholders, the public, and decrease government expenses supporting the disabled.
Sincerely,
Paul W. Cahan
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

PAUL  
Sunda      5 PM
shareholderproposals
False and Misleading Statement
no vote statement0001.pdf; SafewayLabeIProxy0001.pdf; labelonBottle0001.pdf;
minnesotaLevCaseWon.pdf; Rebuttal[2].pdf

Paul Cahan
   

   
Office of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F. Street NE
Washington DC 20549

Ladies and Gentlemen:
Johnson & Johnson recently sent you a "Management's Statement in Opposition To
Shareholder Proposal" (attachment: 'no vote statementOOOI.pdf)
It is full of false and misleading information, and I must, even prior to a decision being made,
respond.

My Proxy merely wishes to add a few words to the bottles of a medicine; there is plenty of
blank space still on the bottle to do so. Levaquin is proven to be extremely dangerous antibiotic
compared with others. (Please refer to rebuttal to the 'no action' request)
The few words that I request to be added to the bottle are already stated in the FDA approved
Patient Guide and the Black Box Warning that is a part of the Patient Guides.
I just think it's only fair for patients to be aware ofwhat they are getting into when there is a
broad spectrum of antibiotics to choose from in most medical situations. In fact, the
shareholders in April 2008 gave me a loud round of applause when I suggested this same idea
during the Q & A ofthe 2008 Shareholders Meeting.

The proxy is not asking ANYTIllNG NEW be said to patients. It just asks that important
information be REPEATED on the bottle label that is in fact elsewhere.
(Bold: P. Cahan emphasis)
There is no need for"scientific, pre-clinical trial and safety reporting findings " etc to be
involved. The companies' attorneys are trying to make this appear to be a complex issue, in
order to simply protect their high profit margins from this "blockbuster' drug. The first
paragraph is totally irrelevant, and MISLEADS shareholders to believe that the Proxy is about
virtually a new medication or totally new usage of a current medication. That is what their
statement implies. Just the contrary.
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The issue of labeling a product has been brought to the attention of the Securities and 
Exchange Commission before; it has been allowed to be on a shareholder's ballot. In 2007, 
Safeway Stores had a Shareholder Proxy regarding "Label Products of Cloning or Genetic 
Engineering. (See attachment: Safeway Label Proxy 0001) 

The second paragraph oftheir "NO VOTE" statement is also irrelevant, and was totally 
debunked in the rebuttal. In fact, their statement is a total waste ofmy time and time of the 
SEC's part. 
There are only a handful of very large phannacy service companies, such as First Data and 
Medispan, that take care of the labeling and computerized services at the point ofpurchase of a 
medication. Please refer to the already submitted rebuttal statement Page 5, below: 
"While it is true that it is typically the job of a phannacy worker to print and place the actual 
label on the bottle or packaging of a phannaceutical product, this argument on the part of 
Gibson and Dunn is misleading. The Proposal does not ask Johnson & Johnson to micro
manage and oversee each and every prescription filled, but merely to facilitate the creation of 
labels regarding the existence of or referencing the contents of the aforementioned "Black Box 
Warning." 
This is made clear in The Proposal itself, already quoted by Gibson and Dunn above, but 
repeated here: "This will take working with FDA and companies that provide 
computerized LABELING services when a prescription is filled." There is no wording in The 
Proposal that suggests that Johnson & Johnson work with any phannacists or other retailers. 
Current bottles and packages ofLevaquin® often already come with warning labels on them, 
stating such things as "Do not take antacids, iron, or vitamin/mineral supplements within two 
hours of this medication," "You should avoid prolonged or excessive exposure to direct and!or 
artificial sunlight while taking this medication," and "May cause dizziness. Do not drive or 
perfonn other potentially dangerous tasks until you know how this medicine will affect you." 
[Exhibit B ofRebuttal] These specific labels, while pertinent, do not represent the most 
significant risks associated with Levaquin®. 
Labels placed on medication bottles and packaging are printed at the time a medication is 
dispensed. This is generally an automated process, accomplished by use of one of the various 
brands of software available to pharmacies and based on drug-specific infonnation, interactions 
and warnings. 
It is therefore not true that the creation of such labels would "Involve business negotiations 
between the Company and the countless number of third parties actually 
filling patient prescriptions of a specific medicine." It would merely involve the same process 
that prompted and created the warning labels already present on dispensed 
prescriptions ofLevaquin®. " 

I'm sure the SEC will concur with me that it is appalling that the most important infonnation 
is NOT on Levaquin bottles, while black box warning information is actually on so many 
other medicines. (see attachment "Labels on Bottles" 
Their 'scientists and medical professionals'in fact, have deliberately left out important 

infonnation on the bottles for patients, that would lead'to decrease sales ofLevaquin, as stated 
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in the trail transcript as physicians would begin to prescribe less toxic antibiotics FIRST, and 
use Levaquin more as a "last resort" medication as they do in parts ofEurope. 

Pg. 12- 13 trail transcript: 
"Dr.J.Kahn is acknowledging that both ofloxacin and levofloxacin have a greater 

tendon problem than the other fluoroquinolones..... back in 2001 they were admitting 
that problem... they specifically say they don't want to put that in the label, the greater 

potential. It would be a killer." 

Less sales, is the one main reason why they are disputing this obviously compassionate and 
rational request. Patients care about patients, the company cares about profits first. 

Johnson & Johnson's attitude ofhiding the most important safety data from the public is sadly 
a long-standing strategy and has been clearly described in the Minnesota trail where John 
Schedin won a sizeable award from incurring tendon ruptures due to not having been properly 
warned. To quote directly their behavior to hide the truth as much as they could: 

"starting in 2001 through 2009 we're talking about roughly 13 billion dollars, so what's 
at stake here for the company looking forward from 2001 when our story begins is the 
potential of 13 billion dollars of lost revenue. That's what they needed to protect. That was 
their motive. It was Ortho-McNeil's number one drug. 

Pg. 29: Trial Transcript:
 
They lied to the FDA about comparative tendon toxicity of fluoroquinolones."
 

They want to continue to do this not only with patients who get Levaquin, but now to
 
shareholders who, hopefully, will be asked to help overcome their deficiency and abuse of the
 
prescription healthcare delivery system.
 
To continue quoting the trial transcript:
 

" Their actions were deliberate.
 
"This is the marketing people talking now about how to do science, just as the science people
 

were talking about how to do marketing with ultimately one goal, profits over people.
 
We have four categories of claims ofbad acts
 
that we believe are germane to this motion. First, the
 
defendant deliberately disregarded patient rights
 
concerning the warnings. Second, they manipulated the
 
scientific literature for their own economic purposes.
 
That's the Ingenix study.
 
Third, they deliberately disregarded existing
 
scientific literature. There were, we count, 16 articles
 
published by 2003 wherein either Floxin or Levaquin was
 
shown to have a greater tendinopathic potential than other
 
fluoroquinolones in the class. It was out there. It was
 
not in JAMA. It was not in the Archives of Internal
 
Medicine.
 
Dr. Beecher, our family practice physician in the
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Schedin case working in Edina, would not be seeing these. 
...............There were 16 articles 
that Johnson & Johnson had and should have known about that 
they disregarded. 
Then on top of that what do they do is, they tum 
their sales force loose, and their sales force has one 
mantra: Tell everybody how safe Levaquin is, touting the 
high safety profile ofthis drug. They deliberately 
disregarded patient rights. They created a plan to 
maximize profits while avoiding safety issues. 
Sitting around in board room 301 in the Kitano 
meeting, you didn't see anything in that James Kahn memo 
that said anything about safety issues and how do we fix 
the safety problems. It was how do we avoid the safety 
problems in order to make sure we don't lose any money. 
They purposely sought to avoid label changes." 

Thus, paragraph three of their NO VOTE statement is 
false. They have in reality, worked AGAINST "the FDA and regulatory agencies around 
the world". 

To further quote from the trial: 
"What I want to 
talk about is the mindset that the company had, and some of 
the early documents that show the mindset I'm going to show 
those here. They felt that an adverse regulatory decision 
in Europe was going to be devastating. What was that? Let 
me tell you the story." 
PAGE 6: TRAIL TRANSCRIPT: 
"It starts in April of 2001, as the brief shows 
you, when the European, the French regulators went to 
John'son & Johnson's marketing partner Aventis and said 
there is an increased reporting of tendon problems, 
particularly with Levaquin. And they wanted to know what 
that was about, and they wanted to know whether Levaquin 
was experiencing a greater tendon disorder report than any 
of the other drugs in the class of the fluoroquinolones. 
So the report started coming to Aventis, and 
Aventis immediately contacted Johnson & Johnson, and they 
started talking to each other about what would be the 
ultimate ramifications of this. So April of2001 leads to 
July 24,2001. 
The partners come together at the Kitano Hotel in 
New York City... 
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They are talking not about safety. They are not 
. talking about health concerns. What they're talking about 

is money. They're talking about the devastating potential 
of the adverse regulatory decision that might come out of 
Europe." 

From the beginning of the trial in Minnesota: (see Rebuttal for reference, page 10)
 
"Now, who was there for Johnson & Johnson? One
 
guy that was there was Dr. James Kahn. Dr. Kahn was a
 
medical affairs guy. He was not a marketer. He was not in
 
sales. He was not in economics. He was the guy who gave
 
birth to the molecule and gave birth to the science, but
 
his whole mindset was about marketing and economics. (Bold: P. Cahan)
 
And so as you can see from this first document,
 
which was used in Dr. Kahn's deposition which was not
 
marked as confidential, he says, The repercussions from an
 
adverse regulatory decision in France, who among us can
 
forget what happened over there to sparfloxacin, would be
 
immediate and devastating, so let's act promptly."
 

The case in Minnesota goes on to describe how they manipulated a study ofLevaquin's in
 
Europe. (called Tavanic)
 

I suggest to SEC regulators to read this document in full, if you have not had the time to do so 
already. (Minnesota case) 

I will end by saying that there is nothing the company wrote in their opposition statement that 
is not misleading or in fact false in the context of shareholders voting on just adding a few 
words of warning to the bottle, which may save coutless lives from long term pain and misery 
and lost income, etc.. I suggest that the SEC block this statement and concur that the Proxy I 
submitted will help repair a broken system of communication that has been intentionally 
implemented both here and throughout the world with one goal in mind: to sell this product 
no matter what the consequences until they are forced to ban the drug completely, or have it 
severely limited to medical scenarios when it is the "last resort" for patients after safer 
antibiotics are used fITst. (please refer to rebuttal, charts Exhibit G that refer to studies showing 
that it is the most harmful of antibiotics in the class of 'floroquinolones'. 

Thank you for your attention.
 
Sincerely,
 

Paul W. Cahan
 
attachments
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MANAGEMENT'S STATEMENT IN OPPOSITION TO SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL

The Board of Directors favors a vote AGAINST the adoption of thiS proposal for the
following reasons:

Pharmaceutical product labeling is a complex and highly regulated area that necessitates a
careful review by highly-trained professionals under strict regulatory supervision to consider all relevant
scientific, pre-clinical, clinical trial and safety reporting findings regarding a pharmaceutical prodUCt.
Decisions related to the labeling Of pharmaceutical products, including patient safety information, can
have profound consequences for human health, and thUS, are necessarily delegated to highly trained and
experienced science, medical and regulatory professionals, and are not suited to be puno a shareholder
vote.

We believe thafimproving how prescription medicines are labeled by pharmacies when filling
prescriptions, and the type bfinformation that pharmacies shOuld be providing their customers, are
important matters that regulatory authorities are examining, however, the Company is not in a position to
regulate or impose standards in that area. Norwould. it be a prudent use of resources to attempt to
negotiate with the numerous pharmacy chains and independent pharmacies nationwide on the type of
literature each pharmacist must give to its customers with each of the prescription medicines
manlJfactured or marketed by our pharmaceutical businesses. .

Our pharmaceuticals businesses have worked in the past, and currently continue to work with the
FDA and regulatory agencies around the world on developing appropriate labeling for the many branded
pharm~ceutical_sthat they manufacture and market, inclUding LEVAQUIN. In doing so, all of our
businesses are gUided by Our Credo, which says thatthe safety and well being of patients must be first
and foremost in everything that they do. Specifically, the current FDA-approved label for LEVAQUIN
includes a "boxed warning" and a Medication Guide for patients, which address the risks associated with
using LEVAQUIN.

The Board believes that having a vote on how a particUlar prescription medicine must be labeled
delves too deeply into decisions best left to our science, medical and regUlatory professionals working
with the appropriate regulatory bodies, and would not be in the best interests of the patients who rely on
these medicines.

It is, therefore, recommended that shareholders vote AGAINST this proposal.
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PROPOSAL 7

STOCKHOLDER PROPOSAL REGARDING LABELING
PRODUCTS OF CLONING OR GENETIC ENGINEERING

The Company has been notified by the Adrian Dominican Sislers, 1257 Easl Sienna Heigbts Drive, Adrian,MI 49221-1793, whicb owns 150sh~ of
Common Slock, that it intends to present, jointly with ASCInveslIilcnt Group, Bon Secours Health System, Inc., BostonCommon Asset Management, LLC,
the Dominican Sisters ofOxford, MI, the Dominican Sisters of Springfield lllinois and the General Board ofPcnsion and Health B.enefits of the United
Methodist Church, the following proposaHor oonsideration at the Annual Meeting:

Label Products of Ck>ningor Genetic Engineering
2007 Safe\vay···· ..····· .. ··· ...... ·.. ·.. ··

RESOLVED: Shareholders request that theB.oard ofDirectors adopl a policy 10 identify and label all food products manufactured or sold by the company
under the company's brand names orprivate labels that may contain genetically engineered(GE) ingredients or products ofanimal cloning.

Supporting Statement

The right to know is a fundsniental principle ofdemocratic societies and markel eoonomic..

The Food and Drug AdministratiOll is expected to make a decision regarding the sale of milk and meat from cloned animals by the end of 2006
(WA Post 10/17/06).
Safeway prodncts contain com, rice .and soy, all ofwhich potentia1ly could be the genetieallyenginecredvariety.
Safeway's 0 Organic line could be impacted by contamination from genetically enginccredingredienfs.

Labeling i8 an.indicator ofdue diligence ofproduct ingredients.

The global alliance Action by Chntches Togcthertook a stand supporting the ''right to know"wheiherthere lire genetically engineered ingredients
in the food purchasc9 01' in the seeds sown. (RcliefWeb 6/28106)
132 conntries, parties to the Cartagena Protocol, have agreed 10 documentation requirements for·the export'and import ofgenetioally engineered
organisms. (Financial Times 3129/06)
As ofMay 19, 2005, Alaska law requires that genetical)y engineered salmon be labeled as such.

68

Indicators that genetically engineered organisms can be difficult to control, and may be harmful to fmancial markets as well as to humans, animals and
the environment include:

Dlegal unapproved Liberty Link long-grain rice, planted in field trials no later than 2001, was discovered to have contaminated U.S. rice supplies.
(Reulers8l28106) This prompted Japan to .suspend imports ofUS Rice, and.the European Commission to require that rice imports be oc:rtifi.ed as
free ofunauthorized grain, greatly disrnpting the US rice export market
Between 2001-2004, approximately 15,000 hectares (ISO square kilometers) in four Us. states were planted with unapproved BUO com. (New
Scientist 312312005)
December 2006, U.N. Secretary dencral Annan cautioned thatlhe mtcrnationalcommunity lacks safeguards to prevent bioterrorism and acoidental
hannfrom ·biotechnologya.dYan9CS. .
The report Safety ofGenetiaally p;ngineeredF()(}(/s: Appr(}(J(;hes to Assessing Unintended Health Efficts (NationalAaademy ofSoiencesj 7/2004)
states: "there remam sizable gapS in onrability to identifY compositional changes that result frooi genetic modificatiOn oforganisms intended
fOl'food (p.15)
Federal District Court rnled (8110/06) that USDA's permitting ofdrug-producing genetic8lJy engineered crops in Hawaii violated the Endangered
Species Act and the National Environmental Policy Act. . .
Gcnetieallyengineere4creeping'bentgrass, not yet apptOved commercially, escaped into wild as far as three miles from the test plot. (8/9/06)
Five major US agricnltural weeds have developed resistance to glyphosate, the herbicide nsed with genetically cnginccrcd ROlJlldup Resistant
crops. Addressing this problem. includes use ofadditional herbicides.
Research (Environmental Health Perspectives 6/2005) has sbown that Roundup, increasingly needed on Roundup Ready crops, is toxic to human
placental·cells at conecnlrations lower than agricultural use.

Board Re<ommendation

The:Bolll'd ofDirectors ~ommeDdsa yote ".A.GAINST" this proposal for the following reasons:

The Company shares and actively·supports our cus~ers'intercslin·food safety. 'The Company's policies regardingfood~ctsmanufactured or
sold under its. own brand names and private labels that contain'genetica:lly modified' ingredients arc based 00 a.nnmberoffactors,·inciuding the followina:

To date, th!' F09d and Droa Administration (FDA), the United States Dcpartment of Agriculture

http://us.mg201.mail.yahoo.com/dc/launch?.partner=vz.,acs&;gx=l&.rand=... 2/27/2011

._-~----------_._._-~~----------------
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
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1 (In open court.) 

2 THE COURT: Good morning. You may be seated. 

3 This is civil case number 08-1943, In Re: Levaquin 

4 Products Liability Litigation. That's the MDL number. We 

5 have a number of motions this morning. 

6 Let's see. Let's have counsel note appearances 

7 first. 

8 MR. GOLDSER: Good morning, Your Honor. Ron 

9 Goldser for plaintiffs. 

10 MR. SAUL: Good morning, Your Honor. Louis Saul 

11 for plaintiffs. 

12 MR. MCCORMICK: Brian McCormick, Your Honor. 

13 MR. DAMES: John Dames for the defendants. 

14 MR. ESSIG: Bill Essig for the defendants. 

15 MR. ROBINSON: William Robinson for the 

16 defendants. 

17 MS. VAN STEENBURGH: Tracy Van Steenburgh for the 

18 defendants. 

19 THE COURT: Good morning to all of you. 

20 MR. GOLDSER: Your Honor, I thought what we would 

21 do is take the punitive damages motion first and then the 

22 judgment on the pleadings with your permission. 

23 MR. DAMES: I don't have any disagreement, but I 

24 wanted to just raise an issue before we got started with 

25, the specifics on the oral argument. We have a reporter in 

KRISTINE MOUSSEAU, CRR-RPR 
(612) 664-5106 
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1 the gallery here, and there are going to be matters that 

2 are - that have been to date confidential and are 

3 confidential, some documents embedded in the presentation, 

4 and my concern is that we don't wish to waive that. The 

motion hasn't yet been decided by the Court. 

6 THE COURT: Okay. Very well. 

7 MR. GOLDSER: We certainly oppose any action 

8 taken with regard to that. We think this is an open 

9 courtroom. The documents that we're going to be using have 

all been used in depositions, and none of the depositions 

11 have been marked as confidential ever, except minor parts 

12 dealing with individual personal finances, so the documents 

13 even though they may have a confidential stamp on them 

14 aren't even confidential anymore. 

Presumption, strong presumption in favor of an 

16 open courtroom. 

17 THE COURT: Let's address that when we get to it. 

18 Let's start with the punitive damages motion. 

19 MR. GOLDSER: Okay. Thank you, Your Honor. The 

way we will divide up the punitive damages is, my 

21 presentation that is before you is designed to be a bullet 

22 point presentation. These are what we considered to be the 

23 bad acts, all of which have been substantiated by 

24 voluminous filings in the briefs. 

I will highlight those bad acts for you. I will 

KRISTINE MOUSSEAU, CRR-RPR 
(612) 664-5106 
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1 call your attention to several documents. I am not going 

2 to be going through a lot of documents. The presentation 

3 has a lot of hyperlinks on them. Mr. Essig tells me that 

4 unfortunately the copy I gave to him, the hyperlinks 

weren't working. I don't know if that was true of the 

6 Court's copy or not. Obviously I hope they were working. 

7 I'm on my laptop. I know they work. At least 

8 they did an hour ago. So we will see where that takes us. 

9 There are a few in particular that I want to call to the 

Court's attention. Mr. Saul will follow me on this and 

11 focus on the Ingenix study, although I will cover it fairly 

12 quickly. 

13 The whole notion of the punitive damages motion, 

14 to start off with, there are a couple of preliminary legal 

issues that I want to address and get out of the way right 

16 away. First, the question of choice of law, that's been 

17 briefed extensively. We think there is little doubt that 

18 Minnesota law applies to this question. Even if it 

19 doesn't, we think we have met the New Jersey standard, and 

I'm quite perplexed by the defense posture. 

21 To suggest that New Jersey law would apply, 

22 because as federal courts have rejected the McDarby 

23 decision out of the New Jersey appellate court, if you 

24 decide that New Jersey law applies and that McDarby is no 

longer good law in light of Wyeth, I think they have just 

KRISTINE MOUSSEAU, CRR~RPR 
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1 opened themselves up to a whole punitive damages claim in 

2 New Jersey in state court that they don't anticipate. So I 

3 don't think they really want to go there, and I don't think 

4 they're really serious about it. 

Secondly, the law is quite clear to me that what 

6 you consider on this record is plaintiffs' prima facie 

7 proof that defendant doesn't have the right to 

8 cross-examine it. They don't have the right to challenge 

9 it. They don't have the right to present any of their own 

evidence, and so to the extent that the defense wants to 

11 present documents to you today, I don't think you consider 

12 them. I don't think they're part of the prima facie case 

13 at this point. 

14 I mean, I'm glad to have had their brief because 

I now see what their closing argument is in front of the 

16 jury, and it's very nice, but they don't get to make that 

17 argument today. So for us what matters is what does the 

18 evidence show and what is this case all about, and as a 

19 starting point, the case is about money. 

And this first slide will show you the history of 

21 the gross revenues that the company has earned over the 

22 years year by year on Levaquin. This is all public 

23 material. It comes from their annual report, so this is 

24 all out in the public domain. 

So if our story for this motion begins in April 
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1 of 2001, you can see that starting in 2001 through 2009 

2 we're talking about roughly 13 billion dollars, so what's 

3 at stake here for the company looking forward from 2001 

4 when our story begins is the potential of 13 billion 

dollars of lost revenue. That's what they needed to 

6 protect. That was their motive. It was Ortho-McNeil's 

7 number one drug. 

8 Their actions were deliberate. The Statute 

9 549.20 says that in order to get punitive damages, 

plaintiff must show a deliberate disregard for the rights 

11 and safety of others. As the Court knows, that can be 

12 shown several different ways. 

13 One of the ways is to talk about intentional 

14 acts. The other is to talk about deliberate disregard of 

knowledge and facts, and you'll see that there were both 

16 that occurred here, much disregard of information that was 

17 out and available. 

18 But before I get to those acts, what I want to 

19 talk about is the mindset that the company had, and some of 

the early documents that show the mindset I'm going to show 

21 those here. They felt that an adverse regulatory decision 

22 in Europe was going to be devastating. What was that? Let 

23 me tell you the story. 

24 It starts in April of 2001, as the brief shows 

you, when the European, the French regulators went to 
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1 Johnson & Johnson's marketing partner Aventis and said 

2 there is an increased reporting of tendon problems, 

3 particularly with Levaquin. And they wanted to know what 

4 that was about, and they wanted to know whether Levaquin 

was experiencing a greater tendon disorder report than any 

6 of the other drugs in the class of the fluoroquinolones. 

7 So the report started coming to Aventis, and 

8 Aventis immediately contacted Johnson & Johnson, and they 

9 started talking to each other about what would be the 

ultimate ramifications of this. So April of 2001 leads to 

11 July 24, 2001. 

12 The partners come together at the Kitano Hotel in 

13 New York City. It's a beautiful place. It is located on 

14 37th and Park Avenue, and next time you're in New York you 

ought to run by. It's just a gorgeous hotel, and they meet 

16 in board room 301. What is it they're talking about in 

17 board room 301? 

18 They are talking not about safety. They are not 

19 talking about health concerns. What they're talking about 

is money. They're talking about the devastating potential 

21 of the adverse regulatory decision that might come out of 

22 Europe. 

23 Now, who was there for Johnson & Johnson? One 

24 guy that was there was Dr. James Kahn. Dr. Kahn was a 

medical affairs guy. He was not a marketer. He was not in 
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1 sales. He was not in economics. He was the guy who gave 

2 birth to the molecule and gave birth to the science, but 

3 his whole mindset was about marketing and economics. 

4 And so as you can see from this first document, 

which was used in Dr. Kahn's deposition which was not 

6 marked as confidential, he says, The repercussions from an 

7 adverse regulatory decision in France, who among us can 

8 forget what happened over there to sparfloxacin, would be 

9 immediate and devastating, so let's act promptly. 

MR. DAMES: I just wanted to object to something, 

11 Your Honor, and I'm sorry, Ron. 

12 The document by its own at the bottom says 

13 protected document, document subject to protective order. 

14 However we want to handle this issue, I don't want to fall 

pit to his argument again, but we're going to run into 

16 this. 

17 THE COURT: Mr. Goldser? 

18 MR. GOLDSER: As I said, this is marked as 

19 Plaintiff's MDL Exhibit Number 38. That's also on the 

bottom. It's part of Dr. Kahn's deposition. It is part of 

21 Larry Johnson's deposition. Those depositions were not 

22 marked as sealed, and I think counsel will agree to that 

23 fact, and so this document is already in the public domain. 

24 You never marked them as confidential, guys. 

MR. DAMES: We marked the document as 
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1 confidential, Your Honor. The transcript portions were not 

2 marked confidential, the transcript itself, but the 

3 document itself has been consistently marked confidential. 

4 I just think that once that issue is decided by the Court 

as to the confidentiality of those documents, obviously 

6 this will be one way or another resolved, but we did 

7 protect that document. 

8 The transcript portions, the testimony, I frankly 

9 don't remember if they were or not, but I will assume that 

they were not. 

11 THE COURT: They were not made confidential? 

12 MR. DAMES: The testimonial portion. 

13 MR. ROBINSON: No, Your Honor. The transcripts 

14 were not marked protected or confidential, but under the 

protective order, we had the right to mark documents as 

16 confidential. I don't think there is any requirement that 

17 we go back each time a protected document is discussed in a 

18 deposition and seal that part of the deposition. It's not 

19 a public record. 

MR. GOLDSER: One other item, Your Honor. I read 

21 this very sentence to Dr. Kahn in his deposition. It's 

22 part of the transcript. That's not confidential. 

23 THE COURT: Do you have other documents as part 

24 of this presentation that raise this same issue? 

MR. GOLDSER: Yes. There will be another 
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1 document, the next one, which is one of the most 

2 significant documents in the case, also authored by 

3 Dr. Kahn, I went through it in copious detail with him, and 

4 I read most of the parts I'm going to read to you in his 

deposition. They're part of the transcript. 

6 THE COURT: Anything else then besides that? 

7 MR. GOLDSER: There will be one or two others. 

8 There is one that I am pretty sure was not used in the 

9 deposition. I can tell you which one that is when I come 

to it. 

11 THE COURT: Let's address that when we come to 

12 it. Since the language was read in the deposition, which 

13 is open and not marked confidential, I will allow at least 

14 these two documents to go forward. 

Go ahead. 

16 MR. GOLDSER: So let me explain the significance 

17 of that line. It's got two things of import. One is you 

18 can see that the repercussions of an adverse regulatory 

19 decision would be immediate and devastating, so let's act 

promptly. It tells you about the mindset of the company as 

21 of July 21, 2005, right after the Kitano meeting. 

22 The other thing that it mentions, it says in 

23 parentheses, Who among us can forget what happened over 

24 there to sparfloxacin. Sparfloxacin was another 

fluoroquinolone. It had phototoxicity problems. There was 
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1 a contraindication given to sparf10xacin because of 

2 phototoxicity, and its use was severely restricted. 

3 So the reference, and Dr. Kahn explains this in 

4 his deposition is, we can't afford to have a 

contraindication to Levaquin because the same thing would 

6 happen to us in Levaquin as what happened - as happened to 

7 sparfloxacin. Our sales would go down. That 13 billion 

8 dollars I showed you in the first slide was in jeopardy. 

9 That's the mindset. That's the deliberate 

disregard of patient rights. It was about money, and the 

11 statement comes from the doctor, the safety officer. It's 

12 not coming from the marketing people. What else did they 

13 say? It would have serious implications for marketing. 

14 This is the second document that I just described 

to you. It is James Kahn's document. It is his long 

16 memorandum that, it is his long memorandum that describes 

17 what happened at the Kitano meeting, and I hope this is 

18 readable enough on your screen. I want to go through a 

19 number of these. 

These are the quotations that I read to Dr. Kahn 

21 in his deposition. I don't know that I got all of the ones 

22 that I'm about to recite, but many of them, and this 

23 document was certainly included. It was MDL 98. It was 

24 noted that way in Dan Fife's deposition, as well as being 

used in Jim Kahn's. 
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1 Kahn writes that the regulatory situation in 

2 France was a very worrisome regulatory situation. It has 

3 clear and serious implications for our marketing of 

4 Levaquin and could have an impact in the U. S. as early as 

the coming respiratory season. I believe this matter to be 

6 urgent and to require our immediate attention. 

7 That's the first paragraph. That certainly shows 

8 the mindset of Jim Kahn as he is conveying what happened at 

9 the Kitano meeting, but then if you go down to that third 

paragraph, the one that I just blocked off, this has some 

11 particular importance. These data should be considered 

12 against a prevailing background perception that both 

13 ofloxacin and levofloxacin might have greater tendinopathic 

14 potential than otherfluoroquinolones. 

Comparative animal data had previously suggested 

16 that the two agents were more prone to induce lesions than 

17 were many other members of the class. Reporting rates for 

18 ofloxacin, ofloxacin related tendinopathies have 

19 traditionally been higher than for other FQ fluoroquinolone 

agents. In our U. S. post marketing Levaquin experience, 

21 we see has a higher reporting rate for tendon disorders 

22 than for virtually any other AE, adverse event, commonly 

23 regarded as part of the fluoroquinolone profile. 

24 There is a huge amount of stuff in that 

paragraph. First off, in July of '01, Kahn is 
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1 acknowledging that both ofloxacin and levofloxacin have a 

2 greater tendon ,problem than the other fluoroquinolones. 

3 They have denied that issue today. They will not say that 

4 there is a problem, but back in July of '01, they were 

admitting that problem. 

6 As one of the documents that may still be subject 

7 to a confidentiality order says, and I will tell you about 

8 it without pulling it up, they specifically say they don't 

9 want to put that in the label, the greater potential. It 

would be a killer. 

11 Next thing it says, there is comparative animal 

12 data that. suggests that the two agents were prone to induce 

13 lesions than were many other members of the class. There 

14 is a huge argument the defense makes about you don't use 

animal studies to talk about whether it's predictive or not 

16 predictive. Jim Kahn says the animal studies will tell you 

17 it's predictive. It's a problem. 

18 How can they with a straight face come here and 

19 say animal studies are not relevant? Their own doc says 

it's relevant. The next sentence says, Reporting rates for 

21 ofloxacin associated tendinopathies have traditionally been 

22 higher than other fluoroquinolone agents. Defense has been 

23 saying all along that Floxin is irrelevant, ofloxacin. 

24 Kahn thinks it's perfectly relevant. He's 

worried that the higher reporting rates for Floxin tell you 
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1 something about Levaquin. He thinks it's relevant. The 

2 defense doesn't. In our U. S. post marketing Levaquin 

3 experience, we see has a higher reporting rate for tendon 

4 disorders. 

What is it that they say there? They've looked 

6 at their owned SCEPTRE database. The SCEPTRE database is 

7 their database of adverse events that they maintain. Our 

8 expert Cheryl Blume has gone to a great length to evaluate 

9 the SCEPTRE database year by year, period by period to show 

where in the rankings tendon disorders fit. 

11 THE COURT: What is the timing of the Kahn memo? 

12 MR. GOLDSER: July 26th, 2001, the day after he 

13 comes back from the meetings with Aventis and Daichi. 

14 THE COURT: Wasn't there a follow-up label 

change, though, right after this? 

16 MR. GOLDSER: There was. There was a label 

17 change that occurred in October 2001. It was done by the 

18 CBE. The changes being effected procedure, so defense by 

19 that action acknowledges that CBEs are available. What 

they said in that label change was that there is a problem 

21 with the elderly in corticosteroids. Two problems there. 

22 Number one, it ignores the question of Levaquin 

23 worse than the other fluoroquinolone, like this paragraph 

24 is talking about. It doesn't talk about the comparative 

tendon toxicity whatsoever. The other problem is the 
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1 adequacy of that warning, and I can talk about that 

2 somewhere along the line, but basically they put it in the 

3 PDR. 

You have seen the PDR. It's an eight and a half 

by eleven book. The 2005 version has 3,558 pages in it. 

6 The Levaquin warning, the Levaquin part appears on page 

7 2,445. The warning itself appears on page 2,448 in the 

8 lower left corner of three columns, and the only thing that 

9 defendant did in changing the label was to change one 

sentence in the middle of that paragraph on the lower left 

11 corner on page 2,448 of a 3,558 page document and say the 

12 doctor should have picked up that one sentence. 

13 They never detailed it. They never did a dear 

14 doctor letter. They never did a seminar about it. They 

never did any published articles about it. They never did 

16 any of those things. So, yes, Judge, there was a label 

17 change after this. 

18 But this point has to do with the analysis of the 

19 SCEPTRE database, which apparently the defendant did, never 

disclosed to us in discovery, which our expert Cheryl Blume 

21 did, reproduced, and found that tendon disorders were 

22 ranked as the number one .disorder and were back to 1999 and 

23 consistently thereafter. 

24 What else did Jim Kahn write on July 26th, 2001? 

He says, The agencies have several options, and he goes 
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1 through a list of possibilities. One of them is a concern 

2 about restricting Tavanic, which was the European name for 

3 Levaquin, to in-hospital use. That gets you to the same 

4 contraindication problem that sparfloxacin got to. 

Labeling changes would follow, and least onerous would be 

6 letting the company continue its current campaign of 

7 alerting doctors to the situation, which of course they 

8 were not doing. 

9 This is the doctor talking about how to minimize 

the warning label so that they don't have economic, adverse 

11 economic impact. Farther down on that document they start 

12 talking about the epidemiology study that Europe wanted, 

13 and I've highlighted the section that reads, Moreover, the 

14 study envisioned struck many as very insufficient in its 

present design. 

16 That's Aventis's proposed study. It might 

17 actually generate more damaging material unless careful 

18 thought were given to other fluoroquinolone and 

19 nonfluoroquinolone experience in the same database. 

They're worried about an adverse result if they do the 

21 proper study. They had to manipulate the study. 

22 Ultimately, they did manipulate the study in our 

23 view. That was the Ingenix study, and we will talk about 

24 what they did with that. Mr. Saul will go into more detail 

than I will. You can see the precursor of manipulation of 
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1 the Ingenix study right after the Kitano meeting. The 

2 proper remedy is not to fault the agent but to seek remedy 

3 in either changing medical practice or more thoroughly 

4 advising physicians of the identified risk factors. 

It's not Levaquin's fault. It's the doctors' 

6 fault. We have got to make sure the doctors don't use this 

7 wrong. There is nothing wrong with Levaquin. Of course, 

8 blame others. Isn't that always the case, blame the victim 

9 in situations like this? 

The sine qua non of our efforts should be making 

11 the case that the European picture is distorted by medical 

12 practices and in no way implicates levofloxacin as the lone 

13 culprit. It's the doctors' fault. We need to consider 

14 doing the correct epidemiological study ourselves. We have 

far more at stake than does Aventis, and there would be no 

16 ambivalence clouding our commitment to doing it right. 

17 Far more at stake? Ortho-McNeil had one 

18 antibiotic. Aventis had a bunch. If Aventis lost Tavanic, 

19 Levaquin, their revenues would not suffer. If Johnson & 

Johnson, Ortho-McNeil, lost Levaquin, they would be losing 

21 their number one drug. They had far more at stake, and 

22 that's all for that document. 

23 Their mindset, the entire franchise was riding on 

24 a single toss. That's what Jim Kahn said again in his 

deposition. The stakes have gone up, Larry Johnson wrote 
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1 this, when the Germans suggested there was a problem with 

2 Levaquin. There was some discussion about contraindication 

3 occurring with the British advisor, Dr. Steven Evans, and 

4 the writing was that a contraindication would be tantamount 

to a withdrawal. They were worried about that. 

6 The MCA, that's the British authority, they were 

7 proposing a label change, and this could lead to a bad 

8 result, which we have already detailed. Now this document 

9is the one that I was talking about that I don't believe 

was used in the deposition, but it also had the provision 

11 in it that said we cannot accept a label change that would 

12 show Levaquin having a greater potential for tendon 

13 toxicity than any other fluoroquinolone. The study could 

14 be a nightmare. That would be the Ingenix study, if it 

came out wrong. 

16 And finally one of the marketing people talking 

17 to the scientists about how to manage the study said, 

18 you've got to do whatever it takes. This is the marketing 

19 people talking now about how to do science, just as the 

science people were talking about how to do marketing with 

21 ultimately one goal, profits over people. 

22 We have four categories of claims of bad acts 

23 that we believe are germane to this motion. First, the 

24 defendant deliberately disregarded patient rights 

concerning the warnings. Second, they manipulated the 
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1 scientific literature for their own economic purposes. 

2 That's the Ingenix study. 

3 Third, they deliberately disregarded existing 

4 scientific literature. There were, we count, 16 articles 

published by 2003 wherein either Floxin or Levaquin was 

6 shown to have a greater tendinopathic potential than other 

7 fluoroquinolones in the class. It was out there. It was 

8 not in JAMA. It was not in the Archives of Internal 

9 Medicine. 

Dr. Beecher, our family practice physician in the 

11 Schedin case working in Edina, would not be seeing these. 

12 Some of them were internal documents, like the Aventis 

13 study that as given to the MCA. There were 16 articles 

14 that Johnson & Johnson had and should have known about that 

they disregarded. 

16 Then on top of that what do they do is, they turn 

17 their sales force loose, and their sales force has one 

18 mantra: Tell everybody how safe Levaquin is, touting the 

19 high safety profile of this drug. They deliberately 

disregarded patient rights. They created a plan to 

21 maximize profits while avoiding safety issues. 

22 Sitting around in board room 301 in the Kitano 

23 meeting, you didn't see anything in that James Kahn memo 

24 that said anything about safety issues and how·do we fix 

the safety problems. It was how do we avoid the safety 
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1 problems in order to make sure we don't lose any money_ 

2 They purposely sought to avoid label changes. 

3 I had an e-mail from Dr. Noel, one of the medical 

4 people involved in this. That's attached to this, but I 

highlight back for you the notion that I mentioned before 

6 about how they refuse to incorporate anything in their 

7 label change about Levaquin being worse than the other 

8 fluoroquinolones. 

9 They knowingly decided not to share the warnings 

information with the public. One of the documents that I 

11 have that the defendant has finally acknowledged is a set 

12 of handwritten notes from yet another doctor, Chuen Yee, 

13 from Johnson & Johnson, sitting at the Kitano meeting, and 

14 that documents says in her handwriting, Not share with 

public, and it's talking about the French agency reports. 

16 Don't tell anybody about it. 

17 They ignored their Qwn published literature and 

18 how best to communicate warnings to doctors. I mentioned 

19 Dr. Fife. He's one of the doctors involved with Johnson & 

Johnson. He's an epidemiologist. One of the epidemiology 

21 studies he published, and I'm not sure but what this 

22 article is marked confidential. Let me just take a quick 

23 look here. 

24 No, they didn't mark this one confidential. What 

Dr. Fife says at the end of his article, if I have it 
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1 highlighted - let's see if I can pull that up for you. He 

2 did an epidemiology study to determine what is the most 

3 effective way to communicate warnings to doctors, and what 

4 he finds in the last sentence is the most telling I think. 

The key characteristics of a successful drug warning appear 

6 to be specificity, prominence, brevity, no reliance on 

7 secondary information, publicity and in-person discussions. 

8 You've got to do stuff other than bury it on the 

9 lower left corner of page 2,448 of the PDR when that book 

comes out every year and don't tell a doctor about it. 

11 Their own doctor says, their own epidemiology department 

12 tells how you should be doing that. They ignore their own 

13 published literature and how best to communicate with 

14 doctors. 

They intentionally buried the warning, as I have 

16 described to you. They failed to send a dear doctor 

17 letter. There were dear doctors letters sent, if I get the 

18 countries right, in France, Italy, Belgium, Germany, 

19 Austria, and I'm missing one. There were six of them, all 

in 2001 and early 2002, about the corticosteroid elderly 

21 problem. Was there one sent in the United States? No. 

22 Dr. Canabarro from Aventis was deposed, and what 

23 she said in her deposition was, she was asked, you know, 

24 why do you send out a dear doctor letter, and her response 

was, well, you know, we had it in the warnings. But why 
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1 did you send out the dear doctor letter? Because the 

2 warning wasn't enough, and we wanted to make sure to 

3 communicate with doctors. Aventi~ did it. Johnson & 

4 Johnson didn't. 

They deliberately did not train their sales 

6 representatives to proactively callout label changes to 

7 doctors. I deposed Teresa Turano two weeks ago. She was 

8 the 30(b) (6) corporate representative on sales training. 

9 She didn't know much, but what was clear from her was that 

there was no policy to tell sales representatives that 

11 whenever there is a label change you have got to tell 

12 doctors. 

13 What they did do is, they handed out a copy of 

14 the package insert every time they went there, 

theoretically, but that doesn't mean they said to the 

16 doctor, you know, take a look here. There is a label 

17 change. I want to make sure you're aware of this. They 

18 did not do that. 

19 They did do that with the black box. The sales 

force was told proactively, tell doctors about the black 

21 box. Were they told proactively to tell doctors about the 

22 black box? Were they told proactively to tell doctors 

23 about that 2001 label change? According to the corporate 

24 representative, there was no such policy. 

They deliberately didn't issue press releases 
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1 publicizing changes. I deposed Greg Panico last week, the 

2 corporate representative on press releases. He, too, 

3 didn't know a lot, but what he did say was there was no 

4 policy to initiate press releases about label changes. We 

went through a litany of documents. They kept track of 

6 every news article. 

7 There were clear press releases issued about new 

8 indications that the FDA had approved, but was there any 

9 indication whatsoever that they issued a pretty release on 

any label changes? Not a one. They didn't undertake any 

11 seminars, public speaking engagements, lunch or learn 

12 trainings. 

13 They didn't educate doctors in the manner that 

14 they otherwise do educate doctors about new indications. 

They didn't publish articles talking about the risk of 

16 tendon disorders, and I will come back to that in a little 

17 bit when I talk about the publication plan and the ghost 

18 writing. 

19 They manipulated the Ingenix study for their own 

economic purposes. The Ingenix study started to appear in 

21 discussions in the late fall of 2001. Aventis made a 

22 proposal about the protocol. The idea was that they would 

23 respond to the French authorities. The French authorities 

24 wanted to know what was the comparative tendon toxicity 

between Levaquin and the other fluoroquinolones. 
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1 The Johnson & Johnson response was - and Aventis 

2 was going to do a study that said that. Johnson & Johnson 

3 said we can't afford that study. If we end up with a bad 

4 result, we're in trouble. So they started taking control 

of the study from Aventis, and they slowly but surely 

6 turned the battleship around to change the focus of the 

7 study from a comparison between fluoroquinolones to talking 

8 about fluoroquinolones in general and the impact on the 

9 elderly and 'corticosteroids, because by that time they had 

already decided to include that warning in the label. 

11 And so if they found that there was a negative 

12 impact, no big deal. It was already in the label. They 

13 already had a strategy for that. So they were going to 

14 figure out a way to manage the Ingenix study so that they 

would get the result that they wanted. So they manipulated 

16 the one study to achieve an outcome that was in their best 

17 economic interests. 

18 They took it over from Aventis. They controlled 

19 the study with Ingenix. I will talk about that for a 

second. The protocol that was written, it was drafted by 

21 Dan Fife. It was discussed between Dan Fife and John 

22 Seeger at Ingenix. 

23 There were meetings to talk about the protocol. 

24 There were exchanges of drafts on how to do the protocol, 

the type of study that it was was developed by Johnson & 
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1 Johnson in discussion with Ingenix. I mean, they did the 

2 whole protocol process. 

3 To be sure, I mean, John Seeger was involved in 

4 this, but Johnson & Johnson really controlled the protocol 

process. Once the protocol was set, it was just a matter 

6 of filling in the numbers by mostly administrative 

7 mechanism, although we certainly have complaints about how 

8 John Seeger did that, and I will talk about that. 

9 They avoided comparing Levaquin with other 

fluoroquinolones as was requested in Europe. All the items 

11 on the bottom are references to documents, and if the 

12 hyperlink works, you could pull up the documents. They 

13 changed the desired outcome. Europe wanted to know what 

14 was the problem related to tendonitis and tendinopathy. 

Johnson & Johnson said we can't do that. It has 

16 got to be tendon rupture. Ostensibly the reason is because 

17 tendon rupture is better defined. It's easier to identify 

18 what constitutes a tendon rupture, but really what they're 

19 saying at that point in time is that doctors don't know how 

to diagnose a tendinopathy and they won't trust 

21 tendinopathy diagnoses. 

22 Paul Van der Linden in the Netherlands whose four 

23 studies, including his PhD thesis, talked about how Floxin 

24 was worse than the rest, focused on tendinopathy and tendon 

rupture. He was able to distinguish between tendinopathy 
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1 and its relative risk compared to other drugs and to 

2 placebo and also tendon rupture compared to other drugs and 

3 placebo. 

4 He could do it. It was academically acceptable 

to people accepting his PhD thesis, but that was not good 

6 enough for Johnson & Johnson. The reason? Because there 

7 were fewer tendon ruptures than tendinopathies, and as a 

8 result the relative risk was going to show lower, they 

9 would get a better number. 

They manipulated the power estimates of the 

11 study. I don't know to what extent you're conversant with 

12 the notion of power, but power tells you the ability to 

13 make accurate predictions about epidemiology studies. If 

14 you start out with power that is wrong, it's too high. If 

the power is at four when you're going to find a relative 

16 risk of two, what you are going to end up with as a result 

17 of that is a confidence interval that is very wide. 

18 In order for you to have statistically 

19 significant results, the narrower the confidence interval 

the better, and most importantly, if the lower bound of the 

21 confidence interval is over one, you know that at worst 

22 it's still more statistically significant than random. One 

23 is random. 

24 So when you have got a wide confidence interval 

that results in a lower bound being below one, you can say 
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1 with honesty this is statistically not significant, but it 

2 all stems from where you started. If you start with the 

3 wrong power estimate, you end up with a wide confidence 

4 interval and no statistical significance. 

If you take the trouble to go through the litany 

6 of testimony from John Seeger that is listed on that page, 

7 you will see he admits that that's true and that they knew 

8 it going in, that they picked the wrong power. It was a 

9 manipulated study. 

They minimized the number of elderly contained in 

11 the study data. I know Mr. Saul will talk about that. 

12 They improperly included children in the study. Mr. Saul 

13 will talk about that. John Seeger admits that that's true. 

14 They incorrectly identified what constitutes a tendon 

rupture for the study by having a nonmedical doctor, 

16 Seeger, do the study. 

17 In particular what you might pay attention to on 

18 that slide is the bullet point saying testimony of Seeger 

19 regarding Schedin. We happened to pullout Mr. Schedin's 

medical record where it talks about whether he has got a 

21 tendon rupture or not a tendon rupture. It says tendon 

22 tear. 

23 We asked Dr. Seeger, Is this a tendon rupture 

24 that would be included as a positive finding in your study. 

He said, no, this would not be a tendon rupture in our 
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1 study. Our plaintiff here, who has clearly defined tendon 

2 ruptures and his doctors have all said so, his treating 

3 doctors have said so, was not a tendon rupture for purposes 

4 of John Seeger's study. That's how badly defined some of 

these tendon ruptures were. 

6 Why? Keep them out of the study and keep the 

7 numbers low. There was a medical record review for 

8 evaluating tendon ruptures, but there was no such medical 

9 record review for tendonitis cases which was used as a 

covariate. It was an internally inconsistent study. 

11 Seeger is not blinded during the study. He knew 

12 which cases had fluoroquinolone use and which were not. 

13 Dan Fife, Johnson & Johnson's own witness, says that as a 

14 result the study is invalid. They destroyed abstracts. We 

wanted to reproduce the study. In order to reproduce the 

16 study we needed the abstracts and the medical records that 

17 they used to determine what was a tendon rupture and what 

18 was not. They have been described. 

19 They admit it. Seeger admits that in the fall of 

2006, three months after the article was published, they 

21 destroyed these documents. That's contrary to the 

22 guidelines pub~ished by the International Society of 

23 Professional Epidemiologists, ISPE, which requires that 

24 such documents be held for five years. 

Normally you wouldn't think that would be such a 
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1 big deal except the guidelines were written in part by 

2 Seeger's boss at Ingenix, Alec Walker. Walker said, I 

3 don't know the guidelines. Are there guidelines? These 

4 guidelines go back to 1996. Walker wrote them in 1996. 

They were revised in 2000, 2004 and 2007, if my memory 

6 serves me correctly. 

7 Walker doesn't know them. Seeger doesn't know 

8 them. They destroyed the documents in contravention of 

9 guidelines that they wrote. Mind boggling. They ignored 

the existing scientific literature. I told you about the 

11 16 articles. They lied to the FDA about comparative tendon 

12 toxicity of fluoroquinolones. 

13 Finally, on the converse side, their marketing 

14 efforts. They touted Levaquin's excellent safety profile 

without disclosing its risk and trained its sales 

16 representatives in this manner. I have got a pile of 

17 documents that show that. The do and don't document that 

18 is on there do tout the excellent safety profile of 

19 Levaquin. 

The quick tips guide that is on the bottom there, 

21 I worked with Teresa Turano and went through much of that 

22 verbatim. I said, does this paragraph have anything about 

23 safety in it? No. Does this have anything about tendon 

24 ruptures in it? No. Does this have anything about 

warnings on tendon ruptures? No. Does this have anything 
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1 about comparative tendon toxicity? No. 

2 Allover the place there is nothing about tendon 

3 warnings, and it's all about the excellent safety profile 

4 of Levaquin. They knowingly marketed to the elderly 

population. Again, the quick tips guide will tell you 

6 that. They marketed it as first line therapy. Levaquin is 

7 a good drug for certain circumstances. We don't dispute 

8 that. 

9 For people who are seriously ill, it will do what 

it's supposed to, but if you're got a sinuitis or an acute 

11 bacterial exacerbation of chronic bronchitis, like John 

12 Schedin did, you don't use Levaquin. He had one trial on 

13 Zithromax. Could easily have gone back to another trial on 

14 Zithromax or another less potent antibiotic, but this was 

marketed like candy, samples left, right and sideways. 

16 They had millions of dollars in samples for first line 

17 therapy for these indications that were hardly severe 

18 enough to warrant them. 

19 They did ghost writing. From 1994 to 2002, 

DesignWrite, their hired gun, caused to be authored two 

21 144 papers on either Floxin or Levaquin, touting its 

22 benefits. Of those 144 papers, 13 of them had the word 

23 "safety" in the title, and only one of them had anything to 

24 do with tendons, and that was a published, published paper 

on children and tendon disorders. Nothing about the 
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1 elderly. Nothing about corticosteroids. Nothing about any 

2 of the issues where Levaquin is worse than any other 

3 fluoroquinolone, and that's only through 2002. 

4 In 2002 they spent a million dollars with 

DesignWrite on ghost writing alone. There was a lot more 

6 money spent with DesignWrite in that year. They used the 

7 Speakers Bureau as a promotional tool. Defendants' own 

8 expert John Segreti who is going to talk about 

9 Mr. Schedin's particular circumstances and case specific 

and also what you use Levaquin for. 

11 I asked him - he is on the Speakers Bureau, so 

12 they are bringing in a Speakers Bureau person as their 

13 expert witness, which is kind of curious. I asked him what 

14 he did when he was on the Speakers Bureau. He gave talks. 

I said, well, were they promotional. He said, of course 

16 they were promotional. 

17 Well, why were they promotional? Because I was 

18 touting the use of Levaquin. It wasn't educational about 

19 disease. It was about how best to use Levaquin. They were 

promotional. 

21 So at the end of the day, Judge, we have lots of 

22 good reasons why we believe defendant deliberately 

23 disregarded the rights of the plaintiffs, including John 

24 Schedin, intentionally, consciously, knowingly, willfully 

and with marked indifference. That's our evidence. 
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1 You don't have to, you shouldn't listen to any 

2 contrary evidence or challenges or cross-examination by 

3 defendant because that's not what the law allows or 

4 requires. We think the motion should be granted. Thank 

you very much. 

6 THE COURT. Thank you, Mr. Goldser. 

7 Mr. Saul, did you have something? 

8 MR. SAUL: Good morning, Your Honor. 

9 THE COURT: Good morning. 

MR. SAUL: Louis Saul on behalf of plaintiffs. 

11 Mr. Goldser talked at some length about the 

12 Ingenix study, and I will fill in the gaps. I realize our 

13 time is limited here. Just to go back, Johnson & Johnson 

14 had nothing to do with the European situation. Aventis, 

their trading partner in Europe, was asked to do studies 

16 because of the signal in Europe that there were tendon 

17 problems, particularly among the elderly, emphasis added, 

18 and particularly with corticosteroids. 

19 What the defendant was hoping to avoid and worked 

to avoid - may I approach - was to have this, this 

21 warning in the label. This is the warning that eventually 

22 got into the label. This is the black box warning that got 

23 into the label in November '08. Fluoroquinolones, 

24 including Levaquin, are associated with an increased risk 

of tendonitis and tendon rupture. The risk is increased on 
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1 those over 60 and those on concomitant therapies 

2 respiratory, heart and lung recipients. 

3 They kept this warning from being placed in the 

4 PDR, in the package insert, for seven years. During that 

seven years, their sales were about 13 billion dollars. By 

6 keeping this warning out for seven years, this company 

7 earned themselves 13 million dollars, and we believe that 

8 that evidence in itself is enough to get us to the punitive 

9 damages claim. 

However, how did they do it. 

11 THE COURT: Is this the warning that is on right 

12 now? 

13 MR. SAUL: This is the present day warning. 

14 THE COURT: Go ahead. I will ask you a question 

about that later. 

16 MR. SAUL: Sure. So what did they do? They had 

17 no interest in Europe. In fact, they told the Court during 

18 our motion practice that they had no relationship with the 

19 European authorities and they didn't want to give us 

documents related to that, that they actually went and took 

21 over this study. They took it away from Aventis because 

22 they said if we don't do this study and we don't get the 

.23 proper results, essentially we're dead. Levaquin is off 

24 the market. 

So what did they do? They hired this company 
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1 called Ingenix who had done numerous other studies for 

2 them. There was a young doctor there by the name of John 

3 Seeger who had just become an employee, and they had him 

4 conduct the studies. Mr. Goldser said they designed the 

protocol. What did they do in the study? 

6 If I may give you another document, Your Honor. 

7 This was prepared by me, and this is how they intentionally 

8 manipulated the study. The first they wanted to do, the 

9 European ~uthorities wanted to study - the issue was among 

the elderly and corticosteroid use. What did Johnson & 

11 Johnson do? They intentionally left out elderly from the 

12 study. 

13 This document that I just handed you was from the 

14 original protocol of this Ingenix study. If you will see 

here, table 1 talks about the UnitedHealthcare research 

16 database population. If you'll go down to the bottom, 60 

17 to 64 and 65 plus, you will see that in their database, 

18 there was only 4.7 percent of, let's for lack of a better 

19 term, the aging population. I'm in there. Just leave it 

like that. 

21 You will see in table number 2 in the census 

22 bureau, there were 16.2 percent of the population being 

23 over 60. So they chose a data -- Aetna was going to use a 

24 different database, but they took this away and used this 

particular database that underrepresented the elderly. 
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1 What else did they do? Levaquin was contraindicated for 

2 children, for pediatric use. Contraindicated, you can't 

3 use it for pediatric use. 

4 You will see in the general population, there is 

29 percent, and in their database there is 29 percent in 

6 approximate numbers. They included this 29 percent, the 

7 children, in the study. So what they did is, they kept the 

8 elderly out. They included children. Children can't even 

9 take Levaquin. The elderly, the focus was on the elderly. 

They cut that down. Okay. 

11 So what did they do? So they intentionally 

12 excluded the elderly and included children. But then what 

13 happened? They did their study. Part of their study was 

14 to get this study published in certain journals. Those 

journals are the journals that most of us have heard about. 

16 For instance, in New England I won't go 

17 through them all. Five journals, the New England Journal 

18 of Medicine and the first line journals. They could not 

19 get this study published anywhere. What did they do? They 

went to - Johnson & Johnson and Ingenix, they were members 

21 of a society, and Ingenix was the head of the society. 

22 They got it published in that society's journal. 

23 No one else would take it. The study was 

24 concluded in 2003. 2006 it got published. Lo and behold 

three or four months after it got published, they destroyed 
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1 the data. They went and they did medical review of a 

2 certain number of the patients in this study, and you have 

3 to keep this data because once you publish something, other 

4 researchers have to be able to duplicate the study. 

What happened to the data? Dr. Seeger testified, 

6 we don't - we didn't really know what happened. I'm not 

7 sure what happened, and he went on and on. Finally, we got 

8 him to admit, and I just want to read to you - at any 

9 rate, Dr. Seeger admits, admits that under his tutelage or 

under his direction that he caused all the documentation to 

11 be destroyed regarding the study. This is, forms the basis 

12 also of our motion, our Daubert motion. 

13 No one can duplicate this study. They also 

14 created an algorithm to define who was in the case. They 

can't find that algorithm. All the documentation is gone. 

16 That in itself, the intentional destruction of the data, 

17 they kept their product on the market for nine years or 

18 eight years, is enough to allow us to amend the, the 

19 complaint, and I believe it's enough for the jury to enter 

a substantial award. 

21 I feel that our time is limited, but each of 

22 these dotted areas is covered in our brief extensively, and 

23 I would like to incorporate our motion in limine regarding 

24 Dr. Seeger into this because rather than me go on and on 

about the study, I think it's all well depicted in our 
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1 brief. 

2 THE COURT: ~hank you, Mr. Saul. 

3 MR. SAUL: Thank you, Your Honor. Did you have 

4 any questions about the black box? 

THE COURT: No. That's fine. I may address it 

6 later in the hearing. 

7 Mr. Dames? 

8 MR. DAMES: Thank you, Your Honor. Your Honor, I 

9 just want to start from, actually maybe just the simplest 

of all is to start from the beginning, and that is when the 

11 drug was first marketed in 1997. There has much been made 

12 so far in the arguments concerning concealment, omissions, 

13 lack of warning, refusal to include things in the warning 

14 that I would like to refocus this as to what took place in 

the very beginning when the drug was first marketed. 

16 From its inception, and the Court is well aware 

17 because we've said it many times, when it was first 

18 marketed, there has been a tendon rupture warning in the 

19 label. Not hidden, not in any way buried in a mass of 

language, prominently mentioned in the warnings. 

21 At the time that Mr. Schedin received his 

22 prescription for Levaquin, the warnings had been updated as 

23 early as 2002 - well, let me first go back to October of 

24 2001. The warning was altered to include a reference to a 

heightened risk in the elderly, potential risk with the 
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1 elderly taking corticosteroids. 

2 That was in response to the events and the data 

3 that had been received in Europe about the experience and 

4 adverse reaction reports from the use of Tavanic, the 

Levaquin is marketed in Europe, and the company through a 

6 change is being effected, that is on its own initiative, 

7 incorporated the information that was coming from Europe to 

8 include that in the warning on its own. 

9 The FDA approved it at the company's instigation. 

They approved that warning. It was that warning with ,a 

11 very slight amendment in 2004. That was the warning the 

12 prescribing physician for Mr. Schedin received. 

13 Now, in Europe the reports, the adverse reaction 

14 reports that were received in Europe, showed variances 

within the different European countries. Germany had a 

16 much lower rate of reporting than did France. When those 

17 things were investigated, when the scientists and 

18 researchers looked at what were the reasons for divergence 

19 between the European countries, they determined that in 

France, Levaquin was prescribed and Tavanic was prescribed 

21 predominantly for upper respiratory tract infections, and 

22 there the French physicians used corticosteroids a 

23 significant percentage of the time when they used Levaquin. 

24 Now, the debate has been, you know, what 

significance is that. When the meeting occurred at the 
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1 Kitano Hotel, not quite as luxurious. I have actually 

2 stayed there. When the meeting was held at the Kitano 

3 Hotel to evaluate the situation and determine what should 

4 be done to investigate it, now remember already in place 

was J & J's CBE label change - the label change occurred 

6 in October. I'm sorry. Already-

7 J & J incorporated that information in October 

8 that it learned, but in addition it wanted to do an 

9 investigation and a study, as did Aventis. Aventis does 

their own studies, a quick and dirty analysis, it was put, 

11 to look at the situation to respond to the French and 

12 European regulatory authorities. J & J decided it wanted 

13 to use the largest database then available, the 

14 UnitedHealthcare database. 

Contrary to what you have heard so far, Your 

16 Honor, the Aetna database, an alternative, was not even 

17 available to be used. They couldn't use it. Why did they 

18 use UnitedHealthcare database? Well, it afforded J & J an 

19 opportunity to have access to medical records. Not all 

databases that were used would give you the access to the 

21 medical records. 

22 And as I said, it was an exceptionally large 

23 database and would provide one of the best experiences to 

24 evaluate to see what was the frequency, what was the 

incidence of tendon rupture on Levaquin and what was the 
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1 incidence of tendon rupture on some other factors, for 

2 example, other fluoroquinolones and to evaluate -

3 I mean the study itself clearly was published by 

4 Dr. Seeger, included other factors besides Levaquin. It 

also evaluated corticosteroid use and some other 

6 predisposing factors. Now, why was tendon rupture used as 

7 a measure? Was it done to manipulate the data, to somehow 

8 hide something? No. 

9 It was determined that the most objectively 

verifiable diagnosis that could be used in the study was a 

11 rupture. Not tendinopathy. Tendinopathy can be a wide 

12 variety of things. It is like 70 diagnostic codes are 

13 related to tendinopathies. So it could be confused with 

14 muscle tears. It could be confused with other kinds of 

diagnostic end products. So it was made, it was determined 

16 to use tendon rupture as the objectively verifiable point. 

17 The diagnosis of tendon rupture by a physician 

18 was operative. Now what is wrong with that? Very, very 

19 little. Dr. Van der Linden used tendon rupture as the 

outcome in his own study. 

21 Now, I want to remind the Court that J & J was 

22 very responsible in addressing the issue head on. It 

23 wanted to do the study on its own, not because it wanted to 

24 manipulate the results. Dr. Kahn testified quite clearly 

that what they wanted to do was the correct study. They 
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1 wanted to do it correctly. They wanted to make certain it 

2 was done right, and that's why they did the study the way 

3 they did, and that's why they did it rather than rely on 

4 any other company to do it on their behalf. 

What was the outcome of their investigation? 

6 What was the outcome of their research? The French and 

7 European - well, the European regulatory authorities 

8 evaluated not only the Johnson & Johnson sponsored study 

9 that was performed, and let's make this distinction clear. 

It was performed by Ingenix. J & J participated in the 

11 protocol. It helped plan the protocol of this study. 

12 It did not conduct the study. That was done 

13 independently by Ingenix, and Dr. Seeger made the decisions 

14 concerning the development of the study together with other 

employees at Ingenix and the development of the algorithm 

16 which defined and decided which were cases and which were 

17 not. 

18 Much reference has been made to destruction of 

19 medical records. Dr. Seeger in the course of an office 

move after the study was published, as plaintiffs state, 

21 lost the medical records involved in the study. It had 

22 nothing to do with Johnson & Johnson. Johnson & Johnson 

23 certainly had no relationship to any loss of the medical 

24 records, but it was inadvertent, and it was done during the 

course of his office move, as he testified. 
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1 There was a reference made to whether his study 

2 was blinded. Dr. Seeger pointed out, his study, he was 

3 blinded as to which fluoroquinolones were used by the 

4 people involved in the study. We could go on and on with 

how the study was designed. Were the elderly intentionally 

6 excluded? That's absolutely false. Here is a classic 

7 example of how the characterization by plaintiffs is so 

8 unfair. 

9 The UnitedHealthcare database, of course, the 

basis of that database are the people covered under the 

11 UnitedHealthcare. That, there would be, because of 

12 Medicaid - because of Medicare, there would be a possible 

13 underrepresentation of the elderly. That was recognized, 

14 and that's why the elderly and a Medicare database were 

added to the study. 

16 So there wasn't any intentional exclusion. They 

17 were in fact included. Then it was contrasted with whether 

18 there was an intentional inclusion of children to also skew 

19 the results of the study. Children were not intentionally 

included. The database includes children. There were no 

21 Levaquin cases of tendon rupture involving children. There 

22 were no skewed results because of children, but you take a 

23 database as it comes, and it includes the span of ages in 

24 the database, so of course, the age range of children who 

would have been included. 
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1 The tears were excluded, according to Mr. Saul, 

2 in the study. If Levaquin, if there was a tendon rupture 

3 defined as having occurred with Levaquin by the prescribing 

4 doctor, it could be defined as a complete tear, it would be 

included. So we are really ending up talking about and 

6 debating the merits of a scientific protocol openly arrived 

7 at, submitted to the FDA, shown to the European regulatory 

8 authorities who in turn evaluated the published literature, 

9 Aventis's own studies and the Seeger study. 

And they recognized the limitations of each, 

11 including the Seeger study, and what do they corne out with 

12 after the purported suggestion - it isn't purported. It 

13 was a suggestion by one of the assessors earlier on that 

14 the label be altered to include a statement concerning a 

greater use in the risk of Levaquin over the other 

16 fluoroquinolones. 

17 That was rejected after all of the evidence was 

18 in by the European regulatory authorities, and the reason 

19 it was rejected was clearly stated that the data was 

insufficient to make any differentiation between 

21 fluoroquinolones and tendon rupture, and it is worthwhile 

22 to remind ourselves of exactly what the European health 

23 authorities after all of the data was in, up-to-date for 

24 them, in 2003. 

And it says, and this is one of 
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1 Plaintiff's Exhibits, Exhibit 87. Under paragraph 8, and 

2 we mentioned it as well in our brief, Your Honor, the 

3 conclusions, it states, The morbidity and frequency of the 

4 suspected adverse reaction, that is, very rare and not 

fatal outcome which generally recovers, must be weighed 

6 against the nature of the benefits and indications for 

7 treatment with levofloxacin, reduction in morbidity and 

8 mortality of respiratory tract infections and other 

9 infections when considering the need for further studies 

and regulatory action. 

11 They conclude, No further action - this is on 

12 the next page - given the rarity and nonlethality of 

13 adverse reactions, this is justified on the following 

14 grounds. Absolute risks of fluoroquinolone associated 

tendon rupture are very rare, and furthermore, the 

16 population attributable risk is very low. 

17 Although we cannot exclude a slightly higher risk 

18 of tendon rupture with levofloxacin or ofloxacin, currently 

19 available data are inconclusive. Such estimates are likely 

to be rare or very rare. SPCs, that is a labelin~, for 

21 levofloxacin products have been updated with adequate 

22 warnings. Further analysis of "existing data are unlikely 

23 to be helpful. 

24 There were several things in that conclusion that 

are important. Even considering all of the studies, even 
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1 considering the state of the animal data, considering all 

2 of the issues that plaintiff have put forth today about the 

3 adequacy of the studies, disagreeing with some, agreeing 

4 with others, the European regulatory authorities decided 

that the heightened risk label change was not necessary. 

6 There was no evidentiary basis for it. 

7 They also, however, said something very important 

8 in this conclusion, and that is the benefits of Levaquin in 

9 the treatment of upper respiratory infection. There are 

benefits to this drug, and that is in part part of the 

11 passion that arises from Dr. Kahn. The benefits of 

12 Levaquin have been proved repetitively, and they are agreed 

13 to by everyone in this litigation. 

14 At the trial of this case, you will hear from 

every expert witness, plaintiffs' and defendants' alike, 

16 that Levaquin is efficacious and is very valuable. It is a 

17 good drug. Quite simply, they have testified already that 

18 it is a good drug. 

19 We have pointed out in the brief that Dr. Zizic, 

one of the plaintiffs' principal experts in this case, 

21 prescribes Levaquin, uses it to this day. Uses it, in 

22 fact, under the condition well, let me backtrack. 

23 Dr. Zizic took it himself. It actually cured his 

24 infection, a very severe infection which he had. 

So he obtained the benefit of Levaquin himself. 
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1 He gives it to his patients from time to time, and there is 

2 no testimony from either Dr. Zizic or any other expert 

3 witness in this case that the use of Levaquin under the 

4 conditions of use in Mr. Schedin was somehow inadequate or 

inappropriate. 

6 So in the midst of all of this characterization 

7 of how there was a clear disregard of the safety of 

8 patients, we have a unanimity of opinion as to the 

9 necessity and utility of the drug. We have a unanimity of 

an opinion that it should be used in the kinds of 

11 infections, upper respiratory tract infections, for which 

12 Mr. Schedin received the drug. 

13 We have also heard about, it is not to be used as 

14 a first line of defense therapy for certain indications. 

Well, taking Mr. Schedin's case, for example, there will be 

16 no testimony, there is certainly none based on the expert 

17 reports of the depositions, that Mr. Schedin was not an 

18 appropriate candidate at the time he got Levaquin for 

19 Levaquin. 

There are no indications in any label or any 

21 suggested indications in the label or contraindications 

22 which would minimize the use of Levaquin or have it as a 

23 second line of use. The published guidelines to this day, 

24 the Sanford Medical Guide, the Infectious Disease Society 

published guidelines, call for Levaquin to be used as a 
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1 first line therapy initially in upper respiratory tract 

2 infections. 

3 So the current state of medical knowledge by 

4 neutral and expert physicians, by responsible and 

referenced medical guides all call for the use of Levaquin. 

6 Levaquin is in fact the most efficacious, the best 

7 antibiotic for upper respiratory tract infections. 

8 So if I can mirror, even slightly, the belief 

9 that someone like Dr. Kahn and others brought to how 

important the drug was to be used in the current 

11 respiratory season in his memo and to push for the right 

12 study, the correct study, the properly done study, the 

13 mischaracterization of the memo and of Dr. Kahn in this is 

14 truly horrendous. 

Dr. Kahn's attempts, J & J's attempts was to do a 

16 study using the largest healthcare database then available, 

17 to use it for a measure of outcome which was the most 

18 clearly and objectively verifiable, and they hired Ingenix 

19 to perform and conduct that study. None of the data that 

has been developed to this day shows that Levaquin has any 

21 greater risk of tendon rupture than any other 

22 fluoroquinolone. 

23 The data referenced by plaintiffs in their brief, 

24 the information that can be gleaned from it is, you either 

have data on ofloxacin. You have no reference to Levaquin 
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1 and tendon rupture in those studies. You have suggestions 

2 on animal data as to comparative toxicities, but virtually 

3 none that any authority considered relevant and probative 

4 of the differential toxicities. 

So how can anyone conclude that what shouldn't be 

6 in the label, what is not in the label anywhere today, was 

7 somehow the result of manipulation by J & J earlier? How 

8 can anyone conclude that something not required by any 

9 regulatory authority to this day is the by-product of a 

manipulation by J & J and a clear disregard of public 

11 safety by J & J earlier? 

12 Added to that is, these attempts through 

13 marketing efforts to cloud and conceal and hide and ghost 

14 writing and detail people to call on physicians and not 

mention safety. Every visit that a sales representative 

16 makes upon a physician includes the prescribing 

17 information. 

18 They don't just get it from the PDR, although 

19 that's a highly reputable source. They get it every time a 

sales rep calls on them. They get it prominently mentioned 

21 in the label. It's not hard to find, and the physicians, 

22 now we have taken enough prescribing physicians I've 

23 reminded the Court to this day. The physicians know about 

24 tendon rupture. 

If there is one thing that we find consistently 
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1 is that the prescribing physicians are aware of tendon 

2 rupture, including Dr. Beecher. He testified he knew of 

3 tendon rupture at the time he prescribed the drug to 

4 plaintiff. Plaintiffs asked, were you aware of the fact of 

corticosteroid and the risk of elderly, and in all 

6 fairness, Dr. Beecher said he didn't remember that he was 

7 aware of that at the time. 

8 I asked him, Did you have this label, and I read 

9 him that label, and he said, yes, I did have that 

prescribing information at the time. More importantly, in 

11 this case, the actual prescribing physician turned to the 

12 plaintiff who was there and said to him, I'm very sorry. 

13 This is all my fault. Not the drug company misled me, not 

14 based upon what you have told me to this day and what 

plaintiffs' attorneys have told me do I feel like the 

16 company consciously disregarded your safety, not that I 

17 felt I was manipulated by anyone, not that I looked at any 

18 other information from any other source and was misled, 

19 none of that. 

It was, this was my fault. Am I blaming the 

21 doctor? Frankly, no. The doctor did the proper thing. 

22 Mr. Schedin was cured of his infection. He suffered an 

23 adverse reaction, but that is not the sign or the sole 

24 reason to hold any drug company culpable when it has 

adequately warned and the company did. Hardly a case for 
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1 punitive damages. Hardly a case showing an intentional 

2 disregard for the safety. 

3 Now, I just want to summarize and conclude, Your 

4 Honor, that plaintiffs claim that there was a plan to 

conceal and failed to disclose the heightened risk. There 

6 was no plan documented anywhere here. There is no level of 

7 agreement or anything that can diagram an effort to conceal 

8 and disregard the public safety. They document no such 

9 plan. 

Plaintiffs also failed to demonstrate evidence of 

11 a heightened risk. As I have said repetitively, no expert 

12 or regulatory agency has concluded there is a greater risk 

13 to this day. The only ones to offer that opinion, the only 

14 ones that will come to the Court and discuss heightened 

risk are plaintiffs' retained experts who actually learned 

16 of the information and read the literature available on the 

17 drug for the first time, by and large, when they were 

18 retained. 

19 They didn't have the level of experience and 

knowledge that could have afforded them the opportunity to 

21 have that opinion before it. Regulatory agencies have 

22 specifically reviewed the data as I have suggested that 

23 plaintiffs claim and cannot establish and deny that there 

24 is a greater risk and have never suggested that J & J 

should have put that in its label. 
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1 Plaintiffs argue that simply - they argue that 

2 what that really shows, and I've heard this before, is 

3 actually how well the plan worked. The fact that no one 

4 has taken any action to show them that our unidentified 

plan has actually had its intended purpose, met its 

6 intended purpose. 

7 Any efforts made by the company to investigate 

8 the issue, submit the results to the regulatory agency and 

9 publish the results are claimed by plaintiffs to be part of 

this illicit and unidentified plan. The very act that J & 

11 J wished and did a study, sponsored a study by Ingenix and 

12 wanted to do the correct study is taken as an effort to 

13 conceal the truth. 

14 It is almost a bit Orwellian that an effort by 

the company to find out what it believed to be would be the 

16 most reliable and correct answer to date is taken as 

17 conduct to justify the imposition of punitive damages, for 

18 a product which remains on the market and is to this day 

19 considered to be a premier antibiotic with an ample warning 

about tendon rupture. 

21 So it is difficult to conceive of a less 

22 appropriate situation and a less appropriate drug to find 

23 that the defendant acted in intentional disregard of the 

24 public's safety. The public's safety has been benefitted 

by this drug. That is the final irony. The public safety 
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1 is what has benefitted and benefitted by the marketing of 

2 this drug, exactly as Dr. Kahn had hoped it would be. 

3 Thank you, Your Honor. 

4 THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Dames. 

Did you have anything else, Mr. Goldser? 

6 MR. GOLDSER: Briefly, Your Honor. I once again 

7 thank Mr. Dames for a preview of his closing argument to 

8 the jury, but as I said in my opening remarks, what he says 

9 about the evidence in that fashion this Court must 

disregard. 

11 In reaching a determination about punitive 

12 damages, the Court makes no credibility awards, does not 

13 consider any challenge by cross-examination or otherwise to 

14 plaintiffs' proof. So the spin that Mr. Dames puts on it 

has nothing to do with this Court's determination at this 

16 point in time. This Court has to decide whether from the 

17 plaintiffs' evidence there is a prima facie showing of 

18 deliberate disregard. 

19 I could go on for a long time responding seriatim 

to each of the points that Mr. Dames makes. Let me pick up 

21 a couple of them. For example, he says, tendon ruptures 

22 were used as a measure because they were the most 

23 objectively verifiable test. Then why was it when the 

24 algorithm was completed that there were far more Levaquin 

tendon ruptures discarded as nonviable cases than Cipro 
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1 tendon ruptures? 

2 Even when you get to the level of tendon rupture 

3 as they claim was the gold standard, their algorithm 

4 resulted in a manipulation that substantially threw out 

more Levaquin cases than Cipro cases. That was part of the 

6 manipulation that was involved. 

7 Mr. Dames says, and the Medicare database was 

8 added. Indeed it was. There were three drafts of the 

9 study that were promulgated over time. The Medicare data 

was added in the second draft. The problem is, it was the 

11 first draft that was sent to the European agencies, and it 

12 was the first draft that caused the European agencies to 

13 back down. 

14 That first draft did not have the Medicare data 

in it, and so the fact that the Medicare data was in the 

16 second draft did nothing to influence the European agencies 

17 to back down from their proposed warning. Mr. Dames says 

18 there are children in the database, and that was just 

19 normal and it doesn't matter, but you've got to think about 

what the impact of the children being in the database was. o 

21 They had no tendon ruptures because they weren't 

22 taking Levaquin. So if you have children in the database 

23 and you have got 100 people in the database as a result of 

24 the children being in the database and there is one tendon 

rupture in the adults, that's a 1 in 100 rate. 
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1 But if you throw out the children and let's say 

2 90 percent of them were children, and obviously I'm using 

3 an extreme example, but you only have 10 adults in the 

4 database and one of those adults has a tendon rupture, you 

have a rate of 1 in 10. That's 10 percent. Children in 

6 the database mattered substantially because they skewed the 

7 numbers. It's not quite as easy as Mr. Dames would like to 

8 suggest. 

9 I'm intrigued by the extensive argument that 

Mr. Dames makes about how no foreign regulatory authority 

11 took any legal action to change the label, and yet time 

12 after time after time in oral argument and in briefs in 

13 this court, defense has said you can't consider what the 

14 legal actions were that were taken by foreign agencies. 

We're not allowed to do that, they say, with Dr. Blume and 

16 her evidence. 

17 There is a motion, the Daubert motions, their 

18 Daubert motion specifically addresses that. We can't do 

19 that, so well, why can they? Either those legal actions 

taken by the regulatory authorities are in or they're out. 

21 Not good for the goose, not good for the gander. It's our 

22 burden to show you based on our evidence and our spin of 

23 that evidence that a jury could find that punitive damages 

24 are warranted. 

I understand Mr. Dames's spin. He has given us 
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1 that from the get-go. I hardly agree with it, but that 

2 doesn't matter for today. Mr. Saul had a comment he wanted 

3 to make. 

4 THE COURT: Go ahead, Mr. Saul. 

MR. SAUL: Very briefly, Your Honor, I must say I 

6 was somewhat disappointed in Mr. Dames and some of the 

7 things he said, particularly about the issue of destruction 

8 of the documents. He said that they were somehow destroyed 

9 in an office move. 

It is just one minute of testimony of Dr. Seeger. 

11 I'm taking the examination. And who made the decision to 

12 destroy them? Mr. Saul. 

13 I don't recall exactly, but it could have been 

14 one of a couple of scenarios. Either somebody asked me if 

I could, if these could be discarded and I said yes, or 

16 it's possible that the default was to get rid of things 

17 unless somebody stepped forward, and I did not step forward 

18 to not discard them. 

19 Everything was discarded unless someone said save 

it? 

21 That's right. 

22 And it was your responsibility to determine in 

23 this particular project what was saved and what was thrown 

24 away? 

That was a possible scenario. 
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1 What?
 

2 That was a possible scenario. Yes.
 

3 That was a question. Was it or was it not your 

4 decision as the project manager in this particular project 

to save or destroy documents? 

6 It was my decision, and I followed one of those 

7 two scenarios that I laid out. 

8 What Mr. Dames said was not what the testimony 

9 was. Thank you. 

THE COURT: Mr. Robinson? 

11 MR. ROBINSON: Thank you, Your Honor. Bill 

12 Robinson for the defendants. I will be brief. First with 

13 respect to Mr. Goldser's comments about the fact that the 

14 algorithm used in the Seeger study found more ciprofloxacin 

cases than levofloxacin cases, he did not tell you 

16 Dr. Seeger's answer when he was asked that at the 

17 deposition. 

18 In fact, Dr. Seeger did a separate post hoc study 

19 of that issue, and it's very clear that doctors were 

misdiagnosing tendon ruptures in Levaquin patients, and 

21 that's in the published article. Basically that's why 

22 there were more ciprofloxacin cases. There was a 

23 diagnostic bias found in the study against levofloxacin and 

24 tendon ruptures. 

Secondly, with respect to the Medicare database, 
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1 the testimony is pretty straightforward. The Medicare 

2 population was not available for the database when the 

3 initial protocols were done. As soon as it was available, 

4 it was added. The Medicare patients were included in the 

final study results and in the published paper results and 

6 in the results given to all the regulators. 

7 The question of the children in the database, 

8 Dr. Seeger's comment to that was why would you exclude 

9 children from the database? You're looking at a study of 

the use of levofloxacin. Some doctors do use levofloxacin 

11 off label use for children. In fact, you're probably going 

12 to hear a lot about some of the studies done with children 

13 in the course of the trial. 

14 As it turned out, there were no cases in the 

study of any children with an Achilles tendon rupture that 

16 were included in the data. That doesn't skew the data, the 

17 fact that they found no cases, because it's a case control 

18 study. You're comparing to controls. You're not looking 

19 at total numbers of cases in that sense. 

In terms of the destruction of documents, 

21 Mr. Saul has referred to that on a couple of occasions 

22 here. Just for the record to be very clear what was 

23 destroyed, Dr. Seeger selected 328 random sample potential 

24 cases of Achilles tendon rupture, sent people out to get 

records, do abstraction forms. Those are the records that 
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1 were destroyed. 

2 It's important to note Dr. Seeger was asked a 

3 question, well, could you reproduce this study without 

4 those records. He said, yes, you could. It would take 

some time and effort and money, but you could do that 

6 because they still have the code numbers for all those 

7 patients. 

8 Those records have nothing to do with the final 

9 case selection process which was done by the algorithm, and 

I will just note, Your Honor, the algorithm was blinded to 

11 all fluoroquinolone exposure of any type, all antibiotic 

12 exposure. So the final computer program that picked the 

13 cases that were the cases included in the data analysis for 

14 the study was totally blinded to drug exposure, which 

fluoroquinolone, which antibiotic or whether any was used. 

16 It wasn't there. 

17 Thank you. 

18 THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Robinson. Okay. 

19 Thank you, Counsel. The Court will take the motion under 

advisement and issue a written order quickly. Let's take a 

21 five-minute break before the other motions. 

22 THE CLERK: All rise. 

23 (Recess taken.) 

24 
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1 (In open court.) 

2 THE COURT: You may be seated. Okay. You may be 

3 seated. Okay. Let's take the other motions. 

4 Ms. Van Steenburgh. 

MS. VAN STEENBURGH: Your Honor. We're going to 

6 narrow the focus a little bit and look just at the 

7 complaint in the Schedin case, although we have included as 

8 our motion the other bellwether cases. Before I begin, 

9 Mr. McCormick informed me prior to my approaching the 

podium here that the plaintiffs are going to withdraw their 

11 claims on the Deceptive Trade Practices Act. That happens 

12 to be embedded in Count Number VI. There are two claims in 

13 there, but they will withdraw that one, so I will just 

14 restrict my comments. 

MR. MCCORMICK: That's correct, Your Honor. We 

16 decided from the seven complaints that are at issue, six 

17 complaints that are at issue in this motion. Thank you, 

18 Your Honor. 

19 THE COURT: Very well. Go ahead. 

MS. VAN STEENBURGH: So we're moving today for 

21 motion on judgment on the pleadings in partial. There are 

22 three claims we're not moving on, strict liability, 

23 negligence and fraud. But there are seven causes of action 

24 that we believe are subject to dismissal, and they can be 

grouped into three areas: Consumer fraud, the warranty 
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1 claims and the unjust enrichment claim. 

2 Each of those is deficient in terms of its 

3 pleading and are subject to dismissal. What I would like 

4 to do is turn to the consumer fraud claims initially. That 

would be Counts VI, VII, VIII and IX. I'm not going to 

6 spend really any time on Count VII, that's the handicapped 

7 and elderly provision, and that's derivativ$ of the other 

8 consumer fraud statutes. 

9 But as to the consumer fraud statutes in 

themselves, the basis of the motion is that the plaintiffs 

11 cannot show any public benefit. As the Court well knows, 

12 there is no private cause of action under those statutes, 

13 and in order to bring a claim, a plaintiff has to invoke 

14 Section 8.31 under the Minnesota Statutes, and the purpose 

of that is to allow a private litigant to stand in the 

16 shoes of the Attorney General. 

17 And the purpose of the statute is to expand 

18 efforts to stop or prevent fraudulent business practices. 

19 Well, just as the Attorney General would have to do that 

for the benefit of the public, a private litigant has to 

21 show that in fact they are operating to benefit the public 

22 when they bring such a cause of action. 

23 Now the plaintiffs have taken the position here 

24 that as long as their complaint alleges deceptive trade 

practices aimed at the public at large, they have satisfied 
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1 the public benefit requirement under the case law and the 

2 statutes. They rely on the Collins versus Minnesota School 

3 of Business case, and that case cannot be read so narrowly. 

4 There was a narrow issue in that case involving 

District Court interpretation of a public benefit saying 

6 that maybe the number of plaintiffs was too small, and the 

7 Court said no, you need to focus more on what the 

8 representation was that it was a larger, it was made to the 

9 public. 

But really the Collins case is consistent with 

11 the other case law having to do with the public benefit 

12 beeause the real issue is, what's the remedy and whether 

13 the lawsuit would change the behavior of defendant, whether 

14 you're going to stop deceptive trade practices or not. The 

Collins case, the minute the lawsuit was started, the 

16 television ads and the presentations that the Minnesota 

17 School of Business were presenting in order to attract 

18 students stopped immediately, and so the kind of behavior 

19 was immediately stopped by the lawsuit. 

This case is very different. Mr. Schedin has 

21 brought an action. He brought an action three years after 

22 he took Levaquin. This is a classic products liability 

23 action. It involves products liability negligence, and the. 

24 remedy is an individual remedy. 

There are a series of cases, Judge Montgomery and 
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1 Magistrate Judge Erickson have rendered decisions in which 

2 they looked at that remedy, and when it's an exclusively 

3 individual remedy, they have held that that does not accrue 

4 to the public benefit. Mr. Schedin is seeking damages for 

himself, pain and suffering, past medical expenses, future 

6 expenses. Those are not for the public benefit. 

7 If you also look at the representation, the issue 

8 in this case, and you look at the cases that look at that, 

9 for example, this case, the Swenson case, the horrible 

security case involving ADT Securities, and also Judge 

11 Magnuson on the Tuttle case, the issues there were, what 

12 are those representations? 

13 What is happening? Are those still out there? 

14 Are they continuing? Is there something about this lawsuit 

that is going to change behavior? If you look at this 

16 case, this case involves the 2002 with the minor 

17 modification, the 2004 label. That label does not exist 

18 anymore. That label is not out in the public domain. 

19 There is nothing about that label. 

We are litigating something in the past. It's 

21 like the childproof lighters in Pecarina that Judge 

22 Montgomery said they're not on the market. They're not 

23 going to change behavior. In Tuttle Judge Magnuson said 

24 that the plaintiff wanted to bring consumer fraud claims 

because she wanted to warn other consumers about smokeless 
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1 tobacco. The label had already been put on by the FDA. 

2 The whole situation here is again, the claim is, 

3 was the label in 2004 adequate, and the plaintiff has lots 

4 of arguments as to why it wasn't. There wasn't sufficient 

information. We didn't send out dear doctor letters. It 

6 was confusing. In the end, if there is ever a verdict 

7 form, it's going to say was the label inadequate. It's not 

8 going to do anything about this label because that label 

9 doesn't exist anymore. 

So the Consumer Fraud Act claims just do not 

11 apply because there is no public benefit by virtue of those 

12 claims in this lawsuit. 

13 Turning now to the warranty claims, I'm going to 

14 just spend a brief moment, Your Honor, because I think 

those are pretty straightforward. They're in Count III. 

16 There is an implied breach of warranty claim. This Court 

17 has addressed that issue before. Strict liability in 

18 Minnesota preempts an implied warranty of merchantability, 

19 and so as long as there is a strict liability claim, there 

cannot be an implied warranty claim. 

21 With,respect to breach of express warranty, I'm 

22 amazed. There was lots of rhetoric in the plaintiffs' 

23 brief about how Minnesota recognizes an express warranty 

24 claim. Great. That's true. But the question is, what is 

that warranty that is the basis of the claim in this 
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1 lawsuit, and you look at page 19 of the plaintiffs' brief, 

2 they don't explain that at all. 

3 They just fuss it up. They don't identify 

4 anything with respect to what that warranty is, and if you 

look at the complaint, paragraph 136 of their complaint 

6 where that warranty should be, all it says is that it 

7 wasn't safe. That's no different than an implied warranty, 

8 safe for its intended purpose. 

9 So it's duplicative of the implied warranty. 

That one should also be dismissed. If it's an implied 

11 warranty, it's preempted under Minnesota law relative to 

12 strict liability. Finally, with respect to Count X, the 

13 unjust enrichment, I think that has been well briefed as 

14 well. As long as there is an adequate remedy at law, the 

equitable claims do not stand, and there are 9ases that 

16 have been, that so hold. 

17 The plaintiffs do cite to a case by Judge Davis 

18 where he allowed an unjust enrichment claim, but if the 

19 Court notes those facts, there were lots of equitable 

claims in that set of facts. This was not in an 

21 alternative. Here there are plenty of adequate remedies at 

22 law under the strict liability, the negligence, the fraud 

23 claims. 

24 The unjust enrichment claim is an equitable claim 

that should be dismissed. If there is nothing further? 
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1 THE COURT: Let me ask you one question, 

2 Ms. Van Steenburgh. 

3 MS. VAN STEENBURGH: Yeah. 

4 THE COURT: Back to the question about the public 

benefit. 

6 MS. VAN STEENBURGH: Mm-hmm. 

7 THE COURT: Do you think there is anything to an 

8 argument that although this is an action that is seeking 

9 damages that are personal to Mr .. Schedin, and most of these 

cases do relate to that, is there an argument that because 

11 particularly his case is coming first as a bellwether trial 

12 in an MDL it affects a lot of potential future plaintiffs 

13 or current plaintiffs in other cases that that can somehow 

14 confer a public benefit by participating in the trial in 

that way? 

16 MS. VAN STEENBURGH: I don't think so for a 

17 couple of reasons. Every single one of these cases really 

18 is an individual case. They just happen to be collected 

19 here for pretrial discovery as part of an MDL. All of 

these cases may involve different labels. 

21 Mr. Schedin's case involves a 2004 label, so 

22 there may be one that involves a 2002. We have got a 2007. 

23 We have got a 2008, so you can't necessarily say that 

24 Mr. Schedin's case involving this particular label, which 

does not exist anymore, could somehow confer a public 
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1 benefit with respect to any of those others. The adequacy 

2 of any of those others in any of those cases has to be 

litigated separately. 

4 THE 

MS. 

6 MR. 

7 Good morning. 

8 THE 

9 MR. 

COURT: Thank you.
 

VAN STEENBURGH: Yes.
 

MCCORMICK: Almost afternoon,
 

Still there. 

COURT: You're close. 

Your Honor. 

MCCORMICK: Hopefully I will be done before 

afternoon, Your Honor. Your Honor, your last question I 

11 think goes to the heart of the public benefit issue, which 

12 is where does the public benefit begin to run or when does 

13 a public benefit stop running for an individual bringing a 

14 claim under these Minnesota statutes? 

For every Pecarina case and every Berczyk case 

16 that Ms. Van Steenburgh can cite to you, I can cite your 

17 ADT case, which you know better than I do. I can cite to 

18 you the Weigand versus Walser case, which is a Minnesota 

19 state court case. I can cite to you the Kinetic versus 

Medtronic, all those cases where conduct may have stopped 

21 during the course of the lawsuit. 

22 The public benefit still was seen, and there 

23 still was an enforceable case underneath the consumer fraud 

24 statutes using the Private Attorney General Act. 

THE COURT: What about this argument that simply 
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1 bringing these claims now inside of an MDL with a potential 

2 impact on others? I mean is that a theory that would 

3 support a public benefit? Do you know of any cases that 

4 addressed the issue in that way? 

MR. MCCORMICK: I do not, Your Honor, but I think 

6 if you go back and look - I spent more time on Minnesota 

7 law in the past three months than I ever thought I would. 

8 If you go back and look at legislative reading and you go 

9 back and you look at the Ly versus Nystrom case and what 

led from that, I think that the way the defendants would 

11 have you read the public benefit is to basically shut down 

12 the consumer fraud statutes to almost any individual trying 

13 to bring, seek redress under those cases. 

14 So I think that while there is not a case 

specifically on point, I think if you look at the line of 

16 cases that we have versus the line of cases that the 

17 defendants would rely on, I believe that this case is 

18 closer to the Collins line than it is to the other line of 

19 cases. 

THE COURT: Recognizing that there is not 

21 injunctive relief sought and I think that the public 

22 benefit issue is more complicated than just injunctive 

23 relief versus personal damages, the current label, the 

24 November '08 label which I have a copy here in front of me, 

is that an adequate label? 
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1 MR. MCCORMICK: Your Honor, we would argue it's 

2 not an adequate label. 

3 THE COURT: Does that affect the public benefit 

4 issue? 

MR. MCCORMICK: I would believe it would. If, 

6 for example, in your ADT case if that is the issue, we 

7 should be able to amend the complaint to add the inadequacy 

8 of the November 2008 label, but looking back at the 

9 November 2004 label, Mr. Schedin's complaint was filed 

before the November 2008 label, but our argument all along 

11 and always will be, I believe, that the new label is not 

12 adequate, either. 

13 THE COURT: Okay. 

14 MR. MCCORMICK: Your Honor, I think I can be as 

brief with the implied warranty and the express warranty 

16 claims as defendant was. All of the cases that the 

17 defendants rely on for their citations to the express 

18 warranty - well, let me stay with the breach of implied 

19 warranty. 

At this point dismissing that claim on a motion 

21 for judgment on the pleadings is premature. We should be 

22 able to present that case to the jury. Then in a jury 

23 instruction if you decide at the end of the trial whether 

24 we're going to present it or if you say the jury 

instructions are going to be confusing, then we withdraw 
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1 that case. 

2 Doing it right now before we get to the case, the 

3 ,actual trial, would be premature. All of the cases that 

4 they rely on are distributor cases. This is a case that 

involves a manufacturer. The express warranty claim is, 

6 again, I believe that their argument is misplaced here. 

7 This is a motion for judgment on the pleading. 

8 If they felt like our express warranty does 

9 not expressly - what we're complaining about is not in the 

complaint, they should have filed a motion for summary 

11 judgment and said your evidence isn't there. 

12 At this point we have taken discovery for two and 

13 a half years. There is discovery that we could point to, 

14 express warranties over and over amongst the defendants' 

labels, the representations they have made to physicians, 

16 the detailing that they hand out. So 

17 THE COURT: But do we have evidence in these 

18 individual, what are we dealing with, five separate motions 

19 here? 

MR. MCCORMICK: Six. 

21 THE COURT: Six, that express warranties were 

22 made to patients or their doctors in these cases? Is there 

23 anything that has developed? 

24 MR. MCCORMICK: Your Honor, I think under the 

Minnesota law, a general statement made by the company that 
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1 may have made it down to the physician or the patient is 

2 enough, but I don't know the specifics of these cases, but 

3 Mr. Goldser could better answer that question, Your Honor. 

4 THE COURT: That's fine. 

MR. MCCORMICK: As to the unjust enrichment 

6 claim, Your Honor, it is similar to our breach of implied 

7 warranty claim which is that this is a premature motion. 

8 While we have adequate theories of law, the unjust 

9 enrichment claim is not ready to be dismissed. We should 

be able to try a case like that. 

11 If at the end of the trial we decide that there 

12 is no evidence or if you decide that the case then is 

13 unworthy, we should drop it out then before you give us 

14 your jury instruction. 

THE COURT: On the implied warranty claim, when 

16 do you choose between that and strict liability? 

17 MR. MCCORMICK: I would think when we have a 

18 charging conference, Your Honor, and you say what cases are 

19 you going to charge the jury on, and we say this or this. 

THE COURT: We can probably make that clear to a 

21 jury at the end of the case, but it may get confusing 

22 during the trial. 

23 MR. MCCORMICK: I would think that we would be 

24 able to provide evidence on both claims to the jury. To be 

honest, I think probably the same elements would go in, so 
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1 I don't know if the jury would understand until they 

2 receive two different instructions on the same elements. 

3 Thank you, Your Honor. 

4 THE COURT: Thank you. 

MR. GOLDSER: May I, Your Honor? 

6 THE COURT: Sure, Mr. Goldser. 

7 MR. GOLDSER: I remember Professor Marshall from 

·8 the University law school, dearly departed, I don't know if 

9 you had any experiences with him. 

THE COURT: Oh, yes. 

11 MR. GOLDSER: Wonderful man. When we were 

12 talking about the purpose, the public policy behind tort 

13 law, I hope this is going to work, that one of the public 

14 policies behind tort law was to change behavior of the 

defendant, and so I think you are exactly right when you 

16 say it's more complicated than simply whether or not there 

17 is injunctive relief. 

18 Tort damages, tort cases for damages can get you 

19 there. I spent a long time earlier this morning talking 

about one of the theories of liability, and that is that 

21 Levaquin is worse than other fluoroquinolones in terms of 

22 comparative tendon toxicity. That is not in the warning. 

23 Never has been. Defendant denies it to this day. It's 

24 certainly not in the black box warning. 

That, if we can convince a jury that there is 
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1 inadequate warning on that, is in fact a public benefit. 

2 Of course one would hope that defendant would learn from 

3 the tort decision on an individual remedy case that they 

4 need to change their warning to address the question of the 

comparative tendon toxicity of Levaquin versus other 

6 fluoroquinolones, which dovetails exactly into the express 

7 warranty issue. 

8 And what I have up in front of you at the moment 

9 are the call notes that were provided to us by defendant 

where the defendants' sales representatives called on 

11 Dr. Beecher, and the one that you see right in front of 

12 you, and it actually scrolls up a little bit, this page, as 

13 you can see is July 2, 2002, it's Dr. Beecher. 

14 Monica Sadar over here is the name of the sales 

representative, and when she is done with the call, she 

16 writes in this box down here what occurred in the call. 

17 And you can see that she described to Dr. Beecher on July 

18 2, 2002, the safety of Levaquin versus other quinolones, 

19 versus Augmentin as well, and I don't understand what that 

last tag phrase is IN SIN, but she was there talking to 

21 Dr. Beecher that day about how Levaquin compares in safety 

22 to other fluoroquinolones. 

23 I can promise you she didn't say to Dr. Beecher, 

24 well, you know, Levaquin is worse than other 

fluoroquinolones in terms of the tendon toxicity. Quite 
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1 the opposite. This call might suggest that it is in fact 

2 safer than other fluoroquinolones, which is a 

3 misrepresentation, and it's also an express warranty. 

4 I can find for you several other references to 

descriptions of tolerability and safety. You can see that 

6 over on the right. This call note I believe was created on 

7 the top of the page July 12, 2002. 

8 There were several others that look very similar 

9 that talked about safety as Monica Sadar or other sales 

reps referenced specifically to Dr. Beecher, the doctor in 

11 this case. We have pot only an express warranty just 

12 generally out there, we have got a specific express 

13 warranty that was made to Dr. Beecher that we can see in 

14 the call notes. 

Thank you. 

16 MR. SAUL: Just one thing, Your Honor? 

17 MS. VAN STEENBURGH: I'm getting triple teamed 

18 here. Seems unfair. 

19 THE COURT: Go ahead, Mr. Saul. 

MR. SAUL: 60 seconds. 

21 THE COURT: We can give Mr. Dames and 

22 Mr. Robinson a chance. 

23 Go ahead, Mr. Saul. 

24 MR. SAUL: During depositions I specifically 

asked the defendants' experts as well as their employees, 
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1 did they agree or disagree with the black box warning, 

2 which is now in effect, and across the board, they either 

3 disagree with it in whole or in part. 

4 So in terms of the public benefit, you have it 

there in testimony throughout the litigation. 

6 THE COURT: Thank you. 

7 Ms. Van Steenburgh? 

8 MS. VAN STEENBURGH: Well, first, let me bring us 

9 back to the fact that we're here for a motion for judgment 

on the pleadings. Mr. Goldser has now just introduced a 

11 bunch of evidence that I wasn't aware that those were the 

12 express warranties. We looked at the complaint. The 

13 complaint says nothing. Paragraph 136 just says including 

14 plaintiff and physicians that Levaquin had been shown by 

scientific study to be safe for its intended use. 

16 Their brief in response when we said there isn't 

17 an express warranty, as to express warranties, the various 

18 complaints make it clear with factual affirmations and 

19 product descriptions of Levaquin that form the basis of 

additional express warranties. 

21 There is never any representation as to what 

22 warranty, where, who or what, other than it's safe, and 

23 even as Mr. Goldser said, the warranty that was given 

24 Dr. Beecher is, it was safe. That's an implied warranty. 

So there is nothing different about the express warranty 
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1 claim than there is the implied warranty claim. 

2 Now, stepping back to that, what I'm hearing is, 

3 they don't want to make a decision about whether they're 

4 going to stick with their strict liability claim now or 

later. If they get rid of the strict liability claim, 

6 negligence merges in with the implied warranty, so that 

7 goes away anyway at trial. 

8 So whether we get rid of it now or later it is 

9 not going to make any difference if they decide to drop 

their $trict liability claims. Strict liability, and 

11 negligence is equal to the implied warranty, and under 

12 Minnesota law, you have to get rid of the implied warranty 

13 claim. So the decision is actually subject now. Strict 

14 liability as long as it stays in the complaint preempts 

implied warranty. 

16 The final thing I wanted to say is, there seems 

17 to be some confusion about this issue of the public 

18 benefit. The question was, do the plaintiffs believe that 

19 the 2008 label is adequate? That isn't the subject of 

Mr. Schedin's lawsuit, nor any of the other bellwether 

21 plaintiffs. 

22 The adequacy of the 2008 label is not at issue. 

23 The issue is the adequacy of the 2004 label, and that's 

24 what is going to be litigated in this case, and that label 

doesn't exist. 
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1 Now I hear Mr. Goldser saying, well, they still 

2 don't have two times endotoxic in the future label. Well, 

3 is that the only thing that is ever going to be litigated 

4 as part of the 2004 label? No. They have identified all 

kinds of deficiencies. 

6 There is nothing that - about the 2008 label 

7 that somehow can be brought back to the 2004 label, and if 

8 you look at Pecarina, you look at the Tuttle case, and it's 

9 distinguished from the Swenson case because in that case it 

was unclear whether there was national sales literature and 

11 installation literature still out there such that the 

12 impact of the lawsuit might impact the behavior. The 2004 

13 label doesn't exist. 

14 It is not going to have an effect. It is more 

like Tuttle where the label has changed, and now we're 

16 litigating something in the past. And whether Mr. Schedin 

17 is entitled to damages for past medical expenses, pain and 

18 suffering as a result of the alleged inadequacy of the 

19 label is the issue before the Court. 

There is no public benefit with respect to that 

21 label, and thus there can be no consumer fraud claims. 

22 Thank you, Your Honor. 

23 THE COURT: Thank you, Ms. Van Steenburgh. Do 

24 you want some backup? 

MR. DAMES: She apparently doesn't need it. 
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1 MR. ROBINSON: We have our batting helmets. 

2 THE COURT: Okay. Did you have anything else, 

3 Mr. McCormick? 

4 MR. MCCORMICK: Your Honor, just one quick thing, 

and it brings me back to the express warranty, which is at 

6 this point in time a motion for judgment on the pleadings 

7 as opposed to a Rule 12 motion. If they felt like our 

8 express warranties were not there and not in the complaint, 

9 they should have brought a motion for summary judgment to 

have that opportunity, and they didn't do it. 

11 As to the public benefit argument, I think my 

12 argument stands in that if you would read the public 

13 benefit as narrowly as defendants would have you do in an 

14 MDL setting, it would defeat the purpose of an MDL and 

setting law and following law and setting a group going 

16 forward for the rest of these cases. 

17 Thank you, Your Honor. 

18 MR. GOLDSER: So the records are clear, we move 

19 to amend the complaint to incorporate the express 

warranties set forth in the call notes that I described to 

21 you. 

22 THE COURT: Speaking of the call notes, 

23 Mr. Goldser, where in the record is what you showed us 

24 there? Can you cite to the record so that we can look that 

up? 
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1 MR. GOLDSER: I don't believe it's in the record. 

2 Because this was a judgment on the pleadings, we didn't 

3 submit any evidence. I'm happy to send them to you if you 

4 would like. 

THE COURT: I see. Okay. Anything else on the 

6 motions? Okay. Very well. Okay. Let's talk a little bit 

7 about scheduling. We have, I believe, I believe it's next 

8 week, Wednesday, the Daubert motions, the 6th? We have 

9 inquired about the advisability of splitting them up 

somehow. I am of a couple of minds about that. I thought 

11 I would raise that anyway. 

12 I guess it depends in part on the length of 

13 arguments that you wish to do on the Daubert motions. If 

14 it's lengthy argument involving all of them, then - I want 

to make sure. I've got a trial going on next week. I want 

16 to make sure I have enough time to prepare for all of them 

17 and to be able to prepare for arguments. 

18 What's anticipated right now? Maybe each of you 

19 have thoughts on this. 

MR. GOLDSER: I'm not sure that we have gone into 

21 a great deal of detail yet about what we want to argue and 

22 how we want to argue it. I have the concern about the 

23 longer we go before we get a ruling, the closer we aFe to 

24 trial, of course. 

But I like to with, with due humility and 
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1 respect, suggest a possible solution. It may impose a 

2 greater burden on the Court, however. There is a procedure 

3 that is used in California courts, both state and federal, 

4 where the Court issues what is called a tentative ruling. 

I don't know if you're familiar with that. 

6 I have experienced it a few times. It's pretty 

7 wonderful from a litigant's perspective. The Court 

8 actually issues a proposed order, and the litigants get it 

9 when they walk into court that morning. 

THE COURT: Judge Renner did something like that 

lIon a regular basis. He would announce his tentative 

12 decision and ask lawyers to tell him where he was wrong. 

13 He was rarely wrong. 

14 MR. GOLDSER: I find that to be true certainly as 

well when I have been in California, but from my 

16 perspective it's really wonderful. It cuts down the amount 

17 of time for the argument, and it focuses the argument. Of 

18 course, it puts a tremendous burden on the Court to have 

19 tentative rulings done. 

One court, I wish I could recall who it was, 

21 handed out a list of questions, as opposed to what the 

22 tentative ruling would be, so that the arguments could be 

23 really focused. I went on at great length because I wanted 

24 to tell you the story. It was the first time I think we 

have had the chance. You have now seen it, and you have 
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1 read a lot about it in the Daubert briefs, so I don't know 

2 that we have that great need to go there. 

3 I want to focus on what you need to know to make 

4 those decisions. If you can help us with that, I think we 

can get it done in one day. 

6 MR. DAMES: We don't have an objection to having 

7 one day to hear all the motions. I think that really is 

8 going to be your calendar for the preparation time if you 

9 feel that you need to do -

THE COURT: What are you anticipating for the 

11 argument time? 

12 MR. DAMES: You know, we haven't discussed it, 

13 Your Honor, but at some point the issues, I mean, clearly 

14 the first arguments are going to be longer than the later 

arguments, I suspect. The Seeger lay argument will 

16 probably be one of the longer arguments. The 

17 We have the Waymack/Blume arguments will probably 

18 be quite significant, and I should tell the Court that 

19 we're going to have John Winter, who is an attorney with 

Patterson Belknap, come and argue those motions. 

21 THE COURT: Mm-hmm. 

22 MR. DAMES: It's hard to say, but none of them 

23 will be particularly short. 

24 MR. ROBINSON: Your Honor, if the Court will 

entertain possibilities here, we could do as much as we 
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1 could on the 6th and then perhaps have another date on the 

2 13th if that's convenient for the Court as suggested to 

3 finish up if we need it. 

4 THE COURT: Well, I mean, we will issue the order 

just as quickly as possible. It will be, obviously we know 

6 the trial is coming up, and it goes to the top of the list, 

7 so, you know, maybe that is the best way to proceed. 

8 If I can give the parties some direction in 

9 advance, I will do so, but I'm not promising anything right 

now. I'm starting this other trial on Monday, and that 

11 will involve a lot of - it's a bench trial, too. So-

12 but we can -

13 Go ahead. 

14 MR. DAMES: I think that for some of the motions, 

I've had experience in California with the, with that 

16 procedure. It isn't a bad procedure to utilize if you 

17 think the oral argument isn't going to clarify things or if 

18 oral argument is going to have a substantial benefit. 

19 I think on the Daubert motions, oral argument 

probably will have a substantial benefit so that, I mean, 

21 because a lot of arguments foreclose with that kind of a 

22 preliminary decision in practice, and I just think that it 

23 might be the least appropriate method, time to use that 

24 procedure if you do it with the Daubert motions. 

THE COURT: Well, go ahead, Mr. Saul. 
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1 MR. SAUL: Your Honor, we suggest, plaintiffs 

2 suggest you do one plaintiff, one defendant, back and forth 

3 between the motions. 

4 MR. ROBINSON: That's fine with us if the Court 

wants to set some kind of schedule. 

6 THE COURT: We'll let you know. We'll try to get 

7 to that, you know, a day or two in advance so you know 

8 exactly how we are going to proceed, and I think the 

9 suggestion, we'll do what we can on the 6th, and if we 

can't get it all done, we'll just schedule another day 

11 shortly thereafter. 

12 MR. ROBINSON: Your Honor, originally when we had 

13 talked about the schedule, we had reserved October 7th. I 

14 take it that is not going to happen now, and I just want to 

be clear about that. 

16 THE COURT: Well, let's look here and see what we 

17 have got. I think we should probably continue to hold that 

18 for now, but I do have this other trial. It's just the 

19 other trial. That's all I have going on other than a 

sentencing. 

21 I do have time available that day if we need to 

22 spillover. So I think let's hold it for now. Okay? 

23 MR. ROBINSON: Yes, sir. 

24 THE COURT: Okay. Anything else we need to 

discuss today? 
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1 MR. GOLDSER: I don't think so, Your Honor. 

2 THE COURT: Okay. Very good. 

3 MR. DAMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 

4 MR. ROBINSON: Thank you, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: The Court is in recess. Thanks for 

6 the arguments today. 

7 THE CLERK: All rise. 

8 (Court was adjourned.) 

9 * * * 
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